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Chapter 11. Frame and Towing Assembly
Chassis, Steering and Brake

kR Design

ZIL truck frames are riveted and have stamped side members varying in
cross section connected by stamped cross members. The frame of the long-
based ZIL-130G truck has side members with reenforcements at the most heavily
loaded part of the frame (from the rear bracket of the front leaf spring to
the rear bracket of the rear leaf spring).

The brackets for the engine mount, front and rear leaf springs, steering
assembly and cab are also riveted. The brackets for the fenders, fuel tanks
and batteries of ZIL-110 and ZIL-131 are bolted to the frame parts. All truck
frames have front bumpers which are also bolted into place. Only the 3-axle
ZIL-157K and ZIL-131 trucks have rear bumpers.

The front part of the frame is equipped with towing hooks and an engine
shield which protects the under-hood area from roads dirt.

Towing assembly. The rear part of the ZIL-157K truck frame has a towing
assembly with a sprung shock absorber, and the ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 truck frames
have towing assemblies with rubber shock absorbers.

Dump truck and tractor frames have no towing assembly, but all frames have
provision for their installation. From the middle of 1967, some dump truck
frames (ZIL-130D2) were produced with towing assemblies. Frames which do not

have towing assemblies are equipped with rings intended for short towing, but
not for operation with a trailer.

The frame width (Figure 11-1) of the ZIL-130 and its modifications is
865 mm from front to rear.

The frame of the ZIL-157K truck (Figure 11-2) is equipped with removal
side member extendors 1 for winch installation. When the extendors are installed
the front bumper 30 is replaced with bumper 29. The bumper of a truck with a
winch has a winch cable roller.

Figure 11-3 shows the frame of the ZIL-131 and ZIL-131A trucks, and
Figure 11-4 shows the frame of the ZIL-131V tractor, which differs only slightly
from the frame of the ZIL-131 truck,'but is somewhat less in overall length.

SThe frame of the ZIL-131V truck is equipped with a fifth wheel instead of
a bed, and towing ring 14 instead of a towing assembly.

yj."
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Figure 11-1. Truck Frame:
a, ZIL-130, b, ZIL-MM~Z-SS and ZIL-130V, c, ZIL-130G;
1, 10 and 12, splash guards, 2, towing hooks, 3, first cross member,
4, front bumper, 5, bumper mount, 6, front towing hook reenforcement,
7 and 26, side members, 8, shock absorber bracket, 9, rear engine
mount bracket, 11, front leaf spring bracket, 13, platform bracket,
14, second cross member, 15, cab bracket, 16, spare wheel mount reŽ-
enforcement, 17, third cross member, 18, rear leaf spring mounting
bracket, 19, helper spring support bracket, 20, fourth cross member,
21, angle brace, 22, towing clect, 23, fifth cross mnember, 24. towing
assembly, 25, towing r~ing, 27, additional cross member.

Wenches are installed on ZIL-131 and ZIL-131A truck frames without exten-
dors. When a winch is installed the front b'nmper is attached to the frame with

* gusset plates.

-The towing assembly of the ZIL-157K frame is shown in .exgure 11-5. and
Figure 11-6 shows that of the ZIL-130 and 7IL-131.

The towing ring is shown in Figure 11-7.

Assembly and Dissembly

The- riveted connection of the frs-ne =ust insure reliable rigid Connection
ot the- parts. Connections are cht-ck-ed by Lapping Uli rl~cts wcith a hazxer.
Tightening weakened rivets is ineffective. Weakened rivet hotl be replcd
A bed rivet may be replaced by a bolt with a nut antd lock washer. When rivets

* ~~have worked out, joint parts have separated, or if their holes have diffrn
sized openings (one opening enlarged and the other not), the holes should be

2



enlarged and a bigger rivet installed. If the rivet holes have become greatly
enl-rged (more than 15% of nominal diameter) the opening may be welded and
redrilled. All holes should be strengthened by driving a cylindrical punch
into them,

27 22

i28
Pigure 11-2. ZIL-157K Truck Frame:

[ 1, frame extendor, 2, towing hooks, 3 and 10, front spring brackets,
4, first cross member, 5, splash guards, 6, additional frame cross
member, 7, steering assembly bracket, 8, shock absorber bracket, 9,
16 and 19, rubber pads, 11, battery mounting bracket, 2, second
cross member, 13, cab bracket, 14, side members, 15, p.,atform bracket,
17, balance suspension brackets, 18, torsion bar bracket, 20 and 26,
tail light brackets, 21, fourth cross member, 22, angle brace, 23,
rear bumpers, 24, towing assembly, 25, fifth cross member, 27, third
cross tmember, 28, spare wheel bracket, 29, front bumper (when wench
is installed), 30, front bumper (without wench).

The rivet must fit the bole tightly. The joint frame parts in front of
:= • the rivet must be joined together tightly, because a space will allow the

shank of a new rivet to expand into this area, forming a so-called "blind
washer."~ When trouble is encountered, the space should be eliminated by using
neighboring holes in the joint parts, pulling them together with a nut and bolt
or rclaip and them riveting.

* Htot riveting may be used in die field, i.e. heating the rivet in an
S~electric or other heating oven. The heated rivet will pull the joined parts

together even tighter after cooling. In repair shops, cold hydraulic riveting
* should be perfomed. In order not to disturb the position of the parts, rivets

• should be replaced in sequence, i.e, remove one rivet, replace it, and then! ' remve the next and so forth.

¢3
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Figure 11-3. ZIL-131 and ZIL-131A Truck Frames:
1, front bumper, 2, front towing hook, 3, bracket for engine hand
crank, 4, first cross member, 5, splash guard, 6, rear engine mount
bracket, 7, shock absorber bracket, 8, electro pneumatic transmission
drive bracket, 9, second cross member, 10, rear cab mount bracket,
11, transmission mount bracket, 12, 13 and 14, third, fourth and fifth
frame cross member, 15, rear bumper, 16, towing assembly, 17, shock
absorber bracket, 18 and 20, front spring bracket, 19, side member.

Figure 11-4. ZIL-131V Tractor Frame:
1, front bumper, 2, front towing hook, 3, splash guards, 4 and 6, first
and second frame cross members, 5, side member, 7, running boards, 8,
tool boxes, 9 and 13, shields, 10, rear fenders, 11, fifth-wheel plate,
12, sliders, 14, towing ring, 15, towing assembly cross member, 16, fen-
der bracket, 17, steps, 18, wood blocks, 19, rear cab mount brackets,
20 and 22, front spring mounts, 21, shock absorber bracket.

I'



After riveting, the rivet heads should be located symmetrically relative
to the rivet axis, completely drifted, and have the proper geometric form with-
out gaps, leads and cracks. The diameter of the new rivet head must not be less
than 1.5 d (shaft diameter).

The quality of the rivet joint may be checked with a feeler gauge. A
0.5 mm gauge should not fit between two attached parts at a distance equal to
2 diameters of a rivet sheft. A 0.6 mm gauge should not fit in intervals be-
tween rivets of up to 60 mm, and a 1.2 mm gauge should not fit at greater dis-
tances between rivets. There must be no space beneath rivet heads.

41
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Figure 11-.5. ZIL-157K Towing Assembly-
1, sleeve, 2, hook, 3 and S, pinls, 4, dog, 6, catch, 7, dog spring,
8 and 10, spring guide sleeves, 9, hook spring, 11, auxilliary cross
member, 12 and 13, nuts, 14, angle braces, 15, re-ar cross anber.l

Fram-es are checked for bending andI twisting by visual examination as well
as by using straight edges and templates. Beinding of thke side Memnber in the
plane of the vertical wall must not exceed 2 mmper 1,000 mm of length for
5 mm for the whole lenztht of the member.

Bent frame parts are straightened cold.

There must he no rnore than 3 rn~ shift of thqý side nc~bers cau,%in- the
cross members to be nonperpendicular relative. to the side nvm-bers. E<,gtudinal
shifting of the side me-mbers may be% checked by me,&juring the 0distanct- hetwecen
the two oposite engine suspensiont .
by placine the bent parts.
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Figure 11-6. ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 Towing Assembly:
1, cover, 2, deflector, 3 and 5, pins, 4, dog, 6, dog spring, 7,
latch, 8, hook, 9 and 14, grease fittings, 10 and 18, bolts, 1l

- / and 13, support washers, 12, housing, 15, cover, 16, pin, 17, hook
Sout, 19, rubber bushinz, 20, ring, 21, cross member, 22 and 23, nuts.

F~igu.re 11-7. "!L-•OU-$S5 th,.p Truc¢k and{ :.L-133v a~nd :TL-131V
STowing king Asscisbiy:

A. nut, 2. washer. 3. pin. 4. chin with cotter pin. S. ring, 6,
bracket.

Cracks. and thoir rqpAir. tWhen; cracis- are found. -or %ptxng or -shock absoaber
brack•ts, the parts shahtxld be replaced.

The side mmeyber crack oni~y ias a re-s~ut of re--ular cocrrloýAdingý or at% a
result ofý drtcing a Iloaded trtmi at znxco-;snie -Pqtred% aver bAd rod;z.r. ithn
cracks ;tre discovere6 in the sidr nerters or' the V rante, the c'.dr of e.Q.ac



cra--i1.ust be determined. For this, the crack should be cleaned down to bear
metal, washed with kerosene, dried and tapped with a mallet. The end of the
crack will be revealed by escaping kerosene. A mark should be made with a
punch at the end of the crack and a 5 mm hole drilled through the member. Pre-
pare the area for welding using a chisel or grinder at an angle of 900 alone
the crack, extending 3 mm along both sides. Weld the hole from both sides,
beginning from the drilled hole up to the end of the crack. Preparation for
welding may also be done by cutting through the frame part with a hack saw along
the wholo length, of the track.

Thr. frame side membeis are made cf number 30 titanium steel, which makes
welding more difficult. Therefore, electric welding with high quality electrodes
or semiautonatic ýteldiAt in a protective medium must be done. For welding
cracks on frame parts, NlIAT recommends using 07S-6 VN-48 and UONI-13/55 elec-
trodes.

The weld bead must not extend more than 2 mr, above the surface of the
,* m•parts. The fatigue scregth of the metal is reduced because of weldin. beat

at a distance of 3-4 m-, •-:'om the bead. This area may be strengthened by col!
hardening with a pneumatic or metal working hammer.

-Any cracks on the sid& members or cross members except those noted simul-
taneously on 2 metbers oppositv ea'ch other ,may be welded by installing box or
rectangular reenForce-ents (Figue 11-8).

The rueefercenent must fit the parts being repaired perfectly. Only

longitu.,inal hori:ojitil beads should he -.sed to weld the reenforcements in
placc, leaviw t,,e vertical edge•s unweided. Wfhen reenforces are installed
Scare must be taken not to create .- cessive rigidity in the area surrounding
the- crack, ainýie this ca.uses the apF-e.rance of new cracks at the end of the
reen&orcers, uich are made of St. 3. 08. or 20 steel S mm thick.

ug -~g-e 11-I.. Rrenf:orc~ez).-t

a. ý'ox sectioe. b •i4 , triaui~r, d, Ce.=nTu~ar.
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Figure 11-9. Reenforcements for the Side Members and Fourth Cross
Member of a Dump Truck Frame:
a, side member reenforcement, b, fourth cross member reenforcemer.t;
1, crack in side member, 2, hole drilled at end of crack, 3, side
member reenforcement, 4, attaching the second cross member with bolts,
S, attaching second cross member with rivets, 6, side members, 7,
fourth cross member, 8, fourth cross member reenforcement.

Additional holes must not be drilled in the horizontal surfaces of the
side members,

Figure 11-9 shows the method recommended by ZIL for repairing dump truck
frames. Frequent overloading of vehicles results in the appearance of cracks
on the lower surface of the Fide members nf the frames of these trucks ai-ound
the second and fourth cross members where the angle braces are attached. The
following must be done to repair cracks:

make a side meamber reenforcement (FIgure 11-9a) and a fourth cross member
reenforcement. first drilling the ends of the crack and preparing the area for
welding;

drill out the rivets whi hi attach the ;•comd cross _tnem r to the roller
surface of the side member and the rivets which attach the angle brace to the
si'de -embers;

rivet the second cross member cnd reenforcement to the lower surface of
the side member and angle brace with reenforcing pieces to the fourth cross
member. Bolts are used where rivets canpot be. The bolt holen are corrected
by drilling. If the holes are severely damiged, larger .414 bolts are used;

weld tne reenforcing pieces to the lower surface of the •ide o mber and to
the fourth cross member using only longitudinal beads. The beads should stop
short of the ends of the reenforcing piece by approximately 20-30 •. The quality
of the weld beads is checked by visual inspection.

L8
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ZIL-157K towing assembly. if the tqwing assembly requires repair (de-
terioration of the hook, guide sleeves and other parts), it m4st be removed
from the frame and taken apart. When dismantling a towing asgembly with a
shock absorbing spring it is necessary to remove the cotter pin and unscrew
nut 13 (see, Figure .11-5) of the hook, remove the support washer and extract
towing hook1 2 along with its lock. Loosen nuts 12 and remove auxilliary cross
member 11 of the towing assembly. Remove guide sleeves 8 and 10 and spring 9.
To remove latch 6 from the towing hook it is necessary to remove the cotter
pin, unscrew the nut and drive pin 3 out. To remove dog 4 from the latch'it
is necessary to remove the stopper bolt and drive out pin 5.

The towing assembly with a shock absorbing spring is re-assembled in
reverse order from its dissembly.

ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 towing assemblies. The following operatiors must be
carried out when dissembling a towing assembly with a rubber bushilLg.

Remove bolt 18 (see Figure 11-6) of cover 15 and remove it. Relea~e the
nut , removing cotter pin 16. Unfasten hook shank 8 fastening nut 17 and remove
the hook' along with its lock. Remove nut 22 which fastens .cover I and housing
12 to frame cross member 21, remove bolts 10 and extract the parts of the
towing assembly, taking them apart separately (rubber bushing 19, support washers
11 and 13, housing 12 and\ cover 1). If the rubber bushing ýupport washers are
worn, they should be switched in position,

'To remove latch 7 from the towing hook it is necessary to remove the
cotter pin, unscrew nut 23 and drive out pin 3.

To remove dog 4 from the latch it. is necessary to unscrew the stopper bolt
and drive out pin 5.

The towing assembly with a rubber bushing is re-assembled in reverse order
, from dissembly\

i! I

--- '.7,

Figure 11-10. Towing Apparatus Figure 11-11. Trailer Towing Ring.
Hook.

¶ 9
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A bent hook shank is repaired by straightening. The hook should be re-
placed if it is cracked or more than 2 turns of the screw are damaged. Admis-
sible wear of the hook qpening without repair is no greater than S mm (Figure
11-10). The diameter ofi the sleeve of a towing assembly with a shock absorbing
spring without repair may not be less than 45.6 mm. If the rear sleeve is
more heavily worn it is recommended to trade places of the sleeves (the dimen-
sions of the front and rear sleeves are idelitical).

j\
The admissible diameter of the towing assembly latch pins without repair

• is 24.0 mm.

Damaged or cracked parts of towing assemblies should be replaced.

If the dogs or latches become jammed they should be cleaned.

The basic parameters of the parts and materials of frames and towing
assemblies are shown in Tables 11-1, 11-2 and 11-3.

If the parts of towing loops and hooks show cracks or excessive wear they
should be replaced. No more ti-1an 2 turns of any threaded device may be damaged.
If towing hooks are bent the' ..h .'d be straightened.

If trucks are being used fcr pulling trailers it is necessary to be sure
that the trailer towing loops (Figure 11-11) are designed in accordance with
GOST 2349-54.

It must be kept in mind that using trailer towing loops with a smaller
cross section will lead to increased wear and reduce the service life of the
towing assembly as well as the rear cross member of the truck frame.

Trailer ho ks with an improper geometrical form (out of round, scratched,
poorly welded) shbuld not be used. The use of such rings will 6ause them to
catch in the towing hooks when making turns and bending of the towing hook, and
when the trailer is backed is shaft will strike the frame of the truck, crush-
ing the end of the frame and bending the shaft.

*10.
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PARAMETERS OF TOWING EYES AND HOOKS TABLE 11-3.

Part Name Truck Model
ZIL--MZ-555P ZIL4'11V andZYL-13-1V

Towing eye Steel 35 (GOST 1050-60), 0 20 mm (GOST 2550-57).
Hardness WIV 207-241. Diameter of opening under
facing 23.0-23.28 mm, admissible without repair
24.5 mm.

Eye facing Steel 35 (GOST 1050-60), 0 28 mm (GOST 2590-57).
Hardness WV 207-241. Face diameter 21.48-22.00 mm;
admissible without repair 20.5 mm.

Towing eye bracket Iron KCh 35-10 (GOST 1215-59). Facing opening di-
"ameter 22.12-22.14 mm, admissible without repair
22.8 mm.

Front towing hook Steel 35 (GOST 1050-60), hardness HV 241-285

Ii
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Chapter 12. Suspension

Assembly

The suspension of all ZIL trucks is designed for four longitudinal semi-
elliptical springs installed in pairs on the front and rear bridges. The

* front suspensions also have two telescopic shock absorbers.

The front springs,.of the ZIL-157K truck (Figure 12-1) are uncushioned.
Both ends of the spring are equipped with rubber cushions 14.

The front spfings of the ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 trucks (Figures 12-2, 12-13)
have removable forged rings 1 (see Figure 12-3) which hold fingers 26, which
attach spring 4 to frame brackets 3. Sleeve 25 is pressed into the removable
ring. The rear end of the front springs slide. The top of the rear ends of
the springs have a facing which slides along removable steel support bearing
11. The ends of the springs are supported from below by support bushing 15 of
bracket 10.

The rear springs of the ZIL-130 truck (Figure 12-4), just as the front
springs, have removable rod ring 5 with its pressed bushing 24 on the front
end. The rear ends of the springs slide, just as the rear ends of the front
springs, and are equipped with a replaceable facing and heat treated support
15. The auxilliary spring 12 is uncushioned and has sliding ends.

The rear suspension of the ZIL-157K and ZIL-131 three axle trucks (Figures
12-5, 12-6) is of the balance type. Shaft 8 (see Figure 12-6) of the balance
assembly is pressed into bracket 20, which are attached to frame brackets 22.
Hubs 2 with inserts 12 are attached to the ends of shaft 8. Spring 29 is
attachedat the middle to hub 2 by two u bolts, and its ends move in the eyes
of brackets 28, which are welded to the beams of the middle 32 and rear 27
bridges.

Accelerat.on and braking forces are transmitted from the bridges to the
truck frame through 6 six torsion bars 18 and 30. One end of the bars is
attached by bearing fingers 17 to the bridge brackets, and the other end is
attached to the axle brackets of the balance suspension. An exception are the
upper torsion bars of the ZIL-157K truck suspension, which have one end attached
to the bridge brackets, and the other to special brackets fastened to the frame
cross member.

Shock absorbers. The front suspension of all ZIL trucks have two tele-
scopic hydraulic shock absorbers (Figure 12-7) to absorb vertical oscillations
which arise during travel over uneven roads.

14
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Figure 12-1. Front Suspension of the ZIL-157K Truck:
1, spring, 2 and 13, covers, 3 and 10, suspension bracket, 4and 19, shock absorber bracket, 5, shock absorber, 6 and 8, bumpers,
7, facing, 9, frame side member, 11, catches, 12, bolt, 14, rubbersupport bushings, IS, clips, 16 and 24, fingers, 17, rubber inserts,
18, u bolt, 20, 21 and 23, nuts, 22, front bridge beam.
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Figure 12-2. Front Suspension of the ZIL-130 Truck:
1, spring, 2 and 9, u bolts, 3 and 23, nuts, 4, 8 and 17, bolts,
5, spring eye, 6 and 14, suspension brackets, 7, grease fitting,
10 and 13, bumpers, 11, facing, 12, shock absorber, 15, frame
side member, 16, support, 18, 22 and 27, fingers, 19, inserts,
20, 21 and 28, sleeves, 24, beam, 25, fixing projection, 26, clip.

I 'k

Figure 12-3. Front Suspension of the ZIL-131 Truck:
1, spring eye, 2, tie bolt, 3 and 10, brackets, 4, spring, 5, padded
facing, 6, spring stamp (for truck without winch), 7, shock absorber,
8, shock absorber bracket, 9, bumper, 11, support pad, 12, pad finger,
13, insert, 14, 21, 27 and 28, nuts, 15, spacer, 16, rubber insert, 17,
shock absorber pin, 18, spring support (for truck with winch), 19, u bolt
support, 20, grease fitting, 22, spring u bolt, 23, clips, 24, eye u bolt,
25, eye insert, 26, spring eye pin, 29, lock washer, 30, frame side mem-
ber.

16
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The shock absorbers are hinge jointed to the beam of the front axle and
the frame side members by pins on which the upper and lower eyes of the shock
absorber are seated on rubber inserts and fastened with nuts.

The shock operates in the following manner. Piston 24, attached to
shaft 19, moves in operating cylinder 18 (Figure 12-8), which is filled with
shock absorbing liquid. The piston has 20 openings evenly distributed about
2 different diameters (10 openings in each circle). Openings 6, located on
the larger circle, are closed from above by by-pass belt 5. Openings 15, lo-
cated on the smaller circle, are covered from below by the disk of relief belt

The valve disk is held agains. the piston from below by spring 8, supported
l by a nut.

j The shaft moves in guides 20 (see Figure 12-7) and is packed in special
rubber gasket 3 and gaskets 24. Gasket 3 is located in ring 23 and is held
in place by spring 22. To reduce wear of the gasket and guide the surface
of the shaft is cleaned and highly polished. For the same reason, the rubbcr
gasket is relieved of the operating pressure of the liquid in the plane of
the cylinder, for which opening A is provided through which part of the liquid
seeping through the opening between the shaft and its guide flows into space
P of the reservoir, as a result of which the pressure of the liquid on the
shaft is reduced.

Gasket 24 is an auxilliary provision to keep dirt and dust from reaching
the shaft gasket. Ring gasket 4, which fills the reservoir space, is installed
between the shaft guide and the shaft gasket ring.

The shaft and ring gaskets are tightened with nut 2, which has 4 wrench
holes.

* Compression valve unit 10 is pressed into the lower part of the operating
cylinder. This unit consists of a housing, by-pass valve 9 and a valve tensioned
by spring 11, which is fastened by nut 12. The housing of the compression valve
contains by-pass valve 13 opening.

Figure 12-4. Rear Suspension of the ZIL-130 Truck;
1, leaf spring, 2 and 10, u bolt, 3, 20 and 25, frits, 4 and 16, tol.ts, 5, spring
eye, 6, 8 and 13, brackets, 7, grease fitting, ý,, clips, 11, 21 and 27, facings,
12, helper spring, 14, frame side member, 1S, siopport, 17 and 23, pins, 18, in-
sert, 19 and 24, sleeves, 22, centering pad, 21', rear bridge beam.
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Figure 12-S, Rear Suspension of the ZIL-157K Truck:
a, side vie-,, b, cross section;
1 and 29, facings, 2, hub, 3, pad, 4 and 14, plug, S, pins, 6, support
washer, 7, lock washer, 8, outside nut, 9, cover, 10, lock ring, 11,
inside nut, 12, bolt, 13, channel, 15, sleeves, 16, gasket, 17, hinge
pin, 18, insert, 19, ring, 20, packing ring, 21, 23 and 27, brackets,
22, balance suspension axle, 24, support bracket, 2S, 32 and 33, torsion
bars, 26, 31, 34 and 35, torsion shafts, 28 and 38, nut, 30, u bolt,
36, spring, 37, clips, 39, tie bolt, 40, hinge pin fastening nut.

?18
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Figurc 12-6. Rear Suslpnsion of the ZIL-131 Truck:
a, side view, b, cross section;
1, facirg, 2, suspension axle hub, 3, pad, 4, cover, 5 an1 13, plug,
6, 19, 2., 24 and 26. nuts, 7, tie bolt. S, balance suspension axle,
9, slotted bolt, 10 and 141, support washers, 11 and 25, bolts, 12,
sleeves, !5, gaskets, 16, eyc inserts, 17, -inge joint. 1 and 30,
torsion shaft, 20, torsion shaft bracket, 22, bracket faste-ning sus-
pension to frame, 23, fram-we, 27, rear bridge heam, 23, spring hinge
brackets. 29. rezar spring. 21. tension spindle-. 32,.iddle bridge
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When the trick is driven along a fairly even road, when the oscIllating
speed of the suspension is insignificant, the resistance created by The shock
absorber is also small. In this case the liquid flows into the shock absorber
spaces primarily through the openings in the butterfly disk of the r~iief valve
and the compression valve.

When the truck is driven on a bad-road the oscillation rate iacreases.
In this case the shock absorber provides great resistance against bouncing of
the sprung portion of the truck. As a result of an increase in the rate of
piston travel the liquid pressure increases in the shock absorber, and conse-
quently the force of the shock absorber increases until the liquid pressure
opens the by-pass or compression valve sufficiently thus relieving the shock
absorber.

The rate of shock absorber resistance increase is determined by the
number and dimensions of the opening in the disks of the by-pass valve and
compression-valve, and the greatest resistance developed by the shock absorber

rt••ads upon the pressure of the springs of the compression and by-pass valve.

Thc cg.eatest resistance created by the shock absorber occurs when it
stretches '-:- hound" mode), when the sprung portion of the truck moves away
from the unsprung part of the truck. When the shock absorber stretches ("re-
tound" mode) the pist;,n moves upwards (Figure 12-8a) and the liquid above pis-
ton 14 undergoes compressi zt

By-pass rebound valve S. which is located to the side of the space above
the piston, closes and the liquid j asoes through the inside row of openings
15 of the piston to rebound valve 7 and opens it. The rigidit;, of the valve
disks and pressure of spring 8 creates the netessary resistance of the shock
absorber, thus reducing the rate of oscillating rovement of the truck suspe;-
sion.

At the same time, by-pass valve 9 is open and part of the liquid equal
in voline to the part of shaft 19 which is pulling out of the operating cylin-
der at a given eoment passes freely through opening 13 from space P of the
reservoir into the operating cylinder 18.

When týhe suspension co.prcsses, when the sprung part nears the unsprung
part of the truck ("cozwression" mode), the s],ock absorb+er pis-ton -oves dow-
ward (Pigure 12-8b), by-pass valve S opvts and liquid freely rsses through
the outside row of hole 6 of the piston into thw Space above the v4St'nl. Here
San a-unt of liquid equal ir volie to the inward movingq part of the rxd is
pushed into the reservoir after overcoming tho resistance of spring i1 of cwn-
pression valve 10 (by-pass compression valve 9 is closed as a result of liquid
pressure). The force of the cca'pro~ssio• valve spring crm.ate tIh-, necessary
shock absorber resistance in the cam-ession rode -ad, Just as in thy rebounrd
mode, slows the rate of oscillation of the truck suspension. Shock :b> ars
are adjtusted at the factory such that the fo.rce nec.Sszry to strtch it it
several times greater thOan th•- forct required for coapression.

20



Figure 12-7. Telescopic Shock Absorber:
A, opening for filling reservoir with liquid;
P, reservoir 3pace;

1, eyes, 2, reservoir nut, 3, shaft gasket,I . ' 4, band gasket, 5, by-pass valve, 6, outer
row of holes, 7, rebound valve, 8, 11 and 22,
spring, 9, compression by-pass valve, 10, com-
pression valve, 12, nut, 13, by-pass valve

I opening, 14, piston, 15, inside circle of
holes, 16, piston ring, 17, reservoir housing,
18, operating cylinder, 19, piston rod, 20,
rod guide, 21, guide bushing, 23, gasket ring,

,-- 24, felt rod gaskets.

I ; Figure 12-8. Opfration of Telescopic Shock

i (for designativon of parts see Figure 142-7).
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In order to lighten the springs and distribute stresses more evenly along
the leaves, front springs with leaves of different lengths have been installed
on the ZIL-157K truck with and without winches since December, 1962.

The following changes have been made on the ZIL-130 truck to increase the
longevity of the rear springs since December, 1964:

a longer intermediate leaf 9 x 65 x 410 mm has replaced the 6 x 70 x 150 Mm
leaf;

the 16 mm u bolt which fastens the eye of the rear spring has been replaced
with 1 20 mm in diameter. Two lock washers have replaced the lock plate under
each u bolt nut. Beginning in December, 1965 this change was also made in the
front springs (the nuts of the u bolt fastening the eyes of the rear springs
must be tightened until the lock washers compress, after the lock washers are
fully compressed it is not recommended to tighten the nuts any further);

to prevent the spring u bolts from sliding passed the weld seam of the
rear bridge beam and to increase strength, a u bolt pad of different configura-
tion and distance between u bolt holes (140 instead of 130 mm) has been installed
since April, 1964. The old and new pads are interchangeable.

In connection with the increased load capacity of the ZIL-130 truck (from
4 to 5 t) 16-leaf rear springs with longer u bolts have been installed instead
of 13-leaf springs since August, 1966. Sixteen-leaf springs have been installed
on the ZIL-KMZ-S55 dump trucks since they were first put into production.

To increase the fatigue strength of the spring leaves, they undergo middle-
shot treatment durinag manufacture.

Surfacing

During DI the suspension units are cleaned and examined. When the trucks
are operated on dusty or dirty roads the pins of the front and rear springs
are greased.

During TO-1 the front spring u bolt fasteners are tightened (moment
25-30 kGm). Here the two front nuts should be tightened first, then the two
rear nuts.

If the ends of the springs are enclosed in rubber cushions (ZIL-ISiK truck)
the spring requires no service :n this area.

Where the front end of a spring is equipped with a removable eye (ZMl-130
and ZIL-131 trucks), the u bolt fasteners of the renovable eye must be tightenel
periodically. The nuts must be tightened until the lock washers are fully cem-
pressed.

The l'ad on the front springs and their service life depend both upon the
quality of the spring and the condition of the shock absorbers.

ThL pins and inserts of the front and rear springs of the :IL-130 truck
must be inspected and greased. The tightness of the u bolts of the rear springs
on the .!L-130 trucks must be examined more carefully, since the stamped insert
aay become seated, which leads to sbifting of the bridge beam.
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The balance suspcnsion of 3-axle trucks requires periodic changing of
the gxease in the fittings of the balance suspension and adjustment of its
axlf' openings, as well as a check on the condition and tightening of the tor-
sicn shafts. The gi.ase is changed after TO-2.

Shock absorbers require no special adjustment. Shock absorbers should
be checked periodically for tightness and condition.

When traces of leaking fluid are detected on a shock absorber, the reser-
voir nut should be tightened, for which it is necessary to remoire the shock ab-
sorbor from the truck. If leakage appears which cannot be eliminated by tighten-
ing the reservoir nut, the shaft packing must be changed. When chaning the shaft
packing it should be kept in mind that the packing bis a mark Niz, which in-
dicates the correction position of the packing when installing it. In this posi-
tion, proper operation of the oil seal channels of the shaft is ensured.

Fluid should be changed every 25,000-30,000 kin, but no less than once a
; ., year.

Before installing fresh fluid, shock absorbers must be cleaned with ben-
zene or kerosene. The shock absorber must be removed fr-m the truck and dis-
sembled 'or cleaning.

Fluid is changed in the shock absorber after removing it from the truck.
Before ponring in the new fluid the shock absorber must be stood on end, clamp-

* ing eye 3 (see Figure 12-9);;pull rod 6 into its upper 1ýosition, remove reser-
voir nut S and remove rod 6 with piston 4.

Measure out 0.4 .1 of shock absorber fluid for ZIL-157K trucks, 0.45 1
for ZIL-131 'trucks,,035 1 for the ZIL-130 trucks and fill the operating cylin-
der to the top, pouring the remaining fluid into the shock absorber reservoir.

* Then re-azsemble the shock absorber and install it on the truck.

During refilling it must be ensured that no dirt or sand get into shock
absorbers, for this will lead to rapid wear of parts and breakdown of shock

,absorbers.

T'he spring pins of the ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 trucks are greased with a
grease gun through the grease fittings until grease leaks out under pressure.-
If grease doesý,not leak out under pressure when greasing the spring pins, load
should be removed from the spring by jacking up the truck by the frame. Oil
should be poured into the plug of the balance suspension up to the level indi-:
cated'on the dip stick.

S0pring leav.:s should be greased during overhaul, for which it is necessary
*I to remove the old grease and dirt, as well as traces of corrosion, after which

the conitact surfaces of the springs are greased.with a special graphite grease.
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Figure 12-9. Installing Fluid in the
Shock Absorber:
1, operating cylinder, 2, reservoir,
3, lower eye, 4, piston, 5, reservoir

nut, 6, rod.

SL

Dissembly and Re-assembly

When removing the front suspension from 2 axle and 3 axle trucks they
should be parked on a flat area or over a grease pit. Raise the unsprung
part of the truck on a stand or lift each side in turn using jacks. Remove
all tubing and other parts indicated in Chapter 10 when dissembling the front
bridges. Free the fastenings of the front and rear ends of both springs.
Remove both shock absorbers from the frame brackets and from the u bolt fas-
tenings and remove them. Hoist the truck and pull out the bridge. Free the
middle part of the spring from the u bolt holding it to the axle beam or bridge
and remove the spring from the beam.

When removing shock ab3orbers it is necessary to remove the nuts holding
the upper and lower eyes, remove the washers, take out 1 rubber insert and,
remove the shock absorber. Then remove the other rubber iniýer~ts and washers
from the pin. To remove the rear suspension, from 2 axle trucks it is necessary
to lift t:ýe rear part of the truck using a jack to remove load from the springs.
Disconnect the tubing and other parts Indicated in Chapter 10 when dissembling
th6 zear bridges.

Free the fastenings of the front and rear ends of the springs, pull out
the bridge, free the middle part of the springs from the u bolts and remove the
springs from the bridge beam. When dissembling springs which have a removable
eye, it is necessary to loosen the nut of the u bolt holding the removable eye
and remove the u bolt, remove the nut holding the eye to the spring leaves and
remove the eye. When necessary, press the bushings out-of the spring eyes
using a mandrel. After removing the eye fasten the spring in the press (Figurle
12-10), remove the nut holding the clips, remove the bolts with the spreader
sleeves and take apart the leaves of the spring. Other springs are dissembled
in the same wav.

24
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Figure 12-10. Press for Overhauling Figure 12-11. Model 2470 Press for
Springs. Straightening Spring Leaves.

Inspecting and repairing spring leaves. Leaves are inspected with the
help of a magnifying glass or using the method of magnetic defectoscopy.
Springs which are broken or cracked are discarded.

In case of bending, loss of elasticity and deformation of leaves, they
are fixed and heat treated to a hardness of HV 363-444. Spring leaves are
also repaired by straightening. A model 2470 press (Figure 12-11) made by the
Kochubeyev GARO plant may be used for this.

Worn spring leaves are restored by rolling them through the guide beams
of the press. Here the spring leaves are bent under the action of the press
beam. Necessary curvature of the leaf is achieved by adjusting the height of
the position of the press beam.

Shock absorber dissembly. Before dissembly it is necessary to clean
dirt from the shock absorber, wash it with a degreasing solution and blow it
dry with compressed air.

For dissembly, the shock absorber should be fastened in a vice by the
lower eye. Pull the shock absorber rod out as far as possible and unscrew the
reservoir nut (Figure 12-12).

"Lift hole 22 -ee Figure 12-7) together with rubber rod bushing 3 and
hole bushing 4 30-40 mm using a wrench or metal rod with a sharpened end. Remove
rod 19 together with piston 14 and reservoir housing from operating cylinder 18.
Remove cylinder 18 together with compression valve 10 from reservoir housing
17. Pour the fluid from the cylinder and reservoir of the shock absorber into
a clean vessel. Wash the parts of the shock absorber in clean benzene or kero-

S... sene. Use a mandrel to remove the compression valve as a unit from the cylinder

(Figure 12-13).
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Figure 12-13. Driving Out Compression
Figure 12-12. Using Special Wrench Valve: a, removal, b, intact compres-
to Loosen Reservoir Nut. sion valve.

To dissemble the compression valve it is necessary to clamp the valve
housing in a vice with nonmarring faces, use a wrench to remove the pin from
nut 12 (see Figure 12-7) of the valve and take apart the parts of the com-
pression valve.

When dissembling piston 14, rod 19 should be held in a vice by eye 1.
Use a wrench to remove the nut holding the rebound valve and remove it along
with the adjustment washer. Remove the parts of the rebound valve, piston
and parts of the by-pass valve from the end of the rod. Remove guide 20
from rod packing 21, reservoir packing 4, packing spring 22, rubber bushing 3
of the rod, packing eye 23, felt packing 24 of the rod and nut 2 of the reser-
voir. If the rod, piston or cylinder are worn or damaged the entire shock
absorber must be replaced.

If the brackets or fastening pins of the shock absorbers are cracked they
should be replaced. No more than two threads of a screw may be damaged.

Spring assembly. Spring leaves must be lubricated with USsA graphite
grease. Springs are re-assembled in the press (see Figure 12-10). Assemble
the spring leaves so that the stamped protrusions of the springs fit into the
depression of each leaf of the spring. Compress the assembled spring leaves
in the press using the screw and fasten them using the clips. The leaves of
the re-assembled spring may be out of line relative to the first leaf by no
more than 2.5 mm.

Clamps should be fastened to the ends of the rear springs of the ZIL-157K
truck.
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The removable eyes must be installed and fastened with u bolt nuts and
bolt nuts on the front ends of the front springs of the ZIL-130 and ZIL-131
trucks, and also on the rear spring of the ZIL-130 truck. Two lock washers
must be placed under the nuts of the u bolt holding the removable eye. The
nuts of the bolts fastening the eye to the spring must be fastened with a lock
washer. Tightening tension of the u bolts of the eyes of the front springs

must be within the limits 7-10 kGm.

Spring inspection. After re-assembling all springs must be seated 3 times
under a maximum pressure of R

pr

The spring is loaded with control load Rk and a first measurement is

made of amount of bend of H then an additional load of 300-500 kG is added

and immediately removed, returning to control load Rk, and second measurement

is made of Hk.k From the two values obtained for the amount of bending Hk an

arithmetic mean is obtained, which must not be less than the values shown in
Table 12-1. To obtain the correct load magnitude the front spring of the
ZIL-157K truck should be seated and tested on two movable supports according
to the diagrams shown in Figure 12-14a. Seating and testing of the front and
rear springs of the ZIL-130 truck and the front springs of the ZIL-131 truck
should be done with one movable and one fixed support (Figure 12-14b). For
the rear springs of 3 axle trucks and for auxilliary springs of 2 axle trucks
both supports must be stationary (Figure 12-14c). After three seatings the
springs are checked for correspondence to the assigned amount of bend Hk under

control load Rk. For the magnitude of R see Table 12-1.

Shock absorber re-assembly. The parts of the shock absorber should be
cleaned in clean kerosene or benzene. The shock absorber must be re-assembled
in the following sequence. Clamp eye 1 (see Figure 12-7) in a vice, with rod
19 pointing upward. Put reservoir nut 2, self-packing 24, packing eye 23,
and rod packing 3 on rod 19 using a guide as shown in Figure 12.15. Install it
with the side marked Niz toward the fluid. Put packing spring 22 (Figure 12-7)
and rod guide 20 on the rod.

In re-assembling the piston, by pass valve and rebound valve, place the
plate with the parts of zy v valve S on the rod. Install piston 14 with

* the parts of rebound valve 7. Insert spring 8 and tighten the unit with a nut,
putting in an adjusting washer under it.

In re-assembling the compression valve it is necessary to place the plate
along with the parts of by pass valve 9 on the rod. Install the housing with
the parts of compression valve 10. Install spring 11 and fasten the compression
valve unit with nut 12, putting in an adjustment washer under it.

When pressing the compression valve into the cylinder place the cylinder
on a plate or flat place on a workbench, insert the body of the compression
valve into the cylinder and press it into place using a mandrel and mallet.

* 27
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Figure 12-14. Spring Testing:
k a, front spring of ZIL-157K truck, b, front

spring of ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 trucks, rear
main springs of ZIL-130 truck, c, auxilliary
springs of rear suspension of two axle trucks
and rear springs of three axle trucks, for
front spring, 1 = 675 mm, for rear spring --

695 mm.

c)

When placing the cylinder in the reservoir clamp the lower eye of the
latter in a vice, and insert the cylinder along with the compression valve
into the reservoir and fill it with shock absorber fluid (see Figure 12-9),
observing maximum cleanliness.

After pouring fluid into the shock absorber, insert the rod along with
the housing and piston into the cylinder, installing the rod guide in the
cylinder. Sit the reservoir packing, pull the parts on the rod to extreme
position, pull the reservoir nut as tight as possible using a wrench and push
the rod with the piston into the lower position of the cylinder.

Installing the front suspension of two axle and three axle trucks. In-
stall the assembled springs and attach them to the beams of the front axle or
front bridge with u bolts. Raise the front part of the frame using a jack and
slide the front axle beam or front bridge together with the springs under the
frame. Fasten the front and rear ends of the springs to the brackets. Fasten
the ends of the shock absorbers to the frame brackets and to the u bolt holders.
Lower the frame onto the suspension. Attach all tubing and other parts shown
in Chapter 10 in the description of installing front bridges.

Installing the rear suspension of the ZIL-130 truck. Install the assembled
springs on the beaia of the rear bridge and attach them to it using u bolts. Use
a jack to lift the rear part of the frame and slide the -rear bridge together with
the springs under it. Install the front and rear ends of the springs in the
brackets and fasten them. Lower the frame onto the suspension.
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Attach tubing and other parts shown in Chapter 10 in the descr'ption of
installing rear bridges.

Removing the balance suspension of the ZIL-157K and ZIL-131 trucks. The
balance suspensions of the ZIL-157K and ZIL-131 trucks are analogous in design.
To remove the rear balance suspension of three axle trucks it is necessary to
detach the cardan shafts of the middle and rear bridges, disconnect the placeable
brake lines and air hoses. Free the balance axle from the fastening holding it
to the frame brackets. On the ZIL-157K truck disconnect the upper torsion rods
from the frame cross member.

Raise the rear part of the truck with a jack and slide the guide bridges
along with the balance suspension from under the frame (Figure 12-16).

* I •Figure 12-15. Using a Mandrel to Install

Rubber Rod Bushing of Shock Absorber:
1, rod, 2, bushing, 3, mandrel.

To disconnect the balance suspension and guide bridges it is necessary
to disconnect the ends of the torsion rods from the bridge brackets. For this
it is necessary to loosen the nuts fastening the bearing pins and pound them
out using a mandrel and hammer. Use a jack to raise the balance suspension
such that the ends of the springs pull out of the bracket opening, and put it
on a workbench for further dissembly.

In dissembling the balance suspension it is necessary to empty oil from
the opening, removing the plug. Disconnect the torsion rods along with the
pins, removing the nuts and pressing out the bearing pins from the brackets
of the bridges and balance suspension.

In removing the springs from the hubs of the balance suspension, to avoid
damaging the threads of the u bolts it is necessary to compress the spring using
clamps or an appropriate tool, and then, removing the u bolt nuts, remove the
u bolts and pull the spring and plate from the suspension hub.

To remove the hub from the axle of the balance suspension of the ZIL-131
truck it is necessary to remove the bolts fastening the cover and remove it along
with its pad; remove the nut of the spacer bolt and pull out the bolt, remove
the slotted nut and remove the support washer, and pull the hub from the axle
along with its bushings. In removing the hub of the balance suspension of the
ZIL-157K truck it is necessary to remove the external nut with the lock washer
loosened, remove the lock ring along with the washer, remove the interior nut
and pull the hub from the axle.

29
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Figure 12-16. Balance Suspension and Bridges:
a, ZIL-157K, b, ZIL-131.

It should be kept in mind that since May, 1964 ZIL-157K trucks have been
equipped with torsion rod hinges with sleeves and rings of a new design (in
the form of a can). The new inserts are filled in an improved manner (under a
vacuum) using special equipment after the hinge joint is assembled. The new
joints, just as the old ones, require no service or lubrication in operation.
If a hinge fails the pin and ring must be pressed out, the ring cut, and the
insert and ring replaced. In order to use the pin taken from the truck, use
ring 121-2919032 and insert 121-2919034 of the old design. The new inserts and
rings are not available as spare parts, since they cannot be put together with
the pin and lubricated outside the factory.

The assembled pin and the insert with the ring are interchangeable.

A bent balance suspension torsion rod should be straightened.

No more than 2 threads of the balance suspension axle or torsion rod pins
may be damaged.

If bushings 2 (Figure 12-17) of balance suspension axle hub 1 are worn,
they should be replaced with replacement bushings 157-2918074-RP.
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rThe worn journal of the balance suspension axle should be reground to the
point where there is no trace of wear along the polished area of the journal
(Figure 12-18), leaving unpolished the surface of the journal 18-20 mm for the
ZIL-157K and 14-16 mm for the ZIL.-131 under the packing rings. The diameter of
the journal after polishing must be no less than 62.0 mm.

Figure 12-17. Balance Suspension Axle Figure 12-18. Balance Suspension Axle
Rub of ZIL-157K and ZIL-131 Trucks: Assembled with Bracket:
1,. hub body, 2, bushings, 3, pin, a, ZIL-157K truck, b, ZIL-131 truck,

A, polished area.

Press the replacement sleeve into the hub with a clearance of 0.09-
0.23 mm and bore them out to the diameter of the reground axle journal, observ-
ing a gap between the bushing and journal equal to 0.095-0.255 mm.

In boring out the sleeves the surfaces of the latter must be concentric
relative to the surface for pressing the bushing into the hub.

Assembly of three axle truck balance suspension. In assembling the sus-
pension of the ZIL-131 truck the assembled bushing and the ring with the packing
ring must be pressed into hub 2 (see Figure 12-6), first coating it with oil.
Install the hub assembled on a stand or press. Lay the. lower plate of the spring
on the hub such that its guide pins fit into the openings of the hub. Install
the assembled spring on the hub such that the stamped protrusions of the spring
fit into the guide holes of the lower plate. Install the upper plate of the
spring on the tipper spring leaf. Insert u bolts into the openings of the hub
and openin~vs of the spring plate. Put spring washers on the u bolts and screw
nuts on for 2 or 3 turns. Compress the spring using a pneumatic stand or press
and tighten the u bolt nut (nut tension 2S-30 kGm. Place the support ring
along with the sealing ring on axle 8 of the balance suspension. Install thle
balance suspension axle along with thle bracket on special supports so that it
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is supported on brackets. Install the hubs along with the springs on both ends
of the axle and fasten them. Install the support washer, joining it with the
pivet, turn slotted nut 9 onto the axle until tight, and then back off by 1/4th-
1/6th-turn. Tighten the spacer bolt until tight. Its nut is self-tightening.
After this the hub along with the spring must be able to be turned by hand with-

Sout any noticeable play in the axle. After adjusting the axle gap place the
cover on the hub and fasten it with bolts. The same operations must be performed
for the second hub. Tighten the nuts of the spring spacer pins. Nut tension is
35-40 kGm.

Remove upper plug 5, insert lower plug 13 and fill the hub with transmission
fluid. insert upper plug S. The balance suspension of the ZIL-157K truck is
assembled and filled in the same manner as that of the ZIL-131.

In assembling the balance suspension of the ZIL-157K truck it is necessary
to adjust the axle opening of the tie bearings, for which it is necessary to
place the hub on the axle, install a support washer, putting it on pin S (see
Figure 12-5), place inside nut 11 on the axle and tighten it, then backing off
by i/6th-l/4th turn; install lock ring pin, placing its opening on the nut pin
and its protrusion into the key channel of the axle; place lock washer 7 on the
axle, tighten outside bolt 8 until tight and bend the lock washer over one of
the faces of the nut. The hub should be able to be turned on the axle by hand
with no perceptible axle play.

Joining torsion rod pins and ring. To join the pins and ring it is neces-
sary to have a new fiber insert, ring and device (Figure 12-19). Torsion rod
pins must be assembled in three stages in the following order.

The ring is placed in the device with one end rolled. A conical mandrel
is placed in the device from above on the unrolled end of the ring. Then a
fiber insert 200 mm in length is placed in this mandrel, and a bearing pin is
placed in the insert, after which both the pin and the insert are pressed into
the ring.

The conical mandrel is removed from the device and another mandrel is
put in to roll the upper end of the ring. Bearing pin S along with ring 4 is
shown in Figure 12-20.

Figure 12-19. Assembling a Bearing Pin Using
Special Tool:
1, support, 2, matrix, 3, bearing pin, 4, ring
guide, S. bushing ring, 6, bushing, 7, dye.
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"Having assembled the bearing pin with the ring, they are placed in the
opening of the torsion rod which is 71.0-71.12 mm in diameter and pressed
into place using a press with a clearance of 0.18-0.40 mm for the calibrated
ring. The force of the press must be 2.5-3.0 T at the end of its stroke.

RR

St11 -

Figure 12-20. ZIL-131 Truck Torsion Rods with Bearing Pins:
1, bearing pins, 2, torsion rod, 3, fiber insert, 4, insert
ring, 5, beariig ?in assembled with ring (for repair).

In case of loss of clearance after pressing the torsion rod hinges it
is recommended to punch them at 8 points on both sides. The assembled torsion
rods are installed on the rear oilance suspension of the truck.

Replacing the bearing coupling of the torsion rod during repair. If the
bearing pin and insert of the torsion iod are worn it is necessary to remove
the rod assembly from the truck, press out the ring and pin together, check the
diameter of the rod opening, which must bc 51.00-71.)12 in two perpendicular
directions, and press in a new bearing pin S (see Figure 12-20), which is
available as a spare part assembled with ring 4. If the sire of the opening
is greater it should be modified to match the dir-enuon indicated in the drying
by depositing metal on the rod head. Rods which cannot be made to fit the si:e

* of the opening should be discarded.

When pressing new ring 4 together with bearing pin 5 into the opening of
the torsion rod the force of the press must be no less than 2.5 T at the end
of the press stroke. The assembly must be seated with a clearamce of 0.18-
0.40 • for the calibrated ring.
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The assembled torsion rods are installed on the balance suspension, For
this, the bearing pins of the torsion rods are placed in the openings of the
balance suspension brackets, spring washers are installed and nuts tightened
into place (tension 35-40 kGm),

Installing rear balance suspension on truck. FPAce the assembled balance
suspension on a support. Raise the middle bridge as a unit with a Jack and
place the openings of the bridge support brackets on the ends of the springs.
Leaving the bridge suspended, install the bearing pins in the openings of the
upper and lower torsion levers of the bridge (for the Z.L-157K truck, in the
openings of the lower bracket), place spring washers on the pins and tighten
the nuts. After this, remove the jack. The rear bridge is attached to the
balance suspension in the same manner. After both bridges have been attached
to the balance suspension, tighten the nuts which fasten the bearing pins (ten-
sion 35-45 kGm).

Jack up the rear part of the truck, and slide the bridges together with
the balance suspension under the truck. Lower the truck frame onto the suspen-
sion such that the openings in the frame and bracket fastening the rear suspen-
sion coincide. Insert bolts, put on spring washers and tighten nuts (tension
not less than 30 kGm). Attach the cardan shafts to the flanges of the pinion
gears of the middle and rear bridges, Attach flexible lines to the bridge
chambers and air hoses. Remwvc special tools.

For the ZIL-157K truck, lowering the truck frame to the suspension, guide
the frame bracket prongs into the openings of the balance suspension axle
brackets. Place nuts on the bracket prongs and tighten them (tension 25-30 kGM).

INstall bearing pins of the upper torsion rods in the frame brackets, put
nuts in place and tighten them (tension 20-2& kGr).

PART DINENSIONS TABLE 12-1.
LOA4 WMLGNITUDE DURING FEEDING AND EXTERNAL SPRING WARACTRISI'CS.

I a.i

Si, ... j. . 4 z with c• I "' I t

without winch
Z IL- 13 1 A

I i L-l~ 30wi thef Zi)c " --winchi
Vz -0 zC

~IL-I3Owih9ut. wind I

ZI L- 131 • -

S...1.I-130 t" -C 43 * -i.. s

Key: a, spring, o, truck, c, seating load Rpr, kg, d, bend caber in free state 1O,
cm, e, bend under control load fkp am, f, bend camber under control ca 1, o, g,

control load Rk, kg, h. front, i. rear, J, auxilliaxy),
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-- TABLE12.-2.

BASIC SHOCK ABSORBER DIMENSIONS EASUREMENT DIAGRAM SHOWN IN FIGURE 12-21

Parameters ZIL-130 ZIL-157K ZIL-131

Maximal length of A in
compressed state, mm 376 406 445
Internal diameter B of
operating cylinder, mm 40.0-40.05 40.00-40.05 40.00-40.05
Diameter C of piston, mm 39.90-39.92 39.90-39.92 39.90-39.92
Travel L of piston, nm 210 (no less) 240 (no less) 260
Diameter D of eye opening,
mm 35.0-35.62 35.0-35.62 35.00-35.88
Outside diameter E of
shock absorber housing, mm 64,5 64.5 70
Fluid volume, cm3  355 400 4S0

LJ .

Figure 12-21. Measurement Diagram of Basic Dimensions of
Telescopic Shock Absorber.

TABLE 12-3.

BASIC SPRING PARAE•I:ERS

Part ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 IL-1SK

Front spring leaves Steel b0}52, sheet type A (GOST Steel rFS, Sheet tyl
7419-55 4nd GOST 2052-53). A (GOST 7419-55 and
Sheet width 64.3- 65. . . Sheet COST 2052-S3)! Sheet
thickness for ZIL-130- 8.75-9,20 width 6".3-63.7 =.
mm and for :IL-131- 7,75-8.20 t. Sh, thicknesn 6.3-
Hardness WV 363-444. N-u-ber of 6,65 nrn. Hardntss HEleaves: :IL-130- 11. Zlt.-13I t 363-444. Nu-ber of
winch- I7' IL-131 without winch- leaves: on truck wit
15. 0iRch- 18. tnr¢ck

withowt winch- 16.

VIR



TABLE 12-4.

LENGTH AND CURVMTURE OF LEAVES OF FRONT AND REAR SPRINGS OF ZIL-130 TRIJL 1M4

1 Iciet.-.e I r,wee . 2.1 16, .. en 3,,-• 1[ I 'l B.El,.,jf,.rn f.*l.' 1414

~, 7 -84

I I I-6m.... .,. e,,- P" o"f"°'I,, J

M 'I
165,1i14.. i VIe.i , . .. 6"" " Ij ,' . ,, , fW. ,,o ~ I i . ,, [ . ,,. 1•J ,y• I • -

/ i,.l,,- / 16 ,I, J *I )6M I .t I t 4, t l I I 4•11?|,• . |., l I : k JI. . l

1 1.518 Gr p fl 6 N It .8 6il 3(5# 1 Ls I I') (G. 210 21
2 141,l 7,9 2800 1.:L- 101 241,0 1111) 0) 200.1)
3 121•5 81 2450 ai ;IX0 115 I1jn O i 940 511 181) a
4 1100 62 24,514 . 1225 )1 1 ,O a 820 41 1WIO a
5 970 48 2451j I 1,I3 I " q a 700 3? I911)
6 810 36 2450 a 10.45 69 1995 f :,80 ':2 18H.0
7 710 20 2450 A 9 5, 37 1OW" , 46.0 14 18K1 )

N 580 17 2450 a, H4. .17 1 IA3 a :1411 34 18CM1
S 40 10 2450 " 77., 3M I1995 m -0-24) .1 1970 ,

10 '120 5 2450 a 6!,)1 i '40 f19H5 , - - -

I 200 2 2630 a 1, 2:1 .4:5 q I. . .. . .
:2 I'- - 5.141 17 !,9 • ... . . ..

-. 44P 12 ION 9H5
4.3- - -~ :CIO 8 9845 ' .

:5, .. .. 21.,2 4 2140 6 -- -

:0 -- -- l180 2 2140 • -- --

Key: 1, Number of leaves, 2, front springs, 3, rear sp-ings, 4, auxilliary
springs, 5, length L in flat state, 6, bend camber h, 7, radius of curvature
R, 8, designation on Figure 12-22.

TABLE 1'2.S
LENGTH AND CURVATURE OF LEAVES OF FRONT AND REAR SPRINGS OF ZIL-157K TRUCK, _MM

11i, p ..... , 1,1 24 .. . PC.-I' 3

-•- -, -- -- -. - ,-,T- - ___--___-
1.... .6 ir• 66 J6 , ,..6.11 6.' .e(1... 1.1 I1V 6... ... * C.'1,,.

, .." - *,'4, I.,," I'"" I ... :" '' ... ."* 1,,; I °)" .; *'' "I6,"" I "6,,.'"
Ii1s 1;2 2.1•}. '.10

1 1 18 4 6 2 2 4 2 0 I 1 4 4I 2 I 4~ a 1 1 1 1 . . 3

2• 11 8. 3 : i 20 I I .*, I3 1821) E 120 I 3'2:. e

4 1010 N~i 14N11 a !flI11' x.; I14N'0 El 9 0 4 281.0 a

,, 01 . 44.', M9 1 945 ,5 1250 a 4J 2 2860 a

9 4 .% 8 0 1 :2 .5 0 H' -,4 7 817 2 ,2 • 4 *

IIm1

-C i ' 7 1 25 1 1 1: ,( ,1 4 1 1 2R, 1 a 2 8 1, 0 .

10 -728 ', :,5 •'. .'2511 II ,17 : 1'234 al' . 300 E61 1• .1 54 1242 n '11 2$ I6 21 4) 12 . 2 3230 I

.2 5•97 :16 l2511.•I t 4';. '2j I2543 a• --" --.3 , 3 1 2 0 I.2I,• 0 11 83, 1 2 1 2241n 1 1 . - -

84 4 1I 2'2 '231 . " I 18.4) 10 I'25 I1 -- 3 Y i t

l o1i 4 0 0 1 1 i 2 3 0 a 1 4 t-I M01 a 9 1 4 9 --

5 312 w0 128 o 124 0 a 2 2

7 2 4 5 8 9 fir W 51' 12 54 00 a .

1 )0 3 1400 2 1 1

Key: 1, number of leaves, 2, front springs, 3, rear spAlngs, 4, auxilliary

springs, 5• length L in flat state, 6, bend camber h, 7, radius of curvature

R, 8, designation on Figure 12-22, 9, on trucks with winch, 10, on trucks
without winch, 11, on trucks with or without winch.
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* Figure 12-22. Measurement Diagram of ZIL-130 and ZIL-157K Truck Spring Leaves:
a, first leaf of spring of ZIL-157K truck, b, third leaf of front spring of
ZIL-157K truck, c, leaves: of first front, rear' and auxilliary springs, second
auxilliary spring, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, front, rear -
and auxilliary springs, tenth, eleventh, front and rear springs, twelfth, thir-

_ teenth, fourteenth, fifteenth, sixteenth, rear spring of ZIL-130 trucks, leafs
of first rear spring, second front and rear springs, third rear spring, fourth,
fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth, eleventh front and rear springs,
twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth, fifteenth, sixteenth front spring, seventeenth,
eighteenth*.front spring with win., of ZIL-157K truck, d, second leaf of front
ano rear springs of ZIL-130 truck, e, measurement of third leaf of front and
rear springs of ZIL-130 truck.
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TABLE 12-6.LENGTH AND CUJRVATURE OF LEAVES OF FRONT AND REAR SPRINGS OF ZIL-131 TRUCK, MM.

Pa 2_ r •,, . . . 3 ,. .... W?(fs.

S% tT L ..- . 6... 3 " I ... .tyl- ' ,xn 1 . . -a. (I

,, . - t ,,.. pt.t. ' " 3IT.- cipe. P,:-,c '"

I.. .. I .7C.... L R I
WX MH* Cli. j 1I I

1 1518 75 3040 a5 Y7, 3040 a 1390 57 4250 0
2 14360W 2520 6 i4560 'M 320 6 1359 57 4250 0
3 1258 90 22M0 258 W0 2210 6 .0 4 3860
4 1120 71 22lo ? H20 71 2210 z 1 51 I12775 Id
5 1(0562 2210 z 0M 77 1740 z !;90 4 274 M 0
6 970 53 2210 r !50 115 1740 z 920 38 2775 6
7 900 46 2210 r 8R5 54 1740 z 850 33 2775 o
8 8,30 39 22210 z 780 44 1740 z 7N5 2 2775 0
9 7V) 33 2210 z 3 3q5 X iT1O 2 695 22 2775 d

to 690 27 2210 2 6!0 127 740 z 625 13 2775 a
II 620 22 2210 z 525 20 1740 z 555 14 27751 0
12 55W 7 2210 z 440 14,5 1740 47010 2775 0
13 470 12,5 7210 z .55 1740 z 400 7 275 0
14 400 9 2210 2 270 4 2375 ,l 3;I0 2775 0
518 303 G 2210 z 3002 2373 ,l 260 3 3140 d

,16 26 3 ,5 2375 z ..17 190 2 ,2375 z -- -
Key: 1, number of leaves, 2, front springs, 3, rear spkings, 4, auxilliary
springs, 5, length L in flat state; 6, bend camber h, 7, radius of curvature
R, 8, designation on Figure 12-22, 9, on trucks with winch, 10, on trucks
without winch, 11, on trucks with or without winch.

TABLE 12-7.
PARAMETERS OF SHOCK ABSORBER FASTENING PARTS

Part ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 ZIL-157K

Lower shock absorber Steel 35 (GOST 1050-60). Diameter of conical opening under
bracket pin l.0 mm, ratio 1:8. Noncoincidence of ends of part end

ahd gauge 10.25 mm. Area of contact must be 175% of cone
surface.
For ZIL-131 truck -- steel 35L (GOST 977-65).. Diameter of
conical opening under pin 19 mm, ratio 1:8. Noncoincidence
of part end and gauge ±0.3 mm. I

Upper shock absorber Iron KCh 35-10 Iron KCh 35-10
bracket (GOST 1215-59). Diameter of (GOST 1215-59). Diameter

conical opening under pin of opening under pin
17.0 mm (for ZIL-131 truck- 25,000-25,045 mm.
19.0 mm.
Ratio 1:8. Noncoincidence of
ends of-part end and gauge
±0.25 mm (for ZIL-131 truck-
±0.3 mm). Area of contact
must be 75% of cone surface.

Lower shock absorber Steel 35 (GOST 1050-60). Hardness HV 255-285. Threading
fastening pin from side of cone and head M16x15, cl. 2 (for ZIL-131. truck

"I threading from side of bead M12xl.7.;, cl.2). Pin diameter
17.4 mm (for ZIL-131- 19.5 mm). Noncoincidence of ends of
parts and gauge ±0.25 mm. Areajof contact must be 75% of
cone surface.
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TABLE 12-7 (Continued)
PARAMETERS OF SHOCK ABSORBER FASTENING PARTS _ _ _

Part ZIL 130 and ZIL-131 ZIL-157K

Upper shock absorber Steel 35 (GOST 1050-60). Hardness Steel 35 (GOST 1050-60).
fastening pin HV 255-285. Threading from side Hardness HV 255-285.

of cone and head M16xl.5, cl. 2. Diameter of pin under
(on ZIL-131 truck threading from opening in upper bracket
side of head M12xl.75, cl. 2). 25,100-25,145 M.. Thread-
Diameter of pin 17.4 mm (for ZIL- ing M12x1.75, cl. 2.
131 truck- 19.5 mm), ratio 1:8.
Noncoincidence of ends of parts
and gauge ±0.25 mm. Area of con-
tact must be 75% of cone surface.

a) C)e)

b)
d) A

Figure 12-23. Measurement Diagram of ZIL-131 Truck Front Spring
Leaf.
a, first leaf of front spring, b, second leaf of front spring,
c, third leaf of front spring, d, remaining leaves of front spring,
e, leaves of rear spring.
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Chapter 13. Front Bridge

Design

Beam 1 (Figure 13-1) of the front bridge of the ZIL-130 truck is a
stamped I-beam. The ends of the beam have openings to connect them with
turning pivets 25 by means of king pins 40. The turning pivets are of the
forged type. King pins 40 are fastened to the beams by means of keys with
nuts. The beam of the front bridge is connected to the springs, and the
latter are connected to the truck frame.

The angles of the turning wheels of the ZIL-130 truck are the follow-
ing:

Transfer king pin inclination, deg 8
Longitudinal king pin inclination:

under 4,000 kG load 2030?
under 5,500 kG lcad 2050?
no load 1015,

Wheel camber angle, deg 1
Maximum turning angle of wheels (internal), deg:

right 34
left 36

Toe in (difference in the distances between the back
and front of the wheel rims at the center of the
wheel), mm 5-8

Servicing

During all caps DI the beams of the front axle are cleaned and inspected.

During each TO-1 and TO-2 it is necessary to grease the turning arm king
pins through the pressure fittings.

During TO-2 the condition of the front bridge beam and amount of toe in
should be checked. When' necessary wheel toe in is adjusted. When tires are
badly worn check the amount of wheel camber, amount of transfer and longitudinal
inclination of king pins as well as wheel turning angles.

Toe in of the front wheels is adjusted by changing the length of the cross-
wise tie bar. To check wheel toe in it is necessary to park the truck over a
grease pit or on a flat horizontal area, point the front wheels straight ahead,
check the tire pressure and normalize it.
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Figure 13-1. Front Bridge of the ZIL-130 truck:
1, beam, 2, steering push rod, 3, rod fitting, 4, bearing pin, S, support bear-
ing, 6, 18, 42, 48, 49 and 50, nuts, 7, brake shoe pin, 8, brake shoe pin
bracket, 9, brake disk, 10, brake shoe, 11, brake drum, 12, shoe pin, 13, 26,
31, 35, 45, 47, bolts, 14, oil deflector, 15, gasket, 16 and 19, bearings, 17,
cotter pin, 20, inside nut, 21, lock ring, 22, lock washer, 23, lock nut, 24,
cover, 25, turning arm, 27, wheel hub, 28, release can, 29, support journal,
30, packing, 32 and 37, grea-e fitting, 33, release cam pin bracket, 34, adjust-
ment lever, 36, king pin cover, 38, sleeve, 39, adjusting shims, 40, king pin,
41, king pin key, 43, 44 awd 45, turning levers, 46, brake chamber, 51, key.

Adjustment of wheel toe in (Figure 13-2) is checked on the truck with a
telescopic rule. The rule is placed in front of the frofit bridge between the
wheel rims horizontally at a height corresponding to the length of the plumb
"lines attached to it. The place of measurement is marked on the wheel rims with
chalk, then the truck is rolled forward and the rule placed behind the front
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bridge at the same height. Under spring loading, the sliding pive moves andthe indicator (see position II) indicates the amount of toe in on the scale.

To adjust toe in it is necessary to loosen the bolts of adapters 3 (see
Figure 13-1) of steering tie bar 2 and, turning the tie bar, establish normal
wheel toe in. After adjusting toe in, tighten the adapter bolts.

Front truck wheel angles: wheel camber, transverse and longitudinal king
pin inclination and wheel turning angles are checked with a model 2183 GARO
instrument (Figure 13-3).

The device consists of an aluminum shill which contains 2 adjustment
levels (without scales) and 2 levels for measuring (with scales). The instru-
ment is attached to a bracket which is installed on the truck wheel.

All scales are graduated in degrees: positive angles are designated by
a + sign and negative angles by a - sign on the camber and king pin longitudinal
inclination scales.

Two boxes 7 with scales 1 on the bottom and indicators 3 with extensions
4 are used to measure the wheel turning angles.

The boxes serve for holding the tool during storage and shipment.

,~~1w J <. , -

Figure 13-2. Checking Toe In of Figure 13-3. Checking Truck Wheel

Front Truck Wheels. Turning Angles.

The set contains 2 flat 5 and 2 round 6 disks to facilitate turning thewheels of the truck under inspection.

checking wheel camber. To check wheel camber the truck is parked on
flat horizontal area and the front wheels pointed straight ahead. The wheel
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hub bearings must be adjusted and the air pressure in the tires must be normal.

The body of the instrument 8 is attached with a clamp to one of the wheel
lug nuts with the bottom surface facing up. The instrument is adjusted to hori-
zontal using the bubbles in the 2 adjustment levels. After this the wheel is
turned 1800 so that the bubbles of the transverse inclination scale level read
zero and the angle of camber is determined from the scale (Figure 13-4).

Wheel camber angles are not adjusted.

Checking and adjusting maximum turning angles. To measure the maximum
turning angles the front wheels are placed on turning disks (see Figure 13-3),
and extendors 4 are connected to the clamp rod of turning box indicators 3.
Boxes 7 are placed by.each wheel such that the indicator extendors lie across
the tires below the hub, and pointer 2 of the indicators point to zero on the
scales. The wheels must be turned straight ahead and braked. After this the
wheels are turned from stop to stop and the angle of turn is determined. When
necessary the angles are adjusted by means of the support screws (inserted in
the lower turning levers), which rest on their heads in the lugs of the front
bridge beam.

For adjustment the lock nut is removed and the correct turning angle is
established by turning the bolt. The same should be done for the other truck
wheel. When adjustment is finished, the lock nut is tightened and the plates
removed from under the wheels.

! .. , • Y' _'-1 k*•v

Figure 13-4. Installing Gauge for Measuring
Truck Wheel Camber Angle:
1, gauge for measuring wheel camber angle, 2,
adjustment levels, 3, king pin longitudinal
inclination measurement scale, 4, camber angle
measurement scale, 5, wheel camber measurement
scale.

King pin longitudinal and transverse inclination angles are measured at
the same time as the maximum wheel turning angles. The wheels are turned 20
to the right according to the indicator scale of the left wheel, then the
wheels are turned 200 to the left from tvit zero position of the scale, each
time adjusting the bubbles of the instrument levels 1 (see Figure 15-4) to

P zero, and the king pin angle of each wheel is determined according to the
appropriate scale.
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After checking the angles of one wheel the instrument is attached to the
other wheel and the same operations are carried out.

King pin transverse and longitudinal angles are not adjusted.

Checking the condition of king pin parts. The king pins and turning arm
inserts wear out faster than any other parts of the front bridge. Special care
must be taken in ensuring timely greasing of these parts, and when necessary
they should be replaced, since excessive wear of these parts will make it possi.-
ble for a shock load to occur which will cause premature damage to the front
wheel bearings, openings in the beam under the king pins and to lead to breaking
of the turning arm.

Wear of the king pin and its inserts are easily disclosed by shaking the
wheel. For this it is necessary to use a jack to raise the front bridge and,
"grasping the tire from above and below, shake the wheel. Proper tightening of
the hub bearings should be checked first.

NIIAT designed an instrument (Figure 13-5) which is produced by the GARO
plants for checking the condition of king pin parts.

A truck is considered fit for operation if the radial play in the unit
does not exceed 0.75 mm, and the axle play does not exceed 1.5 mm. The condition
of king pin parts should be checked in the following order.

Raise the front wheel with a jack. Clean the lower part of the brake disk,
which must hold the measuring rod of the indicator.

Fasten the instrument to the beam of the front bridge of the truck, for
which screws 1 and 2 and nut 4 should be loosened, place clamps 3 with the jaws
on the lower side of the beam, compress the clamps by hand until they touch the
beam, tighten stopper screw 1 and finally fasten the instrument with clamp screw
2.

Changing the position of slider 5, collar 6, rod 7 and clip 8, adjust the
*i indicator so that the indicator face is horizontal and touches the lower part

of the brake disk under some pressure. The arrow of the small scale of indicator
9 must point division 4 or 5 mm. Tighten all nuts and screws, turing the main
scale of the indicator, setting its zero reading opposite the end of the pointer.
Slowly lowering the truck wheel to the floor, watch the, movement of the arrow of
the main scale of the indicator. The scale division opposite which the indicator
pointer stops shows the radial play, which is divided by 2 because the measure-
ment is made on a large radius. If the radial play exceeds the maximum magnitude
of 0.75 mm, the king pin sleeves should be replaced.

Axle play should be checked with a feeler gauge without raising the wheel.
The gauge is placed between the lug of the front bridge beam and the eye of
the turning arm. If the axle play exceeds the maximu= value of 1.5 = , it is
necessary to adjust this play by changing the support bearing of the king pin
or changing the number of adjusting shims.
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Figure 13-S. NIIAT Instrument for Figure 13-6. Removing the Hub and
Measuring Radia. Play in the King Brake Drum Using a Puller.
Pin Joint of the Frer.c Bridge.

* Assembly and Dissembly

-* To remove the front bridge from the truck it is necessary to jack up the
front part of the frame and release the front springs from the frame or from
the front bridge beam. Detach the shock absorbers from the front bridge beam
and the end of the tie rod from the pitman arm or from the bearing pin on the
turning arm lever. Detach the brake lines. Pull the front bridge from under
the frame. Support the frame on stands.

Place the front bridge of the truck on a model 21;3 stand. Remove the
4 bolts holding cover 24 (Figure 13-1) of the hub and remove it along with its
lining. Remove lock washer 22, loosen lock nut 23, remove the lock washer and
lock ring 21. Remove inside nut 20 and pull hub 27 and brake drum 11 together
using a puller (Figure 13-6). A model 2478 puller (Figure 13-7) may be used
for this. Outside bearing 19 (see Figure 13-1) is pressed out as well as the
outside ring of inside bearing 16. Press out inside bearing 16. Remove gasket
ring 15 from the turning arm.

Unfasten the brake chamber rod pin, remove the washer and pin. Unscrew
the 2 bolts 47 which fasten the brake chamber to the bracket and remove brake
chamber 46. Remove the 2 keys 12 and ro-dJ washers from the shoe rods. Remove
the shoe spacer washer. then remove brake shoes 10.

Remove the key which fastens the adjustment ltver 34 to the shaft of re-
lease cam 28, remove the outside washer, remove adjustment lever 34 from tht
shaft groove of the release can, remove the inside washer, re.ove release cam
28 from the hole in bracket 33 and remve suppcrt washer 29 from the release

Loosen the nuts of bolts 31 which fasten bracket 33 of the release can
and brake chamber, remove the spring wasiers, disconnect and reomove the bra.cket.
and pull out the bolts. Remove bolts 13 which fasten oil deflector 14 and
r=ove it and its lining.
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• •Figure 13-8. Removing Turning Arm King

•- Pin:
Figure 13-7. Model 2478 Front 1, threaded sleeve, 2, bolt, 3, clamp,
Veel Hub Puller. 4, support plate.

Remove nut 6 which fasten brake shoe pin 7, remove the spring washers,
pound out the shoe pins from the bracket hole using a mandrel and mallet.

Remove nuts 48 which fasten brake disk 9, remove the spring wash~ers and
pull out the bolts. Unfasten the transverse and longitudinal pitman arms.

To rcmove turning arm 2S it is necessary to unpin and loosen the nuts and
•' press out the turning levers, remove bolt 35 holding the king pin covers, re-
S~move the upper and lower covers along with their linings. Remove the nut of

chalk 41 which fastens the king pin, pound out the chalk using a haruner aiulcopper mandrel. To remove the steering arm the king pin gust be pressed oin.
special tool (Figure 13-8) should be used for this. Placing the tool 3, that

the axes of screw hi and the king pin coincide, prems out the king pin by turning
the screw, remove turning arm 2S (see Figure 13-i), remove andustment shims 39
and support b 4aring S.

• ;ne ling pin can also removed using a model -2504 .press (Figure 13-9).

pu Tl e front bridge beot (nt iere 13-t0) n uese t an chcked for btading andtwisting. For thiu g a device (Figure 13-ns) thould be used which the pltaedon the spring seat and centere, by the bdjust3ent holns wheich fit the seating

pins of the springs. Priso 3 of device 4 is adjusted by the. openinov of iudicttor
chlmp 2. which is placted kint pin, pi:o hole of beal i.

Scales are used to deterith e t eerding and thisting oin uhe bpe= as well as
the angle of inclinrti2 n ot the kgin, cin hole. To check tthe oppkin te sidn b f
the bew, the device is insta led on ( he seco.ge spri3 g) seat.

The beki in cold straightened using hydrakilic press I- on. a (i pecur al )del
-15 pressi After straightening th the adjusthekint o in hole afis to the

_vrtical should be within the lioeits Iedingf ad idin..n or twih-e.ing is

found which can•ot be repairerd, the bea i mus: be replaced.



The front beam and other parts of the front bridge may not be cracked.The ends of the front axle beam lugs may not be more than 0.25 mm from per-pendicular relative to the surface of the king pin hole.

Figure 13-9. Model 2504 Press for
Removing Turning Arm King Pins.

OF I

Figure 13-10. ZIL-130 Front Bridge Beam.

Turning arms. If the openings of the turning arms (Figure 13-12) is wornexcessively Cover 111.75 mm) where it fits the front bridge beam it is recommendedto prepare the worn surfaces and install compensna:ing washers during re-assembly.If the opening is worn to a diameter of over 113.25 mm the turning arm should
be replaced.
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All turning arms produced before December, 1962 had M30xl.S mmn threading,
and afteri December, 1962 -- M36x2 mm.

ZIL-130 trucks produced after January, 1966 have turning arms with larger
pitman arm openings (35 mm). Turning arms having lever openings which aredifferent in diameter may not be installed. The use of ZIL-164A truck turning
arms on ZIL-130 trucks is not recommended.

Figure 13-11. Checking the Front Bridge Beam
for Bending and Twisting.

Turning arms with worn hub bearing journals and worn turning lever holes
should be discarded. Turning arms which are cracked should be replaced.

No more than 2 turns of the threading in the arms and turning levers may
be damaged.

Worn sleeves in the king pin holes should be pressed out and replaced.

The support washer and support ring of the turning arm bearing should bereplaced if they are worn beyond the admissible dimensions. The basic dimen-
sions of the support washer and bearing support ring are shown in Figure 13-13.

View A View B

i 3n

Figure 13-12. Turning Armn.



Turning arm levers! and king pins. There are three turning levers on the
frdnt bridge: 2 on the left turning arm and 1 on the right.

Until January, 1966 the levers had a smaller cross section with a journalý
diameter of 29.7 mm. Since January, 1966 the plant has used only reenforced
levers with a journal diameter of 35.7 mm for ZIL-1130 trucks. The threading of
the levers was changed at the same time from 24 mm.to 27 mm. Segmented keys
8 x 10 mm are being used to fasten the levers instead of prismatic keys.

Levers and king pins which are cracked or excessively worn must be re-
placed with new ones.

To increase service life, an additional (second) adjustment washer has
been used since January, 1965. In repairing the front bridge it is recommended
to rotate the king pin by 900 relative to its old position so that the king
pin key fixes the king pin in position on a new bearing surface.

a) .b)

A~ --

4 1 %

a, supr ahr b,h spotrn.

>!iŽ

I *j.

Figure 13-13. Par~ts of the Turning Arm Support Bearing:
a, support washer, b, support ring. ,

Front bridge assembly. Press king pin sleeves into turning arm holes
(clearance 0.100-0.175 mm). Drill holes in the sleeves, guiding the drill
through the grease fitting hole. Remount the sleeves to .a diameter of 38.025t
38,060 mm, observing strict coaxial alignment.

Install keys in the slots of the conical hole of the turning arm, insert
the turning levers, fasten the leve-s with nuts and pin them (nut tension 30-35-
kGm). Place sqpport boits with lock nuts in the lower levers.

Place the front bridge beam on a stand. Put a washer and support bearing

5 in the lower hole of the turning arm (see Figure 13-1) along with the packing
ring, and place adjustment shims 39 in the upper opening. 'Install turning arms
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S25 and connect them to the beam, placing king pins 40 through the am -in beam
holes. Check the clearance between the upper support of the turning arm and
"the upper surface of the beam support. Clearance must be 0.25 mm. When
necessary, adjust the clearance with shims 39. Fasten the king pins with key
41 and place a nut and washer 'on the king pin. Install king pin covers 36

q with linings. Screw grease fittings into the holes in the turning arms.

Assemble the tie rod and install it on the turning levers, fasten'the
* pins with nuts and fix the latter. with cotter pins.

If a special gauge is available check the turning angle of the arms to
determine the toe in of the front wheels. The angle must be 20+±3' (Figure
13-14), which will constitute 5-8 mm front wheel toe in in linear units. Turn-

ling angle is established by adjusting the tie rod.

At the same time it is necessary to check the maximum turning angle of
the-front wheels and make adjustments when necessary using the support bolts.
For the ZIL-130 the turning angle must be:t for the right wheel turned to the
r•ight -- 340±30', for the left wheel turned to the left -- 36W±301.

0 0
0 0

0"0

Figure 13-14. Toe In and Turning Angles of ZIL-130 Front Wheels:
a, toe in angles, b, turningangle.

Assemble the pitmaniarm and put it in place, fasteni the pir with a nut
and insert a cott@r pin. ;See Chapter 16 for assembly and installation of
front brakes.

SPress the inside bearing into the arm using a mandrel, seeing that the
* mandrel is held in the inside opening of the bearing. Grease the bearing.

Bearings are seated with a gap of 0.032 mm to a clearance of 0.003 mm.

It should be kept in mind that there are 2 standard domestic bearings,
7608U and 7608K, which may be used as an outside bearing for the front wheel
hub. While both of these bearings can be used for the ZIL-164Aj only the
bearing 7608K should be used for the ZIL-130.
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Insert the support washer in the hub and press the gasket into place.
Liberally grease the inside bearing, install the hub and brake drum together
on the turning arm. Then install the outside bearing on the arm journal using
a mandrel, seeing that the mandrel is held in the inside opening of the bearing.
Bearing seating is from a gap of 0.027 mm to a clearance of 0.002 mm.

Grease the outside bearing, screw on inside nut 20 (see Figure 13-1) and
tighten it with a wrench until bearings 16 and 19 start to tighten. Turn the
wheel hub several times in both directions so that the bearing rollers become
seated properly. Make sure that the brake shoes are not in contact with the
drums. Loosen the inside nut by approximately 1/5th turn until the nearest
opening coincides with the lock ring pin, noting that the hub turns freely and
does not catch. Install lock ring 21 and lock washer 22 on the arm, install
lock nut 23, tighten it with a wrench using a 400 mm extension until snug and
bend the lock washer over a face of the nut. Install the cover and lining and
fasten it to the hub using bolts, putting spring washers until the bolt heads.

"Jack up the front part of the frame and slide the front bridge into place.
Lower the frame gently onto the suspension. Fasten the front bridge to the
truck frame (see Chapter 12). Lower the front of the truck and remove the jack.

PART DIMENSIONS TABLE 13-1.
BASIC DIMENSIONS OF FRONT BRIDGE PARTS OF ZIL-130 TRUCK, MM (SEE FIGURE 13-1,
13-10)

Dimension Nominal Admissible Without
Repair

Front Bridge Beam

Steel 45 (GOST 1050-60) Hardness HV 241-285

Beam length between king pin
hole centers (dimension A) 1593.7-1596.3

Distance between axes of
spring seat opening (dimen-
sion B) 840

Diameter of king pin hole 38.010-38.035 38.06
Diameter of king pin key hole 14.00-14.12 14.25
Height of king pin lug 92.77-93.00 92.50

"Turning Arms
Steel 40Kh (GOST 4543-61), Hardness HLV 241-285

Diameter of outside wheel
hub bearing journal 39.973-39.990 39.95

Diameter of inside wheel
hub bearing journal 54.968-54.988 54.94

Diameter of king pin sleeve
hole 41.000-41.050

Diameter of hub packing
ring journal 98.09-98.19
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TABLE 13-1 (Continued)
BASI.C DIMENSIONS OF FRONT BRIDGE PARTS OF ZIL-130 TRUCK, MM (SEE FIGURE 13.1,

S~13-10).

Dimension Nominal Admissible without
Repair

Diameter of turning lever
hole:
before 1966 29.0
after January, 1966 35.0

Conicity of turning lever hole 1:8
Gauge play relative to conical

opening ±0.3 1.5
Width of front bridge beam

opening 111.04-111.50 111.75
Diameter of arm threading M36x2, cl. 2
Diameter of (small) conical
journal 35.7

Diameter of small bearing
pin hole 21.0

Nut threading diameter:
before 1966 2M24xl.5, cl. 2
after January, 1966 M27xl.5, cl. 2

Conicity of bearing journal
and bearing pin holes 1:8

Gauge play relative to
conical opening ±0.3

Turning Arm King Pin
Steel l8KhGT (GOST 4543-61); depth of case hardened layer 1.0-1.4 mm; hardness of
surface layer HRC 56-62

King pin diameter 37.983-38.000 37.97
King Pin Sleeve

(ThMTU 511-41) Semihard Copper Zinc Alloy

Outside sleeve diameter
(using ring gauge) 41.17S

Sleeve inside diameter 38.025-38.060 38.08
Turning Arm Bearing Support Journal
UN-347 Graphite Bronze

Outside journal diameter 67.0-67.12
Journal thickness 4.92-5.00 4.7
Inside journal diameter 39.0

Turning Arm Bearing Support Ring
Steel 35 (GOST 1050-60); thickness of cyanided layer 0.3-0.5 Dm

Outside diameter 66.4-66.8 -
Ring thickness 11.43-11.5 11.2
Inside ring diamater 38.5



CHAPTER FOURTEEN: STEERING CONTROL

Construction

A steering mechanism without a power booster (Figure 14-1)
is used on the ZIL-157K and its modifications. When the steering
wheel 16 is turned, the driver's force is transmitted through the
steeritg mechanism to the Pitman arm 20, which is connected to the
steering control drive. The force is then transmitted to the steering
wheels of the vehicle.

Power steering (Figure 14-2) is used on the ZIL-130, the ZIL-131,
and their modifications. An oil cooler is included in the power
steering system of the ZIL-131 to cool the oil. There is no oil
cooler on the ZIL-130.

The presence of a power booster in the steering control system,
in addition to making the driver's work easier, increases safety in
motion and allows the driver to hold the vehicle on the road in the
event of a front wheel blowout at high speed.

The steering control operational scheme is shown in Figure 14-3.

Steering mechanism. The steering mechanism (Figure 14-4) is
fastened to the frame and connected with the steering wheel shaft
by means of a shaft having two universal joints.

The parts of the steering mechanism are located in a cast-iron
housing 4. The housing is simultaneously the cylinder of the power
booster in which the piston-rod 5 with a toothed segment 31 is moved
by the screw 7 and its adjacent ball nut 8. The teeth of the rod
and of the Pitman arm shaft segment have a thickness with varies with
length [along the tooth]. This permits the engagement clearance to
be adjusted by means of the axial displacement of the arm shaft.

The Pitman arm shaft turns in bronze bushings 33, which are pressed
into the housing, and in an opening 25 in the side cover of the housing.
The axial position of the arm shaft is determined by the adjusting screw
30, the head of which enters the steering arm shaft opening and rests
against the thrust washer 27. Axial movement of the adjusting screw
in the arm shaft -- held to 0.02-0.08 mm during assembly -- is limited
by the adjusting washer and stop ring 28. Ball nut 8 is located in the
piston-rod and is secured by the set screw 42 which is center-punched
after assembly. The nut is assembled with the screw 7 in such a manner
that thirty one balls 10, upon uhich the screw 7 turns with insignificant
resistance, are located in the channel and screw contour.
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Figure 14-1: The ZIL-157K steering mechanism

-- bracket; 2 and 22 -- covers; 3 and 28 -- adjusting gaskets;
4 -- housing; 5 -- worm gear; 6, 10, and 13 -- bearings; 7-- roller
axis; 8 -- steering wheel shaft; 9 -- wire; 11 -- plug; 12 -- steering
column tube; 14 and 19 -- nuts; 15 -- con-act plate; 16 -- steering
wheel; 17 -- cap; 18 -- button; 20 -- Pitnan arm; 21 -- shaft bushings;
23 -- adjusting nut; 24 -- stop; 25 -- roller; 26 -- Pitman anm shaft;
27 -- thrust washer; 29 -- sealing rings
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Figure 14-2: Overall view of the steering control for (A) a
ZIL-130 and (B) a ZIL-131

I -- power steering pump; 2 -- pump reservoir; 3 and 13 -- low pressure
hoses; 4 and 12 -- high pressure hoses; 5 -- steering column; 6 -- horn
contact unit; 7 -- turn indicator switch; 8 -- key for securing the
articulated shaft; 9 -- articulated shaft; 10 -- steering mechanism;
11 -- Pitman arm; 14 -- oil cooler
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Figure 14-3: Operating scheme of a steering control with power
booster -- position of the steering mechanism and
the slide valve when the vc'hlcle is moving: (A) straight
ahead; (B) left turn; (C) right turn. (D) -- exterior
chamber of the steering mechanism housing; (E) -- interior
chamber of the steering mechanism housing;

I -- pump; 2 -- high pressure hose; 3 -- low pressure hose; 4 -- front axlebeam; 5 -- steering rods; 6 -- slide valve; 7 -- return valve; 8 -- steering
mechanism housing; 9 -- piston-rod; 10 -- exterior chamber oil supply line;
II -- Interior chamber oil supply line; 12 -- steering wheel
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EQUIPMENt CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ZIL-157K STEERING CONTROL

Steering mechanism consists of a globoidal worm gear
and crank with a three-ridge
ro1 ler

Oil used for the steering special oil for gearboxes and steering
mechanism control boxes (GOST 4002-53)

Steering ratio 23.5

Dry weight of the steering
mechanism (with column) 31 Kg

Steering column with horn -witch

Steering control drive consists of tie rods and trailing
links and steering arms; cap and
ball steering arm joints with
self-adjusting bushings

EQUIPMENT CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ZIL-130 AND ZIL-131 STEERING CONTROL

Steering mechanism consists of a screw and nut with
recirculating balls and a rod
engaged by a toothed segment

Power steering consists of a vane-type pump, double
acting, turned by a V-belt [which is
in turn driven by] the motor crankshaft
pulley. The pressure developed by
the pump acts on the piston which
simultaneously fulfills the role of
a rod installed in the steering
mechanism housing

Power steering operating fluid all-season type "R" oil or alternates:
turbine oil (winter) or spindle oil
(s umm r)

Steering ratio 20.0

Dry weight of the steering
mechanism 26.5 Kg

Power steering pump vane-type, double acting
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(Equipment characteristics of the ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 steering
control, continued)

Pump efficiency 9.5 liters/minute at 600 pump
shaft rpm, 55 Kg/cm2 back pressure;
16.5 liters/minute at 2,000 pump
shaft rpm, 55 Kg/cm2 back pressure

Maximum pressure developed
by the pump 70 Kg/cm2

Dry weight of the pump 7.3 Kg

Power steering hoses:

-- high pressure: rubber, oil-resistant, with two
cotton casings and reinforced ends;
exterior hose diameter -- 21.5-22.5 mm;
internal hose diameter -- 9.5-10.5 mm

-- low pressure: rubber, oil-resistant, single cotton
casing; exterior hose diameter --
17-J18.5 mrm; interior diameter 9.5-10.5 mm

Radiator for cooling the Installed only on the ZIL-131 on the
operating fluid low pressure line

Steering control articulated two universal joints, crosses inset in
shaft ceramic bushings. An articulated shaft

with needle bearings instead of ceramic
bushings may be installed

Steering column with turn indicator switch and horn
button switch assembly

Steering control drive consists of tie rods and trailing links
and steering arms. Cap and ball steering
rod joints with self-adjusting bushings
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Figure 14-4: ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 steering mechanism

1 -- lower cover; 2,-14, 26 and 29 -- sealing rings; 3 -- cap;

4 -- steering mec'hanism housing; 5 -- piston-rod; 6 -- split sealing
ring; 7 -- steering mechanism screw; 8 -- ball nut; 9 -- channel;
10 -- ball; 11 -- piston ring; 12 -- intermediate cover; 13 -- front

thrust bearing; 15 -- ball valve; 16 -- slide valve; 17 -- control
valve housing; 18 -- spring washer; 19 -- adjusting nut; 20 -- upper
cover; 21 -- needle bearing; 22 and 35 -- oil seal thrust rings;
23 -- connection; 24 -- elbow for removing oil from the system; 25 --
side cover; 27 -- thrust washer; 28 -- stop rings; 30 -- adjusting screw;
31 -- Pitman arm shaft; 32 -- plug; 33 -- Pitman a mr shaft bushing;
34 and 38 -- oil seals; 36 -- lock ring; 37 -- Pitman arm shaft nut;
39 -- spring; 40 -- reaction piston; 41 -- channel; 42 -- set screw
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Figure 14-5: Steering control articulated shaft

-- fork; 2 -- key; 3 -- stop rings; 4 -- bushing
covers; 5 and 7 -- sealing rings; 6 -- cross bushings;
8 -- sealing ring holders; 9 -- cross; 10 -- grease
fitting; 11 -- splined fork; 12 -- split washers;
13 -- rubber oil seal ring; 14 -- felt ring;
15 -- nut; )6 -- slotted bushing with fork

Two stamped channels 9, which form a tube along which the balls,
when ejected during the rotation of the screw from one end of the nut,
are returned to the other end, are set into the slot of the ball nut
which is connected by two openings with the screw channel. Screw 7
passes through the intermediate cover 12 to which the steering control
housing 17 is fastened. Two thrust ball bearings 13 in which the screw
turns are installed on the screw. The steering control slide valve 18
is installed on the screw between the bearings. The large bearing rings
face the slide valve. The ball bearings and the slide valve are
fastened by nut 19, the tapered collar of which is pressed Into the
slot In the screw. A conical spring washer -18, which provides for the
even compression of the thrust ball bearings, is placed under the nut.
The washer is installed with the concave side tcoward the ball bearing.

The end of the screw 7 is supported by the needle bearing 21, which
is positioned in the upper steering mechanism cover 'n.

The length of the 4lide valve is greater than the len.gth of itsopening in the control valve housing. Ak a consequence of this, lhe

slide valve asid the screw ae-y move axially by I = in each direction
from the middle position. T'ey return to the middle position because
of the six springs 39 and the reaction piston c': which are pressurized

by the oil in the supply line froa the pk=p.
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When the screw 7 is turned in one direction or another (see
Figure 14-4), as a consequence of the r.'sistance which arises when
the wheels are turnvd, a force which attewpts to move the screw in
an axial direction, In a corresponding direction, is created. If this
force exceeds the preliminary compression force of the springs 39,
the screw is moved and it displaces the slide valve 16. Here one
chamber of the steering mechanism housing cylinder is connected 4ith
the pressure line and the oýther chamber is connected with the vent line.
The oil which enters the cylinder from the pump presses upon the
piston-rod, creating an additional force on the Pitman arm shaft sector
and facilitates the turning of the wheels.

The pressure in the operating chamber of the cylinder increases
with an increase in the resistance of zhe wheels to turning. Simultaneously,
the pressure of the reaction piston 40 is also increased. The screw
and the slide valve attempt to return to the middle position, because
of the springs 39 and the reaction piston 40.

The greater the resistance of the wheels to turning and the higher
the pressure in the operating chamber of the cylinder, the greater the
force with which the slide valve attempts to return to the middle position
and place the thrust ball bearings and the screw in the middle position,
and also the greater the force on the steering wheel. When the force
on the steering wheel increases with an increase in the resistance of
the wheels to turning, the driver gets the "feel of the road."

The force on the steering wheel rim which corresponds to the
beginning of the operation of the power steering is approximately 2 Kg,
end the greatest force is approximately 10 Kg.

When the steering wheel stops turning, the oil which is entering
the cylinder acts upon the screw-threaded piston-rod, moves the slide
valve to the middle position, which causes a decrease in the pressure
in the cylinder relative to that pressure which is necessary to retain
the wheels in their turned position, and halts the movement of the
piston, and, copsequently, the turning of the wheels as well.

In the control valve housing there is a ball valve IS, which,
%when the pump is not working, connects the high pressure and vent
lines. in this case the valve provides for the operation of the
steering mechAnism as a standard steering zeehanism without a power
booster.

Thg cha.=ber in which the thrust ball bearings-• sr- located is
ctoancted with the vent opening and iv sealed by round rubber eraling
rings 14. The remaining non-_oving coaaqctioos are 4aled 4v s•iilar
rings 2 and 6$.

The Pitman ar, s-haft 3J iq sealed by a rubber oU1 seal S4 which
has i thrust ring %1 which prevent it,,! co-•-ng out utider prevsure.



The external rubber seal prevents mud and dirt from gettir~g at the
shaft. The piston-rod is sealed by two resilient cast iron split
rings.

The steering mechanism screw 7 has two seals, in the intermediate
cover and in the piston-rod. Sealing is accomplished by resilient cast
iron split rings 6. The Pcrew in the upper cover 20 is sealed by a
rubber oil seal 38 with a thrust ring 22 and an external seal, and the
"adjusting screw 30 is sealed by a round rubber ring 29.

When the screw 7 is turned in one direction or another away from
the middle position, there occurs an increase in the free play in the
steering mechanism. This obtains because of the fact that the thickness
of the middle tooth of the sector of the Pitman arm shaft 31 is greater
in comparison with the remaining teeth, and the screw 7 has a barrel shape
with an insignificant decrease in the diameter of the screw channel toward
its ends.

In the steering mechanism housing there is a plug 32 with a
magnetic plate which catches steel and cast iron particles from the
oil. The steering mechanism screw 7 is connected with the steering
wheel shaft by an articulated shaft.

The steering control articulated shaft (Figure 14-5) has two
universal joints, each of which consists of a fork I with metallic-ceramic
bushings 6 and crosses 9 installed in the fork. The bushings are
secured by stop rings 3.

Lubrication of the universal joints is accomplished by injection
through the grease fitting 10 and through the opening in the cross.
Sealing rings 5 prevent dirt from getting into the universal joint.

The articulated shaft has a sliding spline connection which
provides for possible changes In the distance between the universal
joints when the cabin flexes in relation to the frame.

A felt ring 14 and a rubber ring 13 are installed to retain the
lubricant and to prevent the connection from becoming dirty.

The universal joint forks are fastened to the steering me-hanism
screw and to the steering shaft by keys 2.

The steering column (Figure 14-6) is fastened at its iloer end
to the fleor of the cabin and at its upper end to a plate and to the
dash by =ans of braces.

The steering shaft S tur's In ball bearings 4 and 17 which are
located in the steering column tube 6.

Mhe turn indicator rvitch 21 2-d the horn button assembly are
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installed on the upper portion cf the steering column.

The power steering pump and reservoir (Figure 14-7) are mounted
on the motor and are activated through a pulley by means of a V-belt
from the crankshaft pulley.

The pump pulley is fastened to the shaft 6 by a conical expansion
bushing 30, a key, and a nut.

I, . '+ f ,

'a3

figure 14-6: Steering column

I -- adjusting nut; 2 -- stop washer; 3 -- oil
seal holde~r; 4 and 17 -- bearings; 5 -- steering
shaft; 6 -- steering column tube; 7 and 15 -- electric
wires; 8, 10, 28 and 29 -- screws; 9 -- cpntact
assembly cover; 11 -- contact pressure plate;
12 -- contact insulator; 13 -- contact; 14 -- current
pick-up ring; 16 --. key; 18 -- thrust washer;
19 -- stop ring; 20 -- steering wheel; 21 -- turn
indicator switch; 22 -- bracket; 23 -- bolt; 24 -- horn
button; 25 -- contact cap; 26 -- spring; 27 -- spring
retainer; 3b -- contact plate; 31 -- nut
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Figure 14-7: ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 power steering pumpI -- pulley; 2 and 21 -- mesh filters; 3 -- pump housing; 4 frontbearing; 5 -- oil seal; 6 -- shaft; 7 -- rear bearing; 8 -- stator;
9 -- rotor; 10 -- distributor disk; 11 -- pump cover; 12 -- filter by-passvalve; 13 -- pump by-pass valve; 14 -- vane;. 15 -- adjusting gaskets;
16 -- safety valve seat; 17 -- safety valve; 18 -- collector; 1.9 -- reservoir;20 -- gasket; 22'-- breather; 23 -- reservoir cover; 24 -- washer;
25 -- nut; 26 and 2 7 -- sealing rings; 28 and 29 -- collector gaskets;30-- conical bushing; 31 -- safety valve'spring; 32 -- spring guide rod;33.-- opening for supplying oil to the safety valve; K -- calibratedopening; (a-- return from the system; (b) -- supply to the system
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The pump is a double-acting, vane-type pump (for 1 revolution
of the pump shaft, 2 complete cycles of intake and 2 of injection
are accomplished). The pump rotor 9 has slots in which the vanes 14
are located. The rotor is installed on the pump shaft 6 on splines
and is loosely fitted.

The position of the stator 8 relative to the pump housing 3 must be
such that the direction of the arrow on the stator coincindes with the
direction of rotation of the pump shaft, if one looks at the shaft
from the pulley.

t' The pump vanes must move in the rotor slots without binding.
When the pump shaft rotates the vanes are pressed against the curved
surface of the stator because of centrifugal force and the pressure of
the oil.

In the intake chambers the oil moves into the spaces between the
vanes and then, as the rotor turns, the oil is forced into the injection
chambers.

The faces of the housing and distributor disk are carefully
polished. The presence either here or on the rotor, stator, or vanes
of nicks and burrs is not permissible.

A reservoir 19 for oil and a cover 23 with a nut 25 are installed
on the pump. A washer 24 and a rubber sealing ring 26, which together
with the rubber gasket 20 seal the internal chamber of the reservoir,
are located under the nut. A breather 22 to limit the pressure within
the reservoir is screwed into the reservoir cover.

All of the oil which returns from the power steering to the pump
passes through the mesh filter 2, which is located within the reservoir.
In the event that the filter becomes contaminated, the by-pass valve 12
is provided. Besides that, a mesh filter 21, which filters the oil when
it is poured In, is iistalled within the reservoir.

The pump has two valves which are located in the pump cover 11.
The safety valve 1? located inside the by-pass valve 13 limits the
pressure of the oil in the system. The s'fety valve opens at a pressure
of 65-70 Kg/cm2 . The by-pass valve limits the amount of oil which
is supplied by the pump to the nower steering when the engine crankshaft

rpm is increased.

The by-pass valve works in the following manner: the valve seat
is connected by one opening with the pump injection chamber and by
another opening with the power steering injection line; this second
line is in its own turn connected with the pump injection chamber by
the calibrated opening K. With an increase in the supply of oil to the
power steering system (as a result of increasing the engine crankshaft
rpm), the difference in pressures in the pump injection chamber and the
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& system injection line is increased and, consequently, the difference
in pressure at the ends of the by-pass valve increases. At a specific
pressure difference the force whica attempts to move the valve to the
right increases sufficiently ao that tle spring is compressed and the
valve, moving, connects the injection chamber with the reservoir. Thus,

SEs further supply of oil to the system almost ceases.

To preclude noisy operation and itcreased pump wear at high engine
* crankshaft rpm's, the oil which p.sses through valve 13 is compulsorily

directed back into the pump hous!ng chamber and into the intake channels.
* The collector 18, the interior chinr.el of which is connected with the

by-pass valve chamber and which has 4'small cross-section, serves this
purpose. This results in a shatp increase in the speed with which oil
is delivered to the intake chamber qf the housing. It also facilitates

* the inflow of that amount of oil whin returns from the steering mechanism.

Steering control drive. The st-ecrixg control drive structural
schematics for ZIL vehicles with and without power steering are mostly

* identical. It should be kept in mind that the trailing links of two-
and three-axle vehicles have an'identLcal ball coupling, although the
ZIL-157K bushings are different, design-wide, from the bushings of the
ZIL-130 and the ZIL-131. The length of the arms and their configuration
also varies.

Tie rods (Figure 14-8) of the ZIL-130 and the ZIL-131 also have
an identical ball coupling.

The ZIL-157K( tie rod has cylindrical pins with hushitags for
its couplings.

Equipment Servicing

Steering control assembly lubrication and the equipment servicing
intervals are given in Chapter Two.

Steering Control Without Power Steering

Checking the free play of the steering wheel. The free play of
the steering wheel with the wheels mounted and the direction of travel
straight ahead should not exceed 15' (1/24 turn).

The steering wheel free play is determined by means an NIIAT
(Gosudarstvennyg nauchno-issledovatel 'skiy ins titut avtomobil 'nogo
transportal State Vehicular Transport Scientific-Research Institute)
device which is installed on the steering column (Figure 14-9).
If the steering wheel free play is greater than 150, the steering
control must be adjusted.
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Prior to setting about adjusting the steering mechanism it isnecessary to check and tighten the attachment of the steering mechanism
housing to the bracket, the attachment of the Pitman arm to the shaft,and also to eliminate increased clearances in the trailing link joints,
in the hub bearings, and in the kingpin turn journal bushings.

B .E -,1 4 8 J

16

22?

7 7 dA view A

Figure 14-8: ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 trailing links and tie rods

A-- trailing link; B -- tie rod; I -- lockpin;
2 -- adjusting plug; 3 -- pin; 4 and 19 -- bushings;
5 and 22 -- springs; 6 -- stop; 7 -- grease fitting;
8 -- trailing ;ink; 9 and 13 -- ball pins; 1O and 20 --sealing gasket; 11 -- cover; 12 -- Pitman arm;
14 and 16 -- end pieces; 15 -- tie rod; 17 and 23 --
covers; 18 -- oil seal; 21 and 24 -- bolts; 25 -- nut

In order to eliminate any loosening in the trailing link ball joints
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it is necessary to remove the cotter pin from the adjusting jlug 2
(see Figure 14-8) and turn the plug by means of an offset screwdriver
until it stops, and then to back off by approximately 1/4 turn, following
which the cotter pin should be inserted in the plug.

Adjustment of the steering mechanism worn gear bearing.
In order to adjust the bearings (see Figure 14-1) it is necessary to
separate the trailing link from the Pitman arm 20 and to remove the
Pitman arm. Undo the side cover 22 attachment bolts, remove the cover
and disengage the roller 25 from the worm gear 5. Undo the lower cover 2
bolts of the housing and the steering mechanism and remove the cover
along with the adjusting gaskets 3. Set up the lower cover (see Figure
14-9B) and, pressing it with your hand, measure with a set of feeler
gauges the clearance between the cover and the end of the housing.
Pick up a set of thick and thin gaskets for the lower cover. This
set should be equal in thickness to the measured clearance (the thin
gaskets on hand should be left in the set). Place the set of gaskets
under the cover and se'ure the cover with the bolts, turning the
steering wheel slightly.

By means of a spring dynamometer fastened to the rim of the steering
wheel check the force necessary to turn the worm gear in the bearings.
-The force must be within the limits of 0.3-0.8 Kg on the steering wheel
rim. If the force is less than that which is permissible, the extra
adjusting gaskets (the thicker ones, preferably) should be removed.
If the force is greater than that which is permissible, add gaskets.

Adjusting the engagement of the steering mechanism roller and
worm gear. In order to adjust the engagement, the Pitman arm shaft 26

* should be placed in the middle position, having turned the steering
wheel by 2.75-3 turns from either extreme position. This should be done
with the trailing links disconnected, the Pitman arm 20 (see Figure 14-1)
removed, with the adjusting nut 23 along with the thrust washer 27
and the adjusting gaskets 28 removed, but with the side cover 22
attached.

Place thrust washer 27 into the circular Pitman arm shaft 26
groove and, pressing the Pitman arm shaft with your hand from the
direction of the cover until the roller touches the worm gear, measure
the clearance H (see Figure 14-9C) between the ends of the thrust
washer and the side cover of the steering mechanism housing in several
places in this position.

Pick up the thick and thin adjusting washers (see Figure 14-9C and
14-9D), the thickness of which must be equal to the measured clearance
(as many of the existing thin gaskets as possible should be left in the
set).

Place the set of adjusting gaskets 28 and the thrust washer 27
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Figure 14-9: Checking the steering wheel free play and
adjusting the steering mechanism

A -- checking the steering wheel free play;
B -- adjusting the worm gear bearings;
C -- adjusting the engagement of the roller and

worm gear;
D and E -- selection of the adjusting gaskets;
M and H -- adjusting gasket clearances

on the Pitman arm shaft 26 (see Figure 14-1) and place the rubber
sealing rings 29 on the collar of the side cover. The rubber rings
are installed in such a number as to provide normal sealing between
the adjusting nut 23 and the housing cover 22. Following this, tighten
the housing cover nut and, having installed the Pitman arm 20, secure
the Pitman arm with the nut 19.

Check the Pitman arm turn angle in either direction from the
X! middle position to the point where it stops. The Pitman arm turn

angle from the middle position to the point where the arm stops must
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not be less than 420. Check the inclination of the Pitman arm; the
inclination of the end of the Pitman arm must be equal to 0 mm or not
more than 0.2 mm.

After adjusting the engagement of the roller with the worm gear,
check the force required to turn the steering wheel at the rim of the
steering wheel by means of a spring dynamometer. The force must be
within the limits of 1.5-2.5 Kg. If the force is less thai that which
is permitted, but the inclination of the Pitman arm is greater than
that which is permitted, then some of the adjusting bushings 28 (see
Figure 14-1), preferably the thicker ones, should be removed. If the
force is greater than that which is permissible, add gaskets. Having
finished the adjustment, the adjusting nut 23 of the side cover 22
should be checked by the stop 24 and the trailing link should be connected
to the Pitman arm.

After adjusting the steering mechanism it is necessary to again
check the free play of the steering wheel., which should not exceed 150.

For the sake of convenience it is recommended that the steering
mechanism be removed from the vehicle together with the steering column
and adjusted at a mechanic's bench.

Changing oil. Before changing and adding oil, the steering mechanism
housing should be cleaned of dirt and dust.

After removing the used oil it is necessary to add fresh oil
up to the level of the control plug.

Steering Mechanism With Power Steering

Checking and adjusting the steering mechanism. Before checking and
adjusting the steering mechanism, it is necessary to check the air pressure
in the tires, the presence of lubricant in the steering control assemblies
and wheel hubs, the adjustment of the wheel bearings, the adjustment of the
steering control drive arms and the correctness of their position, the

* proper operation of the shock absorbers, and the correctness of the instal-

4 * lation of the front wheel connections, since all of this influences the
operation of the steering control. The level of the oil in the pump
reservoir and the tightness of the pump belt, and the pressure developed
by the pump should also be checked; the absence of air in the power
steering system and the absence of oil leaks in the connecting lines
should also be checked.

It is necessary to check the adjustment of the steering mechanism
in the following order: straighten the front wheels so that the steeringwheel is in the middle position, disconnect the trailing link of the

steering control from the Pitman arm, and, by means of a spring dynamometer
fastened to the steering wheel rim, measure the force in the following
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three positions:

1. with the steering wheel turned more than 2 turns from the
middle position. The force on the steering wheel rim should be equal
to 0.55-1.35 Kg.

2. turn the steering wheel 3/4-1 turn from the middle position
and measure the force at the rim.

3. the steering wheel passes through the middle position. The
force on the rim of the steering wheel must be 0.8-1.25 Kg greater

than the force obtained during the measurement in the second position,

but should not exceed 2.8 Kg.

If the force in these three positions does not correspond to the

magnitudes indicated, the steering mechanism should be adjusted.

The adjustment of the steering mechanism should be begun by
determining the magnitude of the force in the thirds position by

means of moving the Pitman arm shaft in an axial direction. The
movement of the Pitman arm shaft 31 (see Figure 14-4) is accomplished
by turning the adjusting screw 30. If the screw is turned to the
right the force will be increased. If the screw is turned to the
left, it will be decreased.

A discerpancy in the forces at the steering wheel rim in the

second position is caused by the incorrect preliminary tightening

of the steering mechanism ball nut, because of the wear on the
rolling surfaces of the ball nut or of the steering mechanism screw,
or as a result of the bearings jamming. A discrepancy in the forces
in the first position is caused for the very same reasons, as well

as by the incorrect preliminary tightening of the thrust b-l1 bearings

of the steering mechanism screw.

In order to check and adjust the forces in the first and second

positions, the steering mechanism should be removed from the vehicle and
disassembled; those parts which are touching one another should be
checked, worn parts replaced, the steering mechanism assembled and
again checked (see the section entitled "Asse-bly of the Steering

Mechanism With Power Steering").

Having finished checking and adjusting tie steering control,

the Pitman arm must be connected to the trailing link and the steeritig

wheel free play must be checked with a play gauge [see Figure 14-9A1.

Checking the steering wheel free play i. accomplished with the
engine at idle and the turn signal indlcator removed by turning the

steering wheel in both directions until the steering wheels [i.e., the

front wheels of the vehiclel begin to turn. The steering wheel free

play should not exceed 15'.
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In order to check the free play of the steering wheel, the vehicle
must be placed on a flat area and the front wheels (of the vehicle] must
be straight. If the steering wheel free play is greater than the amount
allowed, it is necessary to determine which coupling is causing the
increased free play. In order to do this it is necessary to check the
steering control drive arm adjustment situation, the adjustment of the
steering control mechanism, the clearances in the steering control
universal joints, and the tightness of the universal joint securing
keys. It is also necessary to check the tightness of the steering
wheel shaft bearings.

Figure 14-10: Adjusting and checking the tightness of the
steering wheel shaft bearings
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SFigure 14-11: Installation of the mesh filter in the
Spump reservot r
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If the adjustment of the steering control mechanism or the
drive arms is destroyed, the necessary adjustment should be made.
If there are large gaps in the universal joints of the articulated
shaft, the universal joincs should be replaced or repaired.

Having convinced oneself of the satisfactory condition of
the enumerated connections, one should check the tightness of the
steering wheel shaft thrust bearings. In order to do this, the

V articulated shaft should be disconnected and the force required
to turn the steering sheel shaft in its bearings (Figure 14-10)
measured. The turning moment must be 3-8 Kg.crm, which will
correspond to a force of 0.125-0.333 Kg.

If there is a discrepancy in the indicated turning moment,
the tightness of the bearings must be adjusted by turning the
adjusting nut with a wrench. It should be kept in mind that it is
not permissible to over-tighten the nut and then loosen it, since
the increased tightening moment may damage the steering shaft
bearing races.

All points of attachment should be systematically checked and
tightened, the condition of the tie rod and trailing link ball joints
should be checked, and the clearance in the joints should be adjusted
and the joints should be lubricated as necessary.

Cleaning the mesh filters of the power steering purip. For the
break-in period of a new vehicle or a new steering mechanism and
power steering pump an additional batiste filter is installed at
the plant over the mesh filter of the pump. This additional filter
is fastened to the mesh filter with spring rings.

After the vehicle has been run-in for approximately 1,000 Km
the batiste filter &nd the springs must be removrdi, using all
precautionary measures here to prevent dirt from getting in [the
system]. lae filter is then installed (Figure 14-11).

i At each TO-2 equipment inspection the mesh filter which is
used when adding fresh oil and the main mesh filter should be washed
in gasoline. In the event that the filters are signific<ntly contaminated
by tarry deposits, they should be additionally washed in Solvert 646.

Changing the Pitman arm shaft oil seat. A- the vehicle is
being used a flow of oil through the Pitman arm .haft oil .eal may
appear. The replacement of an incorrectly operating oil seal zay

be done without removing the steering mecnnisn from the V'ehicle.
An oil pressure of 5-10 Kg/cm2 in the pc-er .teering syste= ig us.ed
to eject the oil seal. A device 'A used here (Figure 14-12) whiCh
consists of a sleeve 1, a sealing ring , and a coupling nut j with
handles 4. The sleeve is placed on the Pitman arn .Mhaft, and the nut
is screwed onto the threading of the saze shaft. clam-ping the sleeve
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to the oil seal.

In order to change the oil seal it is necessary that the

front wheels be turned all the way to the left.

Unscrew the nut and remove the Pitman arm from the shaft.
Remove the lock ring 36 (see Figure 14-4) from the oil seal seat
by means of round pliers. If possible, remove the seal clamping ring
from the seat and the seal with the rubber gasket. Place the sleeve
of the device on the Pitman arm shaft, screw the clamping nut onto
the threading of the Pitman arm shaft, lightly pressing the sleeve
against the oil seal. Place a clean dish under the steering mechanism

to catch the oil.

Start the engine and run the power steering system pressure up
to 5-10 Kg/cm2 , then, while turning the clamping nut by its handle,
gradually unscrew it (Figure 14-13), pressing the oil seal out of
Its seat. After pressing out the oil seal, remove the oil from the
hydraulic system of the steering control and stop the enging.

The installation of the new oil seal should be done with a mandril 3
(Figure 14-14) which protects the oil seal from damage, with the help
of the device (see Figure 14-12). During the instalation, lubricate
the sealing edges of the oil seal and the shaft collar with o4l, place
the oil seal on the shaft and move it to the seat of the housing.
Remove the protective mandril.

Plece the sleeve of the device oi L:-e Pitman arm shaft and turn

the clamping nut onto the threading of the shaft.

While tightening down the clamping nut (see Figure i-13),
press the oil seal into the seat of the housing.

Remove the device, install Ehe sealing rings, 4-Ld secu;e the
oil seal with the lock ring.

Place the Pitman ar= on the shaft, secure the arr with the nuti,
and turn the vehicle wheals to the straliht ziad postion.

Then add fr".h oil to tthe pa~tr stierini 6vstcrt.

Adding or changing oil in the power ierrlnq %sten- ho chc~i!ng
t he level of the. oil lan rhe power stierin-j S'rste*-m, the- frkt '.410ClS of
the vehicle aust be in Oth s-traight. a4head pooition.

Oil =&tr be a-dded vhen the engine ig op-cratiag at 11,41- umntil theý
oil appars under the input filter ="-h.

-0 4dding cyst be done so a,- ta txCiVoe 10-C.
d xrt dustz ttIng In, [the syste~j zAlone vith 0eoil i srcýne
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g" ,.Figure 14-12: A devi~e for changing the Pitman arm shaft

oil seal on the ZIL-130 (ZIL-131)

that oil be added through a clean funnel with a double mesh and through
zz, the Input filter which is installed in the power steering pump reservoir 1

(see Figure 14-15). Mne level of the oil miust coincide with that of the
input filter.

"Ufore re-ovirn6g -he reservoir cover, to check the le',c" of the oil
or to add -o9i, the cover wLust be cariftilly cleaned of dirE and washed
with gasoline.

Whý-en Type "Rt" oil is Us-d, a s.asonal. oil 1-h..,e is not necessary.
"A heV- altern-ato oil's are used, the oil zust - changed twice yearly
(spring and fall).

Wýhen cotvlet civ changing the o.1 it- thc ptvcr ste-e!rlr.F -f %t C,
it, £S nCca4rv ttl raise the front Vh&cpIn of the vrchicie onsif az

"turn the steering whev1 all the way lo t he lft, opcn the .lver stecring

rpun reservoir cover, unco'v'er the drail hole, having s-scr•-ed tte.
plug r, and drain th¼ oil.
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Figure 14-13: The method of changing the !,itman arm shaft
without rei.,lving the steering mechanism
from the vehicle

-- sleeve; 2 -- nut with handle

Figure 14-14: A mandril ,cir pressing in the arm shaft oil seal

-- oil seal; 2 -- arm shaft; 3 -- protecti've mandril;
4 -- mandril for pressing in the oil seal
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Figure 14-15: Changing theoil in the power steering system

After draining the oil, it is necessary to flush the power
steering system, for which it is necessary to: remove all dirty
oil from the pump reservoir and vipe out the reservoir; wash the
washer, the pump cover rubber sealing ring and the drain plug 2,
having cleaned the dirty oil off of them; remove and clean the pump
filter meshes and install them; add 1 liter of' fresh oil to the
reservoir throqgh a funnel with a double mesh, and wait until the
oil flows out of the drain opening of the power steering housing,
turning the steering wheel here from one extreme position to the
other.

Fresh oil must be added to the power steering system in the
following order:

Screw the plugwith its sealing washer into the drain opening
of the housing. With the steering wheel turned to the extreme
left position, add fresh oil into the pump reservoir until the oil
appears above the mesh of the intake filter; turn the steering wheel
from one extreme position to the other and add oil until at least
2.5 liters of oil have been added to the system. Then add still
more oil and while the engine is running at idle, turn the steering
wheel from one extreme position to the other, holding the steering
wheel briefly in these positions for two to three seconds with a
'force of approximately 10 Kg and adding as much oil as possible.
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The addition of oil to the power steering system is considered
finished when the output of air bubbles from the oil in the reservoir
ceases.

Here the level of oil must be up to the mark on the reservoir
or until the oil appears above the mesh of the input filter.

Install the reservoir cover with the sealing gasket, the rubber
sealing ring and nut, and secure it with the nut.

Tighten the nut by hand only. In the event that oil leaks out
from under the cover, replace the cover gasket. Lower the wheels
of the vehicle..

Adjusting the steering control drive. The joints of the trailing
link should be extended as far as possible and then backed off to the
first possible position for inserting the lockpins by approximately 1/4
turn and the lockpins should be inserted.

The tie rod joints do not require adjustment.

The steering control joints are lubricated in accordance with
the lubrication chart. Prior to lubricating the steering control
and the turn journal kingpin- it is necessary to clean the lubrication
points of dirt and mud. Lubrication is through the grease fittings until
clean lubricant appears.

Disassembly and Asser,'..N

Steering Control Without Power Steering

Removal of the steering mechanism from the vehicle is accomplished
in the following sequence: disconnect the horn wire from the current
source and remove the horn button assembly. In order to remove the button,
press lightly upon it with your palm, turn it to the left, remove the
button, remove the contact dish, the spring cap, the contact cap;
remove the three contact plate attachment screws and remove the plate
together with the horn wire. With an offset box wrench unscrew the
steering wheel attachment nut and remove the steering wheel from the
shaft by means of a 20P-7972 extractor (Figure 14-16).

Having removed the steering wheel, remove the key from the shaft
slot and remove the spacer spring. Unscrew the Pitman arm attachment
nut and by means of a model 2496 extractor (Figure 14-17) remove the
Pitman arm from the splines of the shaft (Figure 14-18), tapping lightly
with a hammer about the arm. Unscrew the bolts which attach the steering
column to the bracket in the cabin and the bolts which attach the steering
mechanism housing to the frame bracket. Remove the upper half of the
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bracket. Unscrew the bolt which attaches the steering column to the
plate and remove the plate. Remove the steering mechanism together
with the steering wheel shaft as a unit.

It is recommended that the steering mechanism be disassemLled
on a stand (Figure 14-19). Clean the housing of dirt and pour out
the oil.

Removing the Pitman arm shaft. Loosen the bolt which attaches
the lower cover 2 (see Figure 14-1) and pour out the oil. Unscrew
the two attachment bolts of the stopper 24 of adjusting nut 23, and
remove the stopper. Undo with a wrench adjusting nut 23 and remove
thrust washer 27, adjusting gasket 28, and rubber sealing ring 29.

With a socket wrench undo the bolts which secure the housing cover 22
and remove the cover from the gasket.

Extract from the housing the Pitman arm shaft 26 together with the
roller'25 as a unit, tapping lightly with a hammer against a brass

mandril which is set against the end of the shaft. The Pitman arm
shaft roller is subject to being dismantled in those cases when it
is damaged or greatly worn. During disassembly it is necessary to
cut away the roller shaft weld and to remove the roller and shaft.

Figure 14-16: Removal of the steering wheel

-- clamp; 2 arm; 3 -- cross piece;
4 -- screw; 5 -- end piece; 6 -- clip ring

Removal of the steering shaft and disassembly of the steering
column. Unscrew the bolts securing the lower cover 2, remove the
cover and the adjusting gasket 3. Press out the steering wheel
shaft 8 by means of a wooden hammer together with the worm gear 5
and the exterior ring of the lower bearing, tapping lightly with
a hammer on the face of the shaft (it is not recommended that the
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Figure 14-17: Model 2496 extractor

Figure 14-18: Removal of the Pitman arm from the shaft with
a model 2496 extractor

I -- Pitman arm shaft: 2 -- extractor housing;
3 -screw; 4 -- Pitman am

worm gear be removed from the steering wheel shaft). Remove the roller
bearings 6 from the worm gear. It is recommended that the external ring
of the upper worm gear bearing be removed only if necessary.

In order to remove the external upper bearing ring when it is
damaged, it is necessary to insert a long mandril into the steering
column shaft and extract the ring. If there is significant wear,
press the bushings out of the cover and the steering mechanism housing.
While pressing the bushings out, simultaneously press out the Pitman
arm shaft oil seal.

A bend in the steering column tube may be eliminated by straightening
the tube.
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Not more than 0.1 mm of eccentricity in the face of the housing
at the lower cover is permitted. The face at the side cover may

not be other than flat by more than 0.08 mm.

- 1

Figure 14-19: A stand for dismantling and assembling
the steering mechanism

Figure 14-20: The housing of the steering mechanism
assembled with cover and bushings, ZIL-157K

If the horn wire tube which is installed in the steering mechanism
outer cover is bent, the tube must either be straightened or replaced,
but if the rolling of the tube is damaged, it must either be re-rolled
or welded.

Step-by-step work on the spiral and the conical surfaces
of the worm gear is not permitted. The steering wheel shaft is
an integral unit with the worm gear; therefore if the shaft or
the worm gear ceases to function, the entire unit must be replaced
as a whole.
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Wear on a piece of the Pitman arm shaft roller is permissible
if it does not exceed 8 mm in thickness, measured at a height ot
2.775 mm. If there is a lot of wear, replace the Pitman arm shaft
roller or the Pitman arm shaft with the roller as a unit.

The clearance between the roller and the washer must be not
greater than 0.04 mm. If the gap is greater than that, replace
the washer. The radial play of the roller must not exceed 0.15 mm.

Asseinbly and adjustment of the steering mechanism. The parts of
the steering control -mechanism which are ready for assembly must be
clean,

Before assembling the steering control mechanism it is necessai-Y
to press the Pitman arm shaft bushings into the housing and the cover
of the steering mechanism housing (the tightness is 0.021-0.087 mm) and
to ream out the internal diameter of the bushings to the diameter of
the Pitman arm shaft with a ciearance of 0.025-0.077 mm.

All three bushings must be reamed in a line. Here the cover
must be secured by the bolts to the steering mechanism housing
(Figure 14-20). After reaming out the bushings, press the Pitman
arm shaft oil seal into the housing.

In those cases where the roller unit has been dismantled it is
necessary to insert the roller into the eye of the Pitman arm shaft,
insert the shaft, and weld the shaft to the arm shaft.

Check the radial and axial clearances of the roller. If the roller
has a radial clearance of more than 0.15 mm, the needle bearing should
be replaced. If the axial clearance between the roller and the thrust
washer is greater than 0.04 mm, the washer should be replaced. The
overall assembly of the steering mechanism is accomplished in the
following sequence: install the upper exterior roller bearing 6 ring
(see Figure 14-1) with a fit varying from a tightness of 0.000 mm to
a clearance of 0.093 mm into the housing of the steering mechanism

* together with the steering column tube as a unit.

Lubricate the upper ball bearing with grease and insert it
together with the oil seal as a unit into the steering column tube
(the fit of the bearing is to be loose).

Install the upper roller bearing on the steering wheel shaft,
having lubricated the bearing with a lubricant grease. Install the
worm gear together with the shaft as a unitt in the steering mechanism
housing. Place the bearing spacer ring on the steering wheel shaft,
insert the key in the shaft slot, and mount the steering wheel,

* having secured the steering wheel temporarily with a nut to turn the
* * shaft during the assembly and adjustment of the steering mechanism.
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Install the lower roller bearing on the worm gear cone and
* insert the exterior ring of the bearing into the housing (the fit

should be from a tightness of 0.000 mm to a clearance of 0.093 mm).
Install the lower cover 2, and, pressing against the cover with your
hand, measure the clearance M (see Figure 14-9B) between the face of

* the cover and the housing. Select a packet of thick and thin gaskets
equal in thickness to this clearance. Install the gasket packet on
the lower cover and secure the lower cover to the spring washers with
the bolts. When tightening the bolts, slightly turn the shaft by
the steering wheel.

Check the &orrectness of tha tightness of the roller bearings of
the worm gear by means of a dynamometer. The tightness of the bearings
is considered normal if the force required to turn the worm gear, as
applied at a radius equal to that of the steering wheel (240 mm), is
equal to 0.3-0.8 Kg. Adjustment of the bearing tightness is accomplished
by changing the number of adjusting gaskets 3 (see Figure 14-1) at the
lower cover 2. If the fcxce is less than that which is permitted, the
extra gaskets should be removed (preferably the thicker ones); if the
force is greater than that which is permissible, add gaskets.

Install the Pitman arm shaft together with the roller as a unit
in the housing so that the roller 25 is in the middle position relative
to the worm gear 5. Place the cover 22 on the Pitman arm shaft and
secure the cover to the gasket with bolts, having placed spring washers
under the heads of the bolts.

Insert the thrust washer 27 into the circular slot of the Pitman
arm shaft and compress the ar.a shaft with your hand so that the roller
comes into contact with the worm gear. In this position, measure the
clearance H (see Figure 14-9C) between the faces of the side cover and
the thrust washer in several places around the circumference. Then
remove the thrust washer, place the set of adjusting gaskets, which is
equal in thickness to the measured clearance H, onto the Pitman arm shaft
and again insert the thrust washer 27 (see Figure 14-1) into the arm shaft
slot. There should be no less than six thin gaskets (3 each gaskets
0.05 mm and 0.1 mm in thickness) in the set, and the remaining gsskets
should be thick gaskets. Install the rubber sealing ring 29 on the
cover 22 and tighten the adjusting nut 23, turning it with a wrench
until it will turn no more.

Check the correctness of the assembly and adjustment of the roller-
worm gear engagement. Between the roller and the worm gear there should

* be a clearance of not more than 0.05 nmn, which will correspond to the
movement of the lower end of the Pitman arm, which is mounted on the
shaft, by not greater than 0.2 mm when the Pitman arm moves. Here the
force necessary to turn the worm gear, as applied at a radius equal
to that of the steecing wheel (240 mm), must be within the limits of
1.5-2.5 Kg. If the force is less than the indicated magnitudes and
the movement at the lower end of the &rm is greather than 0.2 mm, then
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the nut 23 should be unscrewed, thrust washer 27 removed from the shaft
slot, and the thickness of the adjusting gasket set 28 should be reduced
by 0.05 mm. If the force is greater than that which is permissible, but

* the movement of the Pitman arm is less than 0.2 mm, the thickness of the
adjusting gasket set should be increased by 0.05 mm. Thus one may obtain
precise adjustment. Before checking, it is necessary to lubricate the
worm gear and the roller with a liquid oil through the service opening.
Having finished the adjustment, one must install the stop 24 an' secure
it with the bolts. In the same manner one must insert a lockpin in the
adjusting nut 23.

Install the Pitman arm on the shaft and check the extreme position
of the Pitman arm relative to the middle position of the worm gear. The
Pitman arm tutn angle in either direction to the point where it stops
should not be less than 42'. When installing the Pitman arm, the marks
which are located at the end of the shaft and on the Pitman arm must
be aligned. Having removed the housing plug 1i, pour 1 liter of oil
(for gearboxes) into the steering mechanism housing.

Installation of the steering mechanism on the vehicle. Install
the steering mechanism, secure it both to the frame and inside the
cabin of the vehicle, and close the steering column plate.

Install the parts of the horn button in the steering column seat
and secure them. Connect the horn wire to the electrical system.

Install the Pitman arm and secure it. Connect the trailing link
with the arm.

Steer•ng Control With Power Steering

Removing the steering mechanism from the vehicle. Undo the nut
which secures the Pitman arm and remove the arm from the shaft with
a model 2496 extractor (see Figure 14-17). By removing the arm without
an extractor it is possible to put the steering mechanism or its parts
out of order.

Disconnect the turn signal and horn switch lines. Unscrew the
plug 32 (see Figure 14-4), drain the oil from The steering control
system, turning the steering two to three times from one extreme position
to the other. In order to completely drain the oil from the syst'm,
disconnect the hoses and drain the oil remaining in the pump.

Remove the nuts of the keys 8 (see Figure 14-2) and knock out the
keys with a mandril made of soft metal. Remove the steering control
universal-Joint shaft. Undo the bollh which secure the steering
mechanism to the frame and remove the steering mechanism as a unit.
For ease in lifting, one may use a KZ-0352 device (see Figure 14-21).
Turn the steering mechanism until its connecting pipes point down and
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drain the remaining oil from the slide valve housing. Here one shoull
turn the steering mechanism screw from one extreme position to the other.

Loosen the nut which secures the power steering pump to the engine
cylinder head, remove the drive belt from the pulley, loosen the nut,
and remove the pump. Undo the bolts which fasten the steering column
to the inclined floor and to the forward wall of the cabin, and remove
the column together with the steering wheel as a unit.

Disassembly of the steering mechanism should be accomplished only
in a case of clear necessity. Only a qualified mechanic must perform
this operation under completely clean conditions. Before the disassembly
it is necessary to clean the exterior surface of oil and dirt. Small
parts should be placed in a box divided into separate sections. The
following sequence for dismantling the steering mechanism is recommended:

Clamp the steering mechanism in a vise. Place the steering mechanism
screw in the middle position. Unscrew the bolts which secure the side
cover 26 (see Figure 14-4) and remove the cover together with the Pitman
arm shaft 31, being careful here not to damage the oil seal.with the
splined end of the shaft. Remove the sealing ring 26. Unscrew the lock
nut of the adjusting screw 30. Extract the adjusting screw from the cover
and remove the cover from the Pitman arm shaft.

In order to extract the adjusting screw, it is necessary to extract
the stop ring 28 and the adjusting screw along with the thrust washer 27

K . ,i ..-
I~ A'

Figure 14-21: Removing the steering mechanism from the vehicle

with the help of a KZ-0352 device
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t by means of circular pliers. When necessary, i.e., when it is worn,
press the bronze bushing 33 out of the cover seat.

Unscrew the upper cover attachment bolts 20; remove the cover
together with the needle bearing 21 and the o.'. seal 38 as a unit.
Remove the sealing ring. If necessary, press ':he oil seal 38 out of
the seat, having removed the stop ring. Remo:re the needle bearing 21.

Unlock the nut 19, unscrew it, and remove the spring washer 18
and the thrust bearing 13. Remove the bolts which secure the steering
valve housing 17 and remove the housing from the screw 7.

Remove the second thrust bearing 13 and extract the sealing ring 14
from the intermediate cover 12 slot.

The steering valve housing parts are individually selected at the
plant; therefore during the disassembly one must not destroy the manner
in which they fit together.

Remove the twelve reaction pistons 40, the six reaction springs 39

from the valve housing seat (from both sides), and remove the housing
of the slide valve 16. If necessary, unscrew the coupling for the oil
supply line 23 and the elbow 24, through which oil is removed, from
the housing. Also remove the return valve 15 from its seat.

Urssrew the intermediate cover 12 attachment bolts.

Remove the screw 7 together with the intermediate cover and the
piston-rod as a unit from the cylinder, while protecting the pistonrings 11 from being damaged, and remove the sealing ring 26.

If necessary, remove the lower cover 1, having unscrewed the attach-
ment bolts, and removed the sealing ring 2. Press out the oil seal 34,
together with the thrust ring 35 and the seal, and if necessary the
bushing 33, having preliminarily extracted the lock ring 36.

For disassembly, clamp the piston-rod together with the screw as
a unit in a mechanic t s vise with soft jaws (Figure 14-22). Eliminate
the center-punch marks from the set screws which secure the piston-rod
to the ball nut. Remove the set screws. Remove the steering mechanism
screw from the piston chanber together with the ball nut as a unit.
Remove the ball nut from the screw, having taken out the channels and
unscrewing the nut fron, the screw and simultaneously taking the balls
out of the screw channel. The ball nut and screw assembly is individually
selected; therefore it should only be disassembled in the case of
extreme necessity. Remove the intermediate cover from the steering
control screw. If necessary, remove the sealing rings from the screw
and the piston rings from the piston-rod.
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Figure 14-22: Clamping the pjston-rod in a vise for dismantling
t

L/

L/
//

Figure 14-23: Steering mechanism housing together with the
side cover, ZIL-130

1 -- housing; 2 -- cover; 3 -- bushings

Examine and chieck the steering mechanism parts. Cracks or nicks
of any sort on the steering mechanism parts are not permitted. Not more
than two threads of the screw may be damaged against the housing or the
body of the control valve.

When the sliding surfaces of the steering mechanism parts are worn
by more than the permissible amounts, the worn parts are to !be replaced.

Twisting and bending of the Pitman arm shaft is not permitted.
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If there are nicks or damages to the teeth of the. Pitman arm shaft
sector and the piston-rod, the indicated parts should be replaced.

Play of not more than 0.06 mm is permitted in the surfaces of the
piston-rod openingb at the ball nut and the steering control screw,
but not more than 0.03 ma. of play is permitted in the lower face of the
"ball nut. Not more than 0.02 mm cf play is peraiitted in the screw surlace
of the steering control screw and not more than 0.03 mm of play in the
surface of the screw at the point where it touches the slide valve is
permitted.

The housing, slide valve, and piston of the control valve are
individually selected at the plant. When one of these parts breaks
down, the valve must be replaced as a unit. Residual deformation of
the valve spring is not permitted. Non-perpendicularity of the faces of
the spring relative to the axis of the spring greater than 0.03 mm is
not permitted.

Non-perpendicularity of the faces of the valve piston relative
to the surface of the external diameter greater than 0.05 mm is not
permitted.

Assembly and adjustment of the steering mechanism. Assembly of the
steering mechanism must be done under conditions of special cleanliness.
Prior to assembly, all parts must carefully washed and dried. The parts
of the steering mechanism should be wiped with a rag, leaving no threads
or fibers which could contaminate the oil channels when tht mechanism is
operating. During assembly the parts should be lubricated with power
steering oil. All rubber sealing parts must be examined and replaced
with new parts if necessary.

If the Pitman arm shaft bushings .J (see Figure 14-4) were pressed
out, they must again be pressed Into the housing 4 and the side cover 25
(tightness is 0.075-0.175 mm). After being pressed in, both bushings
are to he reamed out in a line (Figure 14-23) for which the side cover
(see Figure 14-4) should b6 installed and securi-d on the housing.
The clearance between the bushing and tht Pitman arm shaft should be
0.025-0.077 mm.

If the sealiiU rings were removed from the. screw 7, place the
rings on the scru-. Place the intermediaLe cover 19 and the ball nut 6
on the shaft.

Flace the ball nut on the lower end of the shaft. Align one of
the openings of the nut, in which thc ball nut channel ? is installed,
with the contour channel of the screw 7 for the balls 12. Tn-ert 23
balls 10 into the opening of the ball nut 8, turning the scro-t to the
left. The balls may be inserted mnanually (Figure 14-24A) or by aeans
of a special device (figure 14-24b). The rezaining B balls• aro to he
inserted in thie channel ý3 (see Figure 14-4) and the channel outlets are
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Figure 14-24: Installation of tht: balls in the screw
shaft of the ball nut and stee-ring screw

A -manuay; B -- by using a device,
C --checking the turning of the ball nut
on the steering screw

to be laricated with lubricant grease UN (technical petroleum jellyv) to
prevent the balls from falling out. Install the channel with the balls
in the nut 9, turning the scrow 7 if ncs•sary. It is necessary to place
a ,et-tl spring ring on tht nut go that the chante•l a' halls will not
fall out of the nut, atnd it is necessary to check the turning =o=Cnt of
the nut at the aiddle section of te siteering .crr-, by neait, of a dyna-
==cttr. For this the end of tV- stce.-ing vcrc-w oul bo clanmpedA in a
vise with Jns made of qof.t *ct.Al, a thin ne.c-,t string wound on the
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ball nut, a dynamometer attached to the end of the string, and the
turning momeut of the nut measured.

With correctly selected balls 10, the turning moment of the nut 8
should be 3-8 Kg.cm in the middle section of the screw, which will
correspond to a force oh the dynamometer of 0.93-2.50 Kg. At the end
portions of the screw 7 the nut 8 should turn freely, without any force
(a loose fit).

In the event that the ball nut 8 either fits too tightly or turns
too easily on the screw 7, it is necessary to exchange the balls 10 for
balls of another specific diameter. The I lant sorts balls 10 into 14
groups at intervals of 2 miztons according to their diameter.

Select a piston-rod 5 for the cylinder of the housing 4, having
checked the clearance between the cylinder wall and the piston-rod.

•he clearance should be 0.0 -.0.11 mm. Remove the piston-rod from the
cylinder. Install it on the ball nut 8, having aligncd the screw opening
of the piston with the seat of the nut. Screw in the set screws 42
and secure the piston-rod with the set screws. The tightening mujment
of the set screws is 2.75-3.50 Kg.m. Punch each screw 42 in two places
opposite the grooves in the piston-rod 5. In the event that the piston-rod
groove ligns up with the set screw slot, replace the screw. After
punching the screw it is necessary to clean up the superfluously pro-
truding metal projections so as to prevent the cylinder of the housing 4
from being gouged.

Select the piston rings 11 according to the cylinder or by caliber.
The clearance in the ring gaps must be 0.15-0.40 mm. Place the rings on
the piston-rod manually or with a device. Place the gaps in the rings 11
around the piston gcooves at angles of 90'. The piston rings must move
freely in the piston-rod grooves. The clearance in the piston groove
in terms of the height of the ring is 0.025-0.105 mm.

•X. 1 ,

4 4

Figure 14-25: A model 2493 device for compressing piston
rings when installing a piston-rod in the
cylinder of the housing
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F*gure 14-26: Insta!lation of the piston-rod in the steering
mechanism housing cylinder

Install the model 2493 (Figure 14-24, 14-26) device on the piston-rod

and, having compressed the piston rings, insert the piston-rod into the
cylinder of the housing up to its middle position.

The ring'gaps must not be positioned opposite the side cover
opening.

Remove the device, turn the screw 7 (see Figure 14-4) out of the
out of the piston-rod by two turns and install the intermediate cover 12
on the housing. Secure the cover with one Juolt.

In the event that the control valve was dismantled, it is necessary
that the slide valve 16 and the reaction pistons 40 in the housing 17 of
the valve move freely, without catching or binding.

The pistons must be installed bevel side out. The interior recess
of the slide valve must be turned back, in the direction of the rear
thrust bearing. The return valve 15 must move freely in its seat.
The connection 23 for supplying oil and the elbow 24 for removing oil
must have correctly operating threading.

* Install the front thrust bearing 13 on the screw 7, insert the
sealing rings 14 and 26 into the slots of the intermediate cover 12.
Install the housing 17 of the control valve as a unit on the screw 7,
install the rear thrust bearing and the spring washer, having placed
the washer concave side toward the bearing, and place the projection of
the washer into the scrE-i slot. Screw down the screw 7 so that the
housing 17 of the control valve is aligned with the intermediate cover 12
at its end surface and centering hole. Partially tighten the adjusting
nut 19. This operation provides for centering the housing of the control
valve relative to the steering mechanism screw 7. After preliminarily
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centering the screw 7, it is necessary to turn the screw back by one
to one and a half turns and remove at this point the valve housing from
the intermediate cover 12. Tighten the adjusting nut 19, keeping the
screw 7 from turning [by holding] the exposed part with a wrench.

* Check the turning moment of the control valve housing 17 with a
dynamometer (Figure 14-27).

Figure 14-27: Checking the tightness of the thrust bearings
of the steering mechanism screw

Figure 14-28: A means of pressing in the oil seal of the
upper steering mechanism cover

I-- steering mechanism screw; 2 -- oil seal;
3 -- cover; 4 -- protective mandril; 5 -- mandril
for pressing in the oil seal

The turning monie t necessary to turn the control valve housing
relative to the steering control screw must be 6.0-8.5 Kgccm, which
will correspond to a force of 1.07-1.51 Kg. Having completed the

adjustment of tightening the bearings, lock the adjusting nut 19
(see Figure 14-4) by pressing its edge into the slot of the steering
control screw. Move the intermediate cover 12 alor- the screw 7 to
the point where it lies along and is centered on the valve control
housing, paying attention to the correct positioning of the rubber
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"sealing rings and the metal sealing ring. Turning the screw,
move the aligned intermediate cover and valve housing until they
are adjacent to the end of the steering mechanism cylinder housing,
paying attention to the correct positioning of the two rubber sealing
rings. Screw in and tighten the valve housing and intermediate cover
bolts, having placed spring washers under the heads of the bolts (the
moment is 3.5-4.2 Kg.m).

Press the needle bearing 21 into the upper cover 20 seat.
The seating of the bearing must be accomplished with a clearance
of 0.006 mm to a tight fit of 0.017 mm. The rollers of the impressed
bearing must turn freely. Press the oil seal 38 into the cover 20.
To prevent the oil seal from being damaged, place the protective
mandril 4 (Figure 14-28) on the end of the screw 7. Install the

* oil seal on the mandril and, having moved it to the housing of
the cover 3, press the seal into the seat of the cover with the
mandril 5. Place the thrust ring 22 (see Figure 14-4), the rubber

i •seal, and the clamping ring into the seat, and secure this assembly
with the stop ring, having installed it in the circular slot of the
cover.

Insert the sealing ring in the circular slot of the split surface
and install the cover 20 together with the oil seal as a unit on the
screw 7. Secure the cover with the bolts, having placed spring washers
under the heads of the bolts. The tightening moment of the bolts is
2.1-2.8 Kg.m. Check the turning of the turning mechanism screw.
After the screw is turned by more than two turns to either side
from the middle position of the screw should be eaual to 15-25 Kg.cm.

Insert the sealing ring 2 itto the circular slot of the lower
cover 1, having installed the cover on the end split surface of the
steering mechanism housing cylinder. Screw in the bolts with the
spring washers, having placed the auxiliary hose bracket under the
two bolts, and secure the cover and the bracket with the bolts.
The tightening moment of the bolts should be 3.5-4.2 Kg.m.

Insert the lower thrust washer 27, the adjusting screw 30,
and the upper thrust washer into the seat of the Pitman arm shaft 31,
and secure the asse'Ably with the stop ring 28, having inserted the
stop ring in the circular slot of the shaft. The axial movement of the
adjusting screw relative to the arm shaft (the clearance between
thrust washers) must bet within the limits of 0.02-0.08 mm. The clearance
is regulated by the selection of thrust washers.

* Disconnect the side cover 25 from the housing and connect the arm
shaft with the cover, having screwed the adjusting screw 30 into the
threaded opening of the cover. Here the arm shaft must turn freely
by hand in the cover bushing, but the adjusting screw must be immobile.
Screw the lock nut., which must be tightened after adjusting the tooth
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engagement of the sector and of the piston-rod, onto the adjusting
screw. Place the steering mechanism screw 7 in the neutral position,
turning it by the exposed part with a wrench. For this the steering
control screw should initially be turned to the extreme forward position,
and then turned [back] by 2.5 turns (the full travel of the screw is five
turns).

i7

; I

Figure 14-29: A lever-type wrench for turning the Pitman arm
shaft during the adjustment and assembly of the
steering mechanism

Install the Pitman arm shaft 31 in the housing, guiding its
splined end through the bushing. Here the teeth of the shaft sector
must engage the teeth of the piston-rod 5 so that the middle tooth
of the sector is located in the second recess from the forward end
of the piston-rod.

"Check to see that there is a sealing ring on the side cover 25
and secure the cover with the bolts, having placed spring washers
under the bolt heads. The tightening moment of the bolts should be
3.5-4.2 Kg-m.
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Press the Pitman arm shaft oil seal 34 into its seat. When
installing the oil seal, it is necessary to place the protective
mandril 3 on the shaft of the Pitman arm (see Figure 14-4) and, having
moved the oil seal 1 along the mandril to the oil seal seat, press in
the oil seal with the mandril 4. Remove the mandrils from the shaft.
Place the internal thrust ring 35 (see Figure 14-4) and the external

thrust ring on the oil seal, and secure this assembly with the lock
ring 36, having placed the lock ring in the circular slot.

Check the turn angle of the Pitman arm shaft with the help of
the lever-type wrench (Figure 14-29) which is affixed to the splined
end of the shaft. The full turn angle must not be less than 90*.
The Pitman arm shaft 31 (see Figure 14-4) must turn freely, without
binding, from one extreme position to the other when a moment of not
greater than 10 Kg.m is applied to the shaft. Check the assembly of
the mechanism, turning the steering mechanism screw 7. When turning
the screw as it passes through the middle position with an assured
clearance (without rubbing) where the teeth engage, the turning moment

fi of the screw should be 20-40 Kg-cm.

Adjustment the engagement of the sector and the piston-rod 5.
For this it is necessary to move the Pitman arm shaft 31 in an axial
direction by means of the adjusting screw 30, which must be turned
with a screwdriver so that the clearance in the sector where the teeth
engage is within the limits of one-half turn of the steering mechanism

V screw 7 (a turn in both directions). Having completed the adjustment
of the engagement of the teeth, secure the adjusting screw 30 with the

i lock nut (the tightening moment is 4.0-4.5 Kg.m).

The quality of the assembly and the adjustment of the steering
mechanism must be checked by turning the steering mechanism screw I.

After adjusting the clearance in the sector where the teeth engageI when [the screw] passes through the middle position, the turning moment
of the screw must be 10-15 Kg.cm greater than when checking with an
assured clearance in the sector where the teeth engage, but must not
be greater than 50 Kg.cm.

When the screw 7 is turned until it stops in both directions,
the centering reaction springs 39 must pxnvide for an accurate return
of the screw. Here the axial movemea' ,- !re4w must be 0.9-1.1 =
in each direction.

tr
The assembled and adjusted steering mechanism must be tested

to see if it is hermetically sealed in the two extrme positions
of the piston-rod at an oil pressure of 80 Kg/cm2 over the course
of not less than 5 minutes. During testing the same oil with which
the same oil works should be used. The temperature of the oil should
be 40-50%C. A tube-type radiator which is intended to cool the oil
in the steering control power steering system is installed on the ZIL-131.
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The radiator is installed over the radiator of the engine lubricating
system. The oil from the steering mectianism is supplied through
rubber hoses from the steering mechanism to the radiator and from
the radiator to the power steeriag pump.

In the event that it is not working properly, the power steering
radiator must be removed and washed with a degreasing solution and
hot water. An observed leak should be eliminated by soldering the
tubes witi, soft solder. Insignificant damages to the radiator housing
should be elimiaated by welding and subsequent cleaning.

It is recommended that the hermetical seal of the radiator be
checked with air supplied under a pressure of 15 Kg/cm2 in a water
bath. Incorrectly operating rubber hoses should be replaced with
new hoses.

Dishnantling the steering control articulated shaft. Secure
the articulated shaft in a mechanic's vise, remove the fork 1 (see
Figure 14-5) from the circular slot, remove the stop rings 3 by means
of circular pliers, move the cross 9 to one side of the fork, remove
the cover 4 of the bushings with the sealing rings 5, press out the
bushings 6 and disconnect the fork 1 from the cross 9. The same
operations must be done when disconnecting the splined fork 11 from
the cross 9. In order to dismantle the universal joint which connects
the steering shaft, it is necessary to carry out the same operations
which were done to dismantle the universal joint connecting the
steering mechanism screw. In order to dismantle the splined connec-
tion, unscrew the nut 15 and remove the splined fork 11 from the
slotted bushing 16. Remove the oil seal, which consists of a felt
ring 14' a rubber ring 13, and two split washers, from the splined
fork.

If thc splined connection and the parts of the articulated shaft
are worn more then is permissible withouL repair, they should be
replaced.

Cracks and nicks of any sort on the pa~ts of the articulated
shaft are not permissible.

No wisting of the splined rod of the articulated shaft is
permissible. If the splined fork is bent or the tines of the fork
Are bent, it is reco~ended that they be straightened in a press.

If the openings in the fork at the cross bushings are worn 4nd
if the bushings are worn by more than is permissible vithout r-apair,
the bushings should be replaced.

Asse•.-ling the articulated shaft of the steering control.
The parts intended to be assembled must be clean and checked.
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In order to assemble the universal joint the splined fork 11 (see

Figure 14-5) must be clamped in a vise. Press one bushing 6 partially
into the opening of the splined fork. Place the sealing rings 7 with
the retainers 8 on the two arms of the cross 9. Insert one arm of the
cross into the bushing, having directed the other arm into the opposite
opening of the splined fork. Press in the second bushing 6 and finish
pressing in the first bushing (the fit should be from a clearance of
0.015 mm to a tightness of 0.025 mm). Then install the bushing covers 4
ane secure the covers with the stop rings 3. The grease fitting 10 should
be screwed into one of the covers.

When assembling the articulated shaft, be sure that the openings
in the fork for the securing keys are located in parallel planes, and
that the axes of the openings of both forks at the bushings lie in the
same plane.

The other two arms of the cross must be connected with the fork
in the very same manner. When assembling the universal joint the crosses
are to be lubricated with gearbox oil.

To assemble the other universal joing, carry out the same operations
which were done during the assembly of the first universal joint.

To assemble the splined connection, place the nut 15, the split

washer 12, the rubber oil seal 13 ring and the felt ring 14 on the
splined fork 11. Insert the splined fork into the slotted bushing 16
and, having tightened the clamping nut, secure the seal as a unit.
During the assembly lubricate the splined connection with lubricant
grease in accordance with the lubrication chart.

6

Figure 14-30: Removing the steering wheel with a model 2495
extractor

1 cross piece; 2 -- arm; 3-- end piece;
4 -- clamp; 5 -- handle; 6 -- screw
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Figure 14-31: Removing the stop ring from the steering shaft

The installation of the articulated shaft is to be done in such a
manner that the fork with the slotted bushing faces the steering wheel.

Dismantling the steering column. The steering column should be
dismantled on a mechanic's bench. In order to remove the hor-n signal
button 24 (see Figure 14-6), press on the button with your hand, and,
having turned it to the left, remove the clamps from under the holder
and remove the hub of the steering wheel 20 from its seat. J.emove the
contact cap 25 and the spring 26 along with the retainer 27. Unscrew
the screws 28 and remove the contact insulating bushing. Unscrew the
screws 29, remove the contact plate 30 and the spring along with the
retainer.

In order to remove the horn button current pick-up unit, unscrew
the screws 8, remove the cover 9, and the current pick-up assembly
together with the insulator 12, the clamping plate 11 and the contact 13
as a unit, keeping it from falling apart.

In order to remove the turn signal switch 21, unscrew the bolt 23,
open the bracket 22, and remove the switch from the column together
with the bracket. The steering wheel is removed with a model 2495
extractor (Figure 14-30). The sequence of operations is as follows:
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undo the nut 31 (see Figure 14-6), mount the extractor on the column,
having removed the clamp 4 (Figure 14-30) from the arm 2 and having
guided the end piece 3 into the end of the steering shaft. Place the
clamp 4 on the arm so that it it located below the hub of the steering
wheel, and, turning the handle 5, press off the steering wheel and
remove the key from the shaft slot.

In order to remove the steering shaft 6 (see Figure 14-6) and the
steering column tube 6, it is necessary to remove the stop ring 19
and the thrust washer. 18 from the shaft and to remove the upper bearing 17
from the tube seat. Bend back the tab of the stop washer 2, unscrew
the adjusting nut 1, holding it by the exposed part to prevent its pene-
trating anything, and remove the stop ring (Figure 14-31). Remove the
oil seal together with the retainer 3 as a unit (see Figure 14-6). Press
out the lower bearing 4 from the seat of the tube 6 along with the shaft 5
by means of a nandril (the mandril is installed on the upper end of the
shaft).

Remove the lower bearing 4 from the steering shaft.

If the steering shaft is twisted or betat, and also if it has cracks

of any nature, it should be replaced. Not more than two threads of the
screw at the ends of the shaft may be damaged.

Steering column tube bends are eliminated by straightening [the tube].
The non-linearity of the surface of the tube along its generatrix is
permitted if this does not exceed 1.0 mm.

The presence of small cracks in the plastic coating of the steering
wheel need not be considered a flay. Chips in the plastic steering wheel
coating are not permitted.

Assembly of the steering column. The parts intended for assembly
must be clean and checked.

Wihn installing the bearings, they should be lubricated with a lubri-
cant grease or with technical petroleum Jelly.

It is recocended thit the aszembly be done in the folloling %sOqueice
Of operations: insert the shaft 5 (see Figure 14-6) in the tube -5• of the
columt, place the lower bearing 4 on the steering shaft and pres- it into
the seat until the collar rests in the seat ýthe fit Is fro- a clearan-ce of
0.10 = to a tight..ess of 0.15 =), irmstall the seal together vith the oil
seal J as a unit, install the s.sp .asher :. having guided the internal
projection into tho Itay slot of the shaft, an-d- tightn the 4djusting nut I
onto the shaft by hsnd. ?lace the bearing ! cn the stecring shaft an.r
press It into the seat until the beariý res-s tgainmt the collar.
Install the Ohrust washer Zf and secure the bearing wvith the stop rIng ;.

-- snert the key in the shaft slot, Wiutall the steering Wheel " on
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the shaft, and, having tightened the nut 31, seat it in place.

Assemble the hcrn button components in an order opposite to that
in which they were disassembled.

Fasten the current pick-up assembly and the turn signal switch
to the steering column.

Adjustment. Clamp the steering column in a vise and tighten
with a little bit of force the adjusting nut I until the axial clearance
of the steering shaft is eliminated. When adjusting the tightness of
the bearings, it is necessary to check the turning of the steering shaft
"in the bearings, having tightened the adjustinR nut. The turning moment
of the steering wheel must be 3-8 Kg.cm, which will correspond to a force
of 0.12-0.33 Kg as applied aL a steezing wheel radius of 240 mm.

Having completed the adjustment, it is necessary to lock the nut 1,
having bent one tab of the stop washer 2 into the slot of the nut.

Dismantling of the power steering pump must be done in the case of
clear necessity (when the parts are worn and they cease to operate).
During the dismantling the pump should be clamped in a vise. Unscrew the
nut 25 (see Figure 14-7), remove the cover 23 along with the gasket 20,
the input mesh filter 21 along with the seals, the mesh filter 2 along
with the thrust dish and the valve 12. Unscrew the bolts which secure
the reservoir to the collector 18 and remove them along vith the sealing
gaskets 28 and 29.

Set up the puzp vertically, with the pulley down.

Unscrew the bolts which secure the cover and remove the cover
together with the sealing ring 27 and the by-pass valve !3.. In order
to dismantle the by-pass valve, the valve should be clamped in a vise
having javws ade of soft Vetal. Unocrew the seat 16 with the adjusting
gaskets 15, extract the stfetv valve 17 and the. guide rod 32 together
witn the gpring 3i. fIav'.ng examined the valve, set the parts in place
arA screw in the seat vith its set of adjusting g&sýkets.

It should bt kept in mind that the cover and the_ by-pass valve
are individtally selected at the plant; therefole the Wnaer in which
they fit together should not be disturbed.

sote the position of the stater relative to the pvnp hou.ing and
re~tove the gtator froc- the ping. Rennovv the sealzing, ring, fro= the

*hcusing slot. Ma-auallv remove the rotor fro= thv %plines- of "tie _Nhaft.
keeping tht vanes fron falling out of thp ilte., hAvIng wrapped the
rotor with a rag. It sheuld be kept in mind that the .tgrt . rotor,
and vanes of the puap are selected in grouq-s at the plant" therefore
the ma-.ner in -. htch they fit together should not bt disturbed.
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In order to remove the pump pulley 1, it is necessary to remove
the lockpin and unscrew the nut which keeps the pulley from turning.
Press the pulley off the shaft, remove the conical bushing 30 and
extract the key from the shaft slot.

Remove the stop ring of the bearing 4 with circular pliers and
press the front ball bearing together with the shaft as a unit out of
the pump housing, utilizing for this purpose a mandril or extractor
(Figure 14-32). Press the bearing off of the shaft and remove the
thrust washer.

Figure 14-32: Pressing out the pump shaft with an extractor

I -- shaft; 2 -- housing; 3 -= extractor;
4 -= screw

Figure 14-33: Pump springs: A -- safety valve spring;
B -- by-pass valve spring;

I -- under a load of 6.2 + 0.3 Kg;

2 -- in a free state;
3 -- under a load of 3.9 +0.3 Kg;
4 --. In a free state
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SFigure 14-34" Installation of the stator on the pump housing

irgure 14-35: Pump cover with by-pass valve, assembled

I -- cover housing; 2 -- by-pass valve;
3 and 9 -- springs; 4 -- sealing seat;
5, 10 and 12 -- openings; 6 -- safety valve
seat; 7 -- safety valve hall; 8 -- spring guide
-'od; 11 -- chamber
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Remove the insert and the oil seal from the seat of the pump
housing. Press out the needle bearing 7 (see Figure 14-7).

In t6e event that the sliding surfaces of the pump parts are
worn more than the a4lowable amount, the worn parts should be
replaced. Cracks or nicks on the pump parts are not permitted.

The rotor, the vane, the stator, and the by-pass valve of the

power steering pump are selected by groups at the plant; therefore
•in the event that one of these parts does not function, it is necessary
Ito chatge also those parts which are adjacent to. the malfunctioning
part.

Non-flatness of the surface of the pump housing which comes in
contact with the rotor is permitted only in the form of bumps which
do not exceed'.0.005 rmm.

An oval state and a ucnical state of the opening of the pump
cover at the by-pass valve is permitted if it does not exceed 0.005 mm.

surfaces of the pump rotor slot may not be other than parallel
by more than 0.01 mm.

thnThe facing surfaces of the pump rotor and stator may not be other
than parallel by more than 0.004 mm.

The play in the supporting collars of the shaft may not be more
than 0.02 mm.

The by-pass valve spring (Figure 14-33), and the pump safety valve
spring may not have any residual deformation.

The ends of the springs relative to the axis may not be other
than perpendicular by other than 0.025 mm.

Assembly of the power steering pump. All parts must be clean and
checked. The internal channels and openings of the paits should be
carefully cleaned and blown out wiJth dry compressed ai'. Wiping the
parts with rags is not permitted, so as to avoid contaminating the
channels.

During thei assembly all touching surfaces of the pump parts must
be lubricated with power steering oil.

To assemble the pump shaft with the bearing it is necessary to
place the thrust washer on the shaft and press the ball bearing onto
the collar of the shaft (the tightness is 0.002-.0.018 mm).

Place 6he pump housing vertically and press the needle bearing
into the seat by means of a mandril (the fit is from a clearance of
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0.025 mm to a tightness of 0.07 mm).

Press the oil seal into the seat of the housing, utilizing for
this purpose a mandril. Install the insert in the seat and press the
exterior ring of the ball bearing in place (the fit is from a clearance
of 0.023 to a tightness of 0.01 mm). The pressing in of the bearing may
be accomplished with the help of a mandril and hammer or press. Secure
the bearing with the stop ring, which is installed with circular pliers.

Clamp the pump housing it a vise. Place the rotor on the splines
of the shaft. The vanes of the rotor must move freely in the slots.

The rotor may be installed on the splies of the shaft together
with the vanes as a unit.

Insert the guide pins in the pump housing openings and install
the stator according to the marks which were made during the dismantling.
The position on the stator of the arrows which indicate the direction
of rotation must be as it is shown in Figure 14-34.

Place the distributor disk on the stator, having guided its openings
down over the protruding pin ends.

Assemble the by-pass valve, having installed the springs 31
(see Figure 14-7), the guide rod 32, and the ball safety valve 17
in the valve housing. Place the set of adjusting gaskets 16 on the
housing of the seat 16. Screw in the seat of the safety valve into the
housing and tighten it (the moment is 1.5-2 Kg.m).

Check the operation of the safety valve 1Y, which when oil is
si.pplied to the opening 33 must open at a pressure of 65-70 Kg/cm2

and pass a continuous stream of oil. Adjustment of the pressure is
accomplished by the selection of a specific number of adjusting
gaskets 15.

Install the qpring 3 (see Figure 14-35) on the housing of the
by-pass valve 2, having guided the six-sided attachment of the seat 6
into the spring. Insert the by-pass valve as a unit into the seat of
the housing 1 of the pump cover. Here 14.5 mm must be retained between
the valve and the end of the split surface of the cover.

Check the by-pass valve together with the cover as a unit. The
valve 2 must move in the seat of the housing 1 of the cover freely in
both directions. When oil having a temperature of 2-25*C and a pressure
of 60 Kg/cm2 is supplied into the chamber 11 and the opening 6 is plugged,
the flow of oil through the opening 12 must be not more than 150 cmz/minute.
When the opening 10 is plugged and the opening 5 is open and oil is being
supplied into the chamber 11, the by-pass valve 2 must open at a pressure
of 1.2-1.8 Kg/cm2 .
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Install the cover with the by-pass valve as a unit on the pump

housing, holding the valve with your hand.

Secure the cover with the bolts, having placed spring washers
under the heads of the bolts. The tightening moment of the bolts
must be 3.5-4.2 Kg.m.

Insert the key in the slot of the shaft 6 (see Figure 14-7),
place the conical split bushing 30 on the shaft, and place the pulley I
on the bushing. Tighten the nut, having placed a flat washer under it,
and secure the pulley, keeping it from turning. The turning moment of
the nut which secures the pulley must be 4.5-5.0Kg.m. When the pump
shaft is turned by the pulley, it must turn freely by hand without

- hbinding.

Install the reservoir 19 with the gasket 29 on the housing. Install
the collector 18 with the sealing gasket 28 in the reservoir. Tighten
the bolts, having placed flat washers under the heads of the bolts.
Secure the reservoir together with the collector. The tightening moment
of the bolts is 0.6-0.8 Kg'm.

Install the filter 2 with the spring and cap washer in the reservoir.
Install the mesh 'iput filter 21. Cover the reservoir with the cove- 23
!ith the sealing gasket 20. Secure the cover by hand with the nut, having
placed a fi.at washer under the nut.

Checkino the pump. The hermetical seal of the pump and the pressure
developed by the puw? are checked by means of a manometer which has a
valve and a T-joint. The checking may be accomplished on an individual
installation eq.ipped *vith control instruments or on the vehicle by
in~luding the manometc_ with .he valve and T-joint (Figure 14-36) in
the power steering sys t em.

The T-Joint of the marometer 2 is connec,.d with the pump 1 and
the high pressure hose 5. The manometer 3 must have a Ecale for measuring
pressure up to 6S Kg/cm2 .

The valve 4 which is connected to the manometer serves as a shut-off
fcr the ofI ii the main line.

In -rder to cLieck the pump it is necessary to add oil to the pump
reservoir until The edges of the input filter are covered, and open
the valve. Turn the wheels of the vehicle in either direction until
they stop and hold them at tb'. SLOP for not more than 15 seconds.

The pressure of Lhe oil it low engine czankshaft rpm's must not

be less than 60 Kg/cm2 . lf the pressu%.e of the oil is less than 60 Kg/cm2

then it is necessary, while turning handle of the valve, to follow the
increase in pressure on the manometer.
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Figure 14-36: Schematic for checking the power steering pump

A-- on the ZIL-130; B -- on the ZIL-131;
S--pump; 2-- manometer; 3 -- low pressure hose;

4 -- valve; 5 -- high pressure hose; 6 -- steering
mechanism; 7 -- hose supplying oil to the radiator;
8 -- radiator

Here the valve may not be held closed for more than 15 seccnds.
If, when the valve is turned, the pressure in the system does not increase,
this bears witness to the incorrect operation of the pump, which must
be removed in order to eliminate the malfunction.

It is necessary to check the pump when the temperature of the
oil in the reservoir is 65-75*C. The oil may be heated by turning
the wheels from stop to stop and holding the wheels against the stops
for not more than 15 seconds each time.

Installation of the steering mechanism on the vehicle. Install
"the steering mechanism with power steering on the frame of the vehiclei by means of a KZ-0352 (see Figure 14-21) device and secure the steering
mechanism with the bolts.

Install the power steering pump on the engine cylinder head and
preliminarily secure it on the dowels with the nuts, having placed the
drive belt on the pulley.
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After tightening the belt, secure the pump pulley.

Connect the high and low pressure hoses to the pump and to the
control valve housing connections.

Install the steering column as a unit and secure its lower endF to the wall of the cabin and its upper end to the cabin bracket.

Install the articulated shaft and connect one fork with the
steering mechanism fork and the other fork with the steering shaft.
Insert the keys in the openings, having aligned them with the slots
and, having tightened down the nuts, secure the articulated shaft.

Removal of the steering drive from the vehicle. The Pitman arm
should be removed with the help of a model 2496 (see Figure 14-17)

extractor.

To remove the trailing link it is necessary to remove the lockpins
which secure the ball pins, unscrew the nut, and knock the pins out of
the conical openings in the arm, using a brass mandril. It is possible,
having removed the lockpins from the adjusting plug and having unscrewed
the adjusting plug, and without pressing the pins from the arm, to
disconnect the end of the trailing link from the arm.

Until the end of 1967 the Pitman arm of the ZIL-130r and ZIL-131
was assembled with welded pins (Figure 14-37B); therefore in order to
disconnect the end of the trailing link from the Pitman arm it is
necessary to extract the lockpin and unscrew the adjusting plug.

Since 1968 ball pins (Figure 14-37A), which on the ZIL-130 and
ZIL-131 are secured to the Pitman arm by means of a ball nut with a
spring washer, have begun to be installed on the vehicles. After it
is installed, the nut is punched in three places. The tightening
moment of the nut is 23-27 Kg.m.

The removal of the tie rods from the turn arms of the ZIL-130
is accomplished in the same manner as removing the read end of the
trailing link. On the ZIL-157K and the ZIL-131 the connection of the
tie rod with the arm of the turn journal housing is accomplished in
the manner shown in Figure 14-38.

If there are cracks or nicks on the steering control drive parts,
the parts should be replaced.

Not more than two threads of the threading may be damaged.

Installation of the steering drive on the vehicle. The assembly
and adjustment of the ball connections is accomplished at the same
time as the installation of the drive on the vehicle. During the
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Fgre1-3:MIOA.'5m 2 pins.1

4b

F~gu• I-37 Piman m bll insand the pin fastening

connection: A -- ZIL-157K pin; B -- ZIL-130
and ZIL-131 pln

assembly of the trailing link, the adjusting plug is tightened

until it cannot he tightened any more, then it is loosened by
* ~ approximnately 114 turn, following which a lockpin is inserted.

FgTable 13-1: Incorrect Operation of the Steering Control and

Correctnve Action A -- ZL-5Ki;B_-ZI_3

asProblem Reasons, signs of Corrective action

Incorrect operation

Vehicle does not increased steering check the free play of the
Yhold the road" wheel free play vehicle's steering wheel,

adjust if necessary
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Figure 14-38: Tie rod and turn arm connection assembly

A -- ZIL-157K; B -- ZIL-1l31;
-- tie rod end piece; 2 -- grease fitting;

3 -- coupling belt; 4 -- oil seal; 5 -- pin;
6 -- pin bushing; 7 -- turn arm; 8 -- nut

(Table 14-I continued)

Problem Reasons, signs of Corrective action
incorrect operation

The power steering Insufficient tOghtening tighten the belt; add oil
gives insufficient of the pump drive belt; up to the [necessary] level
or uneven pressure Insufficient oil level

in the pump reservoir

air present In the eliminate the air. If the
systent (froth in the air will not be eliminated,
reservoir, the oil is check the tightness of all
not transparent, the connections, remove and
oil is cloudy) clean the mesh filter,

check the intactness of
the gasket under the collector.
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(Table i1-I continued)

Problem Reasons, signs of Corrective action
________ _I ncorrect operation

[as above] [as above] Check the tightness of
the 4 bolts which secure
the collector, and if
this is all checked and
the malfunction is not
eliminate, replace the oil
seal of the pump shaft

the tooth engagement adjust with the
of the steering mechanism steering mechanism
Is too tight screw 30 (see Fig.14-4)

pump malfunction check the condition of
the pump

increased oil leakage dismantle the steering
in the steering mechanism and replace the
mechanism as a conse- sealing rings
quence of wear or
damage to the
sealing rings

periodic sticking of dismantle the pump, check
the pump by-pass valve the free movement of the
as a consequence of by-pass valve
becoming dirty

a loosening of the remove the upper cover 20
tightness of the (see Fig. 14-4) and check
thrust bearing nut the tightness of the nut 19
of the steering
mechanism screw

The pcwer steering unscrewing of the seat dismantle the pLnp, tighten
does not give any of the safety valve or the safety valve seat and
boost at various jamming of the pump check the by-pass valve
engine crankshaft by-pass valve
rpm's

wear on the pump rotor replace the pump rotor
as a unit
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(Table 14-1 continued)

Problem Reasons, signs of Corre.:tive action
_ _ _ _ incorrect operation

Increased noise insufficient oil level add oil to the [required]
during pump opera- in the pump reservoir level
tion

pump drive belt too tight.n belt
loose

contamination and wash the filter and
incorrect Installation flush the power steering
of filter, presence of system with oil
air in the system
(froth in the
reservoir, cloudy oil,
non-transparent oil)

the collector 18 (see eliminate the non-flat
Fig. 14-7) is buckled condition

the gasket under the change the gasket
collector is destroyed

Knock in the increased clearance in adjust the steering mechanis.,
steering mechanism the tooth engagement with the screw 30 (Fig. 14-4)

of the steering mechanism

Oil being ejected oil level above the reduce oil level to normal
through the pump mark
breather

mesh filter is wash filter
contami nated

collector gasket change gasket
damaged

collector 18 (see Fig. eliminate the non-flat
14-7) is buckled condition

Oil leak oil leaking out from replace the oil seal
under the oil seal of
the Pitman arm shaft

oil leaking out from replace the sealing ring
under the steering
mechanism cover
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Table 14-2: Parts Dimensions: the Principal Dimensions of the Parts
of a Steering Control Without Power Steering, mi

¶)imens ion Nominal Permissible without
repai r

I. STEERING MECHANISM, HOUSING: Cast Iron KCh 35-10 (GOST i1r5-59)

diameter of the 41.000-41.050
opening under
the Pitman arm
shaft bushing

internal diameter of
the pressed in bushing:

nominal: 38.000-38.027 38.057

1st repair: 38.000-37.827 37.857

2nd repair: 37.600-37.627 37.657

diameter of the
opening at the
worn gear roller
bearing ring 72.000-72.046 72.07

dianm.ter of the
coll3r at the
bracked securing
the housing to
the vehicle frame 64.94-65.00 64.5

threading for
the cover nut 4M64XI.5, class 2 -

1I. STEERING SHAFT: Steel 20 (tube 29X5.5 amm. GOST 8734-58 and 8733-48);
nuaber of splines -- 25

diarter of the
shaft collar for
the hall bearing 27.955-28.000 27.92

diameter of the
conical collar
for the steerlnj
wheel hub 27.9;5-28.000 I caliber shift not greater

(conical ratioI than I ra
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(Table 14-2 continued)

Dimension Nominal Permissible without
repa I r

diameter of the
threading for
the nut M14Xl.5, class 2

width of the key
slot 19.00-20.5

III. STEERING SHAFT WORM GEAR: Steel 40 Kh (GOST 4543-61); depth of
the case-hardened layer -- 0.3-0.5 nM,
surface layer hardness -- HRC 48-52.
For better ruoning-in the worm gear
is copper-plated (the copper plating
layer is 0.2-0.3 mrm)

lensth of the
worm gear between
thrust ends of
the roller
bearings 107.75-108.25

1,. PITMAN ARM SHAFT: 40 Kh (GOST 4543-60); hard:iess H8 241-285;
number of splines -- 36

diameter j-f the Pitman
arm shaft coI'!r at
the bushings:

nominal: 37.9 50- 3 .975 37.92

Ist repair: 37.750-37.775 37.72

2nd repair: 37.550-37.575 37.52

conical ratio of
the splined portion

* of the shaft at
the Pitman at 1:16 caliber shift not greater

than 1.5a

die•trer of t.e
threading for the
Pitman arm attach-
wnt nut 2M27XL.5, class 2

f,
• i Pf5
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(Table 14-2 continued)

Dimension Nomni nal IPermissible without
___Ii______oo___repair

diameter of the
__ opening at the

roller axis:

larger: 18.000-18.019 18.03

lesser: 17.952-17.978 17.94

V. . iThAU 0A,7 SiAFT ROLLER: Steel I8KhGT; depth of the case-hardened
layer: 1.0-1.4 •m; surface layer hardness
a- H9'C 56-62

diameter of the
opening at the
needle bearing 24.02-24.05 24.07

roller length 44.973-44.990

Vt. ROLLER AXIS: Steel t5Kh (GOST 4543-61); etpth of the case-hardened
layer -- 0.8-1.2 amm; surface layer hardness is HRC 56-62

diameter of the I
roller shaft at
the needle bearing 17.982-18.000 1797

VII. PITMAN ARM: Steel 4OKh (GOST 4543-61); hardness -- HB 241-285

conical ratio f oI
the slotted opening
at the Pitmsan arm
shaft 1:16 caliber shift relative to

the faces not greater than
'1.5

con-ical ratio of
the opening at
the ball pin 1:8 the some
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(Tab!e 14-2 continued)

Dimension Nominal Permissible without
.repa ir

VIH. STEERING COLUMN TUBE: Steel 20 (tube: 45 + 0.5X2.5 mm, GOST
1753-53)

diameter of the
tube at the point
where it connects
with the steering
control mechanism
housing 44.075-44'.125 44.05

(Table 14-3 begins on the following page]

I

I
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Table 14-3: Prircipal D!iensionr of the Parts of a Steeri-ng ControlS~~wit.h Power Steerinqtw

Dimension Nomi nal Permissible without
repa i r

I. ST•EERING MECHANISM HOUSING: Cast Iron KCh 15-10 (GOST 1215-59)

Diameter of the cylinder

at the piston-rod 90.000-90.035 90.060

Diametur of the openirg
at the bushing 41.00-41.05

External di:dmeter of the
bushing 41.J25-41.175

Internal diameter of the
bushing 38.000-38.027 38.050

Diameter of the threading
in the openings at the
cover attachment bolts " I0, class 2.

1I. EXTERNAL HOUSING COVER: Aluminum Alloy AL4 (GOST 2685-43)

Diameter of the opefhing at
the needle bearing 27.983-28.006 28&02

Ill. SIDE HOUSING COVER: Aluminum Alloy AL4 (GOST 2685-63)

Diameter of tne opening
at th• bushing 41.O0-41.05 -

Internal bushing diameter 38.00-38.027 38.050

Diameter of the threading of
the opening at the adjustirng
screw MZ7Xl.5, class 2

IV,. PITMAN ARM SHAFT: Stee4l 20Kh.2N4A (GOST 4543-61); depth of the
case-hardened layer is 1.0-.4 mm; surface
layer hardness HRC 56-62; midsection hardness

* HRC 28-45; number of splines -- 36; the splined
end of the shaft is not subjected to case-
hardening; number of teeth of the sector 5

'I 11
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(Table 14-3 continued)

Dimension Nominal Permissible withoutrepai r

Shaft diameter:
nominal 37.950-37.975 37.93
1st repair 37.750-37.775 37.73

2nd repair 37.550-37.575 37.53

Conicall ratio of the splined
portion of the shaft 1:16

Thickness of a tooth of the
sector (height of-measure-
ment 6.45 mm) 12.54 12.30

Length of a tooth of the
sector 30.O

* Diameter of the threading
at the Pitman arm attach-
ment nut M27XI.5, class 2

* V. STEERING MECHANISM PISTON-ROD (Figure 14.'39): Steel 18KhGT
(GOST 4543-61); depth of the case-
hardened layer is 1.0-1.4 rmm; hardness
of the surface layer is HRC 56-62; mid-
section hardness is HRC 30-40

Piston diameter 89i925-89.9(0 89.90

Diameter of the opening at
the ball nut 64.977-65.008 65.03

Diameter of the opening a
,the steering qontrol screw 30.000-30.033 30.05

Channel width at the pistonring 4.025-.5 4.08

Width of the 1st, 3rd, and
4th tooth depressions 12.76 13.0

'Width of the 2nd tooth
depression 12.562 12.8

Diameter of the threading at
the opening at the adjusting
screw M16XI,5, class 2
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(Table 14-3 continued)

Dimension Nominal Permissible without
-,repair

VI. STEERING MECHANISM BALL NUT: Steel 25KhGT (ChMTU TsNIIChM 561-61);
thickness of the case-hardened layer
is 1.0-1.4 mm; hardness of the surface
layer is HRC 58-62; midsection hardness
is HRC 28-45

External nut diameter 64.97-65.00

* Screw channel pitch 18.795-18.805

Diameter of the ball nut
openings (between the
opposite control balls
7.144 mm in diameter) 22.508-22.555

Diameter of a ball 7.130-7.158 mm
(sorted by groups
every 0.002 mam)

i• VII. STEERING MECHANISM SCREW: Steel 25KhGT (ChMTU TsNIIChM 561-61);
case-hardened layer thickness is 1.0-1.4 mm;
surface layer hardness is HRC 58-62;
midsection hardness 28-45

Diameter of the screw at
the needle bearing 21.967-21.980 21.95

Diameter of the steering
control screw (in terms of
an external control ball
diameter of 7.144 ram) 36.796-36.844

Diameter of the threading

at the Adjusting nut M25XI.5, class 2 -

VIII. STEERING CONTROL HOUSING: Gray Iron (casting No. 3 UK-15)

Diameter of the opening 38.000-38.024 -

at the slide valve (sorted into 4
groups in 0.006 mm
increments)

Length of the valve housing 47.975-48.000 47.95
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(Table 14-3 continued)

Dimension Nominal Permissible without
repair

Diameter of the
threading at the
connecting hose M20Xl.5, class 2

Diameter of the threading
at the ball valve MI2XI.25, class 2

VIII. STEERING CONTROL SLIDE VALVE: Steel 15K1h (GOST 4543-61); depth
of the case-hardened layer is
0.5-0.7 mm; surface layer hardness
is HRC 56-62

External slide valve diameter 37.986-38.010
(sorted into 4 groups
at 0.006 mm intervals)

Width of the ring protrusion
of the slide valve 7.310-7.700

Length of the slide of the
valve 47.975-48.000 47.95

IX. CONTROL VALVE SPRING: Spring Wire, Class 1, Diameter 2.2 mm

(GOST 8389-60); 4 working turns

External spring diameter 10.5

Full number of turns 6.25

Length of the spring in
the free state 19.8

Length of the spring under a
load of 22 + 2.5 Kg 18.0

X. CONTROL VALVE REACTION PISTON: Steel 15Kh (GOST 4543-61); depth of
the case-hardened layer is 0.6-1.0 mm;
hardness of the surface layer is HRC 56-62

Piston diameter 10.992-11.000

Length 14.76-15.00
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(Table 14.3 continued)

Dimension Nominal Permissible without
repair

XI. PISTON-ROD RING: Gray Iron (casting No. 6 UK-15); hardness HRB
98-106; not more than 4 units of hardness
variation in the ring

Ring diameter 90.00-90.03

Ring height 1.98-2.0 1.96

Clearance' in the ring
gap when installed in
a circular gauge 90.02
nmm in diameter 0.15-0.40

Elasticity of the ring when
compressed by a flexible
tape to a clearance of
0.15-0.40 mm, Kg 1.5

Table 14-4: Dimensions of the Balls of the Nut by Groups, mm

Group Ball diameter Group Ball diameter
l 7.158-7.156 8 7,144-7.142
2 7.156-7.154 9 7.142-7.140

3 7.154-7.152 10 7.140-7.138
4 7.152-7.150 11 7.138-7.136
5 7.150-7.148 12 7.136-7.134
6 7. 148-7.146 13 7.134-7.132
7 7.146-7.144 14 7,132-7.130

Table 14-5: Principal Dimensions of the Steering Control Articulated
Shaft, mm

Dimension Nominal Permissible without
repai r

I. THE UNIVERSAL JOINT FORK TOGETHER WITH THE SPLINED ROD AS A UNIT:
Steel 45 (GOST 1050-60); depth of the tempered layer of the splined
end of the rod Is 1.5-4.0 rim; hardness of the surface layer is
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(Table 14-5 continued)

Dimension Nominal Permissible without
repai r

HRC 42-56, midsection hardness and hardness of non-tempered surfaces
is HB 207-241

•..

Diameter of the fork
opening at the bushing 20.000-20.023 20.03

Diameter of the rod at the
sealing ring 24.87-24.94 24.80

Thickness of a tooth at the
splined section of the rod 4.435-4.479 4.35

II;. THE FORK WITH THE SLOTTED BUSHING AS A UNIT: Fork material --

Steel 35 (GOST 1050-60); hardness HB 207-241; slotted bushing
material -- Steel 45 (GOST 1050-60); hardness HB'255-285

Diameter of the opening
at the bushing 20.000-20.021 20.03

Width of the depression
of the slotted portion
of the bushing 4.500-4.545 4.60

Ill. ARTICULATED SHAFT CROSS: Copper-graphite metallic-ceramic
(UN-247)

External diameter of the bushing
-at the fork opening 20.008-20.029 19.99

Internal diameter of the
bushing at the cross
dowels 11.03-11.06 11.08

Table 14-6: Principal Dimensions of the Parts of the Steering Column, mm

D~menslon Nominal Permissible without
repair

I. STEERING SHAFT: Steel 35 (tube 30X5.5 mm, GOST 8734-58 and GOST

123
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(Table 14-6 continued) I
Dimension Nomiral Permissible without

repafi

8733-58); depth of the tempered layer of the shaft at the plac0,
where the key is installed -- 1.5-4 rmm; hardness of the surface
layer -- not less than HRC 50.

Diameter of the
collars of the
shaft at the
bearings 27.995-28.000 27.92

Conical ratio of the Non-alignment of the
collar at the steering part ends and of the
wheel hub 1:12 bore by + 0.5 mm

Diameter of the threading
at the nut M24XII.5, class 2

(I. STEERING COLUMN TUBE: Steel 20 (tube 45.5X2, GOST 1753-53)

Diameter of the opening
at the bearing 42.00-42.1 42.15

Ill. ASSEMBLED STEERING WHEEL: Hub Material -- Steel 25LK (GOST 977-53);
steering wheel material -- plastic

Conical ratio of the steering Non-alignment ofwheel hub 1:12 the part ends and

of the bore by
+ 0.5 mm

Table 14-7: Dimensions of the Pump Parts by Group, mm

Group Length of pump parts

Stator Rotor Vanes

1 22.013-22.017 21,996-22.000 21.992-21.996
2 22.009-22.013 21.992-21.996 21.988-21.992
3 22.005-22.009 21.988-21.992 21.984-21.988
4 22.001-22.005 21.984-21.988 21.980-21.984
5 21.997-22,001 21.980-21.984 21.976-21,980
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Table 14-8: Principal Dimensions of the Power Steering Pump Parts, mm

Dimension Nominal Permissible without

repair

I. PUMP HOUSING: Special Cast Iron UK-15; hardness HB 201-241

Diameter of the opening
at the ball bearing 51.990-52.020 52.04

Diameter of the opening
at the roller bearing 21.993-22.016 22.03

Diameter of the opening
at the oil seal 45.89-46.06 46.09

Diameter of the opening
at the set pins 5.011-5.044 5.05

II. PUMP COVER: Cast Iron SCh 15-32 (GOST 1412-54)

Diameter of the opening 20.000-20.015
at the safety valve (sorted into 3

groups at 0.005 mm
increments)

Diameter of the calibrated
opening of the output valve 4.100-4.148 4.16

Diameter of the opening
of the output valve at
the sealing seat 10.00-10.03

Ifl. PUMP ROTOR: Steel 12KhN3A (GOST 4543-61); thickness of the
V tempered layer -- 0.4-0.6 mm; surface layer

hardness -- HRC 58-62

Rotor length 21.980-22.000
(sorted into 5
groups at 0.004 mm
intervals)

Rotor slot width (number
of slots -- 10) 2.008-2.028 2.04

Length of the depression
of the slotted part of the
rotor 1.257 1.30

W-.25
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(Table 14-8 continued)

Dimension Nominal Permissible without
repal r

IV. PUMP VANE: Steel R18 (GOST 5952-51); hardness HRC 62-65

Vane length 21.976-21.996

Vane thickness 1.991-1.997
(sorted into 5
groups)

V. PUMP STATOR: Steel ShKhl5 (GOST 801-60); hardness HRC 60-64

Stator length 21.997-22.017
(sorted into 5
groups at 0.004 mm
intervals)

Diameter of the set
openings 5.011-5.065 5.07

VI. PUMP SHAFT: Steel 30KhGT (GOST 4543-61); thickness of the case-
hardened layer -- 0.8-1.2 mm; hardness of the surface
layer -- HRC 60-65; number of splines -- 14

Diameter of the shaft
collar at the roller
bearing 11.988-12.000 11.97

Diameter of the shaft
collar at the ball
bearing 20.002-20.017 19.99

Diameter of the shaft
at the oil seal 23.995-24.000 23.93

Thickness of a tooth
of the splined portion
of the shaft 1.212 1.10

Diameter of the threading
at the pulley-fastening
nut MI6XI,5, class 2
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(Table 14-8 continued)

Dimension Nominal Permissible without
repair

VII. PUMP BY-PASS VALVE HOUSING: Steel 45 (GOST 1050-60); thickness
of the tempered layer -- 0.6-2.5 ram;
hardness -- HRC 56-62

External housing diameter 19.977-19.992
(sorted into 3
groups at 0.005 mm
intervals)

Diameter of the threading for
the seat of the pump safety
valve MIOXI., class 2

VIII. PUMP DISTRIBUTOR DISK: Special Cast Iron UK-15; hardness HB 201-241

Diameter of the opening
at the set pins 5.100-5.148 5.16

IX. SAFETY VALVE SEAT: Steel 40Kh (GOST 4543-61); six-sided, 12 mm
(GOST 8560-57); hardness HB 255-302

Diameter of the opening
at the pump safety valve 3.300-3.348

Diameter of seat threading MlOXI., class 2

X. SAFETY VALVE SPRING: Spring Wire (class I, diameter 1.1 rmm, GOST
9389-60); full number of turns -- 11.5; number
of working turns -- 9.5

Length in the free state 19.5

L Length under a load of
5.9-6.5 Kg 14

Spring turn diameter 6.5

XI. BY-PASS VALVE SPRING: Spring Wire (class 1, diameter 1.4 mm, GOST
i9389-60); full numebr of turns -- 13; number

of operating turns-- II

Length of the spring in
the free state 82
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f (Table 14-8 continued)

Dimension Nominal Permissible without
repair

Length of the spring under
a load of 3.6-4.2 Kg 30.5

Diameter of the spring turn 28.72-19.00

Table 14-9: Principal Dimensions of the Steering Drive Parts, mm
Dimension Nominal Permissible without

_ _repa I r

I. PITMAN ARM: Steel 4 0Kh (GOST 4543-61); hardness HB 241-285

Diameter of the opening
at the vehicle ball pin:

ZIL-157K 21 (conical ratio 1:8) -

ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 26.000-26.033

Diameter of the cone of the
-lotted opening at the
i-itial circumference
at the vehicle Pitman am
shaft:

ZIL-i7K 38.18 (conical ratio 1:16) -

ZIL-130 36.63-36.68 (conical
ratio 1:16)

Non-alignment of the* Pitrnan arm and bore
faces +0.3 1.5

if. PITMAN ARM BALL PIN: Steel I2'-hN3A (GOST 4543-61). thickness of the
case-hardent,: layer of the ball surface --
1.0-1.4 ia; hardness HRC 5f6-62

Pin ball diameter 16.9-37.0
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(Table 14-9 continued)

Dimension Nominal Permissible without
repal r

Diameter of the ZIL-157K
pin collar cone 22 (conical ratio 1:8)

Diameter of the collar
at the opening in the
Pitman arm for the:

ZIL-130 and ZIL-13i 26.055-26.100

Pin threading diameter M20XI.5, class 2

III. ZIL-130 TURN LEVER: Steel 4OKh (GOST 4543-61); hardness HB 241-285

Diameter (lesser) of
the conical opening
at the tie rod end-piece

pin 21 (conical ratio 1:8) -

Diameter (lesser) of the
"conical collar of the
arm of ZIL-130 vehicles

•. produced :

Before Jan. 1966: 26.6 (conical ratio 1:8)

Since Jan. 1966: 35.7 (conical ratio 1:8)

Non-align.ment of bore and
arm fares + 0.3

Diameter of the threading
for ZIL-130 vehicles
produced:

Before Jan. 1966: 824X1.5, class 2

Sinc-e Jan. 1966: M27XI.5, class 2

Diar-ter of the threading
of the ZIL-130 thrust
adjusting bolt H12XI.25, class 2



(Table 14-9 continued)

* Dimension Nominal Permissible without
repai r

IV. TRAILING LINK: Steel 20 (tube diameter 35X6 mm, GOST 8734-58
and GOST 8733-58)

Internal diameter of the
head at the bnserts 37.37-37.54

Diameter of the opening at
the ball pin:

greater: 37.17-37.50
lesser: 27

Threading at the adjusting
plug M39X1.5, class 2

V. ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 TRAILING LINK BUSHING (Figure 14-40A): Steel 20,
GOST 1050-60; thickness of case-hardened
layer -- 0.8-1.2 rna; hardness HRC 56-62

Bushing diameter 37.03-37.20

Ball surface diameter 37.00-37.17

VI. ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 TIE ROD: Steel 20 (tube 35X5 rmm, GOST 8734-58 and
GOST 8733-58)

Diameter of arm end
threading at threaded
opening for am end-piece 2MCXI.5

VII. BALL PIN: Steel I2KhN3A (COST 4543-61); thickness of the
case-hardened ball surface layer -- 1.0-1.4 vo;
hardness NRC 56-62

* Dianeter of the ball pin 36.9-37.0

Cone diameter (lesser) 22 (conical ratio 1:8) -

Pin threading diameter M2OXI.5, class 2
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(Table 14-9 continued)

Dimension Nominal Permissible without

repai r

VIII. ZIL-157K TIE ROD: Steel 40Kh (GOST 4543-61)

Arm (rod) diameter 36.0

Diameter of threading
at the end-piece K33XI.5, class 3

IX. ARM END-PIECE: Steel 45 (GOST 1050-60)

Diameter of the cylindrical
opening at the end-piece pin 25.350-25.434

Diameter of the (lesser)
cone at the end-piece 22.25

Conical ratio of the opening 1:8

Threading diameter for the
arm 2M33XI.5

X. ZIL-131 TURN JOURNAL CONE- Cast Iron KCh 35-10 (GOST ,215-59)

Diameter of the (lesser)
cone at the tie rod pin 21

Conical ratio of the opening S:8

Non-alignment of bore and
"part faces + 0.3

Xl. ZIL-157K TURN JOURNAL HOUSING: Cast Iron KCh 35-10 (GOST 1215-59)

Diameter of thte opening
in the am at the pin
bushi ir 31.00-31.05 32.0

ii
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(Table 14-9 continued)

Dimension Nominal Permissible without
___repair

XII. TURN JOURNAL HOUSING BUSHING AT THE END-PIECE: Steel 20
(GOST 1050-60)

External diameter 31.06-31.11

Internal diameter i25.06--25.13

XI11. TIE ROD END-PIECE PIN: Steel 20 (GOST 1050-60)

Diameter of the pin at
the bushing 24.945-25.006 24.92

Diameter (lesser) of the
cone 22.5

Conicai ratio of the pin end 1:8

Non-alignment of the face
of the pin cone with the
bore + 0.3 1.5

Pin end threading diameter M2OXl.5, class 2

SXIV. ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 TIE ROD ,END-PIECE BUSHINGS (See Figure 14-40B):
Steel] 15 (GOST 1050-60); thickness of the
case-hardened layer of the upper bushing --
0.8-1.2 mm; thickness of the case-hardened
layer of the lower bushing -- 0.15-0.30 nim;
hardness HRC 56-62

Diameter of bushing sphere 37.08-37.25

External diameter of the -

lower bushing 47.53-47.70

-- External diameter of the
upper bushing 47.90-48.00

XV; ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 TIE ROD END-PIECE: Steel 45 (GOST 1050-60)

Diamet;r of the threading
for the coupling with the
tic rod M3OXI.5'i

liternal diameter' of the
end-piece at the bushing 48.0-48.1
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Figure 14-39: Steering mechanism piston-rod

F3A A )& ', , B

-I loe buhn' ; 2' uperbshn

ti/

Figure 14-4O:. ZIL-130 and ZLk-131 steering arm bushings
g '" ! :A -- trailing link bushings; B -- tierod bushings

•i l1-- lower bushing'; 2 -- upper bushing
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN: WHEELS AND TIRES

Construction

ZIL-130 wheels and tires. The wheels (Figure 15-1) are steel,
disk, and have split lock rings and one-piece side rings. The tires
are pneumatic tube--type. The wheel hubs are cast from wrought iron.

Technical Characteristics of the Wheels and Tires of the ZIL-130

Type of wheel disk with conical flanges

Wheel speLlfications 7.0XZO

Ring diameter, inches 20

Method of attaching the tire two side lock rings are installed
casing at one side of the wheel: one is

a split ring, the other is a one-piece
ring

Attachment of the wheel to lugs (8), the right wheels have
the hub right-hand threading, the left

wheels have left-hand threading

Diameter of the lug opening 32.0-32.8 mm

Permissible wheel play in an up to 3 mm
axial and radial direction

Permissible face play up to 0.8 mm

Tire dimensions 260X20

Number of plies 12

Type of tire tread universal

Permissible load per tire 1,800 Kg

Air pressure in the tires front wheels: 3.5 Kg/cm2

real wheels: 5.3 Kg/cm2
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Figure 15-1: ZIL-130 wheel (assemible'd)

f I -~disk with wheel rim; 2 -- lock ring;
- side ring; ' -- tire casing; 5 rim
band; 6 -- inner tube; 7 -- valve
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Figure 15-2: ZIL-157K rim (assembled)

I- wheel disk; 2 -- bolt; 3 -- nut;
4 -- plate for securing the protective
cover; 5 -- external wheel rim; 6 -- tire
casing; 7 i- nner tube; 8 -- Inner tube
valve guide; 9 ispacer ring, 10 internal
wheel rim
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Figure 15-3: ZIL-131 wheel (assembled)

I -- disk with wheel rim; 2 -- inner
tube valve; 3 -- seating ring; 4 -- spacer
ring; 5 -- tire casing; 6 -- side ring;

I. 7 -- Inner tube; 8 -- bolt; 9 -- nut

S". 137
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ZIL-157K and ZIL-131 wheels and tires are identical in terms
of their construction. The wheels (Figure 15-.1, 15-3) are steel
disk wheels.

Because the tires use regulated air pressure, the wheels have
a split rim and a spacer ring. The rim of the heels is joined to
the side ring with seventeen bolts and nuts.

The tires have various pressures. At lca pressure the tires
are held on the rim by the sides of the tire casing which are pressed
between the side of the wheel and the spacer ring.

The vehicles are equipped with a sparl wheel which is located
under the bed on the right side on the ZTTL-157K, an-' in a wheel mount
behind the cabin on the ZIL-131.

Technical Characteristics of Wheels and Tires

Specification ZIL-'57K ZIL-131

Wheel specification 9.0X18 9.ORG X 20

Securing to the hub
(right wheel lugs
have right-hand
threading, left
wheel lugs have
left-hand threading) 6 lugs 8 lugs

Permissible wheel play
In an axial and radial
direction not more than 3 mm not more than 3 mm

Permissible face plat not more than 0.8

Type of tire variable pressure

Tire dimension 12.00X18 12.00X20

Number of plies 8 8

Load per tire 1,850:Kg 2,200 Kg

Air pressure in front
arJ rear tires 3.5-0.5 Kg/cm2, 4.2-0.5 Kg/cm2 ,

depending on road depending on
conditions road conditions

Type of tread pattern all-,terrain
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A centralized system for regulating the air pressure In the
tires. The ZIL-157K and ZlL-131 are equipped with a centralized

system of regulating the air pressure in the tires (Figure 15-4,
15-5, Table 15-1). The presence of this system permits:

Passage over difficult road sectors;

Continuation in the event of a puncture;

Observation of the air pressure in the tires.

On the ZIL-157K the air is supplied to the tires through the
journal hole and the circular journal bushing gap, and on the ZIL-131
air is supplied to the tires through the journal hole and the axle
channel.

On the ZIL-157K the air pressure control slide valve 4 (see
Figure 15-4) is installed under the dash and is an independent device
which is connected with the limiter valve 24 by a line. Air is directed
from the valve to the tires through the tire valve unit 22 and the lines.

On the ZIL-131 the pressure control slide valve 5 (see Figure 15-5)
is also installed under the dash. It is a combination unit, but it
is connected with the limiter valve. There is no tire valve unit in
the system. Air is sent from the valve to the tires directly through
the T-Joints and lines.

Table 15-I: Technical r:iaracteristics of the Devices of the System
for Regulating Air Pressure in the Tires

Devices ZIL-157K ZIL-131

Pressure control valve slide valve, slide valve, connected
separated from the with the limiter valve
limiter valve

Pressure limiting valve diaphragm type with diaphragm type with
by-pass valve by-pass valve installed
separated from in the middle of the
the diaphragm diaphragm

Tire valve unit with valve for

each wheel

Air supply attachment dismantlable, non-dismantlable,
mounted on the mounted within the

end of the external journal
surface of the
journal
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(Table 15-1 continued)

Device ZIL-157K ZIL.-13 -

Tire valve plug type, Installed plug type, installed
on the inner tube in the seat of the
valve half-axle flange

When using the vehicle the following rules for using the
system of regulating the air pressure in the tires must be observed.

When tiavelling on roads with a hard surface, maintain an air
pressure in the tires of 3.5 Kg/cm2 for the ZIL-157K when it is
loaded 'to 4,500 Kg; for the ZIL-131 maintain 4.2 Kg/cm2 when it is
loaded to 5,000 Kg. Maintaining the indicated pressure will provide
for increased service life for the tires.

The air pressure in the tires should be lowered only on soft
ground when there is a load on the bed of the vehicle not in excess
of 2,500 Kg. The pressure may not be lowered if the load exceeds
2,500 Kg. When using the air pressure regulation system, the driver
must know that during movement the valves of the valve unit and the
tire valves must be completely open. When standing for long periods,
in order to avoid air leaks, the tire valves should be closed, and
on the ZIL-157K the valve unit valves should also be closed.

In order to determine the air pressure in the tires by the manometer
on the ZIL-157K, the pressure control valve arm must be placed in the
neutral position and all of the valve unit valves and tire valves must be
open. If it is necessary to determine the pressure in an individual
tire, the valve of all remaining tires must be closed. There is no
valve upit on the ZIL-131; therefore the indicated requirements do not
apply. The system of regulating the air pressure in the tires makes it
possible to continue the movement of the vehicle in the event that
the tires are damaged under conditions such that the output of the
compressor can replace the air leakage from the damaged inner tube
and can supply pressure to the pneumatic brake system.

On the ZIL-157K the scale of the manometer which measures the
air pressure in the tires is calibrated up to 4 Kg/cm2 , but the
pressure in the air tank reaches 7.2 Kg/cm2 , and in:exceptional
circumstances may rise to 9 Kg/cm2 ; therefore the pressure control
valve arm may not be placed in the extreme right position intf.ate
(when the valve unit valves are closed or when any of the tire valves
"are closed), since the air pressure may damage the manometer.

So as to avoid damaging the tire air pressure control manometer,
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when supplying air to the system which regulates the air pressure,
the pressure control valve lever may be moved to the inflate position
(the right position) only when the valve unit valves and the tire
valves are fully open. In order to prevent a sharp increase in
pressure, movement of the control valve lever to the inflate position
must occur smoothly.

Swampy places are handled by using second gear (gearbox) and
first gear (transfer gearbox), having preliminarily reduced the
pressure in the tires to 0.75-0.5 Kg/cm2 . The movement speed must
not be greater than 10 Km/hour.

Sandy sectors should also be traversed with reduced tire
pressure (1.0-0.75 Kg/cm2), depending on the density of the sandand the conditions of movement.

The vehicle will traverse snow up to 300 mm deep well without
reducing the pressure in the tires. Turns on fresh snow must be

made in the same manner as when driving through a swampy meadow.

When the snow cover is very deep, and hinders the.movement of
the vehicle, the pressure in the tires should be reduced to 0.75-0.-5 Kg/cm2 ,
depending on the density of the snow.

Table 15-2: Air Pressure Norms in Tires and Vehicle Movement Speeds
for Various Types of Ground

Road conditions Permissible internal Maximum permissible
tire pressure, Kg/cm2  speed, Km/hour9. I Fresh snow, swampy ground 0.5-0.75 t0

Loose sand, soft ground,

soggy meadowland 0.75-1.0 20I Roads of all types over
the period of inflating
the tires up to their
norm, after traversing
a roadless section 1.0-3.0 30

+ hen traversing difficult sectors with soft ground, the pressure
in the tires should be set in accordance with the nature of the ground.
The pressure should not be lowered by more than Is necessary, according
to road conditions. It is also necessary to remember that mileage is
limited at reduced pressure; therefore a reduction in pressure should
be used only in the case of necessity.
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Figure 15-5: The ZIL-131 tire air pressure regulating system

•- I -- brake pedal; 2 -- brake chamber; 3 -- comnpressor; 4 -- pressure
S~regulator; 5 -- com~bined pressure control valve; 6 -- safety valve;

I. 7 -- windshield wiper switch; 8 -- windshield wiper; 9 -- hose to the

manometer for controlling the pressure in the brake cham~bers; 10 -- hose
to the manometer for controlling the air pressure in the pneumatic

__•; system; 11 -- air release valve; 12 -- manometer for controlling the
S~pressure In the brake chambers; 13 -- manometer for controlling the

Ii pressure of the air in the tires; 14 -- electric air valve for switching

otn the fron~t axle drive; 15 -- du~mp valve; 16 -- hose for controlling
the switching-on of the front axle; 17 -- air tank; 18 -- transfer

__ gearbox; 19 -- hand brake; 20 -- brake system lines; 21I -- tire air
• pressure regulating system lines; 22 -- release valve; 23 -- coupling
•" ~attachment; 24 -- attachr~nt for supplying air to the tires through

the half-axle; 25 -- air supply valve; 26 -- tire valve; 27 -- air horn

switch; 28 -- horns; 29 -" co~lned brake valve; 30 -- brake signal
sw it ch
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Travelling on hard-surface roads with reduced tire pressures
in order to increase the smoothness and softness of the ride is
forbidden.

-A!

V
"1 .• '•,"-,v !- ,-,

•1> >

Figure 15-4: The ZIL-157K tire air pressure regulating system

I -- compressor; 2 -- pressure regulator; 3 -- safety vflve; 4 --
pressure control valve; 5 -- manometer for controlling tire air pressure;
6 -- windshield wiper; 7 -- air release valve; 8 -- pressure control valve
level; 9 -- windshield wiper switch; 10 -- manometer for controlling air
pressure in the brake lines; 11 -- tire air pressure regulating system
lines; 12 -- release valve; 13 -- coupling attachment; 14 -- brake system
lines; 15 -- air tanks; 16 -- durV valve; 17 -- combined brake valve;
!8 -- stopcock; 19 -- air supply attachnient; 20 -- channel for supplying
air to the tire through the journal; 21 -- brake cha0cr; 22 -- tire
valve unit; 23 -- air release tube; 24 -- tire air pressure drop limiter
vsaI y



When going from a difficult [terrain] sector to a hard road,
it is necessary to stop and increase the pressure in the tires to
at ]east 1.0 Kg/cm2 . A furtner in crease in the pressure up to
the normal amount may be accomplished in motion at a speed of
30 Kit/hour.

Table 15-2 presents :he tire air pressure norms. When travelling
with reduced pressure in the tires it is necessary to follow carefully
the indications of the tire air pressure manometer. When a vehicle
travels for a long time at high speed the temperature of the air in
the tires increases. This increase in temperature causes an increase
in the pressure in the tires. This pressure may not be reduced.

Equipment Servicing

At each daily vehicle servicing, prior to leaving [the motor pool],
it is necessary to L 3ck the tightness of the lug nuts. The lug nuts
are tightened in a star pattern, which provides for an even contact
between the wheel disk and the hub flange.

On the ZIL-130 the inner tube. valves must always be checked and
must have caps on each wheel.

The pressure of the air in the tires must be checkdd periodically.
One must keep gasoline, kerosine, and oil from getting on the tires.

If these liquids get on the tires, the tires shout.U 'e wiped dry.

If the tire casings show urneven wear, the tires should be rotated
according to the diagram shown in Figure 15-6 and 15-7.

*I I

Figure 15-6: ZIL-130 tire rotation plan

Figure 15-7: 21L-157k' and Z11-13I tire rotation plan
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On the ZIL-157K and ZIL-131 the tire casings with a directional
(high efficiency) tread should be mounted so that the sharp projection
(when looking at the tire casing from above) faces forward as thi vehicle
travels.

When the vehicles stnnd for a long time or are transported by rail,
the central pressure cont:rol valve and the tire valves on the wheels
must be closed. The adjustment of the hub bearings of the front and
rear wheels should be checked every other 12 Equipment Inspection.

To adjust the conical wheel 1-b bearings of two-axle and three-axle
vehicles, it is necessary to tighten the bearing attachment nut until
the hub begins to drag, turning the hub here in both directions so that
the rollers are correctly positioned about the conical wheel surfaces.

Theis b--k off the nut by approximately 1/5 turn until the pin in the nut
lines up with the closest opening in the lock washer. At the end of
the adjustment, the lock nut must be tightened with a wrench until it
will turn no more.

Every other #2 Equipment Inspection it is necessary to repack the
wheel hubs. Before lubricating the bearings, clean the wheels of dust
and dirt and flush out the hub chambers with any low-viscosity oil.
Vnr.en inserting fresh lubricant it is necessary to lubricate tn. bearings
thoroughly.

On two-axle vehicles in addition to packing lubricant directly
into the bearings, it f3 necessary additionally to pack lubricant
into the hub chambers in accordance with the lubrication chart.

On the ZIL-157K, besides lubricating the bearings, lubricant should
be added to the external seal of the oil seal of the air snppiy attach-
, nt of the tire air pressure regulating system. The reliable operation
of the air supply attachment in many ways depends on the presence and
condition of the lubricant on the sliding surfaces of the oil se3l sealing
ring and covers.

ii
When removing the air supply attachment and when installing it on

the journal, carefully lubricate the internal surface of the oil 4eal
sealing ring and the covers, as well as the journal end surface.

After installing the air supply atta-rczent it is necess;ry to fill
the space between the attachrent and the hub bearing adjust~ent nut,
as well a. thv space between the attachmeut and the Journal oil holder,
with lubricant.

In order not to disrupt the running--in of the sliding surfaces
when ass. bli-.& the air supply attachlnet, all parts should be p~sc~d
in their previous position.

EverT 35,OOO-50,0OO Ka on the ZIL-131 the Jo-,rnals -re re=,ved aid
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the air supply attachment seals are checked and the lubricant, in them

is 'renewed.

The balancing of the wheels of the ZIL-130 is done, when changing
a tire or in the event that the tire is worn unevenly. In order to
eliminate wheel vibrations which arise as a result of an unbalanced
wheel condition, the plant has balanced the wheels itogether with the
tires as a unit. Temporarily, in connection with the significant labor
requirement of these operations, only the front wheels and spare wheel
of the vehicles are being balanced.

The unbalanced state may be eliminated with balancing weights 4
(Figure 15-8) attached to the side ring 2 with a flexible spring clip 3,
the end of which passes tinder the edge of the tireacasing 1.

The weights are attached after the tires are inflated with air.

1 Ij

Figure 15-8: Attaching the balancing weight to the front wheel

I -- tire casing; 2 -- side ring; 3 T- flexible
spring clip; 4 -- weight

Figure 15-9 shows a foreign firm's device for balancing wheels
withAout removing them from the vehicle.

In order to balance 'he wheels, the devi(.e 1 is positioned near the
wheel being balanced 3. The forward portion of the'vehicle is raised
100 mm on two jackstauds 6.\, The jackstand placed near the wheel being
balanced is equipped with a spring device.

I The devic• is equipped with a vibratiun sensor 5 which is attached
to the front a~le beam, and a strobe light 2, which-is connected to the
vibration sensor. The friction roller 4 of the device turns the wheel
to the right and to the left at a rotational speed which cdrresponds
to a vehicle movement speed of 130 Km/hour. Flashes ýf the strobe
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- Figure ý1l-9: Balancing the front wheel of a ZIL-130

.I'-- balancing device; 2 -- strobe light; 3 -- wheel
being balanced; 4-- friction roller; 5 -- vibration
sensor; 6 -- jackstand

-Figure 15-10: Contact beeween the friction roller and the tire

I-- device; 2 -- strobe light; 3 -- wheel;
4 -- friction roller

* light (Figure IS-i0), wheh the wheel is turning in both directions,
- permiuts two lines (marks . and 2 on Figure 15-11) to be made on the

wheel. The middle line 3 between these lines indicates the place
where thq weights are to be attached. The balancing of the rear
axle wheels is accomplished with the half-axle pulled.

In the absence of a device, the wheel may be balanced on its hub
in the following order:

Unscrew the lug nuts, remove the wheel from the hub and carefully
clean the wheel of dirt and wash the wheel.
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Remove the hub cover, unscrew the bearing attachment nut, remove
the hub from the brake drum along with the exterior bearing from the
turn journal and clean off the dirt. Completely remove the lubricant
from the bearing hub and wash the hub. The presence of dirt and oil
may influence the correct balance of the wheel.

Press the oil seal out of the hub without damaging it.

Set the hub, together with the brake drum, in its previous location,
and adjust the bearing so that the hub turns freely, but has no axial
clearance.

Install the wheel on the hub and secure the wheel.

Check the balance of the wheel together with the tire as a unit,
turning the wheel to various positions around the axis.

In order to eliminate the unbalanced state, make a chalk mark
on the lighter part of the wheel, i.e., that part which remains higher
after the wheel has been spun freely.

Attach a balancing weight to the wheel rim at the marked place.

Turn the wheel 90* sequentially in each direction so that the
weight is on a horizontal axis. If the wheel will not remain in
either position and returns to the initial position (with the weight
at the top), then a second weight should be attached next to the
first weight, following which the operation indicated during the
installation of the first weight should be followed.

As the wheel balancing continues, all subsequent weights are
to be attached symmetrically on both sides of the first weight (see
Figure 15-12A). The balancing must be continued until wheel equilibrium
is attained.

If after the installation of one of the weights the wheel does
not return to the position with the weight up, but turns with the
weight down, remove the weight which was installed and consider the
wheel balanced. In the event that there is a significant imbalance
and there is no possibility of eliminating it with five weights, it
is recommended that such a wheel be removed from the front axle and
be taplaced with the spare or another wheel from a rear axle.

After.eliminating the imbalance, the weights must be correctly
affixed to the rim in those places at which they were attachedduring the balancing.

The seating of the weights in place is accomplished by pressing
with your hand or by a wooden, object (the handle of a screwdriver or
hammer), having preliminarily pressed the side of the tire casing
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away from the side ring with the mounting claw (Figure 15-12B).

it is not recommended that the weights be beaten into place with
the blows of a hammer or other hard instrument. This may damage
the spring clip which attaches the weight and destroy the reliability
with which the weight is attached.

The use of damaged weights on the wheels is not permitted, since
as the vehicle is travelling, the damaged or incorrectly installed
weight, which will fly off the wheel, may cause an unfortunate occurrence.

For this very same reason, homemade spring securing the weight
should not be made and mounted.

In order to remove a weight from the rim, it is necessary to
press the side of the tire casing away from the rim with the mounting
claw and to remove the weight with a screwdriver so that the force
removing the weight is directed away from the wheel to the aide (see
Figure 15-12C).

(71
Figure 15-11: The position of the imbalance marks on the

wheel (while it is being balanced)

l and 2 -- Initial marks; 3 -- balance point mark

After balancing the wheel and installing the weights cn it,
note with a piece of chalk the position of the wheel on the hub,
remove the wheel and the hub together with the brake drum from the
turn journal. Press the oil seal into the hub, insert lubricant,
mount the hub, install the wheel in its previous position, obaerving
the corr_-ct assembly and adjustment of the bearings.

The other front wheel is balanced in the same manner as indicated
above.
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Figure 15-12: Wheel balancing

A -- order of installing the weights;
B -- installation of the weights;

C-- removing the weights

Figure 15-13 presents a plan for an easily manufactured
special device which permits a wheel to be balanced together with
its hub as a unit, or the wheel without the hub to be balanced, but
in this case the device must be equipped ahead of time with a hub
together with a brake drum as a unit, which has been balanced ahead
"of time on the device, and on which the wheel will be mounted.

Balancing the ZIL-157K wheels is accomplished in the same manner
as balancing front wheels of two-axle vehicles, with only the slight
difference that when balancing the wheel on the hub, the hub must be
freed from the half-axle so that there will be no hindering of the
free turning of the hub on its bearings. Remove the protective cover
of the air supply line and the air line itself, having disconnected
it from the connection and the stopcock.

The imbalance of the wheel is eliminated by weights weighing
225 gm and 700 gm, which are mounted on the coupling bolts which
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I Figure 15-13: A device for balancing a wheel

• A -- together with the hub as a unit;
• B -- without the hub;
!• 1 -- turn Journal; 2 -- bearing;
!. ~3 and /4-- welded braces; 5 -- base

S~connect the internal and external rims at the nuts 2 (Figure 15-14A).

S•The dimensions and weights of the weights are shown in Figure 15-14B.

S~Not more than four balancing weights in their various combinations by
i weight may be installed on one wheel.

S9Balancing the ZIL-I31 wheels. The ZIL-13l wheels together with
S~the tires as a unit are balanced at the plant. The permissible imbalance
S~is 4 Kg.cm. As the tires weat- in use, and for several other reasons

S~(when the tires are remounted), the initial balance is disturbed, and
i therefore a vibration, especially of the front wheels, arises when the
S~vehicle is in motion.

S~Imbalance causes accelerated wear on the tire tread and the
steering c~ntrol and suspe1~sion parts. It also makes control of

i the vehicle difficult.

S~~In order to elinainate tie vibrati.on, it is reco•-cnded th~at the
i wheel be balanced together wi~h the tire as a unit on a device (see

* Figure 15-13;.
Sll, Te imbalance is el..-int~d by neans of weights mounted o•

the coupling bolts at the nuts- (Figure 15-15).
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The wheel which is being balanced, together with the tire as
a unit, is mounted on the device and is balanced to the point of
equilibrium with the help of some kind of additional weight (modeling
clay, clay, or some other material). This material is affixed to the
protruding end of one of the coupling bolts or is affixed directly
to the tire. The tire weight is suspended and the magnitude of the
actual imbalance is determined by multiplying the weight of the tire
weight by the leverage arm at which it was placed.

rOr

* A' A

(ai

Figure 15-14: Installation of balancing weights on a
ZIL-157K wheel

A -- position of the weights on the wheel;
B -- weight dimensions; (a) -- part weight
225 gins, (b) -- part weight 700 gins;
I -- weights; 2 -- nut

Specific balancing weights are selected in accordance with
Table 15-3 and are installed on the bolts in the area where the
equilibrium-generating weight was affixed. Not more than two large
or six small balancing weights in various combinations may be mounted
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Figure 15-15: Installation of balancing weights on a

ZIL-131 wheel

A-- position of the weights on the wheel;
B-- small and large weight dimensions;
(a) -- part weight 800 +20 gms;

* (b) part weight 325 + 10 gms;
I -- wheel rim; 2 -- nut; 3 and 5 -- weights;
4 4--wheel side ring

on one wheel. If the imbalance is great and is not eliminated
by this number of weights, the wheel must be demounted and the
tire casing must be rotated until the least imbalance is obtained,
following which the balancing should again be done.

Table 15-3: Selection of Balancing Weights

Imbalance of the wheel Total number of balancing
together with the tire weights
as a unit, Kg.cms l

Ssmal l Ia rge

4-12 1 (see Fig. 15-15,

item 3)

12-20 2

20-27.7 3
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(Table 15-3 continued)

Imbalance small weilhts large weights-

27.7-35.7 4 ---

35-7-43.5 2 (see Fig. 15-15,
Item 5)

43.5-50 6

50-58 2 2

When balancing the wheel together with the tire as a unit on
the device, it is necessary to take into account the imbalance created
by the hose which supplies air to the tire and by the protective
cover of the hose (equal approximately to 6.4 Kg.cm). This imbalance
may be compensated for, having placed a weight.of 300 gis near the
valve opening at the radius of the coupling bolts.

In the event that there is no device, the wheel may be balanced
.directly on the vehicle axle journal in the following order:

With a jackstand raise the axle from the side of the wheel being
balanced. Remove the protective cover and the air supply hose. Remove
the wheel. Remove the half-axle flange (front axle) or the half-axle
(middle and rear axles); remove the hub with the bearing and the internal
oil seal and remove the external oil seal.

Press out the internal oil seal from the hub, taking special care
not to damage it. Remove the lubricant from the hub and bearing and
wash [the hub].

Install the hub with the bearing on the axle journal (without
oil seals or lubricant) and turn down and tighten the bearing securing
nut so that there is no noticeable axial play; the hub must turn freely
here.

Place the wheel together with the tire as a unit on the lugs and
balance the wheel as indicated above.

In the,-event that the tire is removed from the wheel in order to
change the tube or to clean the wheel of corrosion and paint, the
wheels need not be balanced if the tire casing, the balancing weights,
and the otler parts Are installed in the same places they occupied
prior to the dismantling.

Inasmuch as the balance of the wheels is destroyed by using
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[the vehicle], it is necessary to check the magnitude of the
imbalance every 12,000-15,000 Km (every second or third #2
Equipment Inspection).

The spare wheel must always be balanced.

Equipment servicing for the tire air pressure regulating system.
In servicing the equipment, special attention should be paid to the
hermetic connections of the lines and flexible hoses.

Places where there are large air leaks may be determined by ear,
and places where there are small leaks may be determined wiLh the help
of a soapy solution with which the location of the supposed leak should
be wetted.

An air leak through a line connection is eliminated by tightening
or replacing the connecting element. The tightening moment for
threaded connections must be 0.4 Kg.m.

In a correctly operating pneumatic system the drop in the air
pressure in the tires with the pressure control valve closed, the
valve unit valves open, and the tire valves open should be not greater
than 0.5 Kg/cm2 over a six-hour period for the ZIL-157K. It should
be kept in mind here that the checking of the hermetic state must
take place after the tires have cooled to the temperature of the
surrounding medium.

When there is significant damage to the devices of the air
pressure regulating system, the tire valves may be removed and
slide valves may be inserted in the tube valves. The operation of
the air supply attachment, which in many ways depends on the presence
and quality of the lubricant on the sliding surfaces of the seals
of the oil seals and covers, should be periodically checked; therefore,
for the ZIL-157K the lubricant in the wheel hub must be changed at
intervals stipulated by the lubrication chart. For the ZIL-131 the
lubricant should be changed each time the hub is removed.

It is not permissible to disturb the running-in of the sliding
surfaces when dismantling the air supply attachment. When installing
the attachment on the journal, the interior surface of the seal edges
and the surface of the journal should be lubricated vith the lubricant
used for wheel hubs.

In order to keep the ends of the bolts from catching on the
bearing adjusting nuts, the nuts of the bolts with which the attachmnt
is coupled must protrude in the direction of the half-axle flange
(ZIL-157K).

All of the lines and hoses of the system for regulating the pressure
of the air in the tires should be periodically carefully blown out prior
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to changing the lubricant in the hub and jeurnal. For this, it .is
necessary to free the upper end of the line leading from the hub to
the stopcock, having preliminarily closed the stopcock plug; remove
the condensate from the air tanks; start the engine and bring the
pressure of the air in the pneumatic brake lines up to maximum,
sequentially opening the valve unit valves on the ZIL-157K, and
blow out each branch of the lines. On the ZIL-131, when blowing out
each branch, the tire valve of each whecl should be opened in sequence
with the hose disconnected and a slide valve inserted in the tube valve.

At the daily inspectIon following the end of vehicle work, it is
necessary to drain Che condensate from the pneumatic system's air tanks.

The operation of the pressure control valve line should be checked
periodically and, if necessary, adjusted according to the method pre-
sented below.

Disassembly and Assembly

ZIL-130

To remove the front wheels it is necessary to loosen the lug nuts,
raise the vehicle, fully undo the nuts, and remove the wheels.

When removing the double rear wheels, first undo the nuts which
secure the outer wheel and remove the outer wheel. Then undo the cap
nut which secures the inner wheel and remove the inner wheel.

To unscrew and screw down the nuts use a model 2460X nut wrench
manufactured by the GARO (Th'oyt po pyvizvod.stv gqarazhnogo obor"div.niya
Garage Equipment Manufacturing Trust)(Figure 15-16).

Figure 15-46: The &odzl 2460(M nut wrench
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Figure 15-17: A tire casing washing machine

SFigure 15-18: A remov e-'e safety device
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Figure 15-19: Press ing , out the mxterna c h ine of the

S•~ro n.t whee l bearin gJ of a ZIL- 130
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Figure 15-20: An extractor for demounting the external
rings of the external and internal bearings

of the front and rear wheel hubs of a ZIL-130

I -- clamps; 2 -- housing; 3 -- disk

For tire changing operations the vehiclesi•re equipped with
tire irons. One tire iron has a flat end and the other - which
simultaneously serves as the Jack lever - has an end with a curved
claw. When dismantling the wheel the air should be let completely
out of the tube and, using the indicated instrument, the lock and
side rings, and the tire casing should be removed. Remove the rim
band and the tube from the tire casing.

Assembly of the wheels is accomplished in the reverse sequence.
Before assembling the wheels it is necessary to check the suitability
of the wheel rim and of the side and lock rings. Bent rims and rings
must be straightened. cleaned of rust, and painted.

Prior to repair and assembly, the tire casings must be cleaned
of mud and dirt, and washed in warm water at a tenperature of 45-50C.
It is recocmzended thtat the tire casingd be washed in a machine (F1ipure
15-17).

The assembly of the wheels must be done in the following manner:
lightly dust the interior portion of the tire casing and the tube with
talc= powder; insert the tube into the tire casing and install the rim
band; mount the tire casing on the rim, and mount the side ring and
insert the lock ring. Ascertain that the tire casing has gone behind
the lock ring all around the circumference, and then add air to the tube

*. up to the noizal pressure.

When inflating tires with air, it is neceasary to shield the wheel

I ~i 5
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with protective devices (Figure 15-18).

Removal and disassembly of the front wheel hub. Undo the hub
cover attachment bolts and remove the cover along with the gaskeci
Bend the stop washer aside and with a wrench unscrew the journal
lock nut. Remove the stop washer and lock ring. With a wrench
unscrew the hub bearing attachment nut and remove the hub together
with the brake drum as a unIt with an extractor (see Figure 13-6,
Chapter 13). When removing the brake drum, the internal oil seal of
the hub should be kept from being damaged. It should be kept in mind
that the brake drums are processed together with the hubs as a unit

and that they should be disassembled only in the case of extreme
necessity. When removing the hub, simultaneously press out the
internal bearing which will then be removed from the hub.

If the threading of the lug nuts is damaged, remove the lug nuts
with an offset box wrench and press out the bad lugs, and press in new
lugs in their place.

The internal rings of the front wheel bearings are pressed out

of the hub with a 20P-7974 extractor (Figure 15-19).

The extractor is composed of three clamps: the 20K-10B-I clamp

for pressing out the internal ring of the external and internal
rear wheel hub bearing of two-axle Vehicles (Figure 15-20); the
20K-108-2 clamp for pressing out the external ring of the internal
front wheel hub bearing of a two-axle vehicle; the 20K-108-3 clanmp
for pressing out the external ring of the external front wheel hub
bearing of a two-axle vehicle.

Each time the internal ring of the internal bearing is removed,
it is recommended that the turn journal be checked to see that it has
no cracks.

Removal and disassembly of the rear wheel hubs. Remove the nuts
which secure the half-axle flange to the hub and remove the half-axle
by m•ans of the removable bolts. Unscrew the hub bearing attachment
locknut with a wrench, remove the lock washer and oil seal. Unscrew
the hub bearing attachment nut, attach the model 2478 extractor
to the drum lugs and remove the hub together with the Uroke drum
as a unit (Figure 15'21), tapping lightly with a ha~er around the
drum. The external wheel hub bearing is removed simultaneously here.
Remove the internal wheel hub bearing and the r*.ng with the oil seal.

When disassembling the rear wheel hubs it is neceseary to removc k

the oil deflector with the seal. The brake drun is manufactured
along with the hub as a unit; they should be disassembled only in
the case of extreme necessity (when c inging lugs). If the bearings 7:
are wort., press the extern.al bearin• uut of the hub with a 20 -7974
extractor.
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Assembly and installation of the front wheel hub (Figure 15122).
Press the internal bearing ont6 the turn journal with the help of a
mandril aid hammer (the fit to be from a clearance of 0.032 mm to a
tightness of 0.003 mm). The mandril must rest against the internal
ring of the bearing. The bearing must be lubricated with lubricant
grease. In the eventIthe hub bearings- are worn, they are replaced.

Figure 15-21: Removing the rear wheel hub of a LIL-130

I- supporting bracket; 2 -- working screw;
3 -- handle; 4 adapter; 5 -- wheel hub

FIN

II

Figure 15-22: ZRL-i30 fro eat wheel hub

I -- external btaring rings; 2 -- lug; 3 7- hub;
4 and 6 nut; 5 -- bolt; 7 -- brake drum;

1L60
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The bearing rings are pressed into the hub with an internal
and external bearing tightness of 0.009-0.059 mm. Place the thrust
ring into the wheel hub and press in the oil seal. Place the
lubricant in the wheel hub, install the wheel together with the
brake drum 7 as a unit on the turn journal. Install the •internal
ring of the external bearing with the help of a mandril and hammer.
Here the mandril must rest against the end of the internal bearing ring.
The fit of the bearing is from a clearance of 0.027 mm to a tightness
of 0.002 mm.

"Place some lubricant grease in the bearing, screw on the hub
bearing attachment nut and tighten it manually with a wrench until
the hub begins to drag against the bearing. Following this, turn
the wheel several times in both directions so that the bearing rollers
will be correctly set. The brake drum need not bind against the lining
the the brake shoes. Back off the bearing attachment nut by approxi-
mately 1/5 turn" until the closest opening lines up with the lock ring
pin. Here the hub must turn 'freely and have no noticeable axial
movemert. Install the lock ring and stop washer on the turn journal,

* screw down the lock nut and tighten it with a wrench 500 mm long
until it will turn no more and bend the lock washer onto the edge
of the nut. Mount the hub cover together with the gasket and secure
the cover on the hub with the bolts, having placed spring washers

* p under the heads of the bolts.

Since October 1965 the external bearing 7608U has been replaced

Sby the bearing 7608K on the ZIL-130 and its modifications. The changed
bearing hasl a greater thickness of the small collar of the internal
ring with a corresponding reduction in the length of the roller. The
external bearing ring has a barrel shape approximately several microns
thick on the working surface.

The 7608K bearings must be used in all cases when the ZIL-130
external front axle hub bearings are changed. A # 130-001060-B
washer-nut, which has an increased external diameter, and by which
the external'hub bearing *is secured, must be used.

Assembly and installation of the rear wheels. Press the external
ring 1 (Figure 15-23) of the external, and internal wheel hub bearings
into the hub (tightness is 0.010-0.068 mm). Press on the oil seal ring
(tightness is 0.025-0.005 mm). Press on the internal ring of the internal
beariing with the rollers until i.t stops. The seating of the rings is
accomplished with a clearance of 0.015-0.060 mm. During the pressing
the mandril must rest against the end of the internal ring of the
bearing. Lubricate the bearing with lubricant grease, mount the hub
along with the brake drum on the rear axle half-axle tube. Preserve

- the ail seal during the instalfation.

Pressi on the internal ring of the external bearing together with
the tollers as a unit until they stop (clearance 0.015-0.060 mm).
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Figure 15-23: ZIL-130 rear wheel hub

1 -- external bearing ring; 2-- lug;
3 -- hub; 4 -- brake drum; 5 -- seal;
6 -- oil deflector; 7 -- nut;
(a) -- nominal dimension; (b) -- expanded
dimension

* During the pressing the mandril must rest against the end of the
internal bearing ring. Usig 4,.renrch. t*Jte.n the bearing adjusting

*: nut into the bearing until it stops.

To obtain the necessary adjustment of the conical roller bearings
of the hub, tighten the nut with a wrench, the leverage arm of which
is 500 mm long, until the nut will turn no more, turning the hub in
both directions here so that the rollers will be correctly positioned
around the conical surfaces of the rings. The nut is tightened so that
the hub is braked by the bearings and turns stiffly. Then the nut
is backed off by 1/5 turn.

Install the external oil seal, set the lock washer in place,
and turn down the lock nut and tighten it until it will turn no
more gith a wrench, the leverage arm of which is 500 mm long.

ZIL-157K and ZIL-131 Vehicles

Dismantling and assembling the wheels. Prior to removing the
wheels it is necessary to remove the protective covers and tire
valves together with the lines as a unit. Loosen the lug nuts.
Raise the driving axle and unscrew the nuts with the help of a
nut wrench and remove the wheel. It is recommended that the dis-
mantling of the wheel be done in the following sequence of operations:
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Figure 15-24: Dismatitling a ZIL-131 wheel

I- side ring; 2 -- seating ring; 3 -- tire iron with flat end;

4 -- rim with disk;, 5 -- tire Iron with claw end; 6 -- spacer ring;

I VII - sequence of wheel dismantling
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Let the air completely out of the tube. Loosen the four nuts
which are placed diametrically opposite one another. One after the
other, loosen and remove the remaining nuts in order. Finally, remove
the four nuts which were previously loosened.

Remove the side ring 1 (Figure 15-24) with the flat end of the
straight tire iron (see I). To remove the seating ring 2 it is necessary
to insert the tire iron with the claw end into the slot lccated next to
the break in the seating ring from the inside and press the claw end
down (see II). Repeat this application several times until the ends
of the seating ring, in which the slots are located, is free.

Insert the st~raight end of the straight tire iron between the end
of the rim and the free part of the seating ring and set this position.
Also place the bent end of the tire iron with the curved claw between
the rim face 'and the seating ring and press down on the tire iron (III).
Working in this manner, completely remove the seating ring 2.

To remove the wheel rim from the tire casing it is necessary to
turn the wheel, and to insert the straight tire iron all the way into
the rim between the rim flange and the side of the tire casing and press
down on the tire iron. Insert the tire iron with the curved claw into
the space which is formed between the tire casing and the rim. Press
down on both tire irons 3 and 5 when they are so engaged (see IV).
Repeat the preceding operation around entire circumference until the
side of the tire casing is completely separated from the conical flange
of the riir. If the wheel rim cannot be'- p{ ved by hand, it must be
extracted from the tire by the tire irons 3 and 5 (V).

To remove the spacer ring 6 it is necessary to stand the tire
vertically and push the valve stem into the tire cavity through the
valve guide opening in the spacer ring. Release the spa:-er ring lock
using the tire iron (VI). Then rotate the ring within the tire by
900 and completely remove the ring (VII). Remove the tube from the
tire casing cavity. The spacer ring with locked and unlocked lock is
shown in Figure 15-25.

A 20P-7977 device may be utilized to remove a ZIL-157K tire

from the wheel rim. In order to remove the tire, it is necessary
to let the air out of the tire, unscrew the external wheel rim attachment'I nuts, remove the rim from the rim disk bolts, and install the device
as is shown in Figure 15-26. Fasten the cleat 7 to the wheel disk with

two wheel nuts 8. Set up the two cross pieces 1 with the braces 5 and
the shoes 6 so that the braces rest against the tire casing and the
cross pieces are set in place by the guides 9.

The head of the screw, which has projections, should be inserted
in the base of the cleat 7, which has been turned up against the
wheel disk. Turn the screw 90*. This will cause the cleat 7 to engage
the screw 3.
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Figure 15-25: ZIL-131 wheel spacer ring

I -- spacer ring in the operating position;
2 -- rivet; 3 -- lock; 4 -- spacer ring in
the position for mounting in the tire;
5 -- valve stem guide bushing

4.

r -/

Figure 15-26: Removing the tire from the wheel rim of a
ZIL-157K with the help of a device

-- cross peices; 2 -- handles; 3 -- screw;
4-- hub; 5 -- braces; 6 -- shoes; 7 -- cleat;
8 -- wheel nuts; 9 -- cross piece guides
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When the hub 4 with the nut screwed up inside it is turned,
the screw 3 will rise along with the screwed-in cleat, drawing the
internal wheel rim out of the tire.

To remove the spacer ring from the tire it is necessary to
stand the tire vertically, open the lock, turn the ring 90* inside
the tire, and remove the ring from the tire (see positions VI, VII in
Figure 15-24). The ZIL-157K wheel spacer ring is similar in design to
the wheel spacer ring of the ZIL-131 (see Figure 15-25).

Removal and disassembly of the hub. It should be kept in mind
that the dimensions of the internal and external wheel hub bearing
rings of the ZIL-157K and ZIL-131 are identical; therefore the dis-
mantling of the hub, as well as that of its assembly, is accomplished
with the same devices. To remove the front wheel hub it is necessary
to unscrew the nuts which secure the slotted flange and remove the
flange by means of the two removable bolts, screwing them into the
threaded openings of the flange when the lock nut is loosened. Remove
the flange gaskets and remove the deflector from the ZIL-157K. (The
ZIL-131 has no deflector) from the circular hole of the journal
(at the middle and rear axles and half-axle is removed instead of
the slotted flange).

Unscrew the air supply connection from the attachment and remove
it from the seat of the hub cover of the ZIL-157K (on the ZIL-131 the
connection is screwed into the brake support disk).

Unscrew the screws which attach the hub cover of the ZIL-157K
and remove the cover from the hub, while tapping lightly with a
hammer. There is no hub cover on the ZIL-131. Remove the air supply
attachment from the journal on the ZIL-157K. On the ZIL-131 the air
supply attachment is located inside the journal (at the rear).

Unscrew the lock nut which secures the bearing with the help of
a special wrench and remove the lock washer. Unscrew the nut which
secures the bbaring with the help of a special wrench, fasten the
model 2478 extractor -.i the drum lugs and, tapping lightly with a hammer,
remove the hub together with the brake drum and the external bearing
as a unit. Remove the internal ring of the internal bearing together
with the rollers as a unit from the journal.

It is recommended that the 20P-7976 special extractor be used
when changing the worn external rings of the external bearings of the
wheel hub of a three-axle vehicle. A method of pressing out the
external ring of the external bearing of the hub of the front or
rear wheel of a three-axle vehicle is shown in Figure 15-27. A
20P-7975 extractor for pressing out the external rings of the internal
bearings of the hubs of the front and rear wheels is shown in Figure
15-28.
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Figure 15-27: Removal of the hub (A) and pressing out (B)
the external bearing ring

7MM

•. Figure 15-28: An extractor for the external rings of the

internal bearings of the hubs of the front
and rear wheels of three-axle vehicles

* 16
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Figure 15-29: The ZIL-157K wheel hub assembled

1 -- hub; 2 -- lug; 3 -- nut; 4 -- brake drum;
5 -- hole cover; 6 -- external bearing rings;
7 -bearing roller; 8 -- oil seal ring;
9 -oil seal

4 

4
$

Figure 15-30: The ZIL-131 wheel hub assembled

I -- hub; 2 -- screw; 3 -- lug; 4 -- nut;
5 "- brake drum; 6 -- external hub bearing rings
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Assenmly and Installation of the hubs. The seating of the internal
and external bearing rings in the wheel hub housing (Figure 15-29, 15-30)
of the ZIL-157K and the ZIL-131 is accomplished with a tightness of
0.010-0.068 mm.

When installing the hub on the journal it is necessary to place
lubricant grease in the cavity of the hub and in the bearings, and
to install the internal ring of the internal bearing together with
the rollers as a unit on the journal (the fit of the ring is with a
clearance of 0.015-0.060 imm). Install the hub together with the brake
drum as a unit on'the journal, place the internal ring of rte external
bearing together with the rollers as a unit on the journal, place lubri-
cant in this bearing and move it onto its own journal seating collar,
and install the external ring of the hub bearing with the help of a
mandril which presses against the end of the ring (the fit of the inter-
nal ring on the journal is with a clearance of 0.015-0.060 mm).

Screw the bearing nut down onto the journal and tighten it until
the wheel hub begins to drag, turning the hub here by hand so that the
bearing rollers will be correctly positioned on the bearing rings.
Back off the bearing nut by approximately 1/5 turn until the stop
pin of the nut is aligned with the closest groove in the lock washer.
Then install the lock washer on the journal so that the key enters the
groove on the journal and the stop pin of the nut enters the groove of
the lock washer.

Place the bearing lock nut on the journal and tighten the lock nut
until it will turn no more. Here the length of the handle of the wrench
must be approximately 450 mam.

Turn the brake drum together with the hub as a unit by hand in
both directions. The hub must turn freely on the bearings without
axial movement.

While assembling the hub unit, and also the journ;;l unit, it
should be kept in mind that air is supplied to the tire on the ZIL-157K
through the circular opening in the journal bushing and through the
air supply attachment (which is installed from within at thi end of
the journal). The air then goes to the tire valve. On the ZIL-131
the air is supplied to the tire through the air supply attachment, which
is installed inside the journal, and through the half-axle channel to
the tire valve.

Before installing the air supply attach-ncm, on the ZIL-157K, it
is necessary to wipe the journal collars and the Mir supply attach.ent
with a clean rag and it is necessary to lubricate with lubricant grease
the Journal collars, the working surfaces of the rubber seals, and the
surfaces of the air supply attachment cover opening. 1here =us% be no
lubricant in the internal chamber of the attachment here.
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On the ZIL-157K the air supply attachment is to be installed on
the journal collar so that the heads of the screws face the lock nut
which secures the bearings. Fill the space between the head and the
lock nut with lubricant. Place the sealing ring in the circular hub
:groove. Install the cover on the wheel hub so that the openings in the
S cover coincide with the wheel lugs, with the openings in the hub for
securing the cover to the hub, and with the openings in the air supply
attachment. Screw the screws which attach the cover to the hub into
the aligned openings and tighten them until they will turn no more.
Insert the sealing ring into the groove of the connecting pipe, install
the connecting pipe together with the sealing ring as a unit in the
hub cover opening and screw it into the threaded air supply attachment
housing opening until it will turn no more. After installing the
attachment, it is necessary to cover the protruding end of the journal
with a thick layer of lubricant grease.

When installing the half-axle on the ZIL-131, blow out the air
supply channel with compressed air and wipe the half-%-t'! collar,
which touches the rubber seal of the air supply attachment, with a
clean rag.

On the ZiL-131 the air supply coupling is screweA into the channel
prior to the installation of .he hub and the brake drum on the journal.
Place the gasket on the hub cover (for the ZIL-157K) or on the end of
the hub (for the ZIL-131). Install the slotted flange of the half-axle
of the front axle (for the middle and rear axles insert the half-axle)
on the splines of the external half-axle of the joint and on the hub
cover pins (for the ZIL-157K) or on the hub pins (for the ZIL-131).

Place spring washers on the pins, screw the nuts onto the pins
and tighten the nuts (the toment is 3.5-5.0 Xg-m).

Screw the removable bolts into the •hreaded openings of the half-
axle flange and secure the bolts with loci auts.

The asse4tbly of the ZIL-131 wheel and tire is accomplished in the
following order: open the rpgcer ring lock (see Figure 15-25) with the
help of a bar or manually; here Ehe hands should be kept away from the
lock a distance of 150-200 am.

Insert the spacer ring into the tire, guiding it into the tire
at its sa llest dia-eter.

Guide the valve stem ot zae inner tube into Vhe opening of its
A guide in the spacer ring an'-i close the lock with a tire iron. The

"tube must be placed so that the valet ste is to tha side of the side
ring. The spacer ring should also be infsalled so that it is shifted
under the valve stea.

Place the tire on its vide so tV,4t the valve stez points dor;
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de-center the spacer ring relative to the sides of the tire with light
taps from a hammer handle.

Without changing the position of the tire, insert the rim into the
tire so that the valve guide on the spacer ring lines up with the valve
slot in the rim.

Turn the tire with the rim so that the bolts are up and insert the
seating ring between the rim and the side of the tire so that the
demounting slots which are located in the seating ring turn out to
be in the space Iketween the bolts on the rim.

Install the side ring so that it is possible to turn down the
nuts and tighten them until the side ring touches the disk.

Compress the sides of the tire with the with the nuts on the
bolts with the help of the side ring. The side ring attachment bolts
should be tightened evenly, tightening opposite nuts in order. It
should be kept in mind that the nuts and the side ring attachment
bolts have right-hand threading on all wheels.

figure 15-31- Installation of a tire on the rim of a Ahel t•f
tnree-axie vehicle with a device (see Fig. 15-26
for key)
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Having arsembled the wheel, it is necesary tc preliminafily
inflate the tire with air to a pressure of 3 Kg/cm ; The tire must
be turned so that the bolts are down here. The tire should be fully
inflated on the vehicle.

In the case where the tire casing fits tighitly on the wheel rim,
a device should be used and the tire casing should be installed as is
shown in Figure 15-31, following which the nut, which is fastened inside
the hub 4, should be tightened, simultaneously mounting the tire on the
wheel rim. Having mounted the tire on the internal wheel rim, it is
necessary to remove the device, mount the external rim on the bolts
and secure the rim with the nuts. Partially inflate the tire with air.
The tire should be fully inflated with air on the vehicle.

Figure 15-32: The ZiL-131 air pressure control valve with
limiter valve

-- thrust washer- 2 -- limiter valve sprirc.
3 -- guide sleeve; 4 -- valve cu,,er; 5 -- d,,a )hragm;
6 -- housing; 7 -- oil seal; 8 -- spacer bu.,his,-;
9 -- thrust washer; 10 slide valve guidu nut
1I -- slide valve; 12 lock nut; 13 -- ad'usting
bolt

Figure i5-33: Tht ZIL-157K air pressure contrul valve

I -- housInq; 2 -- oil seal spacer rings;
3 and 6 -- spacer bushtIs; 4 and Ii -- oil seals;

-- :hrust ring; 7 -- slid- valve guide;
B -- slide valve; 9 -" lock ring



Installation of the wheel on the vehicle. Raise the axle on a
Jack from the side of the wheel which is being mounted. Install the
wheel on the hub lugs, turn down the nuts onto the lugs, lower the axle
and tighten the nuts with a tire wrench or a nut wrench until they will
turn no wore.

Install and connect the tire valves an" '-c: them. Install

and secure the protective valve covers on th,. 'T7-131.

Start the engine and inflate the tires to the necessary pressure
I with air.

Dismantling the pressure control valve (Figure 15-32, 15-33).
The method of dismantling the valves is identica!. For the ZIL-131
valve, the operation of disconnecting the limiter valve, which is
attached to the valve by bolts, is a supplementary operation.

To dismantle the valve, the stop screw which attaches the
guide nut 10 of the slide valve 11 (see Figure 15-32) should be
unscrewed with a screwdriver. Unscrew the slide valve guide with
a wrench and remove the slide valve from the housing. Remove the two
spacer bushings and the two oil seals with spacer rings from the chamber
of the housing.

As•semble the valve after checking and replacing the oil seal parts.

The hermetic state of the oil seals is checked in the assembled
valve. It is recommended that the auxiliary valve working plan shown
in Figure 15-34 be used when checking tYe hermetic state.

For checking purposes the slide valve is placed in the neutral
position. Compressed air at a pressure of no, less than 7 Kg/cm2

is supplied to the opening 2. The valve is then lowered into water.
No air leak is permitted through the input opening 7 and the output
opening 6 here. In the event that there iA an air leak, which appeg-rs
as air bubbles, the oil seals I and 3 should be compressed, having
turted the slide valve guide 4. Here the slide valve must move freely.

Dismntling and assembling the air pressure drop limiter valve.
ror dismantling, it is necessary to undo the bolts which secure thv
cover S (Figure 15-35) to the hovsing i-, discosnect and rmove thle
cover S, re=,-ve the guidg sleeve e with, the diaphrstm ý and with the
valve 12 from the cover cha:*er- aue then removc the spring 4 and the
thruse vasher 3,

To disr-antle the £iaph'ag-by-pass valve ae-;lIvy. it is rocessary
the claxp the -dtap-hra&m agssembly in a vise, unrscrov thc nut -..- ;i Ch
secures the asisembly. attd disconnect the bv-pais vaive 11 frm the
diaphrak= 4 and the guide sleeve ,. It is t ncessarv to dir-axs.e-6le
the aspem iy Vhen Changing the seal 1"3. in this case It is necessary
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to remove the seal from the oy-.ass valve seat and install another
seal.

When disassembling the ZIL-131 limiter valve, it is necessary to
loosen The bolts which attach the aover 4 (see Figure 15-32) to the
valve housing 6 and disconnea:t the valve. Here the diaphragm 5 with
the by-pass valve is easily taken off and the guide sleeve 3, the
spring 2, and the thruse washer 1 are removed from the chamber of the
cover 4,

M$0 09mr a)
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Figure 15-34: Air pressure control valve operational scheme

A -- n~utral valve position; B -- valve position
when inflating the tires; C -- valve position when.
releasing *fir into the atmosphere;

(a) =- for the neutral position; (b) -- input;
(c) -- output; I and e -- oil seals; 2 - opening
for supplying air to the tires; 4 -- slide valve
gui&e; 5 -- slide valve; 6 -- opening for reieasing
air into the atmosphere; 7 -- input opening, which
supplies compressed air from the vehicle tanks
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Figure 1.5-35: The ZIL-157K tire air pressure drop limiter valve

-- adju-,t~ng bolt; 2 -- lock nut; 3 -- thrust
washer; 4 spring; 5 ~-cover; 6 -- sleeve;
7 -- nut; 8 ~diaphragm; 9 -- holder;
10 -- housing; 11 -- bracket; 12 -- by-ppss
valve; 13 -3 sea]l; 14 - elbowN; 15 -- chamber
over the valve; 16 -- chamber over the diaphragm;
17 -- connection; 18 ri pening

Figure 15-36: :Scheme for 'adjusting the limiter valve

1 -- air supply from the air tank; 2 and 6-
valves; 3 and 5 -- reservoirs; 4 -- limiter valve;
7 -- calibrated opening; 8--output of air into
the atmosphere
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Figure 15-37: Tire valve unit

I-- housing; 2 and 6 -- plugs; 3 -- elbows;
4 -- bushings; 5 -- valve; 7 -- gasket;
8-- rod; 9 -- handle; 10 -- lateral valve;
11 -- valve connecting with the pressure control
valve; 12 -- oil seal; 13 and 15 -- coupling nuts;
14 -- rod guide; 16, 17 and 18 -- air line to the
tires of the rear, middle, and front wheels of the
left side; 19, 20 and 21 -- air line to the tires
of the front, middle, and rear wheels of the right
side

When assembling the ZIL-157K limiter valve, it is necessary to
assemble the unit containing the diaphragm 8 (see Figure 15-35) and
the by-pass valve 12 and install the unit on the housing 10. Install
the spring 4 in the guide sleeve 6 and install the thrust washer 3 on
the spring. Cover the diaphragm unit with the cover 5 and secure the
cover to the housing with the bolts, having place spring washers under
the heads of the bolts.

The assembled limiter valve is checked and its air pressure is
adjusted by means of the adjusting bolt 1 or bolt 13 (see Figure 15-32).
When the bolt is tightened, the operating pressure of the valve is
increased; when the bolt is loosened, the operating pressure is
decreased.

To adjust the limiter valve it is necessary to connect the
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reservoirs 3 and 5 (Figure 15-36), which have a capacity of I liter
each, and which are equipped with manometers, to the elbow 14 (see
Figure 15-35) and to the connectionx17. Having opened the valve 2, 2
supply compressed air to the reservoir 3 under a prLssure of 9 Kg/cm
Here the valve 6 must be closed. An air leak through the limiter valve
connection is not permitted.

Close the valve 2, and open valve 6. At the same time, connect
the reservoir 5 with the atmosphere through the calibrated opening 7,
which has a diameter of 1.5 mm. Adjust by means of the adjusting bolt
the pressure of the limiter valve spring so that the pressure drop
in the tank 5 reaches zero, and in the tank 3 there remains a pressure
equal to 4.5 Kg/cm2 for the ZIL-157K limiter valve and 5.3-5.6 Kg/cm2

* for the ZIL-131. Having adjusted the pressure, secure the adjusting
bolt with a lock nut.

The tire valve unit (Figure 15-37) which is installed on the
ZIL-157K (on recently manufactured vehicles the tire valve unit
is not installed) should be disassembled orly if there is leakage
of air through the valve. In this case the coupling nut 15 should
be unscrewed and the guide Y4 should be removed from the seat along
with the rod 8 and the valve 5. Having replaced the worn parts, it is
necessary to set the unit in place and secure it with a coupling nut.

The assembled tire valve unit has its hermetic state checked
with compressed air at a pressure of 7 Kg/cm2 . When checking the
hermetic state, the air is supplied to the opening 11 from the pressure
control valve. The check is made in two positions: the first position
-- the unit valves are open, but the openings which supply air to the
tires are closed; the second position -- the unit valves are closed,
but the openings which supply air to the tires are open. No air
leak is permitted in either circumstance. The valves should be
easily closed by hand, without the use of a tool.

The air supply attachment (Figure 15738) is disassembled only
when the rubber seals are worn. For this, the screws 5 should be
unscrewed, the covers 4 removed, anO the rubber seals 1 removed.
The use of crudely manufactured (non-plant) seals does not give the
(required] effect. Having replaced the seals, the seals should be
covered with the covers, and the covers secured by the screws.

[text continued following page]
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The tire valve is disassembled only when there is an air leak
through its connections (Figure 15-39). In this event, the coupling
nuts 2 are unscrewed and the sealing rings 6 and 13, the oil seal 5,
and the plug are checked.

Adjustment of the air pressure control valve drive (Figure 15-40)
is necessary after it is repaired. The methods of adjusting the valve
drives of the ZIL-157K and the ZIL-131 are identical.

When the pressure control valve drive is being adjusted the normal
travel of the slide valve which connects via a ball with the lever of
the handle 6 is established, as is the normal position of the handle
which is set in the slots of the bracket 5 which is mounted in the cabin.

If the wheel tire valves on the vehicle are open, when the
handle 6 is moved to the extreme right inflate position the slide
of the valve moves forward as the vehicle travels, connects the
air supply channel to the tires, and air, at a pressure of greater
than 4.5 Kg/cm2 for the ZIL-157K and greater than 5.3 Kg/cmL for the
ZIL-131, will go from the pressure drop limiter-valve through the
valve to the tires. Here the end of the slide valve (the connecting
opening of the pin) will move forward 12 mm from the neutral position
(input travel).

When the pressure control valve handle is moved to the extreme
left deflate position, the slide of the valve will move back (see
Figure 15-34C) and connect the channel with the atmosphere. Air
from the tires will come out into the atmosphere (under the hood).
Here the end of the slide valve at the pin will move back 12 mm
from the neutral position (output travel).

When the pressure control valve is moved to the neutral position
(see Figure 15-34A), the slide valve will be in a position preventing
air from the pneumatic brake system from getting into the air pressure
regulating system. Here the end of the slide valve will be positioned
a distance of 52 mm from the axis of the output opening of the valve.

If the pressure control valve slide valve travel does not correspond
to the given magnitudes, it is necessary to adjust the valve drive by
turning the arm 3 (see Figure 15-40) or the fork of the arm when the
lock nut 7 is loosened. The adjustment and checking of the action of
the valve must be done for all three positions of the harndle 6, which
must be set in the slots of the bracket 5. The positions of the handle
must correspond to the travel of the slide valve during inflation,
exhaust, and in the neutral position.
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Figure 15-38: Air supply attachment

A -- ZIL-l31; B - Z(L-15'/K; I -- rubber seal;
2 -- housing; 3 -- seal spring; 4~- cover;
5--screw

B

Figure 15-39: Tire valve

A -- ZIL-157K; B -- ZIL-131, I - housing;
2 and 11 -- coupling nuts; 3, 9 and 10 -- washers;
4 -- plug; 5 -- oil seal; 6 and 13 -- sealing
rings; 7 -- connecting tube; 8 -- connecting nut;
12 -- chamber Valve; 14 -- ball
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Figure 15-40: Pressure control valve drive

A -- ZIL-131; B -- ZIL-157K;
I and 5 -- brackets; 2 -- arm pins; 3 -- arms;
41 -- nut; 6 -- valve control handle; 7 and 10 --

lock nuts; 8 -- valve; 9 -- limiter-valve;
11 -- adjusting bolt; (a) -- from air tanks;
(b) -- to tires; (c) -- air output; (d) -- to
manometer; (e) -- input travel 12 mm; (f) -- output
travel 12 mm; (g) -- 52 mm for the neutral position
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Table 15-4: Dimensions of Wheel Hub Parts, ZIL-130, mm

Dimension Nominal Permissible without
repair

I. FRONT WHEEL HUBS: Cast Iron KCh 35-10 (GOST 1215-59); hardness
HB 163

Diameter of the openings
for the external .ring
of the internal bearing 119.941-119.976 119.99

Diameter of the opening
for the external ring of
the external bearing 89.941-89.976 89.99

II. REAR WHEEL HUBS: Cast Iron KCh 35-10 (GOST 1215-59); hardness
HB 163

Diameter of the openings
,ror therexternal ring
of the internal bearing 149.932-149.972 149.99

Diameter of the opening for
the external ring of the

internal bearing 134.932-134.972 134.99

Diameter of the opening
in the hub at the wheel
lugs 20.000-20.045

Diameter of the threading
of the half-axle securing
pins M16, claas 2

I11. WHEEL LUGS: Steel 35 (GOST 1050-60); hardness HB 207-241

Lug threading diameter M2OXI.5, class 2

Note: to indicate left-hand threading a circular cut is made
around the edqe angles on the nuts and on the end of the
lugs
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Table 15-5: Dimensions of Wheel Hub Parts, ZIL-157K and ZIL-131, mm

Dimension Nominal Permissible without
repair

I. WHEEL HUBS: Cast Iron KCh 35-10 (GOST 1215-59); hardness
H8 163

Diameter of the opening
for the external ring
of the internal bearing 139.932-139.972 139.99

Diameter of the opening
for the external ring of
th6 internal bearing 129.932-129.972 129.99

Diameter of the wheel
lug openings 20.000-20.045

Diameter of the half-axle
securing pins (for the
middle and rear axle
hubs) 112XI.75, G1

.II WHEEL LUGS: Steel 35 (GOST 1050-60); hardness HiB 187-247

Threading diameter M2OXl.5
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CHAPTER 16. BRAKES

Structure

ZIL motor vehicles (Figure 16-1, 16-2) are equipped with two independ-

ently operating brake systems: a pneumatic foot brake acting on all wheels
of the vehicle and a mechanical hand brake acting on the transmission.

The parts of the brakes for two and three axle vehicles are standardized
and partially interchangeable.

Basic data on the brakes are presented in Table 16-1. The stopping dis-
tance of the vehicles has been determined on a dry, horizontal road with
asphalt-concrete paving with a load at.'a spe-)d of 30 km/hr to a full stop, m:

ZIL-130, ZIL-130G and dump truck on ZIL-130D1 chassis 10.5
ZIL-130-66, ZIL-130G-66 and ZIL-130Dl-66 11
ZIL-130VI tractor with semitrailer 12

"ZIL-157K, ZIL-1S7KG and ZIL-157KE 12
4 ZIL-131 and ZIL-131A 12

ZIL-131V saddle tractor 13

Table 16.1

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF BRAKES

Brief
Units Vehicles Characteristics

Wheel brakes All vehicles Drum type, acting on all
wheels, pneumatic drive

Number of brake drums in All vehicles 2
front brakes
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Table 16.1 Continued

Brief
Units Vehicles Characteristics

Number of brake drums of Two axle vehicles 2
rear brakes Three axle vehicles 4

Hand brakes All vehicles Drum type, with Internal
drums, central, acting on
transmission, mechanical
dmdrive

Compressor ZIL-157K ZIL-164 (up to July 1964)
ZIL-130 (since July 1964)

ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 ZIL-130

Brake valves:
single ZIL-131 Designed For operation

without trailer
combined ZIL-157K, ZIL-130, Acts on brakes of tractor

ZIL-131 and its and trailer
modifications

Brake cylinders All vehicles Diaphragm type

Outer diameter of cylinde.-rs,
MMn:

front All vehicles 180
rear Two axle vehicles 206

Three axle vehicles 180

Air cylinders All vehicles Interchangeable, 20 1 volume

Number of cylinders Two axle vehicles 2 (total volume 40 1)

Three axle vehicles 3 (total volume 60 1)

All vehicles except
ZIL-130D1

Pneumatic line to control
trailer brakes
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Figure 16-1. Diagram of Brakes of ZIL-130:

1, 9, 24 and 29, brake drums; 2, brake shoes; 3 and 23, tension springs;
4 and 25, spreader cams; 5, adjustment levers; 6, shaft; 7, 11, 26 and
30, brake cylinders; 8, compressor; 10, worm; 12, air cylinders; 13,
brake pedal; 14, line tapping air" to windshield washer; 15, pressure
regulator; 16, manometer; 17, return spring; 18, release valves; 19,
hand brake spreader cam; 20, hand brake lever; 21, rmotor vehicle brake
valve cross section; 22, cross section of trailer brake valve; 27, con-
necting head; 28, disconnecting valve; 31, air tap valve; 32, safety
va Ive
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Figure 16-2. Diagran- of Brakes of ZIL-131:

1, brake druri; 2, brake shoe lining; 3, brake shoes; 4, shoe retracting
springs; 5, spreader cam; 6, brake cylinder; 7, compressor crank; 8,
compressor; 9, piston; 10, compressor head; I1I, adjustin~g lever worm;
12, adjusting lever; 13, brake cylinder shaft; 14, exhaust valve; 15,
exhaust valve; 16, pressure regulator; 17, unloading device; 18, brake
pedal; 19, brake valve; 20, cross section of vehicle brake valve; 21,
line to air-powered audible signal; 22, cross section of trailer brake
valve; 23, hand brake mechanism; 24. hand brake lever; 25, lin-e to wind-
shield washer; 216, manom-ter; 27, air cylinders; 28, safety valve;. 29,
safety valve; 30, separating valve; 31, connecting head
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The wheel brakes of all ZIL motor vehicles consist of a pair of brake
shoes mounted inside a brake drum, rotating together with the hub of each
wheel. The brake shoes are mounted on their axes, which are fastened to
the brake discs, or to a support on the rear wheels of the ZIL-130.

Friction liners are attached to the outer surfaces of the shoes. The
shoes are pullbd together by springs, and spread apart by spreader cams. The
spreader cams are rotated by an adjusting lever, on which the shaft of the
brake cylinder acts...-

Since 1967, power rear brakes with broader drums (140 mm in place of 100

mm) have been installed on the ZIL-130, significantly increasing the effective-
ness of the wheels brakes. Therefore, the details of the rear brake differ from

the details of the front brake of the ZIL-130 and the brakes (front and rear)

of the other ZIL vehicles (Figure 16-3, 16-4. 16-5 and 16-6).

4. •.,. , :, -- --

Figure 16.-3. Brake Mechanism of Front Wheels of
ZIL-130: I, front axle; 2, transverse steering link;
3, bolt; 4, tip; 5, Journal bearing; 6, nut; 7, brake
drum axis; 8, brake drum; 9 and 10, hub bearings; 11,
locking ring; 12, lock washer; 13,-counter nut; 14,
washer nut; 15 and 25, caps; 16, hub; 17, rotating pin;
18, spreader cam; 19, adjusting shim; 20, king pin; 21,
adjusting lever; 22, worm axis; 23, worm; 24, gear, 26,
pin; 27, brake shoe; 28, fork pin; 29, counter nut; 30,
shaft; 31, brake cylinder; 32, brake shoe retracting spring
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A drum type hand brake is installed on the ZIL-157K, ZIL-130 and ZIL-131
motor vehicles. On two axle vehicles, the brake drum is mounted on a flange
of the driven shaft of the transmission (Figure 16-7) while on three axlevehicles it is mounted on a flange on the driven shaft of the transfer box.The nonrotating portion of the brake on two axle vehicles is fastened on thebearing cover of the driven shaft of the transmission, on the ZIL-157K -- on
the bearing cover of the driven shaft of the transfer box, and on three axleZIL-131 vehicles -- On the side cover of the transfer box. The hand brake
drive is made in a single unit with the combined brake valve.

A-A

27 26
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Figure 16-4. Brake Mechanism.of Rear Wheel of ZIL-130
Motor Vehicle: 1, brake drum; 2, brake shoe; 3, shield;
4 and 20, nuts; 5, shoe axes; 6, support; 7 and 28, spreader
cam brackets; 8, spreader cam; 9, roller; 10 and 14, glands;
11 and 13, bearings; 12, cap nut; 15, adjusting nut; 16,
locking ring; 17, counter nut; 18, half axle; 19, ha!f axle
cover; 21, hub; 22, internal nut; 23, retracting spring; 24,
roller support; 25, .roller shaft; 26, brake cylinder; 27,
shaft; 29, adjusting lever
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Figure 16-5. Brake Mechanism of M;ddle Axle Wheels of ZL-131:
1, brake drum; 2, brake shoe; 3, brake disc; 4, 29 and 30, nuts;
5, shoe axis; 6 and 8, glands; 7, air feed head; 9, axle case;
10, shoe retracting spring; *1, spreader cam; 12, control lever
worm; 13, control lever; 14, shaft; 15, brake cylinder; 16, air
supply fitting; 17, spreader cam bracke*; 18, air line; 19, lock
washer; 20, bearing adjusting nut; 21, Countur nut; 22, tire valve;
23, protecting cover- 2A, pin; 25, half axle; 26 and 28, bearings;
27, wheel hub; 31, cotter pin

Figure 16-6. ZIL-130
Brake Valve Drive System:
I, tension member of
brake pedal; 2, boot;
3, lever; 4 and 5, adjust-

ing screw; 6, manual
valve drive tension
member for trailer; 7 and
11, counter nuts; 8 and
12, forks; 9 and 13, pins;/oil 10, hand brake drive lever;

-. 14, Intermediate lever;
15, pedal arm" 16, brake

-- pedal; 17, cabin floor;
18, return spring
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Figure 16-7. Drum Type Hand Brake: a, ZIL-130
motor vehicle; b, ZIL-131 motor vehicle; 1,
transmission; 2, lining; 3, drum; 4, bracket;
5, gland; 6 and 12, springs; 7, axle; 8 and 24,
nuts; 9, flange; 10, bolt; 11, washer; 13, drum;
14, spreader cam; 15, brake disc; 16, adjusting
lever; 17 and 23, arms; 18 and 22, counter nuts;
19 and 22, forks; 20 and 32, drive lug; 25, geared
section; 26, detent; 27, detent arm; 28, lever;
29, handle; 30, shaft; 31, angle lever; 33, trans-
fer box
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Figure 16-8. Compressor: A, channel connecting relief
device to the atmosphere; I, bracket cover; 2, adjusting
clutch; 3 and 48, covers; 4, stop screw; 5, gland; 6 and
49, bearings; 7, case; 8, pulley; 9, cylinder block; 10,
crankshaft; 11, oil wiper ring; 12, cap; 13, wrist pin; 14,

compression ring; 15, bushing; 16, piston; 17, 27, 32 and 39,
valve seats; 18, intake valve; 19, exhaust valve spring; 20
and 51, nuts; 21, cylinder head; 22, valve seat plug; 23,
intake channel; 24, valve limiter; 25, Intake valve spring;
26, intake valve; 28, shaft; 29, beam spring; 30, relief device
and air feed chamber; 31, channel; 33, regulating cap; 34, ball
spring; 35, regulator cover; 36, ball s.haft; 37, regulator
exhaust valve; 38, regulator Intake valve; 40, filter; 41, beam;
42, relief plungers; 43, nipple for air input tube from cylinder;
44, pressure regulator; 45, nipple; 46, seal; 47, seal spring;
50, crankshaft cover; 52, crankshaft bushing; 53, crankshaft; 54,
oil delivery tube
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Table 16-2

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPRESSOR

Parameters Brief Characteristics

Type Indirect, piston, with relief device in
cylinder block

Number of cylinders 2

Cylinder diameter, mm 60

Piston stroke, mm 38

Pistons Cast iron*

Piston rings 3 (2 compression and I oil)

Wrist pins Floating type, plugged with caps

Connecting rods Steel with thin-wall bushings

Crankshaft Steel, necks heat treated; crank radius
18.9-19.1 mm

Shaft neck diameters, mm:
main 35.003-35.020
cons rod 28.479-28.500

Intake valves Plated

Exhaust valves Plated with pneumatic drive

Relief valves Plated with pneumatic drive

Air pressure limited by regu- 7.0-7.4
lator, kg/cm2

Air pressure limited by safety 9.0-9.5
valve, kg/cm2

* Since March 1967, compressor pistons are cast of aluminum alloy.
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Table 16-2 Continued

Parameters Brief Characteristics

Relief device Pneumatic with two plated valves,
with plungers and shafts

Pressure at which relief device 7.0-7.4

comes on, kg/cm2

Pressure at which relief device 5.65-6.00
goes off, kg/cm2

Lubrication of compressor Forced, connected to engine oil system

Pressure regulator ARII (pneumatic with ball valves)

Cooling of compressor Liquid, connected to engine cooling
system

Delivery of compressor at 2500 250
rpm, counter pressure 7 kg/cm2

Compressor drive By crankshaft pulley through fan belt

Transfer ratio 1.23-1.43

Belt tension adjustment By changing distance between sides of
pulley

Figure 16-9. Pressure Regulator: I, case;
2, adi W.)• •a.; 3 and 12, springs; 4,
"support býi1 ; 5, shaft; 6, coiinter nut; 7,
channel; 8 and 11, filters; 9, regulator
body; 10, filter plug; 13, intake valve;

o atmosphere 14, exhaust valve; 15, intake valve seat;
I 16, exhaust valve seat; 17, adjusting inserts;

To 18, stop washer

From pn u- fl ompressor
matfc system Relief

WIgh pressure Jevic
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F The hand brake of the vehicle operates the trailer or semitrailer brake.

The operating principle of the hand brake is the same as that of the
foot brake.

Compressors. The ZIL-157K vehicles produced up to July 1964 carried
compressors with cooling of the head alone, while since July of 1964, all ZIL
motor vehicles carry a compressor (Figure 16-8, Table 16-2) with both head and
cylinder block cooled.

Since November of 1969, a one piece drive pulley has been mounted on this
compressor without an adjusting clutch and with an improved lower crankcase
cover, with three 16ngitudinal slots for movement of the compressor.

The compressor on the ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 vehicles is installed with a
new design bracket and fastened to the bracket by nuts on three threaded pins.

The compressor drive belt tension is adjusted by moving the compressor
itself on the pins, requiring that the compressor crankcase mounting nuts be
loosened and the belt tension adjusted with the regulating bolt. The compres-
sor mounting nut are then tightened and the regulating bolt is set.

The AR11 pressure regulator (Figure 16-9) is mounted on the cylinder block
of the ZIL-130 compressor installed in ZIL motor vehicles since July of 1964.

The ARll regulator, with two ball valves, automatically maintains the
necessary compressed air pressure in the brake pneumatic system by intake or
exhaust of air in the compressor relief system. The pressure regulator comes
on when the pressure in the pneumatic system rises to 7.0-7.4 kg/cm2 , the
compressur is turned off and air feed to the brake iystem is halted.

The pressure regulator turns off when the pressure in the pneumatic system
drops to 5.6-6.0 kg/cm2 in which case the compressor turns on and begins to
feed air into the brake system.

The safety valve (Figure 16-10) is designed to protect the brake system
from extreme increases in pressure in case of a failure of the automatic pres-
sure regulator. The valve is installed on one of the air cylinders of the
vehicle. The safety valve in body 2 has a ball 3 pressed into seat 1 by
spring 4, the force of which is adjusted to an air pressure of 9.0-9.5 kg/cm2 .

The combined brake valve (Figure 16-11) consists of two sections -- an
upper and lower section, carrying mechanisms. The lower section mechanism is
used to control the brakes of the tractor, the upper section -- to control the
brakes of the trailer or scmitrailer.
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Figure 16-10. Safety Valve: 1, seat; 2,
body; 3, ball; 4, spring; 5, counter nut;
6, adjusting screw; 7, rod

There is also a lever mechanism enclosed in a cover and two valve mecha-
nisms enclosed in the covers of the trailer valve and tractor valve. The
tractor valve cover on the bottom also includes the stop signal switch. On
the latest models of the ZIL-157K and all models of the ZIL-131, the stop
signal switch is shifted from the brake valve to the front wall of the cabin
in order to protect it from water sprayed during fording..

Vehicles operating without trailers carry a single brake valve (Figure
I 16-12) which is identical in the design of its mechanisms to the mechanism of

the lower section of the combined brake valve.

The brake cylinders (Figure 16-13) are designed to operate the wheel brake!;
of the vehicle. The brake cylinders (front and rear) consist of steel body 1,
containing shaft 3 with return spring 7 dand diaptragm 2 of rubberized fabric.
The top of the cylinder is closed with cap 4, into which a nipple with hose S
is screwed for input of compressed air.

The separating valve (Figure 16-14) is designed for connection of the
compressed air feed to the main line of the trailer and disconnection when the
trailer is removed.

The connecting head (Figure 16-15) is designed to connect the compressed
air feed lines to the main air line of the trailer.

Maintenance

Driving safety of the vehicle depends on reliable operation of pneumatic
drive, mechanisms and brake units. Their reliability is provided by timely
checking and maintenance of the system.

The list of technical maintenance operations for the brakes is presented
in Chapter 2. We present below data on checking and adjustment of the basic
units and devices of the brakes.
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Adjustment of wheel brakes should l- performed during TO-2 technical
maintenance. During TO-I, the rear brakes of two-axle vehicles should be
checked and adjusted if necessary.

C

~U

Figure 16-11. Combined Brake Valve. 1, tension
member; 2, protective cover; 3, 29 and 43, levers;
4, 31 and 34, adjusting bolts; 5 and 27, balancing
springs; 6, guide shaft; 7, trailer valve section shaft;
8, valve body; 9, dlaphrqgm; 10 3nd 17, exhaust valve
seats; II, sealer; 12 and 18, exhaust valves; 13,
adjusting Inserts; 14 and 19, Intake valves; 15, Intake
valve- seat; 16, exhaust valve to atmosphere; 20, stop
signal diaphragm; 21, connector; 22, contact spring;
23, terminal; 24, contacts; 25, switch body; 26, channel;
28, vehicle valve section cup; 30, guide shaft counter
nut; 32, trailer brake manual drive shaft cam;
A, inlet to brailer brakes; B, air inlet to tractor brakes;
C, air feed from air cylinders

Adjustm ent of the wheel brakes nmay be corplete or partial. Beforr adjust-
ernt, the wheel hub bearing ten.sion mist be checked; the brakes should be cold.

Full adjustment of the brakes is presented in the section on "iissc~ly
and assembly" of this chapter.

Part.al adius!ment is perfor-aed to decrease the spi..ce between the shoes
and drtms, which increases due to wear of the shoes.
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Large gaps, requiring partial ad.,ustment, can be detected by an increase
in travel of the brake cylinder shafts, which should not exceed 35 mm for the
front brakes of two-axle vehicles and all brakes of three-axle vehicles, or
40 mn for the rear brakes of two-axle vehicles.

Partial adjustment is performed only by rotating the axis of the adjust-
ing lever gear. During partial adjustment, the shoe axis nuts should not be
loosened or their setting changed, since this might cause partial loss of
contact between shoes and drum during braking. If the setting of these axes
is changed, complete adjustment must be performed.

During adjustment, the least brake cylinder shaft travel must be set;
for the front cylinders on two-axle vehicles and all cylinders on three-axle
vehicles -- 15 mm, for the rear cylinders on two-axle vehicles -- 20 mm.

In order to produce identical braking effectiveness of right and left
wheels, one should make sure that the shaft travels of right and left cylinders
on the front and rear axles differ little from each other.

Adjustment of the hand brake. During TO-I, it is recommended that the
action of the hand brake be tested and adjusted if necessary. Adjustment of
the hand brake is performed to decrease the clearance between the shoes and
drum, with increases due to wear of the shoes. The presence of excessive
clearance can be determined by increased hand brake lever travel. Adjustment
should be performed with the brakes cold in the order set forth in the section
on "dissembly and assembly" of this chapter.

Testing the compressor. During TO-2, the mounting of the compressor on
the engine, mounting of the pulley, tension of drive belt and tightness of
head-mounting nuts must be tested. The nuts should be tightened evenly in
two phases. The final tightening torque should be 1.2-1.7 kgm.

Valves which do not eal tightly should be turned into their seats, or
if strongly worn or damaged, replaced with new valves, which should be turned

* into the seats until a continuous contact ring i: produced in the paint test.

When the co,-pressor head is renoved, the :ondition of the plungers and
sealing rings of the plungers in the- relief device must be checked.

The compressor is equipped with thin-wall inserts3. The bearing separation
surface should not be ground. Compressor conz_,cting rod bolts should be
,Tightened to 1.S-1.7 kgm.

Testine -f TPý condition of plunger sealing rings in the relief device
and their rcplace-ent can be perforted without renovinr" the compressor head.
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Figure 16-12. Individual Brake Valve: A, compressed
air input to brake cylinders of tractor; B, compressed
air input from air cylinders; C, air exhaust to atmos-
phere; 1, arm; 2, protective boot; 3, lever cover; 4,
lever; 5, balancing spring; 6, balancing spring cup; 7,
valve body; 8, exhaust valve seat; 9, diaphragm; 10,
diaphragm return spring; 11, exhaust valve; 12, valve
return spring; 13, brake valve cap; 14, Intake valve; 15,
adjusting Inserts; 16, ;ntake valve seat; 17, stop signal
switch diaphragm; 18, cross piece; 19, ternlnal; 20,moving
contact; 21, contact spring; 22, switch body; 23, channel
for compressed air feed to switch diaphragm; 24, exhaust
window valve

When the sealing rings of the plungers are removed, the following sequence
thould be followed:

Start motor and bring pressure in pneumatic system up to .0-7.4 kg/cmi;
Stop rmotor;
kemove rubber hose connecting engine air filter to coe.pressor. If the

relief device is leaky, a characteristic air hiss will be heard in the com-
pressor air inlet, and a pressure drop will be noted on the pnetmatic system
pressure gauge;
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Reduce air pressure in pneumatic system to 5.6-6.0 kg/cm2, and plunger-•:will drop;
Remove air feed line, retract spring and arm. Lift shaft seat and

remc',,e it together with shaft, after which remove plunger from its seat with
a wire hook, placing it into the 5 mm diameter aperture in the end of the
plunger or feed compressed air into the horizontal channel of the relief
device of the cylinder block;

Replace wort, sealing rings on plungers. Before installing plunger A';d
sealer rings, !ubritate with oil used for engine.

Figure 16-13. Brake Cylinder; 1, cylinder
body; 2, diaphragm; 3, shaft; 4, cover; 5,
flexible hose; 6 and 7, springs; 8, sea ing
ring; 9, cylinder muuntlng bolts; 10, shaft
fork; 11, adjusting lever bedy; 12, worm;
13, positioning ball; 14, worm axis; 15, gear;
16, spreader cam shaft; 17, cap

Figure 16-14. Disconnecting Valve: a. valve
closed; b, valve opened; 1, plug; 2, body; 3,
valve spring; 4, valve unit; 5, return spri.g;
6, shaft and diaphragm; 7. cap; 8, pusher; 9,
valve lever
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, •igure 16-15. Connecting Head: 1, body;
- 2, spring; 3, back valve; 4, sealing Insert; '

5, cover; 6, ring nut

Adjustment of pressure regulator. If the pressure \regulator does not
maintain the air pressure within fixed limits, it should be dissembled, the
parts washed in gasoline and defective parts replaced. Adjustment of the
regulator is performed in the sequence outlined in the "dissembly and assembly"
section of this chapter.

Testing and odjustment of the safety valve. During TO-i, it is necessary
to check the seal using a soap emullion and c eck the correctness of operation
of the safety valve. In order to fix air leaks, the valve should be dissembled,
carefully washed in kerosene and dried. The working band of the seat and ball
should have. no scratches or other surface damages. In testing the safety valWv,
its rod should be palled; if this causes the valve to pass air, it is correctly
operating. Then the rod should be released; if the air flow then stops, the
valve is operating normally. For adjustment of the safety valve, see the sec-
tion on "disselnbly and assembly" of this chapter.

Tescing single brake valve. During TO-2, the brake valve drive should be
checked.\ Leakage through the exhaust aperture with the valve in the released
position indicates a leak in the intake valve, while air passage with the valve
in the braking position indicates a leak i.n the exhaust valve. In order to
"check the valve, the brakes should be applied two to three times; if the air
leak continue- after thi: the plug should be removed from the valve cap and
the valve should be withdrawn. In case of damage or wear to the rubber cones
of the valve, ix should be replaced and 'the cap plug should be replaced and
tightened.

Testing combined brake valve. Air leak through the exhaust aperture in
the released position indicates a leakage in the exhaust valve of ýhe section
controlli-; the trailer brakes or the intake valve of the section controlling
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the tractor brakes. During full braking, air should flow through the exhaust
aperture from the trailer line. If air continues to flow 1-2 seconds after
the pedal is pressed, this indicates a leak in the intake valve of the sec-
tion controlling the trailer brake for the exhaust valve of the section con-
trolling the tractor brake. If the aif flow continues following two to three
applications of the brake, these valves must be withdrawn and inspected, then
replaced.

In the winter and spring during TO-2, the brake valve should be removed,
dissembled, the friction surfaces washed with pure kerosene, dried with a soft
rag and lubricated with TSIATIM-201 lubricant. Then the brake valve should be
reassembled, after first checking the ease of travel of the diaphragm guiding
cups, shaft, balancing spring cups and levers.-

The order of dissembly, assembly and adjustment of the brake valve are
given in the section on "dissembly and assembly" of this chapter.

Testing correctness of brake drive, Before driving the trucks, one
should be sure that the pressure in the system is at least 4.5 kg/cm2 .

P.--' driving, the pressure in the air brake system should remain at 5.6-
7-4 Oo ai-. Only a brief drop in this pressure in case of frequent repeated
braking can be allowed.

In order to avoid completely exhausting the air with frequent braking,
it is categorically forbidden to swit'ch off the motor during long downhill
stretches.

Increases in pressure above 7.4 kg/cm2 indicate a defective pressure reg-
ulator or relief device; increased pressure above 10 kg/cm2 also indicates a
defect in the safety valve. In these cases, the defect must be immediately
repaired.

"When the pedal is pressed down sharply (with the motor switched off), the
pressure in the system should drop slightly, the pressure in the brake cylinder
should become equal to the pressure in the air cylinders. After this, the
pressure gauge needle should not move noticeably as pe4al pressure is retained.
A further drop in pressure indicates a leak in the airlines, brake valve or
brake cylinders.

The time of pressure drop (according to the gauge needle) in the brake
cylinders folloWing release of the pedal should not exceed 2 sec.

A rapid pressure drop in the pneumatic system when the engine is stopped
also indicates leakage in the lines, compressor, brake valve, separating valve
or connector head.

i,
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The location of a large air leak can be determined by its sound. Slight
leaks can be found using a soap emulsion, which is used to wet areas of pos-
sible leaks. Air leaks at joints are eliminated by tightening.

The position of the hoses of the front brake cylinders should be period-
ically tested with the wheels turned full left and right.

Normal operation of the brakes requires that the exhaust valves in the
air cylinders be opened during TO-I and TO-2 in order to drain condensate.

The quantity of condensate depends on the technical condition of the
compressor and the relative humidity of the surrounding air; therefore, conden-
sate must sometimes be drained more frequently. Large accummulations of con-
densate in the cylinder should not be allowed, since this can cause liquid to
enter the working units of the braking system. We should recall that condensate
can be drained from the cylinders only when there is compressed air in the
system. Iii winter, one should be particularly careful to drain the condensate
from the air cylinders in order to avoid freezing in the system of pneumatic
brake lines.

In case condensate does freeze, the cylinder should not be heated with an
open flame (torch, soldering flame, etc.).

Lubrication of spreader cam shafts and worm couples of adjusting levers in
wheel brakes. For lubrication, the places to be lubricated must be cleaned of
dust and dirt and protective shields of power brakes must be removed.

Spreader cam shafts must be lubricated with a sprayer through the pressure
oiling port. It should be kept in mind that the quantity of lubricant must be
moderate, since excess lubricant may reach the braking mechanism.

Lubrication of the worm couple of the adjusting levers requires that the
plug be removed, the pressure oiler inserted and lubricant added to the adjusting
levers.

Dissembly and Assembly

Removal of brake shoes. Remove the retracting springs, using pliers 20 k-
107 (Figure 16-16 a).

After the springs are removed, remove the brake shoes from their axes. The
springs are reinstalled using a lever (Figure 16-16 b).
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The brake shoe spring of the ZIL-157K should be removed and installed
using a hook (Figure 16-16 c).

. C

Figure 16-16. Removal and Installation of
Brake Shoe Springs: a, removal of spring
frcom front whee, brake of ZIL-130 using pliers:
b, inscallation of spring in front wheel brake
of ZIL-130; c, method of removal or installation
of spr;ng of wheel brake of ZIL-i57K;
1, hc~k; 2, brake shoe f;nger; 3, end of spring

In order to remove the spring, hook I should be set with its rnotch on
finger 2 and placed oeneath the end of the retractirg spring. The spring is
then remnoved by lifting the hook upward.

When the spring is raturned, the operation sl'ouid be performed in the
reverse sequence; by tilting c,.- hook downwa-d, the end of the spring is guided
onto finger 2. Springs can be removed and installed using specii'l pliers
(Figure 16-17). On the ZIL-1.', the brake shoe springs are remc',ed and
installed as on thc ZIL-130.

When the adjusting lever and spreder cam are removed, the pin must be
removed, plus the flat washer and leve. '"4 (see Figure 16-3), then spreader
cam 18 is withdrawn and the sealing washer-is removed fr(-:R the, shaft.
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In order to remove the shoe axes, two nuts 6 are removed, the washers
are removed and the axes 7 are withdrawn from the holes in the brackets, by
pushing them through toward the brake drum.

The brake drums must be turned together with the hub (centered to outer
bearing circle, pressed into hub). Beating of the finished brake drum surface
should not exceed 0.25 mm for two-axle and 0.15 mm for three-axle vehicles.
Nonparallelism of the generating surface relative to the axis of the internal
surfaces of the outer bearing circles must not exceed 0.06 mm.

Cracks and scratches on foot brake parts are not permitted.

If brake parts wear beyond the established dimensions, the worn parts must
be replaced.

Damage to threads must not exceed two lines, and wear of brake liners must
not go beyond the level of the rivet heads. If the wear of the brake drum
exceeds 0.5 mm in diameter, the drum must be turned to the next larger stan-
dard diameter.

Brake linings must be replaced all at once, both left and right brakes.
Shoes with friction liners are assembled in pairs and worked to the proper
outside diameter in correspondence to the inside diameter of the brake drum.

When there are scratches on the working surface of the brake drum, they
must be removed by turning the drum. When this is done, the lining must be
replaced, the lining turned together with the brake shoes to the new diameter
of the brake drum.

-- J

Figure 16-17. Pliers for Brake
Shoe Springs
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Bent brake mounting discs must be straightened. If strongly bent, the
discs must be replaced.

If the mounting of the adjusting lever body is weakened, new rivets
must be inserted.

Spreader cams with noticeable twisting should be replaced.

Assembly of wheel brakes must be performed in the sequence opposite to
dissembly. During assembly, the mounting surfaces of bushings and axes are
lubricated with a thin layer of lubricant. See Chapter 15 for assembly of hubs.

Adjustment of wheel brakes. Full adjustment of the brakes of the vehicles
is performed in the following sequence.

On the front axle of the vehicle: loosen nut 6 (see Figure 16-3) which
holds axis 7 of the shoe and bring the shaft eccentric together by rotating
the shaftsuntil the marks are toward each other. Loosen the nuts on the bolts
holding the spreader cam bracket to the disc mounting brake. On the rear axle:
also loosen nuts 4 (see Figure 16-4), turn the axles until the marks point
toward each other and loosen the bolts holding brackets 7 and 28 of the spreader
cam to the disc mounting brake and axle housing (spreader cam should be in
neutral position, not spreading shoes).

Feed air into brake cylinder 31 (see Figure 16-3) at a pressure of 1-1.5
2

kg/cm2. With no compressed air, withdraw the finger of shaft 30 of the brake
cylinder and, pressing on adjusting lever 21 in the direction of shaft travel
of the brake cylinder during braking, press shoes 27 against brake drum 8.
Rotate the eccentrics of axles7 in both directions, centering the shoes, pro-
viding for tight contact against the brake drum. The contact must be tested
by a feeler through the hole in the brake drum at a distance of 20-30 mm from
the ends of the shoes. A 0.1 mm feeler should not pass through the width of
the shoes.

Continuing to feed compressed air into the brake cylinder, and without
.ompressed air, without lowering the lever and holding the shoe axles so that
they cannot rotate, the nuts on all axles must be tightened and the nuts hold-
ing down the spreader cam brackets to the brake disc must be tightened.

Stop the compressed air feed or lower the adjusting lever and attach the
brake cylinder shaft.

Rotate adjusting lever 21 so that spreader cam 18 occupies its initial
position, but without spreading the brake shoes 27. Test the travel of the

20r,
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brake cylinder shaft, which should be 15-25 mm for the front wheels, 20-30 mm
for the back wheels.

After completing adjustment, be sure that when the air pressure is turned
on and off, the brake cylinder shafts move rapidly, without seizing.

Check to see that in the released position, the drums rotate freely and
do not contact the shoes, and that the shoes are suspended.

During adjustment, clearances must be set between the working surface of
the brake drum and the linings of the shoes: at the spreader cam, at least
0.4 mm, at the sboe axes about 0.2 mm.

On the rear brakes, placement of the shoes can be more conveniently
checked from the side of the reducing gear with protecting shields 3 removed
(see Figure 16-4). A feeler gauge 0.1 mm thick should not pass through the
entire width of the lining.

On the ZIL-130, the brake mechanism is installed on support sticks, which
replaces the brake disc.

The brake mechanisms of the ZIL-157K and ZIL-131 are alro adjusted. The
brake cylinder shaft travel should be as follows: for the ZIL-157K -- 15-35
mm, for the ZIL-131 -- 15-25 mm.

Adjustment of pneumatic brake drive. The drive of the brake valve should
be adjusted so that the end of the pedal 16 (see Figure 16-6) of the brake,
when fully depressed, stops short of cabin floor 17 by 10-30 mm. The position
of the brake pedal is adjusted with arm 1, by rotating fork 12, after loosening
counter nut 11. The fork must be disconnected from lever 14 by removing pin 13.
After adjustment, the arm is connected to the intermediate lever, the counter
nut is tightened, the pin is replaced and keyed.

With a properly adjusted drive system and proper position of the brake
valve levers, the free travel of the end of the brake pedal should be 40-60 mm
with the combined brake valve and 10-25 mm with the single brake valve.

Adjustment of the manual drive system for the trailer valve is performed
with arm 6 and fork 8 (see description of adjustment of hand brake).

Testing and adjustment of the air pressure in the pneumatic system of
the vehicle are performed in the following order. Connect the manometer to
the connecting head of the pneumatic lead and open the disconnecting valve.
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Start the motor (with brake pedal up) and increase the air pressure in
the pneumatic system at low motor speed to 7.0-7.4 kg/cm2 according to the
indications on the top scale of the pressure gauge on the dashboard (pressure
in air tanks). The indications on the lower scale of the pressure gauge should
remain at zero (pressure in brake cylinders), while the indications of a manom-
eter connected to the pressure head shok:2l be between 4.8 and 5.3 kg/cm2

(pressure in trailer brake line). When the pedal is depressed with the force
of 20-30 kg, the air pressure in the brake cylinders should equal the pressure
in the air tanks, and the needles on both scales should show identical pressure.

When a force of 10-12 kg is applied to the end of the brake pedal, the
pressure in the brake cylinder should become equal to the pressure in the air
tanks.

If the indications of the manometer at the connecting head are not normal,
the valve section controlling the trailer brakes must be adjusted.

During adjustment, the body of the valve levers must be -removed, counter
nut 30 loosened (see Figure 16-11) and, rotating guide 6 of shaft 7 with a
wrench, the pressure fed into the brake line of the trailer must be adjusted
to 4.8-5.3 kg/cm2 . After completing adjustment, guide 6 must be retained with
counter nut 30 and the lever body replaced.

With smooth pressure on the brake pedal, the pressure in the brake cylinders
of the truck should increase smoothly, the pressure in the trailer line should
decrease smoothly, and the arrow on the upper scale of the pressure gauge
should not change its position. When a pressure of 4.5-5.0 kg/cm2 is reached
in the brake cylinders (lower scale indication), the pressure in the brake
line to the trailer should drop to zero (indication of manometer at collecting
head). When the brake pedal is fully depressed (to the stop), the pressure in
the air tanks and brake cylinders of the tractor should be equal.

When the brake pedal is pressed sharply (with the motor not operating),
the pressure in the air tanks should drop slightly, the pressure in the brake
cylinder should become equal to the pressure in the air tanks. After this,
there should be no noticeable movement in the needles on the upper and lower
scales of the pressure gauge as long as the brake pedal is in the operating
position. When the pedal is released quickly, the time required for the pres-
sure to drop in the brake cylinders should not exceed 2 sec.

In a brake system which is operating properly and correctly adjusted,
with the brake pedal in the free position (with the motor off) the drop in air
pressure in the system (according to the upper scale of the pressure gauge)
should not exceed 0.5 kg/cm2 in fifteen minutes.

2
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SFigure 16-18. Removal of Brake Drum From

I:.

Driven Shaft of Transmission: 1, flange;
2, brake drum; 3, puller; 4, driven shaft
of transmission

i - .

Figure 16-19. Removal of Springs Fv'om Hand
Brake Shoes

If the pressure drop is too rapid, the reason for the air leak must be
located and repaired. The location of the leak can be determined by ear or
using a soap solution and the leak can be eliminated by tightening connecting
nipples on the air line or replacing individual elements. Threaded connections
of air brake equipment can be coated with resin in order to eliminate leaks.

If the,. vehicle has an individual brake valve, the pneumatic system of
the brakes is checked and adjusted just as with the combined brake valve, but
without the pressure gauge for the pneumatic connection.

Adjustment of the pneumatic drive of the brakes on three-axle ZIL-157K
and ZIL-131 trucks is performed just as on the two-axle trucks with pneumatic
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leads for trailers. During adjustment of the pneumatic drive, the pneumatic
system for adjustment of air pressure in the tires siould be disconnected.

Removal and dissembly of the hand brake requiies that the drive shaft
flange be disconnected from flange 9 (see Figure 10-7). The hand hrakL drive
is disconnected by withdrawing the finger from the hole in the arm and fork
21. When it is necessary to remove the drive lever:

Remove nut 8 fastening flange 9 of the brake d•-u, to the driveii shaft

V. of the gear box and remove the drum with puller 3 (Figure 16-13).

Remove retracting springs 6 and 12 (see Figure 16-7) from the brake shoes
using a removing tool (Figure 16-19). Remove the pin from the slot in shaft
7 (see Figure 16-7) retaining the shoes with a hammer and awl. Remove the
fiat washers from the shoe axes.

Remove the two bolts fastening the shoes to the bracket and brake disc.
Withdraw the bolts with two spacing (spreader) bushings and two flat washers.
Remove the brake shoes.

Remove the bolts mounting the bracket with braking disc on the trans-
mission casing. Removing bolts and washers.

Remove the hand brake brackets together with brake disc 15, spreader caM
14, adjusting lever 16 and rubber-bodied gland S.

Assembly and installation of hand brake. Assemble brake disc 15 (Figure
16-7) with brake bracket 4, connocting them manually and tightening thc bolts.
Press gland 5 into its seat, using an awl and hammer, place spreader cam 14
in its position, replace adjusting lever 16 with its arm and fork and fasten
them.

Install the assembled brake disc with bracket on the transmission case and
fasten with bolts.

Fasten axes 7 of the brake shoes. Stretch both springs 6 and 12 onto the
brake shoes and place the shoes onto the axes, followed by the support washers;
replace pins to retain shoes on axes.

Install with spacers the two bolts with simple washers in the oval holes
in the shoes and fasten them to the brake disc.

Connect the brake drum to the flange of the criven shaft of the gear box
t and fasten with screws.
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Install flange 9 with brake drum 3 onto the splines of thcý driven shaft,
seat the flat washer and, tightening the nut, fasten it with an op-' end angle
wrench (torch 30 kgm). Punch the nut with a blunt chisel and hammer, pressing
the thin edge of the nut into the slot in the shaft.

Install the hand brake drive lever 28 onto the transmission case and
fasten the lever bracket and shaft down with bolts.

Connect arm 23 of adjusting lever to lever nf brake driv-, inserting
finger and retaining with key.

The hand brake on three-axle vehicles is assembled and installed just
like the hand brake on two-axle vehicles, but the brake is installed on the
transfer case, the drive lever -- on the transmission.

Adjustment of hand brake drive is performed in the following sequence.
Loosen counter nut 22, remove threaded fork 21 from the lower portion of lever
28, withdraw hand brake drive lever to the extreme forward position to the
stop, changing the length of arm 23 by turning threaded fork 21 ,r'ril a posi-
tion is reached such that after the arm is connected to the lever, bra-king
occurs when the lever with pawl 26 is pulled back by not over 4-6 teeth on
sector 25, but when the lever is moved to its extreme forward position, the
brake drum rotates freely, without contacting the brake shoe. If the arm
still does not provide proper braking with movement of the lever by 4-6 clicks
when turned to its extreme position, move the finger of arm- 23 to the next
hole in adjusting lever 16. This is done by removing the key and loosening
nut 24, moving the finger, tightening the nut and reinserting the key. Arter

moving the finger, the brakes should be adjusted as described above.

The hand brake drive is combined with the section of the combined brake
valve controlling the trailer brakes. Adjustment of the havJ brake drive in
the cewbinvd brake valve for the trailer is performed by rotating threaded
fork IS on arm 17 with the counter nut backed off, after which the counter nut
is retightened.

After adjusting the brake, the drive shaft must he connected to thc flange
of the driven shaft of the gear box and held in place with the bolts.

When th-e compressoi- is removed from (he truck, the line taking coopressed
air from the .:ompressor, the line from the presfsure. regulator, the lines feed-
ing and draining lubricant mwst be di.scermected. Disconnect the hose feeding
air to the coopressor and the cooling system hoses.

Losen the copressor mounting nuts. Rem-ave the belt firu the cop)ressor
pulley. Remove the comprcssor &tomting nuts and rx-ow-e the ceoqressor from= the
motor.
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Dissembly of ZIL-130 compressor. The coipressor must be dissembled in
the following sequence.

Remove the keys and remove the pulley mounting nut, zemove the flat
washer. Withdraw the pulley using type 20P-7968 or 20P-7967 puller.

Remove the loWer bracket-cover 1 (see Figure 16-8) of the compressor,
by loosening the bolts. Remove the cover gasket, carefully separating it
from the case. Remove the air feed hose with its gasket, after loosening
its two mounting bolts.

Figure 16-20. Pressing out
Intake Valve Seat

Remove mounting nuts and -eeove cylinder head. 'n order to make remova,
easier, the head should be gently t.pped with a hanmcr. Remove head gasket,
separating it carefully from the block, remove intake valve spring 25 and
intake valves 26. Remove the cover of tM. chamber of the relief device.

In order to remove the pressure regulator, the bults mounting the regu-
lator to the block must be removed with a box and wranch, then the regulator
is removed together with its gasket.

Unscrew spring 29 and bracket 41 of the relief device. Withdraw two
shafts 28 ef the intake vfive nanually or with pliers. Withdraw two plungers
42 of the relief device from their seats using the support, placing it in air
channel 31. taking the plunger in the hand Pnd forcing it from its seat.
Remove the sealing rings from both plungers (remove only when they are, to be
replaced).
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Remove the two input valve guides from their seats and press out both
seats 27 of the intake valves with a removing tool (Figure 16-20 and 16-21).

0.f

LEI

Figure 16-21. Intake Valve Seat
Removing Tool

Remove the bolts fastening on the center cover, remove cover 3 (see
Figure 16-8), protecting the gasket and gland from damagt, remove the gasket
and gland S. Remove the bolts only on the rear cover 48 and remove the cover
with its gasket. Remove sealer 46 and sealer spring 47 from their positions
on the crankshaft. If the thread is worn, remove the oil supply nipple from
the cover.

Set the compressor upside down. Mark the caps and connecting rods.
Remove the key from nut S1 on the con rod bolts with pliers and remove the
n'ts with open end wrenches. Remove both covers of the lower head of the
connecting rod together with their bushings, by lightly tapping on the cover
with a ha-er; the connecting rod bolts can be knocked (seated) Elightly down-
ward. o

Rotate the crankshaft so that the piston reaches top dead center. With-
drew the piston and connecting rmd through the cylinder, by tapping with a
hazer handle or copper awl on the end of the lower connecting rod head.
Set the cap and bushings down together, tvist the nuts onto the bolts. Remove
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the second piston and connecting rod together from the cylinder in the same
manner.

Figure 16-22. Compressor Piston
Ring Remover

Clamp the connecting rcd in z vise. Remove the two compression and
one oil rings from the piston, using a model 2479 ring remover (Figure 16-22).
Remove the connecting rod and piston from the vise.

Place the piston on a wood support with a hole in it, press out the
wrist pin using a brass awl and separate the piston and rod. Remove the two
inserts from the wrist pin hole. When necessary, press out the bronze bush-
ings from the upper head of the connecting rods using a brass awl and hammer,
clamping the rods in a vise.

The cylinder head should be disseubled only when necessary. For dis-
sembly, the head should be fastened in a vise and the cooling fluid tap plug
withdrawn, along with the compressed air nipple and threaded cap (when the
water ca'-ity of the head is to be cleaned).

Withdraw the intake valve plugs, using a cylinder wrench and tap wrenc%,
remove the plug Laskets, remove the valve springs and exhaust valves 18 frog
their seats (see Figure 16-8), remofe both seats 17 of the valves with a
square wrench. The valves are turned into their seats, and it is not recoraended
that they be dissebled.I.
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Remove the nuts fasteningg ýhe block to the crankcase, rý'move the spring
washers, block and block gasket. When necesiary, remove the:pins from the
crankcase with a pin remover or two ýrenches,' by screwing a nut and counter
nut ontp the pins.

In order to clean the block cooling jacket, remove the plug (nipple)
for cooling fluid input, remove the plug and knock out the three blanks.
When necessary, remove the lugs from the block.

Set the cyliný.er bloc1 case into a p~ess on the rear end of the case and
press out the crankshaft and beariirgs (Figure 16-23). To do this, place a
brass sipport, on the front end of the crankshaft, in order to avoid damaging
the thread. 'Withdraw the lugs from the case when necessary.

iJ

Figure 16-23. Pressing out the
Compressor Crankshaft

Remove the pins from the nut holding on the rear bearing, twisting out
the 5top washer. Place the crankshaft vertically on the press and press out
first one, th~n the other bearing (Figure 16-24).

The compressor crankcase. During the process of operation, cracks or
scratches may appear on the compressor crankcase, as well as stripped threads.
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When there are cracks in the walls of the crankcase, it should be replaced.
Small cracks on the flange fastening the crankcase to the engine, contacting
not over one of the hoies for the bolts mounring: the crankcase~to the engine,
cani be welded or surfaced. Damage to over two tums of threads is not per-
mitted.

Compressor cylinder block. Testing of the geometric dimensions of the
cylinders in the compressor block sholild be performed using a 50-7t mm indi-
cator. The cylinder should be mecsuured in two mutually perpendicular directions
along the axis of the crankshaft and perpendicular to it, as well as in two
bands, in the upper and lower portions of the cylinder.

The maximum permissiible cylinder wear is 0.3 mm.

The cylinders are repaired by turning out and subsequent honing to one
(of two) oversiz-ildiameter. Deviation from cylindrical shape of the repaired
cylinders must Pot exceed 0.03 mm.

The seal of the cylinder block is tested with compressed air (15 kg/cm )
½n a water bath. The appearance of bubbles indicates a leak in the block.

The separation lines of the block should not be scratched. Nonplanarity
is not permissible over 0.04 nm. A 0.05 mm feeler gauge should not pass beneath
a flat edge placed on the plane of the block.

'77

Figure 16-24.' Pressri n out Front
Bearing of Compressor Cankshaft

Pistons. In orde3' to distinguish oversize pistons, the figures +0.4 or
+0.8 are engraved on the skirts, indicating which of the oversized dimensions
the pistons fit. No mark is placed on nominal, size pistons.
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Pistons are selected to fit the cylinders with a clearance of 0.03-0.09
m. A piston placed in a cylinder together with a 0.03 mm feeler gauge should
move when pressed with the thumb, but should wedge tightly when placed in the
cylinder with a 0.09 mm feeler.

Piston rings are selected according to elasticity and clearance in the
seat. The elasticity of the rings (when compressed to a clearance in the
seat of 0.2-0.4 mnm) for all rings should be 2.0-4.0 kg. The method of testing
piston rings for elasticity for the compressor is similar to testing of piston
rings for elasticity for the motor.

In order to determine the clearance assembled, the piston ring must be
placed in the cylinder at a distance of 10-15 mm from the upper edge of the
cylinder and the clearance between the ends of the ring must be tested with
a feeler gauge similarly to the testing for motor piston rings. The clear-
ance should be 0.2-0.4 mm.

During selection of piston rings, their adjustment to the walls of the
cylinder is tested simultaneouslf. There should be no gap between the cylinder
walls and the ring over an arc located 30' from the ends of the joint. Local
clearance of up to 0.03 mm over a total arc up to 90' is permitted.

Piston rings are selected for the ring seats in which the rings should
move freely without wedging. The clearance between v. seat and compression
ring should be 0.035-0.072 mm in height, for an oil ring -- 0.035-0.080 mm
for all rompressors.

In order to distinguish oversize rings, the numbers +0.4 or +0.8 are
engraved on the ends of the ring, determining the size of the ring. No marks
are made on rings of nominal size.

All rings are installed on the pistons with the turned step upward.

Piston wrist pins. Wrist pins are selected in correspondence with the
apertures in the piston to provide a fit with a clearance of 0.009 mm to an
interference of 0.015 mm. In order to facilitate selection of wrist pins,
the piston apertures and wrist pins are sorted into four groups at intervals
of 0.003 mm and marked with paint of different colors.

Deviation from cylindrical shape of wrist pins must not exceed 0.003 mm.

Crankshaft. In case of wear of ball bearings, they should be removed
and replaced with new ones. Crankshaft necks are tested for wear with a
micrometer (25-50 mm). In case of wear of con rod necks (noncylindricity)
of over 0.05 mm, the necks must be reground to a new standard diameter or the
crankshaft must be replaced.
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Two standard repair sizes have been established for compressor crankshafts.
During repair, the oil channel of the crankshaft must be cleaned and blown out
with compressed air.

Connecting rods. In case of excessive wear of the upper bushing of the
connecting rod, it should be replaced. The fit of tihbushing into the rod
aperture should be with an interference of 0.062-0.115 mm. After the bush-
ings are pressed in, a lubricating aperture must be drilled. The wrist pin
aperture in the bushing is adjusted to the diameter of the wrist pin so as to
provide a clearance of 0,004-0.010 mm between pin and bushing. The wrist pin
should slip into the aperture in the upper end of the connecting rod under
finger pressure.

Upper connecting rod heads are divided into four groups of bushing diam-
eters at intervals of 0.003 mm and marked with paint.

Connecting rods and wrist pins should be selected from a single group.
Wrist pins of the next group can be installed if necessary.

t Repair of lower head of compressor connecting rod. The lower head of
the ZIL-130 compressor connecting rod contains thin-wall bushings, cast of
SOS-6-6 antifriction alloy. Marking of reduced diameter bushings to be used
following turning of necks of 0.3 mm or 0.6 mm size is performed on the steel
surfaces of the bushings. Bushings of nominal dimensions are not marked.

The connecting rod must be tested for bending and twisting in a tester.
The method of testing the compressor connecting rod is similar to the method
of testing motor connecting rods.

Deviation from parallel axes of upper and lower heads must not exceed
0.07 mm over a length of 100 rmn. When necessary, the rods must be straightened.

When rods are replaced, their weight must be checked. The weight dif-
* • ference for one set of rods should not exceed 15 g.

The cylinder head must be checked for tightness of seal and warping.
The seal in the air cavity is tested with air under a pressure of 15 kg/cm2 ,
the cooling jacket is tested under a pressure of 4 kg/cm2 . The head should
be placed in their water bath for this test. The appearance of bubbles indi-
cates 4 leak in the head.

The split surface of the head should have no scratches or warping. Non-
planarity must not exceed 0.05 mm. A 0.05 mm feeler gauge should not pass
beneath a straight edge placed on the plane of the head.
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Rear crankcase cover. The deviation from shape of the end of the cover
at the point of contact with the compressor crankcase should not exceed 0.06
mm. Conicity of the end of the cover at the point of contact with the seal
is 1:8. This end of the cover should fit tightly against the conical portion
of the rear cover seal. If there are cracks or wear in the friction surfaces,
the cover should be roplaced.

Rear cover seal. The conicity of the end of the seal contacting the end
of the cover is 2-4'. If there are cracks or increased wear in the friction
surface, the cover seal should be replaced.

Rear cover seal spring. In case of a loss of-elasticity, it should be
replaced.

Exhaust valve spring. This spring should be replaced when it loses its
elasticity.

Pulley. Mismatch between ends of slot and new pulley ±0.4 mm. Permissible
displacement of pins without repair not over 1.0 mm. If there are cracks
present, the pulley should be replaced. Before installation on the compressor,
the balance of the pulley should be checked. The pulley is statically balanced.
The permissible imbalance of the pulley is 15 gcm.

Exhaust valve, plug and seat of exhaust valve. The valve should contact
the entire working surface tightly. The valve and seat should have no scratches.
Misfit between working surface of rod and valve face should not exceed 0.03 mm.

Assembly of compressor unit should be performed under conditions elimi-
nating the possibility of getting dust and dirt on the parts being assembled.

Before assembly, the compressor parts should be carefully washed in a
degreased solution and dried.

Nipples and plugs should be screwed into the ZIL-130 compressor and held
with type AK-20 glue, and sealing gaskets should be lubricated with resyl resin
or nitrocellulose paint.

Installation of crankshaft bearings. Bearings should be pressed onto
the main bearing necks of the shaft using a mandrel and hammer. The fit of
the bearings on thp shaft neck should be somewhere between a clearance of
0.008 mm and an interference of 0.020 mm.

Seat the stop washer on the rear end of the shaft, put on the rear bear-
ing.fastening nut, tighten the nut With a wrench and insert the key, after
Lending or- ear of the washer into the slot.
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Testing radial clearance of connecting rod bearings. Place the crankshaft
in a vise. Place a connecting rod onto one neck of the crankshaft and fasten
it down with bolts and nuts, which tighten (1.5-1.7 kgm). The connecting rod
should rotate freely on the neck of the shaft, requiring identical force in
either direction. The clearance between the shaft neck arid the rod bearing
in this case should be between 0.026 and 0.076 mm. When rod bearings are
installed on a shaft neck with a plate as thick as the maximum clearance, it
should wedge.

Assembly of piston to rod and rings. Press plugs into wrist pin and
measure length of pin assembled with plugs. The length of the pin should be
not over 59.5 mm. The fit of the plugs with the pin should have an inter-
ference of 0.05-0.25 mm; When the piston is connected to the rod, the wrist
pin should be lubricated with pure oil for the motor.

The fit of the wrist pin in the piston must be between 0.015 mm clearance
and 0.009 mm interference.

When the piston is assembled with the rod, perpendicularity of the axes
of the lower rod heads and generatrix of the piston skirt must be checked.

The rings (as for the motor) must be installed on the compressor piston.
The rings are placed on the pistons with the internal turned steps upward,
the end closures of the rings are set at intervals of 1200 around the circle.

Assembly of compressor cylinder head. Fasten the head in a vise. Screw
seats 7 into the recesses in head 1 with a square wrench (Figure 16-25), after
inserting gaskets 8. Install the exhaust valves 5 in the seats, then springs
4 on the valves. Place gaskets 2 on plugs 3 and screw the plugs into the
holes in the head. Then tighten them down with a cylinder wrench, placing a
tap wrench in the aperture.

Screw the cooling liquid angle fitting into the head, plus the compressed
air nipple and the plug.

Assembly of the compTessor. If bushings 1 (Figure 16-26) of the plunger
were pressed out, they must be pressed into the hole in the block with an
interference of 0.045-0.115 mm. A spacing of 32.5 rrnn from the cylinder block
split to the bushing must be maintained. Valve seats 5 are pressed into the
holes in the block with an interference of 0.021-0.075 mm to the stop in the
shoulder of the aperture. Intake valve guides 10 are installed.
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Figure 16-25. ZIL-130 Compressor
Cylinder Head: 1, head; 2, 8,
gaskets; 3, exhaust valve plug;
4, valve spring; 5, exhaust valve,
6, intake valve spring guide rod;
7, valve seat; 9, compressed air
nipple

J

A

Flgure 1616.. Compressor Cylinder Block
1, plunger bushing; 2 and 4, plugs; 3,
block; 5, intake valve seat; 6, sealer;
7, sealer; 8, shaft seat; 9, shaft; 10,
valve guide; 11, Intake valve; 12, guide
spring; 13, crosspiece spring; 14, cross-
piece
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Set the bushing of plunger 7 in the hole, after putting on sealer 6.
Place one shaft 9 assembled with collar 8 into the plunger. Set one end of
the crosspiece on the step of the shaft collar and, while inserting the second
shaft, set the other end of the crosspiece on the step of the second shaft
collar. Set the crosspiece spring into the aperture in the guide block.
Install spring 13 of crosspiece 14 with a screw driver.

Install and tighten the nipples and plugs in the holes in the block.
Screw the lugs back into the cylinder blocks if they were unscrewed during
dissembly.

Assembly of compressor crankcase. Place the case on a plate, front end
downward. Set the crankshaft vertical, directing the front bearing through
the rear bearing hole. Supporting the shaft with one hand and using the other
hand to pull down on the press lever, press the bearings into the seats in
the crankcase, together with the shaft.

Remove the case from the press, connected to the cylinder block, insert-
ing the gasket, and fasten it to the lugs with the nuts, placing spring washers
beneath the nuts.

Installation of pistons. Remove the nuts and connecting rod caps. Check
the installation of rings on the piston and rotate the rings until their ends
come at intervals of 1200 around the circle. The piston, together with its
rings and connecting rod, can be inserted in the cylinder using a model 2494
device (Figure 16-27). Remove tightening screw 3 from the slot in support 5,

"* wrap collar 1 around the piston rings, return the screw to the slot and, by
rotating it, compress the rings so that they are forced down into their slots,
l-evel with the surface of the piston. Then lubricate the cylinder with oil,
place the piston skirt into the cylinder and by tapping gently on the piston
with a wood or rubber hammer, force the piston into the compressor cylinder
all the way, guiding the bearing onto the crankshaft neck. Use this same
method to install the other piston in the cylinder of the compressor. Install
the connecting rod caps and bushings, turn the nuts onto the connecting rod
bolts and tighten them to 1.5-1.7 kgm, then insert keys.

/ Figure 16-27. Model 2494 Device
for Installation of Piston With

N-" r Rings Into Conpressor Cylinder
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Figure 16-28. Installation of
Piston With Connecting Rod and
Rings Into Cylinder of Compressor
Block Using Model 2494 Device:
I, collar; 2, nut; 3, screw; 4,
washer; 5, support

When matching the key slots on the nut to the apertures in the crankshaft
bolt, the nut cannot be rotated, since this alters the necessary torque of
the rod nuts.

Installation of cylinder head. Install the intake valves on their seats
in the cylinder block, place the head gasket on the cylinder block split,
seat the intake valve springs over the guide rods.

Install the head on the cylinder block. While holding the springs of
the intake valves, tighten the nuts on the block lugs and fasten them with
an open end or socket wrench (torque 1.2-1.5 kgm).

Connect the air feed line to the block with a gasket and fasten it with
bolts.

Installation of compressor caps. Press the rubber frame gland into the
seat of the front cap, using a hammer and mandrel, place grease in the gland,
install the cap and gasket on the split of the block and fasten it down with
bolts, placing spring washers under the heads of the bolts.

Before installing the rear cover, the sealer spring must be placed into
the seat on the crankshaft, settings its end in the hull in the shaft. Place
the sealer in the seat, connecting it to the spring. Install the cap and
gasket and tighten it with bolts, placing spring washers beneath the bolt heads.
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Screw the oil input nipple into the cover.

'II

Figure 16-29. Diagram of Test Stand
Sfor Compressor: 1, 22 1 tank; 2, 9 kg/

22

cm 2safety valve; 3, 1 1 tank; 4 and 16,
manometers; 5, calibrated apertures; 6

t and 18, three-way valves; 7, re'ief device
pipe; 8, compressed air pipe; 9 and 10,
pipes for coolrng water; 11, compressor;
12, oim tank; 13, oli pump; 14, oia filter;

15, valve; 17, pipe feeding oil to compres-
sor

Installation of compressor pulley. Install the key in the slot in the
shaft with a ha.mer, set the pulley on the cone of the front end of the crank-
shaft, guiding the slot in the pulley over the key. Put on the nut and press
the pulley further onto the shaft cone to the stop, then key the nut.

Installation of lower cover bracket. Fasten the compressor in a vise
so that the crankshaft plane of the crankcase is directed upward. Place the
gasket on the plane of the crankcase, install the cover on the crankcase,
tighten the four bolts, placing spring washers beneath their heads, and
tighten the cover bracket. Install the pressure regulator on the compressor
with its gasket.
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After completing the assembly of the compressor, its operation must be
tested on a test stand (Pigure 16-29) or on an engine.

When testing the compressor on the stand, the rotating speed of the
compressor shaft must be 1200-1350 rpm. The pressure of oil fed into the
compressor should be 1.2-2.5 kg/cm2 , the oil temperature 40-500 C. The
compressor should be allowed to operate at the idle for five minutes. During
the running-in process, checks should be made for oil leakage, heating of
bearings and slapping of pistons, wrist pins and exhaust valves. At 1200-
1350 rpm of the crankshaft, with tank 3 connected to the atmosphere through
a calibrated aperture of 1.6 mm in diameter, the manometer should show a
pressure in the tank of at least 6 kg/cm2 (counterpressure). With this
mode of operation of the compressor, not over 1.5 cm3 oil should enter the
tank per hour.

The compressor is tested for oil throughput capacity at 1200-1350 rpm
with oil pressure 1.5-2.0 kg/cm2 . Under these conditions, the quantity of
oil flowing through the drain aperture in the compressor crankcase cover
(with open calibrated aperture) should be not over 500 g in five minutes.

T-sting of the operation of the relief system is performed by feeding
compressed air under not over 5 kg/cm2 pressure into the relief chamber, at
which noint plungers 7 (see Figure 16-26) should rise and fully open intake
valves 11 When the pressure is removed, the plungers should return sharply
due to the action of the return springs to their initial position. This
operation must be tested at least three times.

The exhj.ust valves can be checked for tightness by connecting the head
of the compre,sor to tank S ksee Figure 16-29) with a volume of 1 1, as shown
on the diagram, with a pressure of 6.5-7.0 kg/cm2 . The pressure drop in the
cylinder should be not over 0.5 kg/cm2 in 40 sec.

Leak testing of connections is made with a soap solution with an air
counterpressure of 6.5 kZ/cm2 .

Before installation on *he compressor, the pressure regulator must be,
checked, tested and adjusted t-, operate within the required air pressure limits.

Installation of compressor on engine. Install the compressor on the
engine manually, guiding the holes in the bracket cover onto the lugs on the
motor cylinder head. Put on the nuts Li hand. then tighten them with a wrench.
Place the drive belt around the pulley and adjust the belt tension by rotating
adjusting collar 4 (Figure 16-30) with speciai wrench 3, after backing off
stop screw 1. Belt S oiý the drive of the ZIL-IM compressor should be tightened
so that when a force of 4 kg is applied to it, the belt is deflected by 5-8 mn.
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After completing adjustment of belt tension, coupling 4 must be fastened
with stop bolt 1 and keyed. Connect the pipe which carries the compressed
air and the cooling water hose to the nipples in the head.

Connect the hose bringi.ng air to the compressor to the connection tube.
Connect the hose bringing cooling water to the nipple on the cylinder block.
Connect the oil lines to the Tlipples.

i 3
S

Figure 16-30. Adjustment of Compressor
Drive Belt Tension: 1, stop bolt; 2,
key; 3, wrench; 4, adjusting coupling;
5, drive belt; 6, compressor pulley

To dissemble the AR-li pressure regulator, clamp it in a vise and per-
form dissembly in the following sequence.

Remove the screws fastening cover I (see Figure 16-9), remove ;>.e washer
and cover. Back off counternut 6, remove adjusting cap 2 and the two support
balls 4 and spring 3 together, then withdraw shaft S. Unscrew seat 16 of the
exhaust valve, remove it together with counternut 6 and stop washer 18, then
remove adjusting shims 17. Unscrew plug 10 and withdraw ceranic filter 11.
Remove the body of the regulator from the vise and remove ball valves 14 and
13 and spring 12 of the valve, by rotating the body with the valve housings
downward.

Assembly of the pressure regulator is performed in the reverse sequen-e.

Testing the pressure regulator for tight scaling is performed by wetting
the output aperture in the housing and the threaded joints with a soap solution.
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The top valve is checked with the regulator turned, on,. the bottom valve ischocked by reducing the pressure until the regulator switch is off.

Air leaks through the upper or lower valves should not cause the forma-

tion of soap bubbles for five seconds. Air leaks through the threaded joint
are not permitted.

If the pressure regulator does not maintain the air pressure within the
* required limits, it should be dissembled, washed in gasoline and defective

parts should be replaced.

* In case of damage to the ball valve seats, the pressure regulator must
be replaced.

In case of damage to the surface of the balls, they should be replaced
and the pressure regulator adjusted.

Figure 16-31. Diagram of
Test Stand for Pressure
Regulator: 1, regulator; 2,
valve; 3 and 5, manometers;
4, air tank; 6, 9 kg/cm2

safety valve; 7, three-way
valve; 8, air supply from
pneumatic system

The regulator should switch on when the pressure in the pneumatic system
is increased to 7.0-7.4 kg/cm2 , causing the compressor to switch off and stop
the flow of air into the air system. The regulator shouid !-tch off when
the pressure in the pnekuatic system drops to 5.6-6.0 kg/cM2, at which time
the coupressor should switch on and begin to feed air into the pneUnatic system.

In order to check the upper pressure limit, valve 2 and valv- 7 nust be
open (Figure 16-31) and cylinder 4 filled with compressed air, beginning at
zero pressure- in the cylinder up to 7.0-7.4 kglcm2, while observing the reaJings
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of the manometers. When the pressure in the cylinder (manometer 5) reaches
7.0-7.4 kg/cm2 , valve 13 (see Figure 16-9) should open and switch on the
regulator, and the reading of manometer 3 (Figure 16-31) should be the same
as that nf manometer S, i. e. 7.0-7.4 kg/cm2 . After seeing that the indica-
tions of the manometers are correct, valve 7 should be closed.

In order to test the lower pressure limit, valve 7 should be open
slightly, gradually releasing the air and observing the manometers. As soon
as manometer S shows a pressure of 5.6-6.0 kg/cm2 , the needle on manometer 3
should rapidly drop to zero. Valve 14 (Figure 16-9) opens and the regulator
is switched off.

If manometer 3 (Figure 16-31) does not show the required pressure in
testing the upper and lower pressure limits, this means that the regulator
must be adjusted. This is done by removing the screws, removing cover I
(Figure 16-9), backing off counternut 6 and, by rotating ca• 2, adjusting
valve 14' to open at the low pressure limit of 5.6-6.0 kg/cm3, when the com-.
pressor should start operating and feed air into the pneumatic system of the
truck.

When adjusting the regulator, tightening the cap down causes the pressure
to increase, while backing it off causes the pressure to decrease. After
adjustment is completed, tighten the counternut against the cap, then check
the upper pressure level.

2If valve 13 does not operate at 7.0-7.4 kg/cm2, the upper pressure level
must be adjusted, adjusting the movement of the valves. This is done by with-
drawing sezt 16, changing the number of adjusting shims 17, until intake valve
13 opens at the upper pressure limit of 7.0-7.4 kg/cm2 , at which point the
compressor si:ould stop working.

In this adjustment, increasing the number of shims 17 causes the vres-
sure to decrease, while decreasing the number of shirs inc-eases the pressure.

After adjusting the regulator, fasten the seat in place wtth stop washer
18 and its screws. Then rcmove the re-gulatdr from the test stand, install it
on the cocpressor and check its operation on the truck.

In case the regulator does not operate properly, it must be adjus:ted once

Disseably and asebly of the saf,'ty \'alve. The safety valve (-ee .cigurc
16-10) is Adjusted so that it opens when i pressure f 9.0-of kg/cn& is reach-d
in the systen. The valve is -djusted to this pressure with adlustinr screw 6,
held in place by countetm-au 5,
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The safety valve must not leak. Leak testing of the valve is performed
iwith P soap solution. In order to eliminate leaks, the valves should be
dissembled, carefully washed in kerosene, dried and reassembled.

The sealing band of seat 1 and ball 3 should have no slcratches or other
surface damages. In case of damage to the ball, it should be replaced. In
case of damage to the sealing band of the seat, the entire safety valve should
be replaced.

Dissembly and assembly of combined brake valve. In order to protect the
stop signal switch from damage, it must be removed from its seat in the valve
before dissembly. This is done by pressing the valve in a vise and withdrawing
body 25 (see Figure 16-11) oP the switch, together with all its parts. To
remove the lever body, disconnect lever 33, remove the cover of the body together
with protective boot 2. Remdve the bolts fastening the lever body -to body 8 of
the valve. * f necessary remove the levers, cam shaft 32 and the shaft with
$mall lever 2

In order to remove large lever 3 with shaft 7, its axis must be pressed
out and the lever rempved together with arm 1.

In order to remove shaft 7 from the trailer valve ýection, bak eff
counternut 30, remove shaft guide 6 from the body of the valve with a wrench.

In order to remove the tilick valve section valve unit, the plug from the
valve cap must be removed, followed by the entire unit: the diaphragm, seat
17, exhaust valve 19, the return spring and input valve seat with adjusting
shims 13.

a - To remove the diaphragm unil of the truck valve section, the moumting
boliz of the truck valve cover must be removed, afte: which the c(rer is removed
together with the diaphragm spring. Then withdraw the entire unit: the dia-
ph.-agm, exhaust valve seat 17 and the guide cup. To remove the diaphragm with
the seat body, the mounting nut iý removed and the unit is separated into parts.

After removal of the unit, cup 28 and balancing spring 27 are removed
together from the valve cavity.

Removal of the diaphragm unit and valves from the trailer section of
the valve system is performed just as for the tractor section.

Dissembly of vhe trailer valve section shaft require:; that balancing
spring 5 be squeezed in a vise and the locking ring be removed (Figure 16-32 a),
then the stop washer removed from the shaft and the spring taken off of the
shaft guide. The cup of the truck valve section is removed similarly. After
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replacing worn parts, the combined brake valve is assembled in the reverse
sequgnce.

2 )

Figure 16-32. Shaft of 'r•.iler Valve Section:.
a,'dissembl I of shaft; b, working travel of inltake
valve; c, measurement of working travel of intake
valve: I, adjusting shims; 2, intake valve seat; 3,
intake valve

Before assembly, the friction surfaces of the valve must be washed with
clean kerosene, dried with a soft rag and lubricated with a thin layer of type
TSIATI?1-201 lubricant.

Testing and adjustment of combinod brake valve. Each brake valve which
has been repaired and assembled must be tested on the pneunatic installation
illustrated on Figute 16-33. The air pressure in air tank 3 should be 7 kg/cm2

and should be maintained for the entire test period. The air should be fed
to the intake valve.
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One hole in the upper and lower covers of the brake valve should be
plugged, the other holes connected to cylinders 6 and 8. Electrical current
is fed to the stop signal from power supply 11 at 5 a, test lamp 10 and fuse
12 are connected into the electric circuit.

The pneumatic installation can be used to check for leaks and operation
Ii of the brake valve and stop switch, and also to adjust the valve.

SAFrom Air

Figure .16-33. Installation for
Testing of Combined Brake Valve:
1, brake valve being tested; 2, 5
and 7, manometers; 3, 6 and 8, air
cylinders; 4, bypass valve; 9, three-
way valve; 10, test lamp; 11, power
supply; 12, 5 a fuse: A, air supply
from source

In the brake valve, the free travel of lever 3 (Figure 16-11) of the valve,
the free travel of lever 33 of the hand brake, the working travel of shaft 7
of the trailer section, the travel of intake valves 14 and 19 of the trailer
and truck sections and the air pressure in the trailer valve section are
checked.

The free travel of lever 3 and lever 33 not causing movement of the valve
diaphragm should be 1-2 mm, determined by rocking the levers.

The free travel of levers 3 and 33 can be adjusted with bolts 4 and 34
after backing off the counternuts, which are then tightened following adjust-
ment.

The working travel of shaft 7 of the trailer brake valve section should
be not over 5 mm. Adjustment of the shaft travel is performed by bolts 31 and
fastened down with a counternut.
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The air pressure in the trailer brake valve .section should be 4.8-5.3

kg/cm2 , and during braking the pressure should drop rapidly to zero.

The operating travel of intake valves 14 and 19 of the trailer and truck
sections should be 2.5-3.0 mm (see Figure 16-32 b).

If there is a deviation in valve travel from the recommended value,
adjustment must be performed using shims 13 (see Figure 16-11) placed beneath
seat 15 of the vahve. By decreasing or increasing the number of shims, the
valve travel can be set at the normal length. Measurements can be performed
with a measuring rule or rod depth measuring device (see Figure 16-32 c).

In order to check the tightness of seal and operation of the brake valve,
bypass valve 4 must be closed (see Figure 16-33), then lever 3 (Figure 16-11)
of the brake valve rapidly pushed to the stop. The indication of manometer
7 (Figure 16-33) should rise from zero to the indication of manometer 2, while
the pressure shown on manometer 5 should drop from 4.8-5.3 kg/cm2 to zero.

The increase in the pressure on manometer 7 and the drop in pressure on

manometer 5 should occur rapidly. In this position, the indications of manom-
eters 5 and 7 should be watched for one minute. Air leaks are not permitted.

When the lever is rapidly lowered, the pressure on manometer 7 should
drop sharply to zero, iwhile Th'e--pres-s-ure shown by manometer 5 should increase
rapidly from zero to 4.8-5.5 kg/cm2. This test should be repeated at least
three times.

If there is a deviation from the limiting pressure, adjustment must be
made by rotating guide 6 of the shaft (Figure 16-11) with counternut 30
backed off, after which the counternut must be retightened. Adjustment is
performed with the body of the levers removed.

With smooth application and removal of loads on the lever of the brake
valve, the changes in the indications of manometers 5 and 7 (Figure 16-33)
should occur smoothly, i. e. each intermediate position of the lever should
correspond to intermediate indications of the manometers.

When the lever is held in its intermediate positions, the indications
of manometers 5 and 7 should remain steady.

When the manual brake valve drive lever is moved, the pressure on manom-
eter 5 should drop from 4.8-5.3 kg/cm2 to zero, while the pressure on manom-
eter 7 should remain the same, i. e. should be zero.
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In order to determine the operation of the stop signal switch, the con-
tinuity of the insulation must be checked. This is checked by connecting a
voltage of 220 v into the circuit, with a 50 w bulb connected in series. The
voltage should be applied to the terminals (in the off position) and to the
body for 5-6 sec.

The moment when the stop signal switch switches on should be determined
using dc power. The current should be 5 a, the voltage 12 v. In order to
determine the moment of switching, lamp 10 should 'light when the air pressure
is between 0.2 and 0.8 kg/cm2 , determined by manometer 7. The stop signal
should switch ,off within the same pressure limits. During testing, the air
pressure should be raised and lowered smoothly, in order to see precisely the
moment when the test lamp of the stop signal switches on and off.

Final adjustment of the!pheumstic drive of the brake valves on the truck
can be performed according to the "assembly and dissembly of wheel brakes"
section.

Assembly and dissembly of individual brake valve. Since the individual
brake valve is similar in design to the lower section of the combined brake
valvie, its dissembly, assembly and adjustment are performed the same as for
the Lower section of the combined valve.

Separating valve and connecting head. In order to remove the separating
valve (Figure 16-14) and connecting head (Figure 16-15), the lines must be dis-
connected and the mounting bolts removed from the frame. Installation of the
separating valve and connecting head is performed in the reverse sequence.

The separating valve and connecting head are practically never dissembled
due to their high operating reliability. They should be checked for leaks at
an air pressure of 10 kg/cm2 . If there are no air leaks, the devices are
operating properly. The separating valve and connecting head are not adjusted.

When the body or plug of the separating valves must be replaced, the
surfaces must be ground to fit and checked for leaks. Tightness of the sepa-
rating valve is tested with the valve closed at a compressed air pressure of

8 kg/cm2 .

To dissemble the brake cylinders, loosen the nuts on the bolts retaining
covers 4 (Figure 16-13) and remove the cover and diaphragm 2. Then withdraw
shaft 3 with springs 6 and 7 from the 'ody of the cylinder. The shaft should
be separated from the adjusting lever.
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The adjusting lever is not dissembled, and if it is not operating pro-
perly it is replaced with a new one. When necessary, the adjusting lever can
be dissembled, breaking the glued contact.

If the body or cap of the diaphragm of the brake cylinder is bent, they
must be straightened or replaced. After repair of the brake cylinder, it
must be tested for leaks. To do this, press on the brake pedal, filling the
cylinder with compressed air, then spread a soap solution around the caps of
the flanges, points of passage of bolts tightening the flanges, point of pas-
sage of shaft through chamber body and holes in the body.

Air leaks will be detected by the soap solution. In order to eliminate
air leaks, tighten all bolts on the cap evenly. If the leak continues, the
diaphragm must be replaced.

The service life of brake cylinder diaphragms is two years.

Dimensions of Parts

Table 16.3

BASIC DIMENSIONS OF WHEEL BRAKE PARTS, MM

Permissible
Dimension Vehicle Nqgiinal or Repair Without Repair

Front and Rear Brake Shoes Assembled (Figure 16-34)

Shoe material --- type KCH 35-10 cast iron (standard GOST 1215-59) or
AL15V aluminum alloy (standard GOST 2685-53) or ALIOV aluminum alloy (ghost
2685-53). Lining material: for ZIL-157K -- asbestos cold molded composition
6KHl (technical condition No. UN-1007); ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 -- hot molded
asbestos composition 1-59 (technical condition No. UN-1022) or 14363 (No.
UN-1033)

Diameter of
hole for shoe
axis (cast
iron) for all
front and rear
brakes ZIL-157K 28.000-28.033 28.15
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Table 16.3 Continued

Permissible

Dimension Vehicle Nominal or Repair Without Repair

Hole diameter for
shoe bushing (alu-
minum) all front and
rear brakes ZIL-157K 29.600-29.633

Hole diameter for
shoe bushing (cast
iron or aluminum)
all front and rear
brakes ZIL-131 29.600-29.633

Hole dlameter for
shoe bushing (cast
iron and aluminum):
front brake ZIL-130 29.600-29.633
rear brake (up to 2j.600-29.633 0
1967) 21602.3

Diameter of support-
ing surface for
expanded shoe axis
(aluminum) of rear
brake (since 1967) ZIL-130 28.00-28.1 4  28.25

Radius of friction
surface of shoe with-
out lining, all front
and rear brakes Zl1-131 194.75-195.25

174.8-175.2

Radius of friction
surface of shoe with-
out lining:
all front brakes ZIL-130 194.75-195.25

rear brake (up to
1967) 194.75-195.25
rear brake (after
1967) 205.75-206.25
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Table 16.3 Continued

Permissible
Dimension Vehicle Nominal or Repair Without Repair

Radius of working
surface of shoe
with lining:

front and rear
brakes ZIL-131 Nominal 209.6-210.0

First Repair 210.1-210.5 -

front brakes of
all models ZIL-130 2nd " 210.6-211.0 -

3rd " 211.1-211.5 -

14th " 211.6-212.0 -

rear brakes (up to
1967) ZIL-130 5th " 212.1-212.5 -

6th 212.6-213.0 -

front and rear
brakes ZIL-157K Nominal 189.85-190.15 -

Ist Repair 190.35-190.65 -

2nd " 190.85-191.15
3rd 191.35-191.65
4th t 191.85-192.15 -

5th 192.35-192.65 -

6th " 192.85-193.15 -

rear brakes (slice
1967) ZIL-130 Nominal 209.4-210.0* -

First Repair 210.1-210.7 -

2nd " 210.8-211.4 -

3rd 211.5-212.1 -

14th " 212.2-212.8 -

5th " 212.9-213.5 -

6th " 213.6-214.2 -

Width of front shoes ZIL-130 70.0

Width of rear shoes ZIL-130 100

(up to 1967)

Width of rear shoes ZIL-130 140

(since 1967)

*Due to the use of profiled linings on the rear wheels of the ZIL-130,
the center of working of the outer surface of the linings is displaced relative
to the center of working of the outer surface of the shoe.
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"Table 16.3 Continued

Permissible
Dimension Vehicle Nominal or Repair Without Repair

Thickness of support
lug of cast Iron shoe All 12.0

Vehicles

Diameter of holes of
roller support in rear
brake shoe ZIL-130

(since 1967) 20.00-20.14

Width of all shoes ZIL-157K 70.
Same ZIL-131 100

Aluminum Shoe Side Piece

Type 20 Steel (GOST 1050-60), Depth of Hardened Layer
1.0-1.4 ram, Hardness HRC 56-62

Permissible
Dimension Vehicle Nominal or Repair Without RepaIr

Thickness of side
piece All 8.8-9.0 7.5

Vehicles

Rear Brake Support

KCH 35-10 Cast Iron (GOST 1215-59)

Diameter of hole
for large diameter
of shoe axis ZIL-130 35.00-35.05 35.15

Diameter of hole
for small diameter
of shoe axis Same 22.00-22.045 22.15

I
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I . Figure 16-34. Brake Shoes for: a,

/(,-• . -�-�'•'. .W'V ZIL-130; b, ZIL-157K; c, ZIL-131;f¾, .. i- I, shoe; 2, rivet; 3, friction lining

- -.. . .

Figure 16-35. Axis of Rear Brake Shoe
for ZIL-130: A, mark

Axis for Front and Rear Brake Shoes (Figure 16-35)

Steel 45 (GOST 1050-60), Hardened Layer Depth 1.0-2.5 mm;
Hardness HRC 50-62

PermissibleDimension Vehicle Nominal or Repair Without Repair

Diameter of neck
of axis for hole
in shoe:
all front and rearbrakes ZIL-131, 27,87-27.94 27.8

ZIL-157K
all front brakes ZIL-130 27.87.27.94

f rear brake (up to
1967) ZIL-130 Sa c-
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Table 16.3 Continued

Permissible
Dimension Vehicle Nominal or Repair Without Repair

Diameter of axis
neck for hole in
front and rear brake
5racket ZiL-157K 21.915-21.975 21.8

and ZIL-131

biameter of shaft
neck at aperture in
r'-ar brdl,.q support
(post 1967):
large diameter ZIL-130 34.900-34.989 34.8
small diameter ZIL-130 21.915-21.975 21.8

Eccentricity of neck All trucks 2.35-2.65

Thread Diameter Same 2MO x 1.5 c1. 2

Shoe Lining

Special Strip. Soft Tombac (TSMTU 54-41), 0.85 mm Thick
(May be Replaced by L-90-1 Tombac)

Internal diameter of
liner after pressing
and finishing ZIL-130 28.000-28.045 28.15

ZIL-131 and
ZIL-157K

(for aluminumshoe)

Brake Disc of Front and Rear Brakes With Shoe Axis Bracket

Disc Material -- Type 08 Steel 5 nn Thick (COST 4041-48),
Material of Shoe- Axis Bracket Type KCN 35-10 Cast Iron (GOST 1215-59)

Diameter of hole In
bracket for front and
rear brake shoe axis ZIL-157K, 22.00-22.o45 22.15

ZIL-13l
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Table 16.3 Continued

Permissible
Dimension Vehicle N•,m;nal or Repair Without Repair

Diameter of hole In
bracket for shoe axis:
front brakes ZIL-130 22.00-22.045 22.15
rear brakes (pre
1967) ZIL-130 22.00-22.045 22.15
rear brakes
(post 1967) ZIL-130 (see rear brake support) -

j Brake Drums, Front and Rear Brakes
Type SCH 24-44 or SCH 18-36 Cast Iron (GOST 1412-54)

Internal diameter
of drum ZIL-130 Nominal 420.00-420.38 -

Ist Repair 421.00-421.38 -

2nd " 422.00-422.38 -

3rd " 423.00-423.38 -

4th " 424.00-424.38 -

5th 425.00-425.38
6th 426.00-426.38 -

ZIL-157K Nominal 380.00-380.38 -
Ist Repair 381.00-381.38 -

2nd 382.00-382.38 -
3rd " 383.00-383.38
4th 384.00-384.38 -

5th " 385.00-385.38 -

6th " 386.00-386.38 -

ZIL-131 Noninal 420.00-420.25 -

Ist Repair 421.00-421.25
2nd " 422.00-422.25
3rd " 423.00-423.25 -

4th " 424.00-424.25 -

5th " 425.00-425.25 -

6th " 426.00-426.25 -

Hub hole diameter ZIL-130
front wheel 150.00-150.16
rear wheel 234.00-234.185
ZIL-157K 180.00-180.16
ZJL-131 214.000-214-.073
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Table 16.3 Continued

Front and Rear Brake Spreader Cams
Type 45 Steel (GOST 1050-60), Depth of Hardened Layer 1.5-3.5 mm;

Hardness HRC 50-62

Permissible
Dimension Vehicle Nominal or Repair Without Repair

Diameter of rear
spreader cam support
neck ZIL-130 37.50-37.66 37.45

"Diameter of rear
spreader cam support
neck ZIL-157K, 37.900-37.968 37.85

"ZIL-131

Diameter of front
spreader cam support
neck Same 37.900-37.968 37.85

Thickness of teeth
of spreader cam
splines of front and
rear brakes Same 5.76-5.86 5.5

Adjusting Lever Body
Type KCh 35-10 Cast Iron (GOST 1215-59)

Diameter of adjusting
lever bushing aper-
ture ZIL-130 15.000-15.027

ZIL-157K
ZIL-131

Width of adjusting
lever slot ZIL-130 26.14-26.28

ZIL-157K
ZIL-131

2-)O
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Table 16.3 Continued

I Adjusting ý.ev-- Bushing
Type A12 Steel (GOST 1414-54), depth of hardened layer 0.15-0.30 mm;hardness HRC 56-62

Permissible
Dimenslo,. Vehicle Nomlnal or Repair

Outer diameter of
bushiing ZIL-130 15.045-15.080

ZIL-157K
ZIL-131

* . Inner didmeiter of
Sbushing Same 12.06-12.18 12.25

Adjusting Lever Worm Gear

Type 45 Steel (GOST 1050-60), Hardness HRC 27-32;
Number of Teeth -- 27

Thickness (gauge
height 2.0 rram) ZIL-130, 2.97-3.04 2.85

ZIL-157K,
ZIL-131

Width of depression
in splined portion Sam. 5.89-5.945 5.75
of gear

Adjusting Lever Worm
Type OKh Steel (GOST 4543-61), Hardness HRC 28-32;

• Nuiber of Passes -- I

, To Thickness (gaugeSheight 2.0 rw) ZIL-130, 2.97-3.04 2.85

S~ZIL-157K.
S~ZIL-131

C



Table 16.3 Continued

Adjustir~g Lever Worm Axis of Front and Reaý Brakes

Type 45 Steel (GOST IO5-60), Hardness HB 197-241

Pbrmlsslble
Dimension Vehicle Nominal or Repair Without Repair

Wrench size on
worm axis ZIL-130 11.76-12.00

ZIL-157K,
ZIL-131

Brake Cylinder and Spreader Cam Axis bf Front and Rear Brakes
KCH 35-10 Cast Iron (GOST 1215-59)

Diameter of aper-
ture for spreader
cam neck ZIL-157K 38.00-38.05 38.15

Diame-er of bushing
aperture ' ZIL-130 39.6-39.639

Srake Cylinder Bracket and Spreader Cam Bushing
Type LS 74-3 Brass, Strip, 0.78-0.85 mm Thick (GOST 2208-49)

Internal diameter of
bushing after pressing
and working ZIL- 130 38.025-38.060 38.80

Table 16.4

Dimensi~ons of Brake Springs, mm

Outer Leigth
Number of Diameter in Free Length

Name of Unit Vehicle Turns of Turn State Under Load

Brake Shoe Return Spring

For ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 Trucks Spring Wire Group II, Diameter 4 mm
(GOST 9389-60); for ZIL-157K Truck, Spring Wire Group I, Diameter 4 mm

(GOST 5047-49)

Front and rear ZIL-131 ?0.5 23.7-24.3 130 180 (at
brakes 74-85 kg)
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Table 16.4 Continued

Outer Length
Number of Diameter in Free Length

Name of Unit Vehicle Turns 2f Turn State Under Load

Front Drakes ZIL-130 20.5 23.7-24.3 130 180 (at
74-85 kg)

Rear brakes
(pre 1907) ZIL-130 20.5 23.7-2ý4.3 130 180 (at

74-85 kg)

"Rear brakes
(post 1967) ZIL-130 20 25 242 286 (at

95-120 kg)

Front and
rear brakes ZIL-157K 21 23.7-24.3 226.0 270 (at

.70-80 kg)

Adjusting Lever Wdrm Stop Spring

Spring Wird Group I, Diameter 1.5 mm (GOST 9389-60)

Front 'and rear
brakes ZIL-130, 8 7.25-7.75 16 14 (at

ZIL-157K, . 7-10 kg)
ZI.--131

Table 16-5

BASIC DIMENSIONS OF HAND BRAKE PARTS, ;MM

Dimensions Nominal Permissible Without Repair.

Hand Brake Bracket

KCH 35-10 Cast Iron (GOST 1215-59)

Diameter of aperturefor 29.600- -.

large spreader cam neck 29.633
bushing

Diameter of aperture for 21.600-
small spreader cam 21.633
neck bushing
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Table 16-5 Continued

Dimensions Nominal Permissible Without Repair

Diameter of aperture for shoe
axis 18.000

18.035

Diameter of aperture for gland:
ZIL-130 84.00 84.1

84.07
ZIL-157K
and ZIC-131 82.00 82.1

82.07

Assembled Brake Shoe for Hand Brake

Shoe Material ALIOV Aluminum Alloy (GOST 2685-53), Liner -- Asbestos
Composition 6KKh-l Cold Molded (No. TU UN-1007)

Radius of shoe surface without
li;ner 121.7

122.3

Diameter of aperture for shoe axis 24.00 24.25
24.14

Shoe width 65

Radius of shoe surface with liner 130.7
131.4

Width of seat for shoe thrust
bearing 26.00

26.14

Shoe Axis

40 Kh Steel (GOST 4543-61); Hardness HB 255-285

Diameter of neck of axis at
hole in hand brake bracket 17.965

18.000

Diameter of neck axis at
hole in shoe 23.86 23.8

24.00
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Table 16-5 Continued

Dimensions Nominal Permissible Without Repair

Thread diameter Ml8xI.5 ci.2

Shoe Thrust Bearing

Type 20 Steel (GOST 1050-60); Nitrided Layer Depth 1.0-1.4 mm;
Hardness HRC 56-62

Thickness of shoe thrust
bearing 7.8-8.0 7.3

Width of shoe thrust bearing 25.955
26.000

Spreader Cam

Type 45 Steel (GOST 1050-60) Depth of Hardened Layer 1.0-4.0 mm;
Hardness HRC 56-62

Large neck diameter 27.915 27.8
27.975

Small neck diameter 19.915 19.87
19.975

Large Spreader Cam Bushing

Soft Strip of Tombac, Thickness 0.85 mm

Outer diameter of bushing 29.700
29.745

Inner diameter of bushing 28.04 28.15
28.08

Small Spreader Cam Bushing

Soft Tombac Strip, 1.0 mm Thick

Outer diameter 21.7
21.745

Inner diameter 20.04 20.15
20.08
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Table 16-5 Continued

Dimensions Nominal Permissible Without Repair

Hand Brake Adjusting Lever

Type 35 Steel (GOST 1050-60); Hardness HB 149-187;
Number of Adjustment Holes -- 6

Diameter of lever adjusting holes 10.000 10.20
10.058

Hand Brake Drum

SCH 18-36 Cast Iron (GOST 1412-54)

Internal drum diameter:
Nominal 260.000

260.185

Ist Repair 261.000
261 . 185

2nd Repair 262.000
262.185

Outer drum diameter 290.0

Aperture diameter at flange 95.015
95.050

Large Return Spring

Spring Wire Group II, Diameter 3.5 mm (GOST 9389-60);
Number of Turns -- 20

Length of spring in free state 100.0

Length of spring under 50-60 kg
load 132.0

External diameter of turns 19.8
20.2
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Table 16-5 Continued

Dimensions Nominal Permissible Without Repair

Small Return Spring

Spri.ng Wire Group II, Diameter 3.5 mm (GOST 9389-60);
Number of Turns -- 10

Length of spring in free state 66.0

Length of spring under 50-60 kg
load 82.0

SExternal diameter of spring 19.8
20.2

Table 16-6

DIMENSIONS OF COMPRESSOR PARTS, MM

Permissible
First Second Without

Dimensions Nominal Repair Repair Repair

Crankcase

SCH 15-32 Cast Iron (GOST 1412-54);

Diameter of bearing
apertures 72.00 72.05

72.03

Cylinder Block

SCH 15-32 Cast Iron (GOST 1412-54);

Cylinder diameter 60.00 60.40 60.80
60.03 60.43 60.83

Pikton

SCH 15-32 Cast ;ron (GOST 1412-5-4); Post 1967 Cylinders Made of
ALIOV Aluminum Alloy

Diameter (Figure
16-36)

D 59 .6h 60.04 60.44
59.70 60.10 60.50
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Table 16-6 Continued

Permissible

Fi rst Second Without

Dimensions Nominalepar Repar Repair

D 53.60 54.00 54.40
53.80 54.20 54.60

D 59.94 60.34 60.74
59.97 60.37 60.77

Piston Rings

SCH Cast Iron (No. 7 Uk-15); Hardness HRB 96-106

Diameter 52.00 52.40 52.80

60.00 60.40 60.80

Crankshaft

Type 45 Steel (GOST 1050-60); Depth of Hardened Layer

1.5-3.0 mm; Hardness HRC 52-62

Diameter of
big end neck 35.003

35.020

Diameter of shaft
neck at gland 23.860

* 24.000

Diameter of aperture
for rear crankcase
cover seal 25,000

25.033

Diameter of conical
neck (conicity U.8) 20.5

Connecting Rod

Type 40 Steel (GOST 1050-60); Hardness HB 207-241

Diameter of apertures
In upper head for
bushing 14.000oo 

14.0

14.019
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Table 16-6 Continued

Permissible
First Second Without

Dimensions Nominal Rear Repair Repair

Rear Crankcase Cover

SCH 35-10 Cast Iron (GOST 1215-59)

Diameter of aperture

for external bearing
circle 70.00

72.12

Rear Cover Seal
SCH 15-32 Cast Iron (GOST 1412-54)

Outer diameter of
seal 24.96

24.98

Pulley

SChI 15-32 Cast Iron (GOST 1412-54)

Diameter of small
conical aperture
(conicity 1:8) for
crankshaft neck 20.01

Rear Cover Seal Spring

Spring Wire Group I, Diameter 1.4 mm (GOST 9389-60); Number
of Turns 5.5, Number of Working Turns 3.5

Length of spring In
free state 25.0

Length of spring under
3-4 kg load 15.0

Diameter of turns 17.4

17.8
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Table 16-6 Continued

Permissible
First Second Without

Dimensions Nominal Repair Repair Repair

Wrist Pin

Type 20 Steel (GOST 1050-60); Depth of Hardened Layer 0.6-1.0
amm; Hardness NRC 56-62

Table 16-7

MARKINGS OF WRIST PINS AND PISTONS FOR DIMENSIONS, MM (FIG. 16-37)

Diameter of
Aperture In Pin Color of

Group Piston for Pin Diameter Marking

I 12.503 12.500 Blue
12.500 12.497

Ii 12.500 12.497 Red
12.497 12.494

III 12.497 12.494 White
12.494 12.491

IV 12.494 12.491 Green
12.491 12.488

Table 16-8

DIMENSIONS OF CRANKSHAFT CON ROD NECKS, MM (Fig. 16-38)

Dimens ion Rod Neck

Nomi nal 28.479-28. 500
Ist Repair 28.179-28.200
2nd Repair 27.879-27.900
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Table 16-9

MARKING OF UPPER ROD HEAD FOR DIAMETERS OF WRIST PIN APERTURE, MM

Uiameter of
GroupAperture Color

I 12.507-12.504 Blue
II 12.504-12.501 Red
III 12.501-12.498 White
IV 12.498-12.495 Green

Table 16-10

BASIC DIMENSIONS OF PARTS OF ZIL-130 COMPRESSOR RELIEF DEVICE, MM

Permissible
Dimension Nominal Without Repair

Intake Valve Plunger

Ai2 Steel (GOST 1414-54)

Diameter of plunger
neck for bushing 9.915 9.9

9.965

Width of sealing ring slot 2.70
2~.82

Plunger Bushing

I L62 Brass (GOST 1019-47)

External diameter of
bushing 13.080

13.)15

Internal diameter of
bushing 10.00 10.0410 .o3

Intake Valve Guide

SA)2 Steel (GOST 1414-54)
i ~ Diamaeter of seat for

Intake Valve guide 9.915 9.9
9.965

2.51iI
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Table 16-10 Continued

Dimension Nominal Permissible Without Repair

Diameter of 'intake valve
stem 4.00 4.10

4.08

Intake Valve Return Spring
Spring Wire Group I, Diameter 1.2 nwn (GOST 9389-60);

Total Number of Turns -- 7; Number of Working Turns -- 5

Length of spring in free state 20.0

Length of spring under
3.2-3.8 kg load 16.0

Internal diameter of turns 6.60
6.86

Intake Valve
Type 85 Steel (GOST 2052-53); Hardness HRC 50-55

Diameter 18.26
18.40

Thickness 0.88 0.8
1 .00

Intake Valve Seat

Type 35 Steel (GOST 1050-60)

Diameter of intake
valve seat neck 17.040

17.075

Intake Valve Spring

Spring Wire Group I, Diameter 0.6 tm (GOST 9389-60); Total Nunber
of Turns -- 10; Number of Working Turns -- 8

Length of spring in
free state 15.0
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Table 16-10 Continued

Dimension Nominal Permissible Without Repair

Length of spring under
35-45 g load 13.0

Internal diameter of turns 7.5
7.86

External diameter of turns 9.4

Exhaust Valve Spring

Spring Wire of 65g Steel, Group II, Diameter 1.1 mm (GOST 1071-41);
Total Number of Turns -- 15; Number of Working Turns -- 13

Length of spring in free
state 26.0

Length of spring under
0.5-0.6 kg load 26.5

Turn diameter 13.3
14.0

ID
1- -5. Figure 16-36. CoMpressor

_f - I Piston: D, diameter of
JU piston head; DP, -'ame-ter

• • I of measured in slots for
piston rings; D2, diaw- ter
"of piston skirt; I, axiai
line; 2, represents repair
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Figure 16-37. Wrist Pin of Coapressor
With Plug: 1, plug; 2, pin

6zvI

Figure 16-38. Comprcesor Crankshaft

25
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Chapter 17
V A

CABIN, BODY AND PLATFORM

Structure

Cabin. The ZIL-157K, ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 trucks are equipped with all

metal, three-place cabins.

The cabin of the ZIL-1S7K (Figure 17-1) with heat insulating roof and
cabin back, with opening left windshield half, ventilatipF h.•tch and roll-up

windows. On special order, the cabin roof is equipped with a viewing hatch
*• opening to the outside. The windshield is flat. consisting of two halves;
* the left half of the windshield opens. The rear window does not open. The

windshield and rear window are made of stalinite.

The cabins of the ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 (Figure 17-2) have panoramic, non-
opening windshields (one-piece or made of two halves), equipped with heat

insulation and rubber ficor mats. There are two ventilating hatches with
covers in the cabin roof, opening outward. When the hatch is used, the covwr
snould be fixed in the open position by means of the clamp inszalled on the
hatch lever. The rear glass is flat, non-opening. The windshield and rear
glass are made of stalinite.

The hood and fenders of the ZIL-157K and ZIL-130 are shown on Figure
17-3 and 17-4.

Figure 17-1. Cabin of ZIL-157K:

I and 6, cabin support brackets;

2 and 9, bolts; 3, hinges; 4
and 10, axes; 5 and 8, nuts;

" "7, plate; 11, rear glass; 12,
"door handle; 13, door; 14, door

' . , .• glass; 15, cabin roof; 16,
, windshield; 17, mirror; 18,

sealing liners of hood; 19,

y ~longitudinal memberI

t 255 I
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Figurd 17-2. Cabin of ZIL-130 and ZIL.-131:
1 and '7, cabin mournting brackets; 2, rubber
support cushions; 3, 9 and 13, bolts; 4, nuts;
5, cabin door; 6, outside door handle; 8,
longitudinal frame member; 10, shock absorbing
rubber bushing; 11, suspension bracket; 12,
insert; 14, hatch base; 15, hatch cover; 16,
rear window.v; 17, rear view mi rr6r; 18, dolor
glass; 19, vent wing; 20:, windshield; 21,' mirror
bracket; 22, moving bracket adjustor

Hoods. The hood of the ZIL-157K truck is a four-part, hinged hood
opening on both sides by lifting. The hiod of the ZIL-130 andtZIL-131 is
an ahligator type. Loops are used to hoid the hood in the open position
betweien 40 and 90 degrees using springs and a system of levers. The right
loop has a safety hook to prvvent accidental closing of the hood. The hood
latch is the normal type used with an alligator hood.

-rhe latch is mounted on the outside. In order to open the hood, oneimust
reach in through a hole in the radiator facing and .pull lever 5 of the latch
(17-5). The hood is relatched by simply closing iti.

Cabin doors. The doors of the cabin of the ZIL-157K (Figure 17-6) are
equipped with locks for locking from inside, and the right door has a lock
for locking from the outside ýsing the ignition key. The side windows of the
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doors are flat roll-up types; the glass lifting mechanism is a two-l*ever
ýtype (Figure 17-7) with a brake mechanism preventing the glass from drop-
,ping. The door stops and closures (Figure 17-8) open and close the right
and left doors from the inside and outside with handles. The right door can
be 1ocked• from the outside (using the ignition key). Both door locks can be
locked with buttons.

The lock mechanisms are mounted below the outer door handle on the
door panels.

The door stops are independent units, not combined with the locks.

Thd doors of the cabin of the ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 (Figure 17-9) have
roll-up windows and rotating vent wings. The windows are rolled up and held
in position by means of single lever glass lifting mechanisms. These mecha-
nisms (Figure 17-10) include brake mechanisms preventing the glass from drop-
ping. The glass lifting mechanism requires ,no adjustment during operation.

Installation and removal of' locks and glass lifting mechanisms is ptr-
formed through a hatch on the inner panel of the door. Both doors have locks
which can be operated from the inside and outside of the cabin (Figure 17-11).
The locks of the left and right doors can be locked from inside by means of
a button. The right door can be locked from the outside as well, using the
ignition k-y.

The door is opened from inside by means of a rotating handle on the
inner door panel. If the lock button is depressed, it automatically pops
up when the door is slammed.

The door lock is also a door positioner, preventing the door from handing
on its hinges.

Windshield wipers. The ZIL-1S7K uses a two-blade pneumatic type SL-22
windshield wiper (Figure 17-12) with a type KR-11 reduction valve. The pneu-
matic motor is a single-cylinder type with a lever driving the second wiper.

The piston seals are leather. The air distributor is a valve type.

The ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 trucks use double-blade type SL-440 wipers (Figure
17-13) with a type KR-24 valve. The pneumatic motor (17-14) is a single-
cylinder type with a slide valve distributor, lever drive and a mechanism
which returns the wipers to the lower edge of the glass.

The piston seals are rubber. The operating diagram of the SL-440 wiper
is shown on Figure 17-15.
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Figure 17-3. Hood and Fenders of ZLL-157K: I and
*1II, fenders; 2, head light guard; 3, radiator cover;

4, hood; 5 and 8, hood latches; 6, right bracket (left
not shown); 7 and 9, supporting brackets; 10, spray
shield; 12, rubber mount

*- -

SFigure 17-4. Hood and Fenders of ZIL-130: 1, hood;

2, hood latch rod; 3, hood safety latch; 4, spray
shield; 5 and 11, fenders; 6, 9 and 10, seals; 7,
hood latch; 8, radiator shield; 12 and 13, supports
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Windshield washer. The ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 trucks are equipped with a
windshield washer (Figure 17-16, 17-17). The device consists of a rubber
reservoir 3 (see Figure 17-16), installed beneath the instrument panel in
the cabin, two sprayer3 4 located on the front panel of the cabin in front
of the windshield 5, diaphragm pump 1 installed on the cabin floor with
pedal drive 2.

Cabin seats. In the ZIL-157K, the driver seat is a single-place seat,
the passenger seat is a two-place seat (Figure 17-18). The seat can be adjusted
to three positions fo-ward and back. The drivers seat back can be adjusted
as to tilt.

The seat bottoms a.:d backs are spring-type, covered with artificial
leather, mounted on a wooden frame with metal covering.

In the ZIL-130 and ZIL-131, there is a single place driver seat (Figure
17-19) which can be adjinted in the horizontal direction. The seat and back
can be adjusted as to tilt. The passenger's seat is a two-place seat, non-
aljustable. The bottoms and backs of the seats are made of sponge rubber,
covered with artificial leather, mounted on a metal-covered wooden base.

Cabin heater. All trucks are equipped with heaters except for trucks
designed for operation iL hot climate regions. Cabin heating is by hot water
from the engine cooling s-stem, with a water radiator and a centrifugal fan
forcing hot air to heat the cabin and defrost the windshield.

The hot water is fed to the heater radiator of the ZIL-157K (Figure
17-20) from the engine cylinder cooling jacket, and to the heater radiator
of the ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 (Figure 17-21) from the inlet pipe cavity.

The heater is enclosed in a shell which also serves as a warm air reser-
voir. The warm air is pumped from this reservoir by the fan into the parts of
the cabin to be heated and onto the windshield.

The platform of the ZIL-157K (Figure 17-22) is ma.de of wood, and tilting
brackets are installed along the sides.

The rear wall is a tilting type, with two suspension points.

The platform of the ZIL-130 truck is wooden (Figure 17-23) with metal
pdging and metal transverse support beams. The rear wall and side walls are
tilting types, the front wall does not move. The platform is adapted for
installation of a tarpoline. Several types of platforms are installed on
the ZIL-130: the standard type (with normal sides), a platform with built-up
sides and top frame. These types of platforms are installed on order.
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Figure 17-5. Hood Latch: 1,
safety latch; 2, rod spring; 3,
rod cup; 4, rod; 5, latching lever;
6, lever axis; 7, latch body; 8,
lever spring; 9, spring with seat
for safety hook; 10, hood

15

12"V

"Figure 17-6. Cabin Door of La -157K: 1,
5 and 6, seals; 2, latch bar; 3, stop wedge;
4, connector; 6, hatch cover; 7, door hinges;
8, door limiter (stop); 9, lifting levers;
10, adjusting screw; 11, glass lifter; 12,
window crank; 13, door handle; 14, window
glass
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Figure 17-7. Roll-up Window Mechanitm of ZIL-157K:
l and 6, screws; 2, 7 and 19, washers; 3, handle;
4, sealing ring; 5, drive,-shaft; 8, window lifting
mechanism; 9, window lifting sector; 10, sector
axis; 11 and 25, rivets; 12, driving lever; 13,
roller axis; 14, roller; 15, lever pins; 16, rI-shaped
lever; 17, driven lever; 18, lever adjusting screw
(adjustment axis); 20, window spring; 21, flat washer;
22, brake mechanism gear; 23, spring; 24, brake mecha-
nism body

The platform of the long wheel base ZIL-130G is shown on Figure 17-24.

The platform of the ZIL-131 is wooden with metal facing and metal cross-
beams. The rear wall is tilting, the front and side walls do not tilt.
Tilting seats are installed along the side walls. The rear wall has suspended
steps; the wide walls are equipped with grids. The platform of the ZIL-131
truck is equipped with a removable center bench. The center bench has a
removable back. The platform carries seats for top frame members.
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Mal ntenance

Maintenance of the cabin and body parts includes dissembly and washing
operations, which must be performed each day, as well as operations involving
checking of mounting units of the cabin and fenders, which must be performed
during TO-2. Door hinges and locks should be lubricated each one or two TO-2
cycles.

Repair

Typical defects of cabins and fender parts include dents, cracks and
rips in panels, damage to equipment and paint, seat covers and internal cabin
panels.

Dents should be straightened, cracks welded and ground down even with

the base metal.

Solde.r surfacing with subsequence piling is permitted.

Elimination of dents, cracks and holes in cabins and hood and fender
parts. Dents in metal cabin panels are eliminated by straightening, deep
scratches by solder surfacing. Dents not involving bending and drawing of
the metal can be banged out using wooden or rubber hammers.

The initial shape of the part is restored by hammering out and straight-
ening. The straightening tools (Figure 17-25) include special hammers and
supports placed on the inside of the panel.

The working surfaces of tools for hammering and straightening must be
completely smooth.

During the process of elimination of dents, a metal support, selected
according to the shape of the surface being repaired, must be placed beneath
the surface being straightened and pressed tightly against it by hand, while
the opposite side is struck with a straightening hammer, immediately opposite
the support (Figure 17-26). Gradually moving the support, pound down bulges
and eliminate small dents. Smooth the straightened surface with a file and
sandpaper.

If dents in the opposite direction are discovered during straightening,
straightening is continued although these dents are not sanded off.

During straightening of slight dents, straightening is begun at the edges
and hammer blows gradually moved to the middle. If dents are deep, without
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folds or sharp bends, blows should be initially applied to the center and

gradually moved out to the edges. If there are sharp bends or folds, straight-

ening should be begun at the bend or fold.

7 .0

to -.',

22

Figure 17-8. Lock and Lever of Right Door of 71L-157K:

1, lock drive lever; 2, 6 and 12, washers; 3, 7, 11 and

17, screws; 4, inside handle; 5, pin; 8, lock spring;

9, lock body; 10, lock bolt; 13, lock face plate; 14,
face cover; 15, lock slide; 16, lock cam; 18, door lock-

ing mechanism; 19, door lock; 20, key; 21, lock mounting

plate; 22, outside handle; 23 and 28, mounting plates;
24, lever spring; 25, spring cup; 26, latch spring; 27,
latch; 29, lock drive member
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Figure 17-9. Right floor of ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 Cabin:
I, roll-up window guide; 2, door hinge; 3, door seal;
4, door limiter; 5, glass lifter; 6, window crank; 7,
limiter buffer; 8, vent wing catch; 9, vent wing; 10,
seal mounting pins; 11, roll-up window; 12, plug; 13,
inside door handle; 14, cover; 15, window lifting arm;
16, crosspiece; 17, hatch cover; 18 and 19, vent wing
seals; 20, vent wing glass frame; 21, upper axis of
vent wing; 22, vent wing seal frame; 23, bushing of
axis; 24, lower vent wing axis; 25, clamp; 26, retain-
ing screw

Cracks and holes are welded shut following straightening of the surface,
using plates if the damage is great. Gas welding is used, with a number one
wwelding tip when operating with metal 0.5-1.0 mm thick and a number two tip
fdr metal 1-3 mm thick.

In case of a large crack on a fender, a steel plate is installed on theoutside and riveted to the fender. A fender with a dent including a tear
is repaired by rejoining the tear and welding it, then straightening the dent
and smoothing the surface.

A plate is welded to the inside edge of the fender to give it stiffness.
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Figure 17-10. Roll-up Window Mecha-
nism of ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 Cabin
Door; 1, balancing spring; 2, axis
of geared sector; 3, geared sector;
4, brake mechanism drive shaft; 5,
window winder body; 6, window crank;
7, lever; 8, window glass; 9, clamp;
10, crosspiece; 11, roller; 12, roller
axis; 13, brake mechanism spring; 14,
drive mechanism shaft guide; 15, brake
mechanism body; 16, driving gear; 17,
gear support

A stretched fender is repaired by cutting off the excess metal. The
cutting area is evened with a hammer, and the side is but welded. The edge
of the side is reinforced at the point of welding by welding on a steel plate
on the inside of the fender.

In case of deep corrosion damage to the floor board of the cabin, the
damaged areas may be cut away and replaced with plates welded in.

Slight irregularities which cannot be removed by straightening are sur-
faced with a tin-lead solder or powdered plastic and sanded smooth. When
solder is used, the area should be cleaned until shiny and tinned with
soldering paste, which does not require preliminary etching of the surface
with hydrocloric acid, after which POS-18 or POS-30 solder is applied, Then
clean and grind the surface with sandpaper, preparing it for later painting.

When plastics are used, the sector treated is smoothed with abrasive
stones to produce a rough surface.
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Figure 17-11. Door Lock of ZIL--130 and
ZIL-131: 1, inside door handle; 2, dctor
handle mechanism body; 3, coil spring; 4,
spring cover; 5, lock drive mechanism axis;
6, lock drive lever; 7, coil I..ive 3pring;
8, door lock guide; 9, tock a.-'ve member;
10, door lock guide positioning spring; 11,
lock body; 12, lock detent; 13, lock lever;
14, button shaft; 15, outside door handle;
16, door handle button; !I, door lock lever
axis; 18, lever support; 19, detent axis; 20,
detent axis spring; 21. '.ring support; 22,
guide axis; 23, wedge.' , right outer door
handle with ignition -c.ch

The sector repaired is heated to 160-180o C Heat resistant type TP1-37
plastic is applied to the surface using a gas-flame plastic sputtering instal-
lation (UPN-4U) until all dents are filled in and .P smooth surface is produced,
after which the plastic is coapacted, szoothing th,, surface with a steel
roller.

After the plastic has hardened, the surface is cleaned and ground.
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In order to smooth individual irregularities on the surfaces of fenders
and other parts (primarily in difficultly accessible locations), mastics
based on epoxy resin are sometimes used. These mastics solidify well at any
temperature and have good strength, chemical resistance and low shrinkage
following hardening.

The mastic is made up of epoxy resin, the binder material, and a filler,
which may be carbon black, mica powder, cast iron or iron powder or ground
asbestos.

In order to assure rapid hardening of the mastic, a hardener is added
in the form of polyethylene polyamine, and dibutyl phthalate is added to
increase the impact toughness.

The compositions of the mastic are presented below.

First Composition

ED-6 resin 100 weight parts or 48.78%
Dibutyl phthalate 60 weight parts or 29.27%
Black (filler) 35 weight parts or 17.07% 1
Polyethylene polyamine 10 weight parts or 4.88%

Composition Two

ED-6 resin 100 weight parts or 40.0%
Dibutyl Phthalate 50 weight Darts or 20.0%
Mica powder (filler) 20 weight parts or 36.0%
Polyethylene polya~ine 10 weight parts or 4.0%

In order to prepare the mastic, dibutyl phthalat- is added to the epoxy
resin, heated to 60-80* C, and carefully mixed, The filler is then added
and the entire mass is once more mixed for five minutes.

In this fom., the mixture can be stored in a closed vessel for a long
time. Before using the r-astic, the polyethylene pNlyamine is added, and
then mixed in with the epoxy resin.

After this component is added, the =-stic hardens in twenty minutes.

Before the ,mastic is applied. the metal --urfacr is cleaned and degreased.
The taftic is applied to the area to be repAired with a spatula and spread
smooth. After solidification of the .nastic (after 10-15 hours) it is easily
subjected to nechanical working.
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Figure 17-12. SL.-22 Wirndshield Wiper With Opergng
Valve and Distributor Mechanism: a, KR-Il o:perating
valvt and reducer; b, windshield wi.-e:- in cross section;

c, position of parts of distributor mchanism as piston
moves left to right; d, position of parts of distributor
w-chanism as piston movws right to left: 1., screw with
head; 2, shaft; 3, collar; 4, valve; 5, air supply nipple;
6, air exhaust nipple; 7, washer; 3, shaft spring; 9, pin;
10 and 20, cover; 11, piston; 12, rack; 13, pinion: 14,
adjusting collar; 15, leather coil!r; 16, adjusting clutch;
17, body; 1S, am; 19, stop; 21 and 25, brackets; '2',
bracket axis; 23, bracket spring; 24, valve crosspiece; I
26, collar spacing ring; 27. pinion limiting screws; 28,counter-rut; 29, 30 anri 40, valves; 31, 33, 35. 36, 38 and
39, channels; 32, filter; 34, nipple; 37, seat
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From Rrake System

Figure 17-13. SL-440 Windshield Wiper: 1,
pneumatic windshield wiper motor; 2, top cover;
3, two-arm lever; 4, valve distributor body; 5,
windshield wiper drive arm; 6, air supply from
pneumatic system; 7, wiper; 8, windshield wiper
drive lever; 9, windshield wiper control button

Wiper: 1, body of cIor; 2, working ghaft;

3. pinion; 4, rack; 5. 13 and 16, rubber scaling ring%•;
6, piston: 7 and 24. shims; 6. cover; 9, screý-.*; 10, plug;
11. distributor body; 12, assai-led valve; 14, valve p•ison;-
15, aperture for Oraining of air at r,,cr•nt of ýto-ppirq ard

parki;ng of" wipers; 17, parking piston; 16. parking piston
valve.- 19. valve, spring; 20, air exhaust nipple; 21 and '23,
apertures adritting air to cylin&-r to limit trzavel of pneu-
sqtic m•otor piston; 22, apertures an'd cha•nnels connemcting

: ~prr.etbmatic .-o-tor cavity, to distributor v•alv-e caviy.-.y 26,
:' nipple sup•plying air fror sz.artinq valve to) distribjutor
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.Figure 17-15. (perating Diagram of

SL-440 Windshield Wiper: a, motion of

L . - - - pneumatic motor piston left to right;
b, moti'on of pneumatic motor piston
right to left; c, stopping of pneumatic

b motor with wipers parked in extreme posi-
on; 1, pneumatic motor cylinder; 2, 21

24, rubber sealing rings; 3, pistons;
A, shaft of pinion; 5, geared pinion; 6,
geared rack; 7, 9, 10 and 11, apertures
11i1 pneumatic mot..i cylinder; 8, distributor

-------- body; 12, chznnels; 13, 14, 15, 6, 17,
18, 22 and 23, distriLutor apertures; 19,
valve piston; 20, valve; 25, parking piston;
26, rubber valve; 27, parking valve spring;
"28 and 34, tubing; 29, starting valve lever;

-__ _ .' 30, starting valve body; 31, aperture in
seat; 32, 35, 36 and 38, starting valve
nipple channels; 33 and 39, valve seats;
37, ball valve;. 40, exhaust aperture of
valve; 41, starting valve needle; A, B
and G, cavity; C, D, E, J, F-- chambers
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Figure 17-16. Windshield Washer for ZIL-130

and ZiL-131.

The doors of the cabin of the ZIL-157K truck. If there are defects in

the door or the units located inside the door, they must be removed before
repair.

To remove the cabin doors, the limiters must be disconnected, then the
hinge pins tapped out and the doors removed.

Depending on the type of repair, the hinges may be unscrewed without
knocking out the pins.

In fitting cabin doors, the following clearances should be used: between
doors and cabin loop supports -- up to 5 mm, between the edges of doors and
edges of rear cabin uprights -- up to 8 mm, between the edges of doors and
lower cabin edge -- up to 10 mm.

Door locks. In order to remove the lock (see Figure 17-6), the outer
handle must be':removed by withdrawing one screw. Remove the inner handle 13,
by removing one screw. Remove the lock mounting screws and, removing cover 6
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of the door hatch, withdraw the lock together with the lock drive from the
door. Figure 17-8 shows a lock with drive and with door handles, assembled.

-12

-" 23

3

Figure 17-17. Windshield Washer of ZIL-130 and ZIL-131
Trucks: 1, screen filter; 2 and 19, ball valves; 3,
tube; 4, reservoir cover; 5, rubber reservoir; 6, plug;
7 and 11, junctions; 8, pump drive pedal; 9, glan.d nut;
10, gland; 12, diaphragm; 13, diaphragm spring; 14, pump
body; 15, diaphragm nut; 16, body lug; 17, sprayer; 18,
sprayer head; 20, nipple nut; 21, nipple; 22, hose; 23,
nozzle
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Figure 17-18. Seat of ZIL-157K: I and
5, passenger and driver seat backs; 2, 6,
12 and 16, padding; 3, 7, 11 and 15, wooden
frames of seat and back; 4, 8 and 17, springs;9, tension springs; 13 and 14, passenger and
driver seats; 18, edge wire

In case of damage to spring 8 of the lock or if the seating of bolt 10into its recess is weakened, they should be replaced.

The dimensions of the aperture in detent 27 for the outside door handleshould be 8.05-8.50 mm; if the aperture is larger, the detent should be
replaced.

In case of wear to the supporting surface of face 13 or the working por-tion of bolt 10, tCey can be surfaced or replaced.

If the pin connecting the tail of the bolt to the body is weakened, the
pin should be replaced.

The drive arm cannot be bent, the spring cannot be damaged. If necessary,
the arm can be straightened, the spring replaced.
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If the fastening of the arm pin to thý. lock. drive and rivet joint of
the arm pin 29, sliding in the slots in the tail of the bolt, are weakened,
the pins should be replaced.

1, 4, 10 an 42omrber ,5 n 3

.z,,

I,4 0ad1 , fomrbbr , 5 n 3

covering; 3 and 6, edging; 7, passenger seat
bottom; 8, passenger's seat back; 11 and 15,
frames; 12, driver's seat back; 16, back holder;
17, driver's seat assembled; 18 and 19, screws
for adjustment of back position; 20 and 21, balls;
22, ball separator; 23, moving guide; 24, non-

moving guide; 25, vertical slots in moving guide;26, stop mechanism axis; 27, longitudinal seat
adjustment stop dever; 28, bracket fastening seat
to floor of cabin

8
• 7 • I Figure 17-20. ZIL-157K Cabin

5, .•Heater- 1, electric motor; 2,22, balan;e o mv ngrguide 24, 3, cover; 4,

movng uid; 5, ertcaliator in mo ing ak gun;de;se

2n7, distributor; 8, feed line; 9,

adjutmen stpeerd8,b ack tofastening etaein;,ho;

r hose delivering water to compressor,"t f r b water pump; i hose

waer -eigr 1-0. Z-5K a ing

water from compressor; 12, valve;

13, fan body; 14, fan body valve
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Figure 17-21. ZIL-130 and ZIL-131
Cabin Heater: 1, lever controlling
heater channel valve; 2, line; 3,
heater channel valve forcing air to
defroster (shown in open position);
4, defroster nozzle; 5, channel; 6,
water pump; 7, hose draining water from
heater; 8, valve; 9, cylinder head
valve cover; 10, line carrying water
to heater; 11, centrifugal fan; 12,
electric motor; 13, radiator; 14, fan
body valve; 15, valve locating spring;
16, valve control lever; 17, defroster
hose

Figure 17-22. Platform of
ZIL-157K: 1, top bar guide;

4 2 and 11, spray shields; 3,
hooks; 4, side wall; 5, cover
piece; 6, cover; 7, spacer;
8, stirrup; 9, crossbeam;
10, locking chain; 12, stop
loop; 13, steps; 14 and 20,
platform side seats; 15, rear
wall; 16, lower support loop;
17, support pin; 18, upper
support loop; 19, base of plat-
form; 21, top bars; 22, front
wall; 23, top
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Figure 17-23. Platform of ZIL-130: 1, rear
wall; 2, side wall; 3 and 19, lock bolts; 4,
lower loop; 5, support pin; 6, longitudinal
beam; 7, cover; 8, clamp; 9, frame; 10, stirrup;
II, spray shields; 12, supplementary beam; 13
and 18, upper support loop; 14, tool box; 15,
bracket bolt; 16, bracket; 17, spring; 20, front
wall; 21, bolt; 22, platform base

Figure 17-24. Platform of
S dZIL-13 OG: 1, rear wall; 2

and 13, side walls; 3, 17
i and 22, lo:!. bolts; 4, lock

hook; 5 and 12, lower loops;
6, support pin; 7, longitudinal

S-beam; 8, frame; 9, cover;
•. - 5 10, clamp; 11, stirrup; 14,

spray shields; 15 and 23,
4 supplementary beams; 16, side

"- uprights; 18, tool box; 19,
ý4j .. bracket; 20, bracket bolt;

S '"21, spring; 24, front wall;
_____,- 2 §V- .'. 25, platform base; 26, up-

_-- .right support chain
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Figure 17-25. GARO Model 2146-1 Tool
Set for Repair of Dents in Cabins and
Fenders: 1-6, hammers; 7 and 8, mallets;
9-16, straighteners; 17, 18, 19, supports

a *b

Figure 17-26. Straightening of Dents:
a,. hammering; b, adjusting

Glass lifter and door glass. In order to remove the door glass, it
must be lowered to its extreme bottom position (Figure 17-27). Then the
glass is removed from the glass lifter through the hatch in the door by
withdrawing the roller of the lifter through the circular aperture in cross-
piece 6 of the glass clamp. After this, holding the glass so that it moves
up slightly, take it at points C and D and move it from position I to posi-
tion II along arrow A. In this position, the glass can be removed through
the window hole.
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It should be kept in mind that the glass raising mechanism should not
be removed to replace the glass.

In order to remove the glass raising mechanism, first remove its crank
12 (see Figure 17-6). Then withdraw the glass raising mechanism retaining

* screws, holding it in the hand, and withdraw it through the hatch in the
door.

Bends in the levers, pinion and body, damage to the balancing spring
or brake mechanisni springs are not permitted. When necessary, bent parts
should be straightened, springs replaced.

In case of weakness in riveted joints, rivets or roll and ball joint
axes, they should be replaced.

In case of great wear to pinion teeth or gears, the worn parts should
be replaced.

In the glass raising mechanism fully assembled, the levers should move
freely, without wedging.

r 17

Figure 17-27. Removal of Window Glass
From ZIL-157K: 1, hatch cover; 2, plug;
3, glass raising mechanism mounting screw;
4 and 5, glass gudes; 6, crosspiece; 7,

4 T-shaped glass raising lever
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The roller axes must be riveted so that the edges of the riveted ends
do not seize the glass holder, but rather slip along it.

The stamped projection in the body should press the pinion tightly
against the body, n6t allowing it to unmesh from'the gear.

The longitudinal clearance of the drive shaft 5 (see Figure 17-7) should
not exceed 1.0 mm. The radial clearance at the end of the shaft on the side
of the square should not exceed 2.0 mm.

Free rotation of arm 3 before beginning of movement of the levers should
not be over 1800.

Uneven twisting of the balance spring and slipping of turns is allowed
if it is not accompanied by a scraping noise.

The braking device should be tested by operation with a load of 10 kg,
the smoothness of travel -- with a load of 6 kg applied at the center of
T-shaped lever 16.

Parallel travel of the T-shaped lever should be tested in a device
reppoducing the operating conditions of the glass lifting mechanism in the
door. The permissible deviation of the T-shaped lever from the horizintal
position at the upper and lower positions should be within limits of 3.0 mm

tat the ends of the lever.

The spring toothed washer 19 should hold the adjusting screw to prevent
its motion along the oval aperture in the body.

Adjusting screw 18 (regulating axis) of the glass lift mechanism lever
should be tightened following adjustment of the position of the levers on
the: door (torque 1.5-2.0 kgm).

The parts of the glass lifting mechanism should have undamaged anti-
corrosion coating.

Installation of door glass. The glass should be installed in the
inclined position as shown on Figure 17-27 (position II). In this position
it is most convenient to install the glass in the guides. Taking the glass
and applying force at points C and D, it is rotated in the direction of
arrow B to position I. After this the glass is lowered until the rollers
mounted on T-shaped lever 7 of the glass lifting mechanism match the round
apertures in the crosspiece. If the rollers in the glass lifting mechanism
do not match the apertures in the crosspiece, the mismatch should be elimir:,•
by adjusting the glass lifting mechanism using screw 18 (see Figure 17-7).
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When the glass is ra-.,c-d by rotating the crank, the rollers enter the
guides of the crosspiece. In order to be sure there is no skew of the glass,
it must be lifted to an uppermost position. In this position, the skew will
be most visible. In case of detection of skew, the glass lifting mechanism
must be adjusted. To do this, remove the plug of the adjusting screw of the
glass lifting mechanism 18 from the door, back off its nut and move the screw
along the slot in the body ý;f the glass lifting mechanism in either direction
to a position which will clluinate the skew of the glass. The adjusting screw
nut must be tightened in IL.is position.

The force on the glass lifting arm necessary to move the glass should
not exceed 5 kg. If this force is insufficient, the reason must be deter-
mined and eliminated.

The cabin doors of the ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 should open and close freely.
Welding of door hinges to the cabin body uprights is not permitted. Door
latches should operate correctly with both inside and outside handles.

The axes of the upper and lower door hinges 2 should be in line (Figure
17-9). The doors of the cabin must close tightly without skewing in the door
frame.

The permissible clearance between the door and the cabin must be as
follows: outside clearance between panel 2 of rear portion of cabin and door
1.5-7.0 mm (Figure 17-28 a); outside clearance at top in the area of the water
drain between frame 4 of the side and the top -- 2.5-6.5 mm (Figure 17-28 b);
internal clearance between panel 3 of frame of cabin side and internal edge
of door 1 -- 2-7 mm.

If defects are determined in the equipment installed within the door
it should be removed from the door cavity and repaired.

Door latches. Before removing the door latch, remove the inside handle
(pressing out the socket with a screw driver, removing the pin and then
removing the handle from the shaft), then remove the outside door handle.
To do this, remove the mounting screw at the rear end of the handle, then
remove the nut fastening down the front ene of the handle through the inside
hole of the door panel with a socket wrench and remove the handle from the
door. Remove the four door lock mounting screws, remove the lock from its
seat in the dopr and lower the panel, disconnect the drive arm and remove the
lock through the door hatch.

Remove the three mounting screws retaining the lock drive unit with a
screw driver and remove the unit through the door hatch.
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The door stop should be adjusted with the latch and finally rmointed with
tht. doors hung and adjusted.

:+ t +Z-'7 -'. ='

Figure 17-28. Clearances During
Installation of Doors in Frames:
a, permissible outer clearance
between rear portion of cabin and
doorz b, permissible inner clear-
ance between frame facing and door
and top outer clearance in the area
of the water drain between the side
and top; 1, cabin door; 2, pinel of
rear portion of cabin; 3, panel of
cabin side frame; 4, cabin side frame;
5, weather seals

The glass lifting mechanisms in the ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 doors should
raise and lower the window glass smoothly without skewing or seizing. The
force on the arm of the glass lifter should not exceed 4 kg during raising,
3 kg during lowering.

Before removing the glass lifting mechanism, remove its crank handle
(by pressing out the socket with a screw driver, removing the pin and with-
drawing the handle). Remove the decorative shield by pressing out the four
holders with a screw driver.

Withdraw the four glass 1ifting mechanism mounting screws and withdraw
the mechanism through th. hatch in the door panel.

Installation of the glass lifting mechanism is perfor.wd in the reverse
sequence. The gl-,ss lifting mechanism requires no 3djustment when the glass
is replaced.

Door window and vent window. T1he door vent windows should contact the
seal tightly in the closed position. The force required to open. and close the
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vent wing should not exceed 2-3 kg.

In order to remove the glass in the door window and vent wing (see
Figure 17-9), remove the screws retaining cover 17 of the hatch on the
inside of the door and remove the cover. Remove the internal panel plug,
after lowering the glass. Remove the roller of the glass lifter '.ver from
the slot in the crosspiece in the clamp and drop the glass still lower.

Remove the bolt which retains the glass guide.

Back off the screw fastening the clamp of the vent wing axis. Remove
the door glass seal together with its four clamps. Remove the lower seals
with three buttons on each.

Remove the wood screw holding the vent wing upright to the upper por-
tion of the door. Tilt the vent wing together with the upright toward the
window and withdraw it through the space between the door panels.

Withdraw the door glass from the space between panels.

In dissembling the vent wjnig, a screw driver is used to. withdrK upper
axis 21 from the frame. Withdraw screw 26 mounting lower axis 24 R the vent
wing and remove clamp 25.

Withdraw the vent wing glass from the claip and framt and its andle;
withdraw the sealing rubber from the slot in the clamp using a screy driver.

The rubber seals used at the points of contact with glass and cabin
should be lubricated with paste, which helps them to seal, assuring water
tightness of the cabin,

•rthe stalinite cabin glass should be S.5-t,.S n.m thick. Waviness, yellow-
ing and cracks in the glass are not permitzed.

Remvat of fenders, hoods and cabin from the :IL-1S7K.

kDismouut the hood retaitner, v-mtove the tension arm and hood.

lfisconnert the wire. frv-t the interw.diatc connecting panel. and elec-
tric equipnent . •e•ovc the head lights and parki :,g lights. Disconnect the
tubes fri.-n the ;ne,.atic brake system, and in three-axtv tnrcks, also dis-
connect the tubes from• the tire piressure a;justing system. Rcnove the seats.

R.•nove bolts 2 (see Figure 1T-1) And bolts 5 ounting the c.•bin onto the
op~por-ts at the fr, nt and rear sus•pension point!;. Iii.sconect the nount, .ith
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the transverse frame on the right side of the transfer box.

Remove the steering wheel fron its shaft and disconnect the steering
column mounting collar at the cabin bracket.

Disconnect the brake pedal arm, speedometer cable and the arm of tile
pedal controlling the choke valves.

Remove the podal hatch covers and the hatch cover for the shift lever
and hand brake lever.

Place hooks in cabin doors and remove cabin from truck. As the cabin is
removed, care must be exercised to prevent damage to instruments and mecha-
nisms.

Removal of fenders. Remove nuts from bolts mounting fenders to frame
brackets and to floor ooard, as; well as nuts from bolts mounting splash panels
to frame. Remove fender from frame brackets together with splash panels.

Removal of radiator fairing. Remove nuts from bolts mounting fairing
to radiator frame and remove fairing from truck.

Removal of fenders and cabin from 7-11,-130 .-nd ZIL-131. The fenders and
hood can be removed from the cabin after removal of the cabin from the truck
or with the cabin onl the trock. In both cases, complete dissembly should be
begun by removing the hood. To remove the hood, remove the nut fastening the
right and left brackets and remove the hood.

Removal of radiator fai ring anid fenders%. Disconnect wires from- instru-
merits arid connecting paniels of electrical etquip~ment, remove lip'hts anid parking

lights.
Remov nutsfrom oltsfastening radiat-or fgairing -zo fenders- and sls

pae1s If thr fenders and fairing are being removed to-rthcr, this operation
need not be- done. Withdraw radiator fram~e mounting bolts z-and bolts conalecting
fenders to radiator frarae, back off screw uith screw driver and ki;5connect[radiator cover control cztble from centrol ltever. Remove radi'.ttor fai-rirnii With-

otf rame.-

Kerove bolt5 m-ount ing fe-ders to cab-in, to floor board, spl ash panel and-Irdiator frat~e. Rer-ove fendrs- toeethe. -clth %plash pancis.

kcemOvc' nuts nouniing battery _ý:teld and bI'Its ;untw ing le(il bracket to
catir.. Reno-ve munnng hoard and brackel% to-other.
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Removal of cabin. Loosen screw in clamp and disconnect heater hose.

Disconnect air valve and choke manual control cables, loosening two
cable mounting screws at carburetor.

Disconnect manometer hose nipple and T-connection in right air line.

Disconnect pressure regulator line to compressor and from T-connection to
brake valve.

Disconnect carb~uretor line from choke control pedal.

Remove pin connecting biake valve pedal lever and arm. remove tension

spring.

Disconnect gear pedal and intermediate lever.

Disconnect steering shaft from strring column by removing nut and knock-
ing out wedge with hammer.

Disconnect speedometer cable from transmission. Remove seats. Remove
bolts 3 (see Figure 17-2) fastening cabin to side suspension brackets; dis-
connect bolts 13 mounting the cabin on the rear suspension bracket and remove
support 12.

Open cabin doors, place clamps of lifting device and remove cabin from
truck (Figure 17-29).

Installation of cabin, fenders and hoods on trucks. The repaired cabin
and fenders are installed on the frame using the same methods used to remove
the cabin.

During assembly of the cabin, hood and fenders of the ZIL-130 and ZIL-
131, the following are permitted: mismatch of edges of fender 1 (Figure
17-30 a) with radiator fairing not over 1.5 mm, due to heating of fairing 2;
mismatch of edge of hood 3 with panel 4 of front portion of cabin -1.5 mm;
clearance between them 3.5-8.5 Tam (Figure 17-30 b); mismatch of edge of fender
6 with panel 5 of front portion of cabin +2 mm, clearance between them 2-6 mm
(Figure 17-30 c); mismatch of edges of fender 7 and door +1.5 mm, clearaice
between them 1,5-7.0 mm (Figure 17-30 d).

The windshield and rear window of the ZIL-157K are held in by covers
with seals retained with screws.

When a damaged glass is replaced, the screws are withdrawn, cover and
seal removed and the glass is pushed out. Installing a new glass, it must be
pressed in place with the cover and seal and held with the screws.
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Figure 17-29. Removal of Cabin From
ZIL-130

Figure 17-30. Permissible Clearances
During Installation of Cabin Units and
Fenders: a,. permissible mismatch of
edges of fender with radiator fairing;
b, permissible mismatch of edge of hood
with panel of front portion of cabin
and clearance between them; c, permis-
"sible mismatch of edge of fender with

panel of front portion of cabin and
clearance between them; d', permissible
mismatch of edges of fender and door of
cabin and clearance between them; 1, 6
and 7, "ender; 2, radiator fairln!; 3,
ho6d; 4 and 5, panel of front portion of
cabin; 8, cabin door
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Figure 17-31. Installation of
Divided Windshield on ZIL-130 and
ZIL-131: 1, left half of panoramic
glass; 2, right half of pano-amic
glass; 3, upright with seal and
lock, assembled; 4, cross section
of upright; 5, seal; 6, seal lock

"?he windshield and rear window of the ZIL-157K are held in by covers
with seals, retained with screws.

When a damaged glass is replaced, the screws are withdrawn, cover and
seal removed and the glass is pushed out. Installing a new glass, it must
be pressed-in place with the cover and seal and held with tie screws.

The curved windshield and rear window of the ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 are
held in place by means of rubber seals and a rubber lock. The ZIL-130 and
ZIL-131 also allow installation of a divided curved windshield consisting
of two halves (Figure 17-31). The two halves are held in place by the rubber
parts plus metal upright 4.

When a complete panoramic windshield is replaced, a screw driver is
used to remove the locking section, placed in a longitudinal slot in the
middle of the seal. The screw driver is used to bend back the upper edge of
the seal along the entire length of the glass. Holding the glass from the
outside, push strongly on the inside of the glass to force out the right or
left upper corner of the glass then gradually withdraw the entire upper por-
tion of the glass, after whic] the glass is removed from the hole. Remove
the gasket seal and clean it to remove old waterproofing compound.

The rear window is removed in a similar manner.

To install the curved windshield, clean the flange around the windshield
hole to remove old waterproofing compound and apply fresh wa -Proofing com-
pound to the outer edge of the flange in the windshield hole using a wooden
trowel (Figure 17-32). Then install rubber seal 1 on flange 6 of the hole
in the cabin. The installation should be begun in the lower center portion
of the windshield aperture, pressing slot 4 over the flange in the direction
of the arrow shown on the figure.
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a b)

Figure 17-32. Application of Figure 17-33. Installation of Wind-
Waterproofing Compound to Flange shield in Cabin of ZIL-130 and ZIL-
Around Windshield Hole: 1, glass 131: a, guiding glass Into slot in
seal; 2, glass slot; 3, slot for gasket; b, application of waterproof-
locking strip; 4, flange slot; 5, ing compound to slot between glass
waterproofing compound; 6, flange and gasket

a)

b)

Figure 17-34. Installation of Rubber
Sealing Strip In Windshield Gasket of
MZL-130 and ZIL-131: a, installation of
sealing tool with sealing strip in gas-
ket slot; b, installation and rolling
of rubber sealing strp into gasket slot;
1, rubber sealing strip; 2, Installation
tool; 3, glass sealing gasket; 4, roller
of Installation tool
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Insert the glass into the windshield position, guiding its lower portion
into the slot in the gasket. Then, by periodically pressing down on the glass
and helping with light taps with a rubber hammer, force the glass down into
its required position. In order to avoid bending the edge of the gasket
slot during installation of the glass, the glass should be guided into the
slot using a wooden trowel (Figure 17-33 .). Safety glasses should be worn
to protect the Pyes during installation of the windshield.

After the windshield is installed in the cabin, waterproofing compound
must be placed in the slot between the sealing gasket and glass around the
outside using a lever-plunger type sprayer (Figure 17-33 b).

The last operation in installation of the glass is installation of the
rubber sealing strip in slot 3-(see Figure 17-32) of the gasket. Installation
of the rubber sealing strip must be performed in the following sequence:
place strip. 1 (Figure 17-34 a) into the hole in the head of the installation
tool 2, place the head of the tool into the slot in gasket 3 and roll the
strip into the slut with roller 4 (Figure 17-34 b) of the installation tool
along the entire length of the gasket. The free ends of the rubber sealing
strip are cut off so that the ends of the sealing strip touch each other in
the slot. Remove the excess waterproofing compound from the glass.

The device for installation of the sealing strip is shown on Figure
17-35.

The rear window glass of the cabin is installed the same way as the
windshield.

Figure 17-35. Tool for Instella-
tion of Rubber Sealing Strip in
Slot of ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 Wind-
shield Gasket

Dissembly and assembly of SL-22 windshield wiper. In case of a break-
down of the windshield wiper, it is recommended that it be removed, cleaned
out with compressed air, and if necessary dissemble to eliminate the defect.
Dissembly of the windshield wiper should be performed by a specialist thoroughly
familiar with the device.
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In dissembly of the type SL-22 windshield wiper, the cover mounting
screws 20 should be removed (see Figure 17-12), then the cover removed,
removing spring 23 to prevent damage to the gasket and parts of the distri-
buting mechanism. Check the proper operation of spring 23, inspect the valves
and blow out the channels.

. In case of defective leather collars 15, remove rack 12 together with
pistons 11 and replace the collars.

The leather collars of the piston should contact the walls of the
cylinder tightly throughout the entire length of the working stroke of the
piston. The leather of the collars must be elastic, without cracks, tears
or other defects.

The valve mechanism should assure accurate switching of the air chan-
nels. The valves must provide tight sealing when the channels are closed.
Worn parts are replaced.

The wipers and shafts must be straightened if bent, corrosion removed.
The assembled windshield wipers should be tested in the truck.

With the glass wet and a pressure of 1 kg/cm2 in the air line, the
windshield wipers should operate at the rate of five complete cycles per
minute, no less; with a pressure of 2 kg/cm2 in the air line, the wipers
should operate at SO complete cycles per minute, no less.

The rubber wiper should clean the wet glass, leaving no tracks or dirt
after 50 complete wiping cycles (no more).

The wipers should move smoothly and evenly across the glass. The dif-
ference in travel time in the two directions should not exceed 30%.

The torque on the operating shaft of the windshield wiper should not
drop below 8 kgcm when the air pressure is drtopped to 1 kg/cm2 .

If the starting valve-reducet is disseino=cd \Pigure 17-12) to eliminate
defects, remove nipple 5, then valve 4. After this, the valve is dissembled
partially or completely, depending on defects found.

Dissembly and assembly of SL-440 wiper. When defects appear in the
wiper, the reason for the defect should be determined, and only then should
the wiper be dissembled.

In case of a problem with the rubber sealing rings 5 (see Figure 17-14)
of piston 6 of the pneumatic motor, cover 8 of the body should be removed,
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the piston and rack 4 removed from the cavity, the rings replaced, the cylinder
channels cleaned and blown out with compressed air. When the channels are
blown out, valve 12 and parking pistons 17 should be removed from the distri-
butor body. At the same time, check rubber sealing rings 13 of the valve,
parking piston ring 16 and distributor insert 24. After eliminating defects,
assemble the windshield wiper and operation test it.

During dissembly of the starting and adjusting valve, it should be kept
in mind that ball valve 37 (see Figure 17-15) is not fastened in and may fall
out. During assembly, the valve should be held vertically upward by seat 39,
into which, after placement of ball valve 37, seat 33 is screwed. Failure to
observe this rule may cause wedging of the ball between the ends of seats 33
and 39.

Rubber sealing rings 13 (see Figure 17-14) of pistons 14 of the valve
distributing mechanism should not pass compressed air from one chamber to
the other.

The rubber sealing rings of the pneumatic motor piston and Valve should
be elastic, without cracks, splitting or swelling.

The requirements placed on the SL-440 windshield wiper are the same as
those placed on the SL-22 wiper.

The windshield wipers should develop at least 45 complete cycles per
minute with an air pressure of 6.5-7.5 kg/cm2 .

The travel time in one direction should not differ from the travel time
in the other direction by more than 30%, with smooth, uninterrupted movement
over the curved glass and without impacts when the directi a of movement
chapges.

During assembly of the windshield wipers, parts and seals are lubricated
with lubricant No. 158.

Dissembly and assembly of windshield washer. The reservoir is dissembled
in case of plugging of filter 1 (see Figure 17-17). To dissemble, remove
tube 3 together with plug 6 and wash the reservoir. During assembly of the
reservoir, tube 3 is installed vertically so that it stops 5 mm short of the
bottom of the rubber reservoir.

During cleaning of the pump or replacement of diaphragm 12, separate the
tubing from junction 11 at the pump, remove the head of the pedal 8, back off
nut 9 of gland 10, bend back lugs 16 and separate the lower portion of body 14
of the pump. Remove junction 11 and remove the diaphragm together with the
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shaft. Removing nut 15, remove diaphragm 12.

The pump is assembled in the reverse sequence. The lower portion of

the diaphragm should be held firmly with nut 15, the upper portion -- with
junttion 11. Gland 10 is tightened so that water does not leak from the
pump.

In case of plugging of the sprayer, remove its head 18, clean valve
channel 19, blow through the jet 23 and reassemble.

When the washer is installed on the truck, the pump tube connections,
reservoir plug and sprayer T-piece must be reliably tightened.

Fill reservoir 5 only with filtered water. The direction of the stream
of water should be adjusted by rotating head 18 of the sprayer and nozzle 23.

Cabin seats. During the repair of sprung seats, misshapen seat and
back cushions are dissembled, broken and weakened springs are replaced, the
springs are retightened and fastened to the frame. The springs are fastened

* with metal brackets, special clamps and twine.

The seat cushion is fastened to the seat base with hooks fastened to
the seat frame.

Sponge rubber seats and backs are not repaired. The covers on'seats
and backs are repaired in case of dirt, torn or worn places.

Heater. !. case of a defect in the cabin heater radiator, it is
removed from the cover and sent off for repair. The heater radiator is
repai red in the same manner as the radiator of the engine cooling system.
After repair, the radiator is tested for tightness of seal in a water bath
with an excess air pressure of 1 kg/cm2 for the ZIL-157K heatcr radiator and
1.5 kg/cm2 for the heater radiator of the ZIL-130 and ZIL-131.

Data on the electric fan motor can be found in Chapter 19. Bent fan
blades can be straightened using a support and hammer.

Cleaning and washing of the heating system of the cabin is performed at
the same time as washing and cleaning of the engine cooling system.

Platform. The following requirements are placed upon repair of the
platform.

Wood material used to repair and manufacture the platform must have a
moisture content of not over 22%.
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The longitudinal and transverse "latform beams, as well as the extreme
outer floor boards and upper side wall boards must be made of first quality
pine (GOST 30OB-4F). The remaining pafts of platforms are made of second
grade pine or spruce (GOST 3008-45).

Wood parts of the platform must be planed smooth, should have no steps
or splinters. Floor boards must be squared, side wall boards must be grooved.

The cut ends must be cleaned, without splitting.

Table 17-1

PAINTS AND SOLVENTS

ZIL-157K ZIL-130 and ZIL-131

Nitrocellulose lacquers: Alkyd melamine enamel
No. 507 (GOST 7930-56); or ML-12 (GOST 9754-61):
No. 517 (TUY,.hP 4355-56); ML-12-30 green;

Solvent No. 646 (GOST 5630-50); ML-12-78 khaki;
ML-12-40 blue;
ML-12-86 sand;

Base coat GF-020 (GOST 4056-63); ML-12-70 light gray;
Solvent (GOST 1928-50) Solvent (GOST 1928-50);

Base Coat GF-020 (GOST 4056-63)

During repair of platforms. the following are permitted:

Use of longitudinal and transverse beams previously used with wear of
ends of up to 20 mm on each end, split up to one-fourth thickness and '00
length, scratches up to 10 a deep, 30 = wide and $00 = long;

Use of boards worn S e= in thickness, base be=-s worn to 8 mn;

Installation of middle floor boards of not over two pie-es, fastened to
two transverse beams;

Splinting of not over one middle board on side wvall if each end of the
board and splint are bolted.

During Asseably of platforms. the following requirmnents . st be followed.
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Assembled longitudinal and transverse beams must not be bent.

Remaining parts must be:

fTransverse beams parallel to each other;

900 angle between transverse and longitudinal beams;

Boards of platform floor square connected must butt at edges (clearance
in joints of boards after natural drying should not exceed 3 mm through entire
lengtn, 5 mm at individual points for up to 500 mm length);

Platform wall boards must butt each other tigi-t!' at the edges (clear-
ances up to 2 mm over entire length of board and local clearances of not over
3 mm for length up to 500 mm are permitted);

Circular washers at least 2 mm thick mu.-t be placed beneath nuts and
bolts directly contacting wood;

Bolts are installed with heads on inside of platform (boit ends must not
protrude beyond nuts by more than one bolt diameter);

Platform sides are tightly closed (only standard side latches are used,
and must act freely, without great force), clearances between open sides and
platform base not over S mm, up to 7 mm permitted in individual places for
lengths up to 300 mm;

l Through cracks on side boards and floor boards permitted up to 200 mm
long, not including bolt holes;

Platform edging must be tightly against bood parts, local clearances not
over 3 mmfor up to 200 mm length.

After repair of cabin, hood and fenders and platform, these parts are
painted. Table 17-1 presents the types of paints and solvents recommended
for paintinI of UL-130, =IL-IS7K and ZIL-131 trucks.
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§S. Electrical Equipment.

Chapter 18. Electrical Equipment of Motor.

Structure

Electrical Equipment Circuits

The in-line and V-type motors use single-wire electrical equipment systems.
The nominal voltage is 12 v. The negative terminal of the current supply is
connected to the chassis of the truck. Up to 1960, in-line motors were manufac-
tured with an electrical system in which the positive terminal was connected to
the chassis.

The equipment used on various motors is summarized in Table 18-i.

Diagram of electrical equipment of ZIL-157K motor (Figure 18-1). Some
of the in-line motors installed in the ZIL-157KG have electrical equipment with
a shielding device to suppress radio interference; shielded generator, voltage
regulator, distributor, coil and additional installation of a radio interfer-
ence filter. The spark plugs are shielded with a common metal cover.

The electrical equipment ,ystem of the ZIL-130 includes the same set of
basic equipment as in the in-line motors, but arranged to operate with an 8
cylinder engine (Figure 18-2). This system was used in all ZIL-130 motors up
to the beginning of 1967.

A significant increase in secondary voltage can be achieved in a battery
,4gnition system only by increasing the current broken by 'he distributor con-
tacts. However, contacts made of tungsten do not allow further increases in
current interruption due to high contact face wear (burning, erosion, etc.).

A new 12 v breaker-transistor ignition system (Figure 18-3) introduced in
some ýiL-130 trucks beginning in 1967, contains, in addition to the equipment
desciibed above a transistori:ed distributor (TKI02), the B114 ignition coil
installed in place of the 8S3 coil, plus additional resistor St1'07.

This systen operates together with any type of breaker •t distributor
in which the breaker points are not shunted by a spark-damping condensor.
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Figure 18-1. Diagram of Electric Equipment of In-line Motor.
1, generator, 2, breaker, 3, additional resistor, 4, primary circuit
of coil, ,s Woil, 6,isecondary circuit of coil, 7 and 10, resistors,
8, distrib~tor, 9, spark plugs, 1i, ignition switch, 12, ammeter, 13,
battery, 14, starter, 15. starter solenoid, 16, voltage regulator.
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Figure 18-2. Diagram of Electrical Equipment of V-8 Motor.
1, battery, 2, starter, 3, lever, 4, core spring, 5, power relay, 6,
moving contact, 7, voltage regulator, 8, generator, 9, starter sole-
noid contacts, 10, starter solenoid, 11, moving terminal of ýgnitiop
switch, 12, ignition switch, 13, charge testing light, 14, additional
resistor, 15, secondary winding, 16, primary winding, 17, coil, 18,
contact breaker, 19, distributor, 20 and 21, right and left cylinder
group spark plugs, 22, additional resistor terminal.
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Figure 18-3. Diagram of Electrical Equipment of ZIL-130 and ZTL-l3lA
Motors, Equipped with Transistorized Ignition:
1, battery, 2, starter, 3, lever, 4, core-spring, 5, power relay, 6,
moving contact, 7, voltage regulator, 8, generator, 9, starter solenoid
contacts, 10, starter solenoid, 11, moving terminal of ignition switch,
12, ignition switch, 13, charge light, 14, additional resistor, 15,
secondary windings, 16, primary windings, 17, ignition coil, 18, contact
breaker, 19, distributor, 20, spark plugs.. 21, additional resistor ter-
minal, 22, transistor commutator.
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The operation of a transistorized ignition system differs in principle
from the operation of an ordinary ignition system in that the current in the
primary of the coil is commutated by a transistor, and the contacts in the
distributor interrupt only the transistor control current, which is 6 to 8
times less than the current passing through the contacts in an ordinary
igniti.on system. Therefore, the breaker points in this new system undergo
practically no wear. Furthermore, the transistor ignition system develops a
higher secondary voltage which basically solves the problem of providing con-
tinuous operation of the motor throughout the entire range of operating speeds.

The new ignition system improves the starting qualities of the motor and
pickup of the truck. The economy of engine operation is improved by better
cchbustion of the mixture under partial loads, and also by elimination of
over expenditure of fuels resulting from maladjustment of the ignition system
occurring during operation due to burning and wear of contact breaker points.

Electrical system of ZIL-131 motor. The ignition system ef the ZIL-131
(Figure 1i-4) is sirialar to the electrical system of a ZIL-130 motor, but
without i"• transistorized equipment. All equipment and wires are equipped
with shielding devices and filters to suppress radio interference, as well as
a ground switch.

"The •IL-131A truck 's equipped with the same equipment as the ZIL-130.

3,

Figure 18-4. Diagram of Electrical Fqt.pment of ZIL-131 and ZIL-131V
Trucks:
1, battery, 2, radio interfc2ence filter in ignition. coil circuit, 3,
starter, 4, spark plugs, 5, additional resistor of ignition coil, 6,
ignition coil, 7, additional starter solei.oid, 8, distributor, 9, genera-

* tor, 10, voltage regulator, 11, radio interference filter in voltage re-
gulator circuit, 1.2, FR200 coi.densation filter, 13, charge lamp, 14, com-
bined ignition switch and starter switch, 15, ground switch.
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Electrical. Equipment.

All generators (Figure 18-5, 18-6) used on ZIL motors are dc generators
with shunt excitation, operating in combination with voltage regulator relays.
lThe technical characteristics of the generators are presented in Table 18-2.

The designs of the generators are identical.

The armature rotates on two ball beF1ings. The internal space of the
generator is ventilated using a ribbed fan made in one piece with the drive
pulley.

TECINICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF GENERATORS TABLE 18-2.

Parameters G108-V, G118 G56-B G130 G51

Nominal voltage, v 12 12 12 12
Maximum power, w 225 350 350 450
Maximum current, a 20 28 28 35
Rotating speed of
generator shaft re-
quired to produce
12.5 v at 20 0 C, rpm:
at zero current 1,150 1,000 1,450 1,450
at maximum current 1,850 1,450 2,550 1,900

Idle current (with
12 v at terminals)
with generator opera-
ting in motor mode, a S 7 5 12
direction of rotation
f generators shaft Right Right Right Right

deight, kg 7.6 14.5 11.0 14.5
number of poles 2 4 2 4
spring pressure on
brushes, G 600-800 1,200-1,700 1,200-1,700 800-1,300
brush height, mm 21 23.5 23.5 23.5
minimum permissible
height, mm 14 17 17 17

Impedence of winding of
2 generator field coils,
ohm 6.64-7.36 - 7.7-8.5 9.2

Diameter of wire in
coil, mm 0.72-0.77 0.69-0.74 0.77-0.83 0.74-0.80

Nominal diameter of
shaft neck of genera-
tor armature at ball
bearing on driven
side, mm 16,994- 16,994- 16,994- 16,994-

17,006 17,006 17,006 17,006
Diameter of armature
winding wire, mm PEV-2 PEV-2 PEV-2 1.16-1.27

1.16-1.27 1.56-1.89 1.35-1.44
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TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF GENERATORS TABLE 18-2 (cont).

Parameters G108-V, G118 G56-B G130 G51

Nominal diameter of
shaft necks of
generator armature
at bearing on col-
lector side, mm 14,994- 14,994- 14,994- 14,994-

15,006 15,006 15,006 15,006
Permissible beating
of armature in
direction of dia-
meter, mm 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08

Nominal collector
diameter, mm 42.66-43.00 49.16-49.50 42.66-43.00 49.5

Permissible beating
of generator col-
lector relative to
shaft, mm 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03

Depth of micanite
wear requiring col-
lector repair, mm 0.5-0.8 0.5-0.8 0.5-0.8 0.5-.0.8

Nominal diameter of
ball bearing aper-
ture in generator
cover at collector
end, mm 35,000- 35,000- 35,000- 35,000-

35,027 35,027 35,027 35,027
Nominal diameter of
ball bearing aper-
ture in generator
cover at driven
end, mm 40,000- 47,000- 47,000- 47,000-

40,027 47,027 47,027 47,027

Dimensions of
generator, mm:
length 245 285 265 288
width (at pulley) 136 133 150 112
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'Figure 18-5. The G130 Generator:
1, damming cover, 2, collector end bearing, 3, collector, 4, generatorcover at collector end, 5, A terminal, 6, B terminal, 7, ground screw M,8, body of generator, 9, armature, 10, excitation winding, 11, bearingoiler, 12, fan, 13, driven end bearing, 14, driving pulley, 15 and 19,
nuts, 16, driven end cover, 17, glands, 18, bolt, 20 and 24, screws, 21,
brush holder, 22, brush spring, 23, brush.

A-A

Figure 18-6. The GS 6enerator:
1, bearing cover, 2 and 18, bearings, 3, collector end cover, 4, protec-
tive strip, 5, shield box, 6, excitation winding coil contact lead, 7,
contact fork of terminal III, 8 and 11, pressure nuts of shielded wire,9 and 10, conical bushings, 12, control fork nut, 13, contact fork ofA terminal, 14, body, 15, armature, 16, excitation winding, 17, drivenend cover, 19, pulley, 20, collector, 21, brush, 22, brush holder, 23,
bolt, 24, screw.
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The G51 generator (see Figure 18-6) is shielded, the negative brushes
21 installed in noninsulated brush holders 22 and connected to the body of
the generator. The positive brushes of the generator are installed in in-
sulated brush holders and connected to the A 1-d. The two ends of the pairs
of excitation windings 16 of the generator are connected to the B leads, while
the other two ends of these coils are connected to the negative brush holders.
The B and A leads are placed inside a special box 5 in the shield fastened to
the body.

Ball bearings 2 and 18 are mounted in covers 3 and 17, and armature 15
of the generator rotates in the bearings. The bearings are closed tight,
equipped with rubber seals.

The generator can be submerged in water, but cannot operate in water dueto the strong wear of the brushes which results.

When the truck crosses a ford 1.4 m deep, the generator drive is discon-
4 nected (fan belt is removed).

Holes are provided in the protective strip for drainage of water which
may enter the generator.

Voltage regulators (Figures 18-7, 18-8) used on the ZIL trucks are similar
in design and consist of three electromagnetic devices located on a comnmon
panel: the back zurrent relay, opening and closing the electrical circuit be-
tween generator and battery; the current limitor, protecting the generator from
overloads; and the voltage regulator, maintaining the voltage within fixed
limits as the rotating speed of the generator and load in the circuit change.

The RR23-B and RR51 voltage regulators, operating with high power 4-pole
generators (350 and 450 w) models G56-B and G51, have four electromagnetic de-
vices, two of which are parallel operating voltage regulators. The excitation
current of these generators reaches significant values; therefore, in order to
decrease-sparking across the voltage regulator contacts, and also to provide
for reliable operation of the generator, its excitor winding is separated into
two branches, each of which includes a separate voltage regulator.

The basic technical data on the voltage regulators are presented in Table
18-3.

Distributors. The ZIL motors use one of the following types of distribu-
tors.

R21-A (Figure 18-9, a) for 6 cylinder motors; R51 (Figure 18-9, c) shielded
for 6 cylinder motors;

R4-V (Figure 18-9, b) for 8 cylinder motor, nontransistor ignition; R4-D,
for 8 cylinder motor with transistor ignition (similar in external appearance
to R4-V); R102 (Figure 18-10), shielded for 8 cylinder motor with nontransistor
ignition.

The technical characteristics of the distributors aie presented in Table
18-4.
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The designs of the distributors are identical in principle.

In order to provide continuous operation of the ignition system of the
8 cylinder motors, the current in the primary of the coil is increased slightly

* in comparison to coils installed on the 6 cylinder motors, which have lower
compression ratio. Therefore, metal transfer at the breaker point (formati:rn
of a bulge on one contact and a depression on the other) occurs more intenlsively,
which decreases the service life of the contacts somewhat.

In order to avoid a sharp decrease in service life of breaker points in
the nontransistor ignition system, they should be cleaned with an abrasive
plate, removing only the bulge of metal of one point, without removing the de-
pression (crater) in the other point. We must recall that unnecessary cleaning
of points only decreases their service life.

Equipment in the transistorized ignition system. In order to eliminate
A•.....nsive burn up of contact points and increase their service life, a transis-
tor ignition system has been developed (Figure 18-11), in which the contact
in the distributor are loaded only with the current controlling the transistor
(up to 0.8 a), not with the total current of the primary of the coil (up to 7 a),
due to which burning and erosion of contacts is practically completely eliminated.
and cleaning of points is practically never needed.

At the same time, due to the very slight current developed across the con-
tacts, which is incapable of penetrating a film of oil or oxide, the cleanliness
of these contacts must be carefully maintained. If the contact becomes oily,
they must be washed with clean gasoline. If an oxide layer forms on the points,
it must be removed with an abrasive plate, without removing metal.

The R4-D distributor, designed to operate with transistor ignition, differs
from the R4-V distributor only in that it has no condensor, which is unnecessary
in a transistor system. The R4-D distributor operates together with transistor
commutator TKl02, ignition coil B114 and additional resistors CEI07.

The transistor commutator includes one power transistor (GT701A) a stabili-
tron (D817V), a diode (D7Zh), a special 2-winding transformer Tr, condensors
C (1 pf) and C2 (50 uf), and resistors of 20 and 2 ohms.1

C The transistor comutator is mounted in a cast alu.minuin body having a
ribbed outer surface to increase heat transfer; the total area of the outer
surface of the commutator is about 470 cm3.

Within the body are all elements of the transistor co=utator except for
the GT7OA tran.istor, which is fastened outside in the throat and is cast in
epoxy resin to assure an air tight seal. The body of the transistor is not
insulated; it directly contacts the body of the cor.,utator, facilitating effec-
tive heat transfer from the transistor. The GT701A transistor is a germaniun
type, with permissible voltage between emitter and collector 160 v and maximi=
permissible collector current 12 a. The use of a gerr-anium transistor requires
the development of a commutator body with ribs to improve heat transfer and
placement of the device in the cabin of the truck, i.e. in an area of relatively
low temperatures.

1I 
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Figure 18-9. Distributors-
a, R21-A, b, R4-V, c, R51.

The ztzbilitron, diode, condensor C1 and resistors R and R2 are combined

into a common unit, filled with a special compound.

The stabilitroa, thr-lugh which significant current flows when the emf is
linited by self-induction co the primary winding of the ignition coil, is
equipped with a special heat radictor to avoid overheating.

Electrolytic condensor C2 is plactd inside the coumLtator separately. The

terminal well is fastened to the side wall )f the transistor commutator. The
com•tnttor has a flat metal bottom.

TECDUlICAL DlARACTERISTICS OF VOLTAGE REGULATORS TABLE 18-3.

Parameters RR24-G, RR23-B RRI30 RRSI
RR24-E

Voltage at which back
current relay switches
on at 206C, v 12.2-13.2 12.2-13.S 12.2-13.2 12.2-13.2

Back current at which
relay switch is off at
20C., a 0.5-6.0 0.5-6.0 0.5-6.0 0.5-0.8

Voltage alintained by
vo•tnte regulator at
20*C at 3.000 rpm of
generator. *v:
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TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF VOLTAGE REGULATORS TABLE 18-3 (cont).

" Parameters RR24-G, RR23-BS RR130 RR51
RR24-E

with load current of

10 a 13.8-14.8 - - -

14a 13.7-15.1 - -

15a - 13.8-14.8 -

18a - 13.8-15.0
Maximum load current
permitted by current
limitor, a 17-19 26.5-29.5 26-30 33-37

Clearance between open
contacts in all three
relays: by current,
current limitor and
voltage regulator, mm 0.25 0.4-0.7 0.25 0.4-0.7

Clearance between arma-
ture and core with closed
contacts, mn:
by current relay 0.25-0.35 1.3-1.6" 0.25-0.35 1.3-1.6"
current limitor 1.35-1.55 1.4-1.6 1.35-1.55 1.4-1.6*
voltage regulator 1.35-1.55 1.4-1.6 1.35-1.55 1.4-1.6"

Dimensions of voicage
regulators, mm:
length 135 178 135 206
width 108 128 108 126
height 62 101 62 101

Weight of voltage regu-
lator, kg 0.9 3.5 0.9 4.0

* With contacts open.

The transistor commutator can operate only at temperatures not over *700C
and not under -60 0 C.

The contact transistor system operates as follows. When the ignition is
mti-ned on, after the distributor points are closed, the transistor is opened
and current passes through additional resistor SE107, the primary winding of
the ignition coil, through the emitter-collector junction of the transistor,
the resistance of which is slight with closed distributor points. The distri-
butor points carry very little current (up to 0.8 a).

Whien the distributor points open, the transistor is "blocked" since it is
switched into the "cutoff" state. After blocking of the transistor, the current
in the primary winding of the coil disappears, and the energy stored in the pri-
narv of the coil is converted into high voltage energy in the secondary, which
is fed through the distributor to the spark plugs. At the same time the high
voltage is developed in the secondary, a h-:,h mf is induced in the primary,
uhich mist be limited by the 1)817-V stabilitron. rhe D7Zh diode, connected in
the opposite direction to the stabilitrono limits the current through the stabili-
tron in the forward direction.
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Figure 18-10. The R102 Distributor:
1, oiler, 2, distributor shaft, 3, cam, 4, shielded low voltage terminal,
5, movir.g contact, 6, rotor, 6, 7 and 11, screws, 8, contact angle piece,
9, spring, 10, lead to ignitLin coil, 12, shield with high voltage wire
shielding inserts, 13, distributor cap, 14 and 25, sealing rings, 15,
plate, 16, centrifugal regulator, 17, distributor body, 18, distributor
mounting bolt, 19, octane adjuster nut, 20, shielding braid, 21, clamp,
22, washers, 23, pressure nut, 24, guide sleeve, 26, insulating sleeve,
27, conductor core, 28, contact point.

The R102 distributor is designed to operate with the ZIL-131 and ZIL-130E
engines with shielded electrical equipment. It is a shielded, field, 8 cylin-
der distributor with a centrifugal spark advance mechanism (no vacuum advance
is used).

To obtain acce-s to the distributor, the entire shield 12 is removed (see
Figure 18-i0), by removing the 3 momnting bolts. The low and high voltage
leads from the coil are' sealed by rubber rings 25. In order to seal the connec-
tion with the shield, there is a slot in the body of the distributor, carrying
sealing ring 14. The internal cavity of the distributor is provided with forced
ventilation to avoid accelerated burning of the distributor points, wear of high

* voltage plastic parts and corrosion of internal metal parts due to the influence
of the ozone formed by sparking. Forced ventilation is provided by 2 holes in
the body of the distributor with a conical thread for connection of flexible
ventilation hoses. Ventilation is with filtered air arriving through the engine
air cleaner.

In order to reduce the level of radio interference produced by the ignition
system, the distributor cap contains a combined contact angle piece a with a
resistance of 8,000 to 13.000 ohms.
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In the coil, the 12 v low voltage current is transformed to a high voltage
current at up to 25,000 v (in the B114, up to 30,600 v).

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF DISTRIBUTORS TABLE 18-4.

Parameters R21-A R51 R4-V R4-D R102

Type of Engine 6 Cylinder 8 Cylinder
Direction of rota-

* tion seen from
cover Right

Dimension, mm:
total length 212.0 314.0 257.0 1 295
width (at octane
corrector and
plates) 208.5 208.5' 166.0 177

Shaft diameter, nm 12,682-12,700
Interaal diameter
of bushing aperture,,• mm I12,691-12,712

Diameter of bushing
:.o Il mm 15.87-15,90

External diameter of
bushinig, mm 15.95-16.07

Permissible axial
clearance of shaft
(longitudinal play),

mm/ 0.25
Poinjt gap, mm 0.35 0.30-0.401 0.30-0.40 0.30-0.40

0.45
Capacitance of con-
densor, pf 0.17 0.25-0.35 - 0.25-0.35

0.25
Elasticity bf lever
spring, G 400-600 500-650 500-650 500-650

Greatest ignition ad-
* valnce (in dogrees of

crankshaft rotation),
produced by:
vacuum advance

A mechanism. 18 18 19 19
centrifugal advance
mechanism 20 20 19 19 19

'Adance of distributor
shaft under influence
of centrifugal advance
mechanism; decrees, at
engine speed, rpm: I
400 1:.5-3.5 1.5-3.5 6.5-9.5 6.5-9.5 6.5-9.5

,600 4-6 4-6 - -
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TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF DISTRIBUTORS TABLE 18-4 (cont).

Parameters R21-A i R$ 1 R4-V R4-D R102

800 6-8 6-8 11.5-14.5 11.5-14.5' 11.5-14.5
900 7-10 7-10 ---

1,200 - - I 16-19 16-19 16-19
1,500 7-10 7-10

Advance of distributor
shaft under influence

* i of vacuum advance
mechanism, degrees,
with rarefaction,
mm Hg:
80so 0-1 0-1-

"S00O 0-2 0-2 0-2 0-2-
200 -- 5-7 5-7-
230 3-5 3-5 --

250 - 7.5-9.5 7.5-9.5
400 7-.9 7-9 -

------------------

I IS10
D817-

Figure 18-li. Diagram of Trau~s~stor Ignition System:
1, TK102 crarisistor commutator,'2, B114 coil, 3, symbol for spark plug,
4, dish'ibutor, 5, conptact breaker, 6, igni~ion switch, 7, SE107 ad~di-
tional resistor, 8, lead to starter contacts), 9, ignition coil primary,
10, ignition coil secondary, T, germanium transistor, PT, pulse trans-

* former, D7Zh, germanium diode, D8174V, silicon stabilitron, R1 andR

resistcrs, C1V one jif condensor, C2 50 pf condensor, R, M, K.,.VK and

B, representation of terminals; b, c, e, transistor electrodes (base,
coLlec'tor and emitter).

A ............ ............. ........



All coils used on ZIL engines are similar in their design, equipped with
an additional resistor through which the current passes which feeds the primary
of the coil. When the engine is started with the starter, the additional re-
sistor is automatically disconnected, the current enters the primary of the coil,
bypassing the resistor, thus reenforcing the spark and facilitating starting of
the engine.

Figure 18-12 shows a general view of the type B13 coil with its additional
resistor, as installed on the ZIL-130 engine. This ignition coil is similar
in external form to the BI coil installed on the in-line engines, which has no
shielding equipment. The BS-A coil is installed on in-line engines with shielded
equipment; the additional resistor is separate from the coil.

The B102-B shielded ignition coil is installed on the ZIL-131; the addi-
tional resistor is located separately.

The B114 ignition coil is installed on the motors of the ZIL-130 and ZIL-
131A, equipped with transistor ignition. The additional resistor is separate
from the coil.

The technical data on ignition coils and additional resistors are presented
in Table 13-5.

The SNS5-B or A16-U spark plugs (Figure 18-13) are single units, with
14 x 1.25 mm threads, used on all in-line engines, including those with shielded
ignition systems.

The A15-B and A13-B spark plugs are also single units, with 14 x 1.25 mm
thread, and are used on the V engines of the ZIL-130 and ZIL-131A. The A13-B
plugs have short insulator bodies, are colder, and are used when the V engines
operate under severe operating conditions with intense, continuous loading
during the summer time, and also under hot climate conditions. The A15-B and
A13-B spark plugs are not interchangeable with the SNSS-B and A16-U spark plugs.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF COILS TABLE 18-5.

Parameters B1 B5-A B13 B103-B B114

Voltage, v 12 12 12 12 12
Low voltage winding:
wire diameter, mm 0.72 - 0.72 0.86-0.92 1.25
number of turns 330 - 270 287-293 179-180
impedence at 20*C,
ohms 1.95 - 1.5 0.92 0.42

High voltage ýoi1:
wire diameter, mm 0.1 - 0.07 0.070-0.085 0.06
number of turns 18,500-19,500 - 26,000 16.000-20,000 41,QOQ-41,500
impedence at 20'C,
ohms 3,880 - 6,650 22,300
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______TECHNI CAL CHARCTERISTICS OF COILS TABLE-18-S (corit).

Taraeters Bi BS-A B13 B103-B B114

Additional resis-.

wire diameter, mm 0.4 -0.3 0.45 0.7
inpedence at 20'C,

ohs125-1I.35 1.2S-1.45 -1.50-1.65 1.04
Impedence of nickel
wire at 2G0 C, ohms 1.35-1.45 -L-.

Dimkensions of .coil,

1egh147 161 147 186 147
wdh63.S 66.0 63.S 14S 63.5
hegt84.7 76.5 84.7 79 84.7

1) b) I

c))I

e))

Figure 18-12. Coils:
a, B13, b, B102-B, c, B114, d, additional resistor of 131 and B13 c~oils,
e, additional resistor for BS-A and B102-B coils, f, additional resistor
for B114 coil.
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The type SN-307 shielded plugs (with shielding collar), sealed, have anM14 % 1.25 mm thread at the tip, M18 x 1 mm thread for the upper portion ofthe shield which carries the cover nut. The spark plugs include: sealing
rubber sleeve 17 (see Figure 18-13), which seals the wire lead to the sparkplug; ceramic insulator 18 of the shield and ceramic insert 19, including aspark damping resistance of 1,000 to 7,000 ohms to decrease the level of radiointerference produced by the ignition system and decrease burn up of the elec-
trodes in the plug.

The contact of the wire with the electrode of insert 19 is achieved by
contact device 20 type KU-20A or KU-20E. A rubber sealing ring is placedaround the end of the high voltage wire protruding from shielding collar 21,then the wire is inserted in the contact device. The core of the wire, baredfor a length of 8 mm, is inserted into the hole in the sleeve rolled into thebase of the ceramic cup of the contact device and arranged so that the contact
device is pressed against the wire.

The spark plugs are among the most important items in the ignition system,since their condition determines the reliability of operation of the entiresystem to a significant extent. In case of scale formation on the spark plugs,a current leak will form, causing a decrease in the voltage in the secondary
of the coil. Burning of electrodes increases the gap between them, requiringan increase in the voltage in the spark gap, which in some cases may even exceedthe maximum voltage developed in the ignition system, causing missing. The
condition of spark plug electrodes should be systematically checked.

b)t

Figure 18-13. Spark Plugs:
a, A16-U and SN55-B, b, A15-B, c, SN307; 1, high voltage wire, 2, contactcoil, 3, high-resistance carbon resistor, 4, carbolite resistor body, 5,spring, 6, terminal retaining nut, 7, insulator, 8, central electrode, 9,body ring, 10 and 12, sealing rings, 11, plug body, 13, side electrode, 14,tip sleeve, 15, tip contact, 16, plug tip, 17, sealing sleeve, 18, ceramic
sleeve, 19, inseet, 20, contact device, 21, shielding sleeve.
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Normal and continuous operation of a spark plug can be assured if the lower
portion of the insulator is heated to 500-600%C (self-cleaning temperature). At
this thermal mode, self-cleaning of the spark plug insulator of scale and oil is
best. If the insulator sleeve temperature drops to 450°C, scale is deposited,
causing a leakage of current to ground, and the motor will begin to miss. The
deposition of scale on the insulator occurs most intensively if the motor opera-
tes at a long time at the idle with the crankshaft turning over slowly, or if
the truck is driven for long periods of time at low speed in fourth or fifth
gear.

With fouled plugs (when dry scale is deposited on the insulator) starting
of a cold motor becomes difficult; if the plug insulator surface is wet, it is
impossible to start the motor when it is warm. With a temperature of the lower
insulator of 7500C, ignition of the mixture begins to occur due to the actual
heat of the spark plug, rather than the spark across the electrodes.

Prevention of overcooling or overheating of the plug can be achieved by
selecting the required type of plug, differing as to core material, tip length
and method of sealing of the central electrode.

Suppressing resistance. In order to suppress radio and television inter-
ference, ZIL-157K trucks, which have no shielded ignition, carry suppressive
resistors of 7,000 to 14,000 ohms in the high voltage wires from coil to dis-
tributor and from distributor to spark plugs. The central high voltage wire
carries an SE-01 resistor, the plug wires carry SE-02 resistors.

ILO

Figure 18-14. The ST130 Starter.

When type PW high voltage wires with polyvinyl chloride plastic insulators
are used on the ZIL-130 vehicles, 8,000-12,000 ohm resistors are connected in
series with the metal core; when type PVVO wire is used, which has a metal core
(with distributed resistance), no suppressing resistor is required.

Starters. In-line ZIL motors use the type ST15-B starter. V-type motors
used on the ZIL-130 carry the ST130 starter (Figure 18-14). The V-type motors
of the ZIL-131 and ZIL-131V use the type ST-2 sealed starter.

The starters are dc electric motors with series excitation, powered by
the battery. The ST15-B starter has a mechanical drive and a free wheeling
clutch. The starter solenoid is mounted on the starter. The electrical cir-
cuit of the ST15-B starter includes no blocking. The ST130 and St2 starters
have electromagnetic drive located with the starter and an additional solenoid
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installed on the front wall of the cabin. The starter switch 's combined with
the ignition switch on the dashboard. The eloctrical circuits of the 5T130 and
ST2 starters include starter blocking.

Specifics of ST2 starter. The starter is fully sealed, allowing it to be
used to start the motor even when it is submerged in fresh water (during cross-
ing of fords).

Sealing of the starter is achieved as follows. The inspection windows for
access to the brushes are protected with a metal cover placed over the body of
the starter and sealed with 2 rubber rings. The junctions between the body and
cover on the starter solenoid drive end are sealed with rubber rings. The aper-
ture for the starter.lever access in the cover on the drive end is sealed with
a special cap, sealed with a rubber liner.

The output' terminals of the starter solenoid are sealed by means of rubber
washers. The connections of the starter solenoid are sealed with rubber rings.

The seating flange of the starter cover is sealed in the crankcase with a
rubber ring.

The technical characteristics of starters are presented on Table 18-6.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF STARTERS. TABLE 18-6

Parameters ST1S-B ST130 and ST2

Nominal voltage, v 12
Power, hp 1.8 1.5
Number of poles 4 4
Direction of rotation Right
Idle mode:
current consumption, a 75 (not 80 (not

over) over)
rotating speed of armature shaft, rpm 5,000 3,500
voltage across terminals, v 12

Full braking mode:
power consumption, a 600 (not 650 (not

over) over)
voltage across terminals, v 8 (not 9 (not

over) over)
brake torque, kgm 2.6 3.0

Brush spring force, G 800-1,300*
Brush height, mm 14
Least permissible brush height, mm 7
Starter collector diameter, mm 39.4-40.0
Limiting diameter of starter collec-
tor during repair, mm 37.3

Beating of collector, nmm 0.05 (not over)
Beating of armature iron relative to
brushest nmu 0.25 (not over)

*The brush spring force of the ST2 starter is 1,200-1,500 G.
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TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF STARTERS. TABLE 18-6 (cont).

Parameters STl5-B ST130 and ST2

Diameter starter shaft neck, mm
on collector end 16.13-16.17
on drive end 12,445-12,470

Permissible wear of starter armature
shaft neck, mm 0.05

Diameter of armature shaft neck in
gear bushing, mm 13,945-13,970

Diameter of armature shaft neck in
intermediate bearing, mm 18,915-18,975

Diameter of bushing aperture in
cover on collector end, mm 16.20-16.24

Permissible wear of cover bushing
aperture at collector end, mm 0.05

Outer diameter of bushing on col-
lector end, mm 19.30-19.45

Diameter of aperture in cover on
collector end for bushing, mm 19.22-19.27 18.97-19.03

Permissible wear of aperture in
cover for bushing on collector
end, mm 0.05

Diameter of aperture in cover
bushing on drive end, am 12,500-12,535

Permissible wear of aperture in
cover bushing on drive end, mm 0.02

Outer diameter of bushing on
drive end, mm 16.06-16.21

Diameter of bushing aperture in
cover on drive end, mum 16,000- 15.93-16.00

16,023
Permissible wear of aperture in
cover for bushing on drive end,
mm 0.05

Diameter of aperture in bushing
for armature shaft neck, mm 14.00-14.07 14.00-14.06

Permissible wear of aperture in
bushing for shaft neck at drive
end, mm 0.03

Outer diameter of drive bushing,
mm 15.8-15,94S

Diameter of aperture for drive
bushing, mm 15.65-15,725

Diameter of aperture in bushing
at intermediate bearing, mm 19.07-19.21

Permissible wear of aperture in
bushing for intermediate bearing,
mm 0.02

Diameter for bushing of inter-
mediate bearing, mm 21.67-21.72
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TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF STARTERS. TABLE 18-6. (cont),

Parameters ST1S-B ST130 and ST2

Permissible wear, mm 0.02
Outer diameter of intermediate
beaing bushing, mn 21.76-21.9

Clearance between bushing and
armature shaft, mm 0.15 (not over)

Dimensions of starters, mm:
length 320 330*
width 157.5 194.7

*For ST2 starter length 340 mm, width 206 mm.

~a) b)vi j#Ul

0 0

A- I • JA•_ - "_oý

Figure 18-IS. NIIAT E-S Device for Testing of Electrical Equipment on
Truck: a, diagram of panel of instruments from below, b, diagram of panel
of instruments from above. 1, rheostat switch, 2, load rheostat, 3, test-
ing switch, 4, SPl resistor (I ohm), 5, switch for indicator of point clos-
ing angle, 6, spark discharger, 7, indicator of angle of closed state of
points, 8, 300 ohm resistor, 2 w, 9, interruptor button, 10 and 27, DGTS27
rectifiers, 11, zmieter switch, 12, ammeter, 13, 1 ohm resistor, 14, tacho-
meter sensor, IS and 22, 0.25 pf condensor, 16, 2,000 ohm resistor, 17,
1,600 ohm resistor, 18, 372 ohm resistor, 19, 2 vif, 160 v condensor, 20,
30 ohm resistor, 21, SPl resistor (4.7 ohms), 23, RR20 vibrator, 24, 15 ohm
resistor, 25, neon lamp, 26, volt meter, 28, volt meter button, 29, 390
ohm resistor, 2 w, 30, tachometer, 31, tachometer switch, 32, volt meter
switch, 33, 0-100 ohm potentiometer, 34, FMTS battery, 3.7 v, 35, ground
switch, 36, 75 my, 50 a shunt, 37, range switch.
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Maintenance

Checking of electrical equipment on the truck using the NIIAT E-S instru-ment. To test the parameters of electric equipment during operation of trucks,it is recommended that the universal portable electric testing device model
NIIAT E-5 be used.

The NIIAT E-S device (Figure 18-15) is designed for testing and adjustment
of the electrical equipment directly on the truck with both in-line and V-eight
engines.

The device allows the following:

testing of batteries and individual elements without load and under starter
load;

testing of 6-12 v dc generators producing up to 500 w power;
testing and adjustment of all elements in the voltage regulator on engines

with not over 6 cylinders;
testing of electrical circuits and low voltage power consumption for con-

tinuity, current leakage and voltage drop;
testing of the condition of the points in the distributor;
testing of angle of closed state of distributor points;
testing of condensor of distributor for condition of insulation (leakage);
testing of ignition coil for spark formation;
testing of starters up to 2 hp in full braking mode.

0
0 9

Figure 18-16. Diagram of Testing of Battery:
1, NIIAT E-S device, 2, tachometer, volt meter, 4, ammeter, 5, contact
closing angle indicator, 6, battery, 7, starter.

Z* r

Id000 ~ I

Figure 18-17. Diagrm of Testing of Generator in Motor Mode:
1, NIIAT E-S device, 2, tachometer, 3, ancter, 4, volt meter, 5, con-
tact closing angle indicator, 6, generator, 7, voltage regulator.
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Figure 18-18. Diagram of Testing of Generator at Beginning of Output
and Full Output:
1-6, (see Figure,18-17), 7, distributor.

The NIIAT ErS device for checkin3 of electrical equipment is placed beside
the truck on its stand. Before beginning any tests, the ground polarity switch
35 must be set in the position corresponding to the ground polarity of the
equipment on the vehicle being tested, and the switch of the volt meter 32 must
be set in position corresponding to the supply voltage of the electrical equip-
mtnt of the vehicle being tested (6 or 12 v).

resting of battery. Before beginning the check, the cleanliness and tight-
ness of the contacts in the starter circuit should be checked.

The G lead (Figure 18-16) of the device to the output of the battery, con-
nected to the ground of the vehicle, the V lead of the device to the battery
lead coni,•.ted to the starter.

Volt mt-t.er 26 (see Figure 18-15) indicates the voltage of the battery with-
out load. Tesing of the battery under load is performed by turning on the
starter (with the ignition disconnected).

The voltage of the fully charged battery under load should be at least
10.2 v in a 12 v system. The time of testing of the starter under load should
not exceed 5 sec, since t-Se battery is loaded with a current of 200-300 a during
this test.

Checking of the generator ir the engine mode. Remove the drive belt from
the generator. Set switch 11 of ttie a"eter in the 50 a position. Lead I!
(Figure 18-17) of the device is connected to lead B of the voltage regulator.
Leads I and V are connected to the A lead of zhe generator, the Br and A leads
of the generator are connected by a jumper. Lead G of the device is connected
to the ground of the vehicle. Disconnect load rheostat 2 (see Figure 18-15).
The generator begins to operate as an electric motnr. A=eter 12 shows the
current expended by the battery, which should not exceed 5 a. Increased current
indicates that there is mechanical damage or shorting ",n the armature winding,
Even rotation of the armature should be observed.

Uneven rotation indicates shorting in the collector Flates.
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Testing the generator for beginning of output and full output. Replace
the drive belt on the generator pulley. Disconnect the Br and A leads from
the generator (Figure 18-18). Connect leads II and V of the device to the
A lead of the generator, connect the A and Br leads of the generator by a
jumper. Connect the G lead of the device to the ground of the truck, and con-
nect lead II of the device to the output of the distributor.

With the power supply battery remevad from the device, lead B of the de-
. vice is connected to lead B of the volt-Age regulator. Set the tachometer in-

dicator on zero, which is done by setting the tachometer switch 31 (see Figure
18-15) in the "zero set" position and, by rotating the knob of potentiometer
33, causing the needle of tachometer indi'ator 30 to move over the red mark
on the scale. After this, set switch 31 in the "'measure" position. Switch 11
of the ammeter is set in the 50A position. Disconnect load rheostat 2. Start
the motor and, while smoothly increasing the rotating speed, note the rotation
speed at which the generator is excited to its nominal voltage. Then, without
turning off the motor, turn on load rheostat 2 and, by adjusting the rotating
speed and load curvent of the generator, set the nominal value of voltage and
load current.

If the rotating speed of the generator is not above that noted on its
documentation, the generator is operating properly.

A defective generator must be removed from the truck and sent in for repair.

Testing of voltage regulator. Testing of back current. Disconnect the
wire from lead B of the voltage regulator (Figure 18-19) and connect it to out-
put I of the instrument. Output II of the instrument is connected to output B
of the voltage regulator. Disconnect rheostat 2 (see Figure 18-15). Start the
motor and increase its speed until the back current relay operates. At this
moment, ammeter 12 will show the charging current of the battery.

Gradually decrease the rotating speed of the engine. The charging current
of the batttry will decrease. When the ammeter needle reaches zero, switch tit.
ground switch 35, at which point the ammeter will show the discharge current
of the battery.

At the moment when the contacts of the back current relay open, the ammeter
will show the maximum back current, after which its needle will drop rapidly
to zero. The back current should be between 0.5 and 6 a.

Figure 18-19. Diagram of Testing of
Back Current:

9, additional -aeter.
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, Figure 18-20. Diagram of Testing of
o' Voltage at Which Back Current Relay

Switches:
1-5, (see Figure 18-16), 6, generator,

_ _ _ _7, battery.

"Testing of switching voltage of back current relay. Disconnect the wire
from lead B of the voltage regulator (Figure 18-20). Connect lead II of the
instrument to lead B of the voltage regulator. Connect lead G of the instrument
to the ground of the vehicle. Connect lead V of the instrument to lead A of the
generator. Switch on rheostat 2 (Figure 18-15) and set the load of the generator
at 5-10 a. Start the motor and, smoothly increpsing the speed, follow the indi-
cations of volt meter 26. At first the voltage will increase smoothly, but at
the moment of closure of the contacts of the back current relay, the volt meter
needle will be deflected sharply to the left.

The maximum back current relay switching voltage should be 12.2-13.2 v.

Testing of voltage regulator. Disconnect the wire from lead B of the voltage
regulator (Figure 18-21). Connect leads II and V of the instrument to lead B of
the voltage regulator. Connect lead G of the instrument to the ground of the
vehicle. Connect lead II of the instrument to the output of the distributor and
set the tachometer indicator at zero.

Figure 18-21. Diagram of Testing of
Voltage Regulator and Current Limitor:
1-7, (see Figure 18-17), 8, distributor.

With the battery. of the instrument 34 (see Figure 18-15) removed, connect
lead B to lead B of the voltage regulator.

Start the motor and increase its speed to 1,900-2,000 rpm. Volt meter 26
will then indicate the voltage set by the voltage regulator, which should be
13.8-14.8 v. Testing is performed with various generator loads.

Testing of current limi-tor. The connections made are the sane as 'in the
preceding test and, wi-hout changing the rotating speed, use rheostat 2 to in-
crease the load on the generator. following the indications of a=-eter 12 and
volt reter 26. As the load is increased, a o•cent will arrive when, in spite
of further decreases in rheostat resistance, the areter needle stops roving,
while the indications of the volt meter decrease.

The naxi=m value of current will correspond to the adjus~ent of the
current linitor and should be 17-19 a for the RR24-G voltage regulator and
26-30 a for the PRR23-B voltage regulator.



When necessary, the voltage regulator must be adjusted.

Adjustment of RR24-G, RR24-E and RR23-B voltage regulators is described
in the section on "dissembly and assembly" in this chapter.

Since the NIIAT E-5 instrument has no tachometer scale for the 8 cylinder
k.• motor, the RR130 voltage regulator cannot be tested on the vehicle.

In order to test the RR130 voltage regulator, it must be removed from the
vehicle and tested on a test stand (Figure 18-22, 18-23).

b

I:,

Figure 18-22. Viagrjm Showing Con- Figure 18-23. 4ethod of Adjustment
nection of Instruments in Testing of Voltage Regulators: a, bending
of Voltage Regulators: r, RRZ4-G. holder of voltage rtgulators RRI30.
RR24-E and RRI30, b. RR23-B and PR24-G and RR24Rl, b, rotation of ,t
RRSI; 1, gtnerntor, 2, rheostat, 3, on spring holder of RR23-8 and RR5I
battery, 4. a=eter, 5, voltage regu- voltage regulators.
lator, 6. volt meter. 7. electric
not•or.

Testing of Iov voltage circuit. If a battery refuses to hold a charge, in
spite of vositive test-, of battery and generator, the reason day bs p ;~artial

* short circuit in the wires.
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A 6 Figure 18-24. Diagram of Testing of Contact

0 Resistance in Distributor a~d Determination
as' of Their Condition:

00 M 1-5, (see Figure 18-17), 6, distributor
-0 0 points.

SIn order to establish the location of a short circuit, disconnect the
battery lead and connect the ammeter of the device in this interval using leads
I and II (see Figure 18-15).

With all power consuming devices turned off.. the ammeter needles should
rest on zero. Movement of the needle indicates a leak. In order to determine
the lpcation of thb leak, disconnect the circuits of the power consuming devices
one at a time in sequence. If disconnection of one device causes the leak to
stop, this is the device which is damaged.

The voltage drop across various sectors of' the circuit can be measured
using voltmeter 26 of thelinstrument set in the 0-3 v range'

Connection of the volt meter is performed using the V and C leads.

Testini of resistance of breaker points and determination of condition of
points. Lead VI of the instrument (Figure 18-24) is connected to the output of
the distributor, lead III -- to the ground of the vehicle. Set test switch 3
(see Figure 18-15) in position 1. Rotating the crankshaft of the motor manually,
close the contacts of the distributoi. The indications of closing angle indica-
tor 7 should be within the limits of the shaded area at the zero on tlk scale.
otherwise the contacts must be cleaned and adjusted or replaced.

'. Checking clearance between distributor points for closed state angle.
Connect leads IV of the instrument with the distributor lead (Figure 18.-25).
Connect lead V of the instrument to lead B of the v~ltage regulator. Connect
lead G of the instrument with the ground of the truck. Place test switch 3 (see
Figure 18-15) in position 2.

Set switch 5 in "zero set" position and, using potentiometer 33, set the
needle of the closing angle indicator on the r ed line on the scale.

Turn on the ignition and start the motor.' The indications of the device at
various motor operating speeds should corvespond to 38-430 for the R21-A distri-
butor !,nd 29-33' for the R4-V distributor. In case the angle indicator reading3
do not correspond to these values, the clearance between points must be changed
(loosen the screw and, by moving the support of the nonmoving contact, increase
or decrease the gap).

Checking the condition of the condensor. Disconnect the zondensor lead
connected to the distributor, and connected to lead IV of the instrument (Figure
18-26).
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SFigure 18-25. Diagram of Testing of Figure 18-26. Checking the Condition
Gap Between Distributor Points on the of the Condensor:
Basis of Contact Closing Argle: 1-5j (see Figure 18-16), 6, battery,
T.-5, (see Figure 18-16), 6, breaker, 7, voltage regulator.
7, igniti~on coil, 8, ignition switch,
9, battery, 10, voltage regulator.

,Figure 18-27. Checking Ignition Coil:
0 I-5, (see Figure 18-16), 6, ignition

__coil, 7, battery, 8, voltage regulator.

I Lead III of the instrument is connected to the ground of the truck. (The
condensor can be removed from the distributor and connected to these leads).

Lead G of the device should be connected to the ground of the vehicle, lead
V of the device connected to lead B of the voltage regulator. -Set test switch

3 (see Figure 18-15) in position 3 and, ,pressing button 9 of the distributor,
observe nec-a lamp 25. If the condensor 'is operating properly, the neon lamp will
flasli at intervals of 8 -0 sez. A condenser with a slight leak will cause the
neon lamp to flash at intervals of 3-5 sec. A defective condensor will cause the
neon lamp to flash at intervals of 1-1.5 sec or to glow continually. This type
of condensor should be replaced.

Checking the ignition coil. Disconnect all low and high voltage wires

from t1e coil (the coil car be removed from the truck). Connect the leads of
the instrument as follows:

Lead III (Figure 18-27) to VK-B of the ignition coil;,-
Lead IV to lead R of the ignition coil;
The high voltage lead of the instrument -- to the high voltage lead of the

ignition c9il;
Lead M of the instrument -- to the ground of the vehicle;
Lead V of the instrument -- to lead B of the voltage regulator.

Set control switch 3 (see Figure 18-15) in position 4, set the lever of the
sp4rk gap discharger at 5 mm aid press button 9 of the distributor. With con-
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* tinuous and intensive spark formation, increase the spark gap 'until spark forma-
tion occurs intermittently. Uninterrupted spark formation should be observed

* with a gap of no less 7 mm.

Defective ignition coils must be removed and replaced.

Testing the starter with full braking. Disconnect the wire from the starter
lead. Place and fasten a 1,000 A, 75 mv shunt (from the set available) on the
starter lead. Connect the starter wire to the other end of the shunt, the end
with the nut and bolt. Connect the potential leads of the shunt to the "+1,000 A"
and "1-1,000 A" leads of the instrument (see Figure 18-15). Set switch 11 of the
ammeter in the "1,000 A" position. Connect lead M with the ground of the vehicle
(Figure 18-28), connect lead V of the instrument to the starter lead. Set the
brakes of the vehicle, place it in gear and, without pressing the clutch engage
the starter. Record the indications of ammeter 12 (see Figure 18-15) and volt
meter 26, which should be n-t over 600 a for the STIS-B and not over 650 a for
the ST130.

Before this check is made, the battery must be fully 'charged, since this
will determine the power developed by the starter. In order to avoid discharging
the battery excessively, the starter should not be left switched on for more than
5 seconds.

Defective starters must be removed and sent in for repair.

Testing of commutator in transistor ignition system. Testing of the opera-
tion of the transistor ignition system commutator is performed as follows. Dis-
connect the contacts of the distributor, turn on the ignition and test the volt-
age. With good wires and equipment, the voltages should show the following limits
on the terminals of the additional resistor (see Figure 18-29):

on terminal B 12.0-12.2 v; on VK, 9 v; on terminal K, 7-8 v; on the terminals
of the ignition coil, 7-8 v; on terminal R of the transistor commutator, 3-4 v.

The wires of the volt meter should be connected as follows: one end to the
terminal, the other to ground.

If the wires and equipment are in order, but there is no voltage on terminal
R of the transistor commutator, this means that the transistor commutator is de-
fective and must be replaced.

When,-there is no spare transistor commutator available, the ignition system
can be altered to a nontransistor type by replacing the 3114 ignition coil with
a 813 coil with additional resistor and installing a condensor on the distributor
or by replacing the R4-D distributor with an R4-V distributor.

Warning: In order to protect the transistor ignition system from overloads,
you must:

not leave the ignition turned on with the engine not running;
not allow the system to operate with an open circuit, i.e. with the high

voltage wires disconnected from the spark plugs or with poor seating of the wires
in tho distributor cap or ignition coil;
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not allow operation of the engine with excessive spark plug gaps. The gaps
should be betweeiL 0.85 and 1.00 mm.

* "

SFigure 18-28. Diagram of Testing of Figure 18-29. Diagram of Parts of
SStarter with Full Braking: Transistor Ignition System.:

S1-5, (see Figure 18-17), 6, 1,000 A 1, transistor commutator, 2, distributor,
;•shunt, 7, battery, 8, starter. 3, coil, 4, ignition switch, 5, lead to

* .~ 00:.,,,

• •starter contacts, 6, additional resistor.

; Setin of gniion n i-line motor. 'Setting of the ignition on a motor

:from which the distributor has been removed (the distributor rotor shaft and
! octane corrector plate remain in place) should be performed in the following

sequence:

remove the distributor cap, check and if necessary adjust the gap between
distributor contact points;

set the position of cylinder 1 at the end of the compression cycle t.d.c.
S~using the flywheel mark or the setting pin on the cover of the distributor gears;

loosen the tightening bolt in the upper plate of the distributor and set
the distributor on the motor so that the vacuum regulator is at the top, the
electrode of the rotor is opposite the terminal for the first cylinder in distri-
butor cap. Fasten the distributor onto the motor;

rotate the adjusting nuts of the octane corrector so as to set the arrow in
the upper plate at the "zero" scratch on the lower plate;

S~turn on the ignition and rotate the adjusting nuts of the body of the dis-
S~tributor counterclockwise until a spark appears between the end of the central
" wire from the coil and ground (at a distance of 2-3 mmn);

! beginning of opening of the contact can be tested on the basis of lighting
Sof a lamp connected to the motor ground and the low voltage terminal of the dis-

tributor;
fasten the body in this position by the adjusting nuts of the octane cor-

rector;
replace the distributor cap and high voltage leads and connect them to the

spark plugs, screwed into the cylinder head;
test the correctness of placement of the wires in the distributor cap in

correspondence with the firing order of the cylinder (1-5-3-6-2-4), and fasten
down the distributor cap with the spring clips;
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connect the tubing of the vacuum advance mechanism to the distributor.

The tiling for each type of gasoline must be determined by road testing as
follows:

allow the motor to warm up to 75-900 C;
while driving down a level road sector in top gear, accelerate the truck

from 10-15 to S0-60 km/hr by pressing the gas pedal to the floor, listening to
the operation of the engine;

if the ignition is set properly, slight metallic knocking of the motor
should be heard. Adjustment of the setting of the ignition is performed by
rotating the octane corrector nut. When there is no detonation at all, rotate
the body of the distributor by one or two division counterclockwise. It should
be kept in mind that when the body of the distributor is rotated by one scale
division on the plate of the breaker, the spark advance is changed by 4*.

Setting of ignition on V-type motor. Setting of the ignition on a motor
from which the distributor has been removed must be performed in the following
sequence (distributor drive shaft and octane corrector plate are left in place):

iemove the distributor cap and check and if necessary adjust the gap be-
tween breaker points;

set the piston of the first cylinder at t.d.c. (see "testing and adjustment
of valve clearances t");

remove the bolt fastening the distributor to the octane corrector plate,
install the distributor in the drive body seht so that the vacuum advance
mechanism is directed toward the carburetor, and the rotor of the distributor
is opposite the termiual of cylinder 1. Replace the bolt fastening the dis-
tributor to the upper plote of the octane corrector. If rotation of the dis-
tributor during setting of the ignition is to be performed by hand, the bolt
should not be fully tightened.

If the rotation is to be performed with the adjusting nuts of the octane
corrector, the bolt should be fully tightened, since otherwise the body of the
distributor will not rotate;

turn on the ignition and rotate the body of the distributor counterclockwise
until the breaker points open and a spark appears between the end of the central
wire and the ground of the engine with a gap of 2-3 mm for the ordinary ignition
system and 3-10 mm for the transistor ignition system;

the beginning of opening of breaker points can be tested on the basis of
burning of a test lamp connected to the motor ground and the low voltage terminal
of the distributor; after the ignition is set, the distributor must be tightened
firmly to the upper plate of the octane corrector;

check the correctness of installation of the spark plug wires in the dis-
tributor cap in correspondence with the firing order of the cylinders (1-5-4-2-6-
-3-7-8), considering that the distributor rotor rotates in a clockwise direction.

Refinement of the ignition setting on the motor depending on the type of
gasoline used should be performed using the octane corrector scale inscribed on
the upper plate of the distributor by testing on the road for the appearance of
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the metallic pinging sound in the motor as follows:

warm up the motor to 80-900 C;
moving along a smooth and level road sector in top gear, accelerate theI truck from 30 to 60 km/hr; this is performed by pressing sharply on the acceler-

ator pedal while listening to the noise of the motor;
in case of strong detonation in this operating mode, rotate the octane

corrector so as to move the indicator arrow of the upper plate along the scale
in the "-"1 direction;

if there is no detonation at all in this operating mode, rotate the octane
corrector not so as to move the arrow on the upper plate along the scale in the

"+"direction.

With proper setting of the ignition, as the truck is accelerated, a light
metallic ping will be heard, disappearing at 40-45 km/hr.

Testing tightening of contact forks of shielded generators. During TO-1,
the nuts of the contact forks should be checked; this is done by loosening the
cover nuts of the plug, removing the plug forks and testing the tightening of
the forks. If the forks rock, the nuts must be tightened.

During replacement and removal of plug cover nuts, bending of the shield
wires in the direction of motion of the nut must be avoided, since this can
cause breakage of the shielding braid, as well as disruption of the electrical
contact between the braid of the wire and the body. The cever nuts should be
tightened only finger tight. Pliers or other tools should be used only when
absolutely necessary; damage to the nipples and the cover nuts themselves must
be avoided.

Testing operation of generator brushes. During TO-2 and after each crossing
of a ford, the operation of the brushes should be checked. This is done by
removing the protective tape from the generator, inspecting the brushes and col-
lector to be sure that the brushes move freely in the brush holders and contact
the collector tightly.

Check the pressure of the brush springs with a dynamometer. The brush
spring force should be at least 600 G for the G108-V and GS5 generators and
at least 1,200 G for the G130 generator. The height of the brushes should be
at least 14 mm for the G108-V and G51 generators and at least 17 nmn for the
G130 generator. Worn brushes should be replaced with new ones, which must be
turned in to fit the collector.

New brushes are turned into the collector as follows: a strip of fine
sandpaper as wide is the collector is long is placed between the brush and the
collector. This is done by bending back the wire hook of the brush holder lever
and raising the brush. The strip should cover at least half the circumference
of the collector (over 180') and must be turned with its rough side toward the
brushes. .The brush is then lowered and the strip is pulled through in the
direction opposite to the rotation of the rotor until the brush fits tightly
against the collector. As the paper is moved in the direction of rotation, the

* brush must be raised.
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Testing of operating condition of generator collector surfacs. During
TO-2, the condition of the operating surface of the collector should be tested;
it should have no burned spots or dirty areas. In case of burned or dirty spots,
the collector should be washed with a clean rag wet with gasoline. "Varnish"
forms on the working surface of the collector during normal op. nation.

One should not confuse collector burned areas, which have a dull black
color and are located at the edge of the collector plates, tc the shiny, light
brown or blue varnish, located over the entire surface of the collector.

The varnish should not be removed, since it improves the operation of the
brushes.

If the dirty or burned spots do not come clean with the gasoline-wet rag,
the collector must be cleaned with a fine sandpaper, rotating the ainature by
hand.

Emery paper should not be used. If burned spots cannot be removed with
sandpaper, the generator must be removed from the motor, dissembled and the
collector turned down until a smooth and shiny surface is produced.

Lubrication of generator bearings. The generator bearing on the drive end
is lubricated by means of the oil port.

In order to lubricate the generator bearing on the collector end, clean
the dust and dirt from the generator, remove the generator cover, remove the
old lubricant and pour in fresh lubricant.

Voltage regulator. During TO-2, the tightness of the nuts on the contact
forks and voltage regulator mounting nuts should be tested.

During TO-2, and also in case of abnormal charging of the battery (under
charging or over charging), the electrical adjustment of the voltage regulator
must be checked and adjusted if necessary.

The voltage regulator is Lested the first time during the first TO-2; sub-
sequently, it is checked during every oiher TO-2 maintenance cycle or when ab-
normal charging of the battery is noted.

The voltage regulator should be tested on a test stand in the operating
position. It is also pe-missible to check the voltage regulator directly in
the truck; a hot voltage regulator should not be checked immediately after
stopping the motor.

For stand testing of the voltage regulator see the subsection on "Dissembly
and Assembly" of this chapter.

Ignition coil and distributor. The plugs of the shielded low voltage leads
are designed to take type PGVA wire 1.5 mm2 (GOST 9751-61) with type LPRGS-E
shielding braid 1.S =32 (GOST 2262-50).
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During assembly of the plug, the core of the PGVA wire must be cleaned for
length of 17 mm and assembled in the plug so that all of the wires in the core

"i ~enter the hole, after which the core is drawn up against the end of the installa-
tion in the contact aperture, the ends of the core are spread and soldered with

POS-30 or POS-40 solder to the contact aperture without using acid and without
strong heating to avoid damage to the insulating ring and wire insulation.

S* The soldered metal should protrude above the end of the contact aperture
by not more than 0.5 mm and should steel the soldered aperture in the contact
circle.

During straightening of the ends of the shield, it must not be too greatly
tightened. To fasten the shield braid to the plug, the wire is placed between
the washers in the plug, and the lug on one of the washers is bent around the
other. After this, the shield is fastened to the ring on the plug with the
collar.

After completion of installation of all wires and the ventilation system,
the nuts of the low voltage contacts and ventilation nipples should be tested
and fully tightened, as well as the bolt joints of the distributor.

During tightening of the bolts which fasten the top of the shield and the
shield, do not tighten them to strongly, since the sealing joints between cap
and shield and shield and body is provided by the rubber sealing rings between
the metal surfaces; further tightening of the bolts does not improve the seal,
merely causing damage to the thieads or breakage of bolt heads; when the low
voltage contacts of the plugs and high voltage leads are tightened, they also
should not be turned too tightly; the seal is provided by the rubber sealing

* rings when the nuts are tightened normally.

During operation, the distributor points must be maintained in good condi-
* tion, i.e. you must check for cleanliness and proper adjustment. Lubrication

"of moving parts must be checked; it should be recalled that oil from the crank-
case of the motor cannot be used to lubricate the distributor, and that excess
lubrication of the distributor is harmful, since it may cause rapid wear of
points in case they become oily and failure of the distributor.

The cleanliness of the distributor and all its parts is important, particu-
larly the insulating parts (cap, rotor, terminals, etc.).

The reliability of the contact between high voltage leads and the terminals
on the distributor cap and ignition coil must be checked. The reliability of
all contact between shielding parts on the motor must be tested.

Caution must be exercised to avoid breaking plastic parts (cap, rotor and
mounting parts in distributor cap).

During TO-2, the plastic distributor cap should be rubbed with a clean,
dry or gasoline-wet rag.

Inspect the cam, and in case it is dirty, clean it with a clean rag wet
with gasoline.
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Lubricate the distributor according to the lubrication chart.

After lubrication, check to be sure the lever is not seized on the axis;
this is done by pressing down on the lever with the fingers and releasing it.
When released, the lever should return rapidly (due to the spring) and the con-
tacts should close with a click.

If the contacts do not close or the lever moves slowly, the seizing must
be eliminated and the spring tension must be adjusted between 500 and 650 G
by removing the lever and carefully bending the spring in either direction as
necessary.

Check the cleanliness of the points, remove dirt and oil from the points
as necessary, rub the contacts with a chamois wet with clean gasoline, then,
holding the lever back, allow the gasoline to evaporate and rub the points
with a clean, dry chamois.

The chamois may be replaced by any material which leaves no fibers on the
points, while gasoline can be replaced only with alcohol.

Check the condition of the working surfaces of the points and clean them
only in case of excessive transfer of metal from one point to the other or if
the lump of metal on one point prevents the point gap from being measured.

The points should be cleaned with a thin (about 1 mm) abrasive plate or
fine sandpaper.

Emery paper, needle file and other abrasives cannot be used to file the
contacts.

In case of irregular motor operation, in no case should the point surfaces
be cleaned until it has been established that the problem actually results from
poor point surface condition.

In filing points, the built up material should be removed from one point.
The points should not be cleaned to remove the crater (depression) on the other
point. After filing, the points should be washed, dried as indicated above and
adjusted for proper point gap.

In filing points, be sure to maintain the surfaces of the points parallel,
so that the points touch over their entire surfaces (without any slips between
them) during operation.

* The setting of the ignition must be checked each time the distributor is
removed from the truck.

Check and if necessary adjust the gap between points. The gap between
points should be 0.3-0.4 mm.

Adjust the gap as follows:
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rotate the distributor shaft until one node on the cam is set so as to
produce the maximum point gap;

loosen the screw mounting the upright of the nonmoving contact and rotate
the eccentric (in the split of the upright) with a screwdriver until the gap
between the points is just wide enough to pass a 0.4 mm feeler gauge;

tighten the upright mounting screw of the nonmoving contact and test the
gap again. The feeler gauge must be clean; it should be washed with gasoline
before usage.

When necessary (in case of full point wear), the breaker point lever and
contact upright can be replaced once during the guaranteed service life of
the distributor; a spare upright and point lever will be found in the spare
parts kit. The distributor wrench should be us'ed to replace the lever.

Check the condition of the rubber sealing rings and replace if necessary.

The sealing rings can be replaced twice during the guaranteed service life
of the distributor; 2 sets of sealing rings are delivered with each truck.

In the transistor ignition system, the breaker points are loaded only with
the transistor control current, not with the full current of the ignition coil;
therefore, burning and erosion of points are almost completely eliminated, and
they require no cleaning. However, due to the extremely small current broken
by the points, it is not capable of penetrating a film of oil or oxide, so that
the cleanliness of the points must be particularly carefully maintained.

In case of oiling of points, they must be washed with clean gasoline. If
the truck is operated for an extended period of time and a layer of oxide is
formed on the breaker points, the points should be cleaned, i.e. rubbed with an
abrasive plate or fine 100 grade sandpaper, being sure not to remove metal, which
will reduce the service life of the points.

Care of the unshielded ignition coil and distributor is the same with the
exception of the shielding parts,

Lubrication of distributor. To lubricate the cam bushing, breaker lever
axis and car, follower, it is necessary to remove the distributor cap and add a
few drops of oil.

On ZIL-131 trucks, do not lubricate the cam follower, since it is soakedwith a constant supply of lubricant for the entire period of operation of the
distributor.

Excessive lubrication of the cam bushing and breaker lever axis is harmful,

since it causes spraying of the breaker points with oil, causing formation of
scale on the points and missing of the engine.

Lubrication of the distributor shaft is perfomed by rotating the cover of
* a cap oiler by 1/2-1 turn.

Spark plugs. During TO-I, the spark plugs should be removed and check
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j Check the gap between the electrode with a wire gauge. The use of flat
gauges is not permitted, since measurement of the gap with a flat gauge will
produce an incorrect result.(the measured gap will be less than the actual gap).

If the spark gap is found to be too large, it must be adjusted by bending
* only the side electrode. Bending of the central electrode will break the plug

insulator. It is desirable to file the electrodes lightly before adjusting the
gap in order to produce sharper edges, since blunt edges cause an increase in
the voitage recessary to form a spark.

The gap should be adjusted to between 0.5 and 0.6 mm for SN307 plugs;
0.85-l.G m- for A1S-B plugs and 0.6-0.7 mm for A16U and A16S plugs.

If the spark plug insulator is covered with soot and scale, the plug must
be cleaned.

Removal and replacement of the SN307 spark plug must be performed only with
a plug ridge. If the spark plug itself is rotated in an attempt to remove the
cap nut of the spark plug with the engine warm, do not attempt to grasp the
shield with pliers. It is better to go ahead and remove the spark plug and then,
gripping the hex nut section of the plug with the wrench, remove the cap nut.
The tightening torque of the cap nut should be not over 2.5 kGm. The tightening
torque of the spark plugs should be not over 3.5 kGm for all types.

When a spark plug is installed in a motor, the presence and condition of
the sealing ring must be checked.

With normal operation of spark plugs in the motor, the insulator tip should
be brown in color. A light yellow (almost white) color of the insulator indi-
cates significant overheating of the plug.

Correct operation of spark plugs depends to a great extent on the thermal
condition of the motor. At low air temperature, the motor must be heated (using
a heating screen, cover the radiator intake).

After starting the motor cold, the tru.cks should not be immediately driven,
since the plugs may misfire when cold.

Mhen driving after being parked for sometime, accelerate for a longer period
of time in lower gears before shifting upward.

The spark plugs may operate intermittently if the rules for starting the
motor are not observed or if the fuel mixture is made to rich by using the choke
"hahn it is not needed.

Starter. During TO-I, the bolts moupting the starter to the motor must be
tested arA tightened if necessary.

After 25,000 km and subsequently during each TO-2 cycle, the starter should
be removed from the notor. Rewove the protective cover for access to the collec-
tor ad brushes by blowing coopresscd air into the starter. The ,echod- of remuval
of the protective cover is illustrated on Figure 18-52 (for the ST.2 starter).
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Check the condition of the operating surface of the collector. The opera-
ting surface of the collector should be smooth with no significant burned areas.
in case there are dirty or burned areas, it should be wiped with a clean rag
wet in gasoline. If this fails to remove the dirt or burned areas, the collec-
tor should be rubbed with fine sandpaper.

Check the position of the brushes in the brush holders; the brushes should
move freely in the holders and should not be excessively worn. If the brushes

* . are worn and their height i- 6-7 mm (at the point of contact with the spring),
they must be replaced. The pressure of the brushes against the collector for
the ST-2 starter should be 1,200-1,500 G, for the other starters 800-1,300 G.

Test the tightness of screws mounting the tips of the brush channels to

* the brush holders. Tighten if necessary. Blow through the starter with dry
compressed air or a hand pump to remove dust and dirt accumulated in the starter.

Before installation of the protective cover, the rubber sealing rings must
be replaced with new rings, which should be lightly lubricated with brake fluid

to allow easier installation of the cap. Before installation of the cap, check
the seal of the starter (for the ST-2).

Lightly lubricate the shaft (point where drive unit moves) with pure oil
as used for the mctor.

If the starter must be dissembled during TO-2, the condition of the solenoid
contacts must be checked. In case of significant burning of the contacts, they
should be cleaned with sandpaper. If the contact bolts are greatly worn at the
points of contact with the contact disx. they should be rotated by 1800.

Check. the axial play of the starter armature; it should not exceed 1.0 mm.
The neceisary axial play is achieved by installing adjusting shims on the arma-
ture shaft neck at the drive end.

Check and when necessary adjust the drive gear travel; the clearance between
the gear and the support ring with the solenoid armature fully shifted and the
proper .i-xial play should be 1.5-3.5 m for the ST130 aird ST2 starters and 0.8-1.3

""- for the STIS-B starter (clearance check with metal ruler).

"Warning. The starter cover and drive unit must not be washed in gasoline
or kerosene, in order to a-toid washing away the lubrication on the boinds-graphite
porous friction bearings.

After assebly, check the starter in the idle "ode for brake torque.

When the ST2 starter is disscnbleA. all rubber sealing rings should be re-
plac-td with new rings (2 sets of rubber sealij. rings are supplied with each
starter). The fllov'nr, seqtemnce is used to ch<,ck the seal of the -'T2 starter:

Sthe starter is subnterged in fre.h water it roon tmperature, so that all
parts in the starter are in the water. sutmerg.ed to a depth of not over 50 •;

Sair pressure of 0.1-0.2 kf, cc& is fed into the starter ho'. The te-st i's
continued for 5 minutes after this pressure is rezched; water cost ,-t e alloed
to enter through the cap on the drive side. This is prevented usiln a sreczal
sealing collar.I
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The starter is considered to have passed the test if there is no systematic
visible air bubbling from a single location of the starter and solenoid during
the last 3 minutes of the test.

Dissembly and Assembly.

Dissembly of generators. Before dissembly, the generator must be cleaned
of dust and dirt using a fiber brush and a dry cloth.

After external cleaning, perform external inspection and check tightness
of contacts (Figure 18-30).

If the generator is defective, it should be dissembled to reveal and eliminate
the causes of the defects.

a)
A

m 0

Figure 18-30. Diagram of Testing of Generators
at Idle in Electric Motor Hode:

______'a, G140, b, G51;
"1, generator, 2, ammeter, 3, rheostat,

b) 4, battery.

We present below the process of dissembly of the G130 generator with idi-
vidual comments concerning the GS, generator. Remove the bearing cover rounting
screws on the collector end and remove the cap together with the gasket.

Figure 18-31. Removal of •130 Generator
Pkulley:
1. clamp 2, cro~s- piace, 3, generator,

ýP N 4, pull1ey. S. fitting. ri. crots 11eCeC
) screw, . traverse, S. hand•Ale. 9, pour

Remove the bearing -o•inting naut. holding the imaature shaft by the pulley
to prevent rutation, remzoe th•e support a,- sprig washers fr= 1he shaft.
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2 Figure1 18-34. Device for\Removal of Generator
and Starter Pole Cores:
I, base, 2, bracket, 3, screwdriver, 4, wrench,
5, screw, 6, handle.

a)!CUM

b)

e)

Figure 18-35. PPYa-5 Device for Checking of Generator Armature and Excitor Wind-
ings: a, instrument,\b, checking of armature for short to ground, c, determination
of point of short on 'round using individual probe, d, determination of point of
short to ground using steel test plate, e, determination of point of short to ground
using double probe; 1, power plug, 2, yoke, plate, 3, switch'panel, 4, test lamp
switch, 5, rheostat, 6, "low" and "high" current switch, 7, toggle switch of device,
8. armature support prisms, 9, test plate, 10, test window, 11, measuring device for
checking of armature windings, and excitor windings, 12, probes, 13, clip handles,
14, alligator clip.
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The conductorfor the positive brush should be repaired or replaced together
with the-brush in case of damage insulation.

The lubricating hole in the cover must be clean to remove dust and old lu-

bricant and a new oiler should be pressed into it.

The generator pulley should have no cracks. In case of wear of the pin
channel, a new channel can be cut in a different position.

Testing of the armature, In' order to test the windings of the armature, it
is checked using a PPYa-5 device tFigure 18-35a) or a model 353PPYa. The device
consists of a transformer with an open magnetic circuit, in which the armauture

-windings act as the secondary. In addition to the transformer, the device has a
test lamp, milli-axtmeter with adjusting rheostat, contact probes and clips. The
device is mounted ii a closeable metal box 4nd is powered by 220/110 v ac.

teBefore turning on the device, the armature to be tested must be placed on
theprisms, after which the device is turned on. Turning on the device without
an armature in place will cause the windings of the device to burn out.

The order of testing for a short circuit between armature and .ground is as
follows: place the armatture on the prisms; plug in the instrument; set switch

4 in the "on" position; touch one contact probe to the shaft or to the iron
plates of 'the armature, while touching the collector plate in turn with the other,
as shown on Figure 18-35b. If. there is no short to ground, the lamp will not
light.

If there is a sIort of the armature to ground, the location of the short
can be determined using the PPYa-5 as follows: take an alligator clip inplace
of the contact probe and clamp it over the end bf the shaft (Figure 18-3Sc),
turn on the device and touch the collector plates in order with the test probe
(the needle of the measuring device will be seen to deflect); rotate the milli-
ammeter knob'so that the needle is deflected by a number of scale divisions con-
venient for reading (for example, 15 divisions); place the probe on each plate
of the collector in order; as the shorted turn is approached, the indications of
the instrument will decrease, and the reading will be equal to zero at the shorted
point. In case of a short circuit in the collector, the needle will also indicate
zero. When there is a short to ground of any turn in the windings in the middle
of the armature, the indications of the device will be very low (1-4 scale divi-
sions). a

To detect a s~hort ciicuited armature sector, steel test plate 9, fastened
to the cover of the instrument, must be used. Lightly touching the surface of
the arnature with this plate (Figure 18-35d), rotate the armature slowly. If
the'e is a short circuit in any section, the steel plate will be attracted to
thelarmature over this section.

A shorted section can also be detected using the measuring 'instrument (milli-
ammeter). To do this, plug in probes 12, set the armature to be tested on the
prism and turn on the device. Press the probes against two neighboring collector
plates as shown (Figure 18-35e), then turn on the milli-ammeter of the device
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and observe the indications of the milli-ammeter needle. At the short circuited
section, the needle of the device will drop to zero. The armature must be re-
placed if shorted.

After testing the windings of a generator armature, the plates of the arma-
ture must be tested for beating relative to the shaft neck. Bending of an arma-
ture shaft is eliminated by straightening on a hand press. The beating of the
armature plates should not be over 0.08 mm. The armature must have no torn wind-
ing sections, corrosion, one sided wear, gouges or shifting of armature plates
(waviness).

If the collector of the armature is significantly worn, it must be turned
down, if slightly worn, it must be ground with sandpaper.

Turning of a collector, as well as milling of the micanite between plates
should be performed on a model 2155 lathe (Figure 18-36). This lathe weighs
32 kG, is small in size and can be installed on a standard workbench. If this
machine is not available, when the micanite between collector plates must be
turned down to 0.5-0.8 mm, a knife file can be used, specially made and installed
in a mount as shown on Figure 18-36. When the knife file is used, the teeth
should be ground down with an abrasive disk to the width of the slot between
collector plates.

* a) A-A

A Figure 18-36. Removal of Micanite and
- Turning of Collectors of Generator and

Starter Armatures: a, removal of micanite
with a hand tool, b, model 2155 tool for
turning of collectors and milling of mica-
nite of generator armatures;
1, micanite, 2, collector plate, 3, tool,

b) "4, width of slot.

After the collector is turned, it must be tested for beating. Beating of
the collector relative to the shaft neck must not exceed 0.02-0.03 mm. The de-
crease in collector diameter following turning may be up to 3 mm from the nominal
diameter. With greater wear, the armature must be rejected.

Testing of generator body. Damage to generator bodies is dividied into two
groups: electrical and mechanical.
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Mechanical damage is checked by means of an external inspection. Electrical
damage must be determined during the testing process.

Electrical tests include tests for insulation strength in current carrying
elements, tests of insulator operation and measurement of resistances in windings.

The primary types of electrical damage are: shorting of turns, shorting to
ground due to damage to insulation, breakage of contact leads and connections
between windings. The excitor windings can be tested without being removed from
the body. This test for shorting between excitor winding and generator body can
be performed on an induction device using the method shown on Figure 18-37a.
A similar test can be performed with a test lamp using the plan shown on Figure
18-37b with a source of 220-500 v alternating current in 1 minute. If the lamp
does not light, the insulation is considered to be in good condition.

Testing for shorting between turns for open excitor turns, as well as de-
termination of the resistance of excitor winding coils are performed using an
ohmmeter.

Shorting of turns in a coil can also be determined on the basis of heating
of the turns using the PPYa-5 device. To do this, place the coil over the
fitting and install it on the device as shown on Figure 18-38. Then turn on
the alternating current in the transformer of the device. If the coil does not
become hot in 5 minutes, there are no short circuits in the coil.

Testing of cover with brush holder. The method of testing for short cii-
cuits between the insulated brush holder and cover is illustrated on Figure
18-39. If the lamp connected in the electrical circuit of the device does not
come on, there is no short circuit and the cover is ready for use.

ab)

Fig-ire 18-37. Testing Quality of Insulation of Generator Excitor
Windings: a, method of testing on induction device with indicator
lamp, b, method of testing using test lamp; 1 and 2, 15 w, 220 v
lamps connected in series, 3 probes.
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IN

Figure 18-38. Determination of Short Figure 18-39. Testing of Cover and
Between Turns of Generator Excitor Brush Holders for Short Circuit.

* Winding Using PPYa-S Device.

* Testing of generator shaft bearings. Generator bearings should be tested
during external inspection following removal of grease and dirt, by rotating
the bearing rings manually. In case of significant play or scratches of the
bearing races or deformation of the balls, the bearings should bo replaced.

Assembly of body of G130 generator. In case of replacement of excitor
windings, their leads must be soldered to the Sh and Ya terminals. Insert the
generator windings in the body, place the pole cores on them and fasten down
with screws using the adapter (see Figure 18-34).

Place terminals Sh and Ya in the seats in the body with insulated bushings
and fasten in place with nuts, after placing one insulating, one flat and one
spring washer on each bolt, then tighten the retaining nuts with spring washers.
Insert screw cap M with a spring washer in the body.

Installation of terminals and shielded plugs of the G51 and G118 generators
must be performed in the following sequence: solder the tips to the output ends
of the excitor windings, place the tips of the plugs in the holes, set the plugs
in the insulated bushings of the shield, hand tighten both nuts and preliminarily
tighten terminal plugs Sh and Ya (see Figure 18-6) in the box, install the shield
of the box on the body of the generator, tightening it with screws, and final
tighten the terminal plug nuts.

After installation of the generator on the truck, the contact forks of
terminal Sh and Ya must be set in the terminal jacks; tighten the retaining nuts
of the shielded conductors, together with the conical and rubber bushings.

Assembly and installation of generator drive end cover. Install the internal
seal of the cover together with the internal collar, felt gland and outer collar
on the shaft of the armature. Seek the stop ring on the shaft of the armature
and put on the support ring, then install the bearing on the shaft (with a fit
between an interference of 0.016 mm r d a clearance of 0.006 mm). Install the
cover on the drive end on the bearing, place the outer sxl of the cover on the
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shaft together with the internal collar, felt gland and outer collar, fasten
down the seal and cover on the armature shaft with nuts and bolts and spring
washers.

Place the front cover on the generator body, directing the armature into
the body, and the cover placer in the slot in the body.

Assembly and installation of cover on collector end of generator. Place
the brush holders and pressure springs, fasten to the cover, on the axis.
Fasten the seal together with the insert, inner clamp, felt gland and outer
clamp on the inside of the cover with screws.

Place the bearing in the seat in the cover and install the cover on the
body of the generator, "directing the bearing onto the armature shaft. Install
the rear cover bearing onto the armature shaft with a fit ranging from an in-
terference of 0.016 mm to a clearance of 0.006 mm.

Place the two retaining bolts in the apertures in the cover on the collec-
tor end and, by tightening them, mount both covers and the body of the generator.

Place the pin in the slot in the shaft, place the pulley on the shaft,
press it in place and fasten with a nut with a flat and a spring washer, pre-
venting the pulley from rotating.

Tighten the bearing with a nut on the collector end.

Place lubricant in the rear bearing, install a cover cap with gasket and
fasten it with screws.

Install the positive and negative brushes in the brush holder seats with
a metal hook, bending back the spring levers of the brush holders with springs
(see Fig-are 18-32). Fasten the tips of the excitor winding and brush wires
onto the brush holder brackets with screws. Install the protective tape and
fasten it down with the retaining screw.

The G108-V, G56-B and G51 generators are assembled in a sequence similar
to the sequence for assembly of the G130 generator.

Testing of generator operation. The repaired generator must be tested in
operation in the electric motor mode and in the generator mode.

To test the generator in the electric motor mode, the generator is fastened
into a test stand or instr.unent and connected to a battery of the corresponding
voltage as shown on Figure 18-30.

The generator armature should rotate to the right. Rotation of the armature
in the opposite direction is a result of improper connection of the winding coils
or brushes. The current consumed should not e-'ceed the values indicated in the
technical characteristics (see Table 18-2). If the current consumption exceeds
the values indicated in the technical characteristics, this indicates improper
assembly of the generator, and possible skew, seizing or wedging of the armature
against the pole cares.
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Too-rapid rotation of the armature indicates poor contact or an open cir-
cuit in the excitor windings.

When the generator is tested in the generator mode, the rotating speed of
the armature should be checked at which the generator develops its nominal
voltage without load (without connection of the rheostat and battery), and with
full load. The load for the generator is created using the rheostat. Tests
are performed using the M532 GARO test stand. This stand is equipped with an
electric motor to drive the test generator and a mechanical variator, using
which it is possible to change the rate of rotation of the generator armature
smoothly during the testing process. The rotating speed of the armature is
determined by a tachometer.

The final test of the operation of the generator is performed in combina-
tion with the voltage regulator. The operation of the other generators is
tested similarly.

'resting and adjustment of voltage regulators. Contacts of voltage regu-
lators, the contact surfaces of which show traces of burning and oxidation,
are cleaned with a flat abrasive plate or sandpaper with subsequent blowing
of the dust formed. Following cleaning, the contacts should be rubbed with a
clean rag wet with gasoline or acetone. The cleaned contact surfaces must be
strictly parallel to each other and must contact each other tightly. If the
height of a worn contact is less than 0.5 mm, it should be replaced.

The RRl30, RR24-G and RR24-E voltage regulators are checked using the
M532 GARO test stand in combination with a standard generator or generator of
the type with which it should operate. The test should be made by setting the
voltage regulator on the test stand in a position similar to its position of
installation on the truck. It is not recommended that the voltage regulator
be tested hot, since the indications may be inaccurate.

During checking and adjustment of the voltage regulator, it should not be
turned on for more than 5 minutes, since due to heating of the coil the regula-
tor will produce improper indications. If adjustment requires more time, the
test stand should be turned off after 5 minutes for 15-20 minutes cooling of
the voltage regulator. An adjusted voltage regulator should be test for opera-
ting stability together with a generator.

Checking of a voltage regulator on the test stand requires the following
instruments: dc volt meter with scale up to 30 v, accuracy class no. lower than
1.S; dc ammeter with center zero and 40-0-40 a scale, accuracy class not lower
than 1.5; load rheostat for at least 35 a current, tachometer with scale up to
S,000 rpm.

The diagram of connection of devices for testing of voltage regulators is
Xpresented on Figure 18-22.

To connect the volt meter to the B and Ya terminals of the RR24-E or RRS1r voltage regulator, remove the nut, remove the plug, connect the volt meter wire

to it and insert the plug into the jack of the voltage regulator so that the
volt meter wire does not touch the body. After the test, remove the volt meter
wire, reinsert the plug in the jack and tighten the nut.
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Testing of the back current relay on the test stand is performed with the
battery connected. To do this, connect ammeter 4 between terminal B and the
battery using an additional wire. Volt meter 6 is connected to the Ya terminal
and ground. The sliding contact of rheostat 2 is used to set the load in the
circuit equal to half of the nominal generator current.. Then, increasing the
speed of rotation of the generator armature using electric motor 7, determine
the voltage at which the contact of the back current relay close. At the moment
of closure of the contacts, the needle on the volt meter will jump toward lower
voltage. The voltage indicated by the volt meter at this moment (12.2-13.2 v)
is the voltage at which the back current relay closes. Then, decreasing the
rotating speed of the generator armature, use the ammeter to determine the back
current (discharge current) at which the contacts open and the relay is switched
off. The back current should be between 0.5 and 6.0 a.

If as the rotating speed of the generator armature is increased the voltage
indicator by the volt meter does not increase, and the relay contacts do not
close (volt meter arrow it not deflected, relay contacts do not close), first
check and adjust the voltage regulated by the voltage regulator, then the voltage
at which the back current relay closes.

Testing voltage regulator. In testing the voltage regulator, the following
changes are made to the connection of the instruments: disconnect battery, con-
nect .volt meter to B terminal of voltage regulator (see dotted line on Figure
18-22a). The rotating speed of the generator armature is set at approximately
3,000 rpm. The moving contact of the rheostat is set so that the load on the
generator corresponds to 10 a for the RR24-G and RR24-E voltage regulators and
15 a for the RR130 voltage regulator. The volt meter at this point should show
the actual value of voltage being regulated as 13.8-14.8 v.

Checking of current limitor. The current limitor is tested using the same
connection diagram used to check the voltage regulator.

Set the rotating speed of the generator armature at between 4,000 and 5,000
rpm. Then, gradually increasing the generator current using the rheostat, ob-
serve the needle of the ammeter for the moment of beginning of operation of the
current limitor.

As the load is increased by the rheostat, the indications of the ammeter
first increase, then the increase in indications stops. The maximum reading
of the ammeter will correspond to the maximum current output by the generator,
i.e. will correspond to the setting of the current limitor.

With a voltage of 12.5 v, the reading of the ammeter should be: 17-19 a
for the RR24-G and RR24-E voltage regulators; 26-30 a for the RR130 voltage regu-
lator; 26-29.5 a for the RR23-B voltage regulator; 33-37 a for the RRSI voltage
regulator.

Testing and adjustment of RR23-B and RRSl voltage regulators. Testing is
performed according to the diagram shown on Figure 18-22b. The order of testing
is the same as for the RR24-G and RR130 voltage regulators.

Adjustment of voltage regulators should be performed in one of the following
cases, detected upon testing:
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if the voltage at which the back current relay switch is on differs from
the limits indicated in the technical characteristics by more than 0.5 v;

if the voltage regulated is less than the voltage at which the back current
relay switch is on (the relay does not switch on);

characteristics by more than 0.5 v;

if the current regulated differs from the limits indicated in the technical
characteristics by more than I a.

* Before adjustment of the voltage regulator, the clearance and condition of
contacts should be tested, and the gap should be adjusted if necessary.

The gap in the back current relay contacts of the RR24-G, RR24-E and RR130
voltage regulators is adjusted by bending of limitor 4 (see Figure 18-7d).

The clearance between the nonmagnetic step of armatures 1 and 9 (see Figure

18-7a) and the core of coil 8 of the current limitor and coil 3 of the voliage
regulator is adjusted by moving the front uprights10 and 2 vertically with their
retaining screws loosened.

After adjustment, the screws are firmly tightened.

The clearances are similarly adjusted for voltage regulators RR23-B and
RR51, by moving the uprights as indicated for voltage regulators RR130 and
RR24-G.

The voltage at which the back current relay is switched on, as well as the
voltage maintained by the voltage regulator and the current maintained by the
current linitor are adjusted in case the values are too high by weakening, or
in case the values are too low by tightening spiral spring 7 of the armature,
by bending the holder upward or downward using a wrench. The method of bending
of the holder during adjustment of spiral spring tension of the RR24-G, RR24-E
and RR130 voltage regulators is indicated on Figure 18-23a.

Before adjustment of voltage regulators RR23-B and RR51, make sure that
both voltage regulator relays operate together.

This is done by connecting a volt meter with a center-scale zero to their
terminals.

If the arrow of the volt meter remains at zero, no adjustment of voltage
regulator relays is required. If the needle deflects from zero, they should
be adjusted in the following sequence.

The armature of the generator is rotated and a load of 14 a is set for
the RR23-B or 18 a for the RRS1 voltage regulator. Then the armature of one
of the regulators is wedged in place. The contacts are forced closed using a
match stick, which is carefully placed between armature 1 (see Figure 18-7f)
"and the core of the coil.

After this, smoothly increasing the rotation speed of the generator, the
voltage of the first voltage regulator is adjusted, as close as possible ?o the
mean value of 14.2 v.
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The moment of beginning of operation of each voltage regulator can be
determined from the vibration of the voltage regulator armature, which is
easy to determine by lightly touching the armature with the finger.

In order to increase the voltage maintained by the regulator, tighten
the spiral spring with its adjustment nut; in order to decrease the voltage
maintained by the regulator, loosen the spiral spring with its adjustment
nut (see Figure 1823b).
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Figure 18-40. The R4-V Distributor:
1, felt pad, 2, sealing ring, 3 and 9, thrust washers, 4, breaker cam,
5 and 8, regulator plate springs, 6, regulator plate, 7, breaker shaft,
10, electrode spring, 11, central electrode, 12, cover, 13. rotor, 14,
rotor spring plate, 1S, spring cover holder, 16, breaker lever, 17,
breaker body, 18. spring bracket, 19, moving disk, 20, guide hushing,
21, adjustment nuts of octane corrector, 22, lower plate of octane correc-
tor, 23, upper plate of octane corrector, 24, plate mounting bolt, 2S,
pin, 26, shaft, 27, shaft bushing, 28, oiler, 29, oiler cover, 30, bracket
with nonmoving contact, 31, primary circuit wire, 32 and 33, insulators,
34, primary circuit terminal, 35, terminal insulator washer, 36, ground
wire, 37, condensor, 38, vacuum advance mechanism.
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Then the first voltage regulator is released (match removed), the other
regulator is wedged (matchstick placed between armature and core) and the
voltage of the second voltage regulator relay is similarly adjusted, attempt-
ing to reach the mean value of 14.2 v.

After completion of individual adjustment, the regulated voltage is
tested using the method indicated for the RR130 and other voltage regulators.
The voltage adjusted must b' between 13.7 and 15.1 v for the RR23-B and 13.8
and 15.0 v for the RRS5 voltage regulator. If it goes beyond these limits,
adjustment must be tested.

In adjustifig any device in the voltage regulator, make sure that the
locating edge of the corner piece enters the slot in the adjustment nut (see
Figure 18-23b).

Dissembly of R4-V distributor (Figure 18-40). A distributor arriving
for repair should be cleaned to remove dirt, dust and oil spots, then sent on
for assembly.

The order of assembly of the distributor should be as follows.

Loosen 1 bolt 24 fastening the octane corrector plates to the body of
the distributor, remove both plates 22 and 23 from the body together with the
adjustment screws and the circular insert between plates. Remove cover 12,
loosening both spring holders 15 manually, remove rotor 13 and perform further
dissembly.

On the R102 distributor (see Figure 18-10) in order to remove the cap it
is necessary to remove screws 7, screen 12 and cap 13. The sealing rings should
he protected from damage.

On the RSI distributor, before removing the cap, the shield must be removed
by removing one retaining nut.

Remove the screw mounting condensor 37 (see Figure 1i-40), loosen the con-

dinsor wire mounting spring, disconnect the wire from the upright and remove
the condensor frcm the inner portion of the distributor body.

On the R21-A and R5! distributovs, the condensor is located outside the
body.

The R4-D distributor has no condernsor.

To remove vacuum advance mechanism 38, the two screws mounting it to body
17 of tle distributor must be ramoveA. Loosen one screw mounting tho arr. to
moving disk 19. at the same time disconnecting one end of the ground wire (bar).
"Disconnect the arn froa the axis of the moving dilsk and reove the vacu= ad-
Vance mechanism.

"T•e R102 distributer has no vacuum advance mechanisn. To remove lever 16
(see Figure 18-40) of the breaker, loosen the screv nounting the primary cir-
cuit conductor ter.inal, disconnect the wire and remove the breaker lever and
spring with a screwdriver.
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To remove terminal 34 of the primary circuit, loosen the conductor mounting
nut, disconnect the wire, remove internal insulator 32 and remove the scrtw
terminal from the body with external insulator 33.

In the R51 and R102 distributors, terminal 4 (see Figure 18-10) of the
primary circuit must be removed from the bcdy by removing nut 23 and if necessary
dissembling the terminal (in case of damage to the core, shielding braid, wear
of the sealing ring or insulating bushing). During dissembly, unsolder contact
28, remove washers 22 and disconnect the terminal parts.

To remove terminal 4 from a distributor installed on a truck, simply ;remove
retaining nut 23.

To rezove the plate with the nonmoving contact of the breaker, remove one
mounting screw of the plate and remove the plate from the shaft with a screw-

Figure 18-41. Moving and Nonmoving Disks
• ,I Assembled with Bearing of Vacuum Spark

Advance Mechanism.

To remove the moving and nonmoving disks with bearing together, loosen 2
screws holding the disks to the body, disconnecting the ground wire, then remove
"the two disk holders and remove both disks from the body of the distributor
together with their bearing (Pigure 18-41). The ball bearing on the moving
disk should not be removed unless necessary, since it is rolled into the lower
disk clamp.

The moving disk in the spreader bracket carries a felt pad which is removed,
washed and replaced when necessiry.

On the R102 distributor, there is no ball bearing, since the distributor
carries no vacuu- advance cechanism.

u issembly of tfR a breakers of the R21-A and R5I distributors is performed
Just as for the R4-V distributor.

R-oval of centrifugal spark advance Rrchanisn. Re-ve the felt pad (Figure
l8-42a) from the cavity of the cý-_ axis using a sharp netal rod, rc-ove locking
ring 7 with needle nost pliers (Figure 18-2b), rc-•ove the thrust washer from
the shaft and c.c 2 together with plate 8 (Figure 4-&2c).

To rmove the plate (weight) 3 of the centrifugal regulator, retove the
two flat thrust washers fros the shaft with needlt nose pliers, re-ove 2 washers

from Uinitirq pins S, rmove 2 liniting sprinrvs 4 fr-og pins 6 with needle nose
pliers and rmove both plates (weights) 5 of the regulator from the axes on the
lower plate. Figure 18-42f shows the centrifugal spark advance -echanisi of the
RI-V distributor, while Figure 1I-A4e shov5s the shaft with the lower plate.
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Figure 18-42. Disse~mbly of Centrifugal Spark Advance Mqechanism of
R4-V Distributor:
a, body with centr~fugal regulator, b, removal of locking ring, c.
body with breaker cam• removed, d, centrifugal regulator, e, shaft
together with lower plate,

I0felt p-ad, 2. cam, 3. plates (weights), 4, lim~itor springs, S
limiting pins, 6, pins. 7. locking ring, 8, cam plate.

On the R21-A and RS'A distrihu•tors, the breaki, r cam is zountW• with a screw;
w'heu• the c¢•. is removed, the screw must be r =aove-d with a screwdr Iver. F igure.
18-43 -%hcw!, the lru•ividual operations involved in dissembly of the centrifugal
spark adv-ance mechanism of the R21-A distributor.

R-eov*! of shaft arwl pressing of bushings fr-or distributor body. Re~move
Soiler "IS (seeo Figure 18-40) and :-vt body i7 on the workberich, placing a •o~lIow
Smetal &up,•-,oyt bene•ath the clutch. Kn~ock out clutch retxin"ýtg pim• 25. Rem•ove

the clotch, frr-• the end of the -.•haft, followed by the flat th-rust was-her and
•?•renve shaft 7 from the bodJy teleeter vith th-e lower p-late, fa. ttn tightly to

i 1it.

I ~Press -3ut hushings 27 of the shaft Irov th'e body.

,4,
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Testing of distributor parts. The insulator on the lever must be tested.
If the insulator is greatly worn, the rotor or insulator should be replaced.

a b

Figure 18-43. Dissembly of Centrifugal Spark Advance Mechanism of
R21-A Distributor:
a, removal of cam mounting screw, b, removal of cam with plate, c,
removal of weights, d, testing of condensor of R4-V distributor.

To replace the insulator, remove the clamp, install a new insulator and
replace the clamp.

Checking of operation of condenser. The condenser can be tested by c."n-
necting it in series in an electric circuit consisting of a battery and a test
light, or by connecting the condensor in a dc lighting circuit with a voltage
of 127-220 v in series with an electric limp (see Figure 18-43d).

If the lamp does not light or a small spark jumps between the condensor
wire a89 its body whact the condenser has just been disconnected from the circuit,
the condenser is in good condition.

Assem.ly of R4-V distributor. Instýllation of breaker- and distributor
shaft. Press bushings 27 (Figure 18-40) into the body with an interference of
0.05-0.20 mz and turn then to the diameter of the sh:'.t using a reamer. Insert
the shaft, assaabled as shown otm Figure l8-42e, into the beody, j..tting on th'2
u.per thrust washer. Then install the lover thrust washer and clutch of the
drive and fasten it with its pin, sprezding the ends.

The shaft should rotate freely in the bhushings ii the ycOv, without seizing

or wedgiatg.

Installation of contri'ugil regulator. install bcth aeving plates (weights)

on the axos on the lower nornovin, plate of the shaft (see Figure lb-,Cc) of
the rgxiatr and connect the. with liniting zprings 4. Place one thrus washer
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.on the distributor shaft, and both flat washers on the limiting pins S of the
'moving plates (weights). Install cam 2 with its bushing on the distributor
shaft together with the upper nonmroving plate. 8, the notches in which must be
directed over pins 5 of the plates twcights) of the centrifugal reggulatbr. In-
stall the thrust washer on the end of the distributor shaft and fasten the
breaker cam on the shaft with locking ring 7 (see Figure 18-42b). The breaker,
cam is fastened onto the R21-A distributor by means of its mounting screw (see:
Figure 18-43a).

After this, soak felt pad 1 (see Figure 18-42a) with oil and placeit in
the cavity in the cam.

Installation and mounting of the breaker on the moving disk can be performed
before installing the disks into the distributor body, or after the moving disk
has been installed and mounted in the body of the distributor, which is more
frequently seen in practice.

Install the nonmoving and moving disks togetheriwith theii bearing in the
body and fasten them down with the 2 screws and spring washers.!

Install' the terminal of the primary circuit with insulators, fasten one
end of a wire to it and tighten the nut.

To assemble terminal 4 (see Figure 18-10) of the R102 and R51 distributors,
core 27 of the wire i•ust be soldered to contact 28, and shield braid 20 must be
straightened and held firmly by washers 22.-

Install the plate with the nonmoving contact on the axis of the breaker
lpver; the eccentric for adjustment of the point gap should be on the forked
end of the plate, and the plate must be preliminarily tightened with its screw..

Then install the breaker lever on its axis with its s.trip spring, connect
it to the ,mounting screw and tighten it with the screw, after which connect the
primary ci.rcuit wire.

Installation of equipment on )distributor. Install the condensor and fasten
it down, then connect the wire to the terminal and tighten the screw.

Instail the vacuum advance mechanism, placing its arm on the axis of the
moving disk, then fasten the body of the vacuum advance mechanism with 2 screws,
after inserting the spring, adjusting shims and tighten the nut and sealing
washer. The vacuum advance mechanism must beWinstalled so that its arm rotates
the moving disk to its extreme position, corresponding to late ignition. This
position is adjusted by moving the body of the vacuum advance mechanism relative
to the body of the distributor, rotating it by the oval apertures in thý body
of the vacuum advance mechanism. If this is insufficient, adjusting shims must
be used, installed between the end of the vacuum advance spring and the end of
the nipple. Precise adjustment is performed using an instrument.

Install the plates of the ottane corrector on the bedy of the distributor
and fasten thp~n down.
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After assembly of the distributor, lubricate the distributor lever axis,
breaker cam and cam shaft with clean motor oil.

* Also, the bushings of the shgft must be lubricated with grease through
the oiler screwed into the body of the distributor.

Adjustment of distributors of all types used on ZIL motors is identical.

Adjustment of breaker point gap can be performed with.the distributor
removed from the motor or installed on the motor. Checking of the strength
of the breaker spring and adjustment of the ignition advance mechanisms can
be performed onLy with the distributor removed from the motor.

To adjust the gap (ses Table 18-4), cam 1 (Figure 18-44) must be set in
the position with the breaker points separated to the maximum, then the point
gap must be measured with gauge 15 with all 8 cam lobes holding the points
open.

a)

b))

Figure 18-44. Adjustment of R4-V Distributor:
a, top view, b, adjustment of point gap, c, testing strength of spring
with dynamometer;
1, cam, 2, adjusting eccentric, 3, plate, 4, 1axis, 5, lever, 6, spring,
7 and 8, screws,ý '9 and 10, Points, 11, insulator, 12, felt pad, 13,
terminal, 14, conden~ser, 15) gauge, 16, screwdriver, 17, dyraometer,
18, octane corrector plate, 19, adjusting nuts, 20ý vacuum advance

Sh~echanism.
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To adjust the gap, loosen screw 8 which holds down plate 3 with nonmoving
point 1.0 and, rotating adjusting eccentric 2 with a screwdriver, set the normal
gap measured by gauge 1S, then tighten screw 8 and check the gap once more.

After adjusting the gap, check the strength of spring 6 on lever 5 of the
breaker. A weak spring can cause misfiring at high speeds, while an accessibly
strong spring will cause rapid wear of breaker points and cam lobes, The
strength of the spring is tested with dynamometer 17, the end of which is cooked
over lever 5 and pulled until a gap (separation) between the contact appears.

Testing of centrifugal and vacuum advance mechanisms can be performed only
using an instrument with a spark discharge mechanism, variable speed electric
motor and vacuum pump with manometer.

The octane corrector scale is set depending on the octane member of the
gasoline used in the motor. The accuracy of setting of the ignition advance is
determined using the octane corrector scale and is set with adjusting nuts 19.

a) b)

c)

I

* .Figure 18-45. BI Ignition Coil with Additional Resistor:
a, cross section of coil, b, view from end with terminals, c, addi-
tional resistor;
1, output termi; al, 2, primary terminal, 3, coil cover, 4, compound
mass, S, primary, 6, secondary, 7, core, 8 and 13, insulators, 9 and
11, winding casing tubes, 10, VK-B terminal, 12, spiral, 14, VK ter-
minal, 15, cover, 16, panel, 17, screw with bushing.

Ignition coils are not dissembled, but are tested assembled. When necessary,
only the additional resistor can be dissembled to replace the spiral.
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In order to remove the additional resistor from the Bl and B13 coils, re-
move the nut from terminals 1O and 14 (see Figure 18-45), remove the 4 mounting
holders by which panel 16 of the resistor is held to the coil bracket with a
screwdriver; remove the resif•tor terminals from the coil terminals and remove
the additional resistor.

To remove spiral 12 towether with its terminals, remove screw 17 holding
the porcelain insulators 13, then remove the upper insulator and the spiral
together with its terminais.

In replacing spiral 12 of the additional resistor, disconnect the ends of
the spiral from its terminals, take a new spiral and weld its ends to the
terminals. Then place the new' spiral together with its terminals in the channel
of the lower insulator, install the upper insulator and fasten down the parts
of the insulator with screw 17. Install the additional resistor on the ignition
coil and connect its terminal tD the VK-B and VK terminals of the coil, then
fasten them down with nuts.

Figure 18-46. Model 514-2M Instrument for Gleaning and Testing of
Spark Plugs: a~, exterior view, b, diagram of instrument;
1, viewing window, 2, rubber diaphragm, 3, 4 and 5, adjusting screws
of compressed air valves, 6, manome-dr, 7, air hose, 8, socket for
blowing of plugs with compressed air, 9, operating jet, 10, plug in-
stalled for sand blasting, 11, interchangeable rubber collar, 12, body
of sand blasting chamber, 13, discharger, 14, sand, 15, secondary of
induction coils, 16, contact plate connecting secondary to ground, 17,
primary of induction coils, 18, carbolite body of induction.coil, 19,
metal coil cover, 20, condensor, 21, moving breaknr contact, 22, nonnsoving
(adjusting) breaker contact, 23, cord, 24, induction coil button switch,
25, cross connector, 26, high voltage line, 27, control plug, 28, plug
being tested, 29, body of air chamber of device.
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The additional resistor of the B5-A, B102-B and B114 coils is instal-ed
on the front wall of the cabin. The additional resistor is removed from the
truck to replace the spiral.

The windings of the ignition coil are tested for spark formation on an
SPZ-6 testing device. Lack of spark formation or instability of sparking in-
dicates defects in the coil winding. In order to determine the condition of

V the windings (sharp between turns of primary or breakdown of insulation in
secondary), measure their resistance, which should correspond to the data in
the technical characteristics. Otherwise, defective ignition coils must be

4 replaced.

Defects in the windings of coils most frequently appear as a result of
overheating, resulting from a closed primary circuit when the motor is turned
off and the key is left on. This may cause the ignition coil to heat up to
120*C or hotter.

Dissembly and assembly of spark plugs. Defective spark plugs removed
from the engine are cleaned and tested. External inspection is used to reveal
cracking of insulators, visible cracks or breakage of electrodes. Such plugs
must be replaced.

Cleaning and checking of spark plugs is performed using the 514-2M device
(Figure 18-46), consisting of a chamber for cleaning of plugs and a plug testing
device.

To clean a plug, the plug 10 is screwed into the seat with its seal, then
sand blasted for 5-10 sec.

After this, the plug is removed, inserted in seat 8 and blown with com-
pressed air, the gap between the electrodes is tested with a wire gauge and
when necessary the side electrode is bent to produce a gap of the proper width.

Before testing the gap, clean the central and side electrodes of the plug.

Plugs are tested under a pressure of 8-9 kG/cm2 , determined by ,,anometer 6.
To test a plug 28, it is screwed into the seat and connected with wire 26 to
the induction coil inside the body of the device. The current is switched on
by button switch 24 and the operation of the plugs is observed through viewing
window 1; if the plug operates properly, the spark should appear without in-
terruptions. A control plug 27 is screwed into the second seat in the chamber
for comparison.

Interruptions in spark formation, lack of spark, sparking through cracks

in the insulators indicate a defective plug which must be replaced.

Interruptions in sparking or absence of spark when a spark is present in
the test plug indicate that the plug gap is improperly set.

Testing of starters before dissembly. In order to determine the condition
of a starter, it must be tested without load on a test stand before dissembly.
Starters should not be run for more than 1 minute.
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Figure 18-47 shows a diagram of the electric circuit~for testing of starters,
If the operating speed of the armature and current consumption of a starter being
tested do not correspond to the data presented in Table 18-6, the starter should
be repaired.

Dissembly of ST15-B starter. Remove the nut mounting the cross piece to
output terminal 6 (Figure 18-48) of the starter and remove the flat washer from
the terminal. Remove the nut mounting the cross piece to terminal 7 of the
switch, remove the washer and cross piece. Remove the two screws mounting switch
8 to the body of the starter and remove the starter switch assembled.

Unscrew the two tension bolts, remove them from the body; loosen the screw
on the retaining strip and remove it from the body; remove the 4 brushes from
the brush holder, lifting the retaining springs with a metal hook. Separate
the body and remove the drive end cap from the armature, remove the body from
the armature, remove the armature from the splined aperture in the drive clutch.
Unscrew the two screws holding the support disk and bushing to the rear cover,
remove the suipport disk and bushing vnd support washer. Remove the starter
drive from the cover manually.

Dissembly of drive end cover. Preventing the lever axis from rotating with
a screwdriver, unscrew the nut mounting the starter lever axis. Press out the
lever axis, at the same time remove the two adjusting shims, one cup-shaped

.washer and spring, removing its end from the lever with a screwdriver.

Dissembly of starter body. To replace the starter excitor windings, loosen
the two nuts mounting the negative brush wires and remove the brushes (the posi-
tive brushes are connected to the ends of the starter windings). Loosen the
nut mounting output terminal 6 of the starter, remove the washer and insulating
bushing from the terminal. Withdraw the terminal from its aperture into the
body, bend back the terminal end of the winding and remove the insulating washer.

b)

S..

Figure 18-47. Diagram of Connection of Starter During Idle Testing:
a, ST15-B, b, ST130 and ST2;
1, battery, 2, volt meter, 3, ammeter, 4 shunt, 5, switch, 6, starter.
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Figure 18-48. ST15-B Starter:
1, body, 2, excitor winding, 3, armature, 4, collector end cover,
5, collector, 6, output terminal of starter, 7, output terminal of
switch, 8, switch, 9, main contact disk of switch, 10, additional
contact disk connecting additional resistor of ignition coil, 11,
switch plunger, 12, switch pusher, 13, lever, 14, counter nut, 15,
lever support screw, 16, lever drive clutch, 17, return spring,
18, free travel clutch, 19, starter gear, 20, thrust washer, 21,
drive end cover.

itt
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Figure 18-49. ST15-B Starter Solenoid:
1, starter switch contact, 2, moving disk contact, 3, terminals con-
necting leads from additional coil resistor, 4, terminal contacts,
5, additional moving contact disk, 6, starter solenoid shaft, 7, guide
bushing mounting screw.

Using the screwdriver used to remove generator screwz, rcmove thc 1 scrcws
mounting the pole cores with the adapter, remove the 4 pole cores from the wind-
ing and remove the starter winding.
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The collector end cover is dissembled only when the brush holders must be
replaced. When the bushings of the front and rear covers are worn, they are
replaced with new ones.

In a properly operating solenoid (Figure 18-49) for the ST15-B starter,
the nonmoving and moving contacts of the power circuit should be flat and clean.
The moving contact disk 2 should contact the surface of the nonmoving contacts
1 tightly at all points, which is adjusted by installation of additional shims.

In case of burning or wear of contacts 1 of moving disk 2, as well as disk
S and contacts 4, the procedure is to: remove the cover from the solenoid, re-
moving the 2 screws; withdraw the guide bushing of shaft 6 of the solenoid by
removing screws 7; withdraw the shaft together with the contact disks, clean
the disks and contacts of the terminals, assemble the solenoid parts and fasten
them down. In case of burning or wear of contacts 1, they may be rotated by
1800.

Dissembly of the ST130 starter. The designs of the ST130 and St2 starters
are identical with the exception of the sealing of the ST2 starter.

The following sequences recommended for dissembly of the ST130 starter.

Disconnection of starter wire and terminals and removal of solenoid. Remove
the 4 screws mounting cover 11 (Figure 18-50) of the solenoid and remove it, re-
move the pin from bar 12 of arm 10 and remove it from the aperture in lever 13
and arm 10 of the relay core, remove the fiber cover gasket,- protective plate and
rubber solenoid bushing.

Remove the nut fastening the end of the cross piece and output terminal of
the starter windings, remove the nut fastening the second end of the cross piece,
remove the cross piece connecting the solenoid to the starter winding from the
terminals and disconnect the wire.

To remove the solenoid (Figure 18-51) from the body of the starter, remove
the pins from the 2 solenoid mounting bolts, remove the stop washers with a
screwdriver, then unscrew the bolts and remove the solenoid.

To remove the solenoid of the ST2 starter, first remove the screws mounting
it to the starter body, disconnect the link of adjusting screw nut (Figure 18-52)
from lever 10 of the drive and remove the solenoid.

Dissembly of starter into units. Loosen the screw mounting the protective
"strip and remove the strip and gasket from the body. To remove the collector
brushes, remove the 4 screws mounting the brush wires and remove the brushes
from the brush holders (2 positive and 2 negative), removing the pressure springs
with a hook as used for removal of starter and generator brushes.

On the ST2 starter, protective cover 28 (see Figure 18-52a) is seated on
the body with 2 rubber sealing rings, which do not allow the cover to be removed
by hand. It is therefore recomnmended that the protective cover be removed using
compressed air, pumped into the starter. To do this, remove cover holder 25,
put on cap 31 (see Figure 18-52b) onto the neck of the cover on the starter drive
end with seal 30 and pump compressed air into the starter through nipple 32. The
compressed air will push off cover 28.
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Figure 18-52. The ST2 Starter:
a, cross section of starter, b, method of pressing out protective cover
with compressed air;
1, wire, 2, main nonmoving contact, 3, nonmoving contact for disconnection
of ignition coil additional resistor, 4, moving contact, 5, solenoid, 6,
solenoid windings, 7, armature, 8, return spring, 9, adjusting screw, 10,
lever, 11, drive end cover, 12, 19 and 24, copper-graphite bearings, 13,
sealing ring, 14, drive gear, 15, free travel clutch, 16, thread, 17, dog
clutch, 18, starter body, 20, starter armature, 21, tension bolt, 22 and
30, sealing rings, 23, collector, 25, protective cover holder, 26, brush,
27, collector end cover, 28, protective cover, 29, starter winding, 31,
supplementary cap, 32, nipple for input of compressed air.

Remove the 2 bolts 21 retaining the cover from the body, then remove the
brushes, remove the front cover together with the brush holders, remove the
body of the starter from the armature together with the solenoid.

To separate the armature from the cover on the drive end, remove the drive
lever axis mounting nut, remove the drive axis, remove th.- 2 screws mounting
the armature shaft center support disk, remove the armature from the cover body
together with the starter drive and center support, simultaneously removing the
starter drive lever.

The collector end cover and starter drive are dissembled only when necessary.

When replacing windings, the body of the ST130 starter is dissembled in the
same manner as the body of the ST15-B starter, using the support device (see
Figure 18-34).

Dissembly of starter drive. Remove the support washer from the armature
shaft, remove the stop ring from the slot in the shaft, remove the stop ring from
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the gear using a sharp metal rod and screwdriver. Remove free travel clutch 5
(Figure 18-53) from the armature shaft together with the springs and dog clutch
7, remove the center support disk together with the bushing.

To replace the springs or dog clutch, remove the first stop ring with its
guide bushing, the thrust washer of the spring, the small spring, remove the
first half of the dog clutch; remove the second stop ring, remove the second
half of the dog clutch, remove the large conical spring and the thrust washer
of the spring. The free travel clutch is replaced with a new one in case of
a defective internal mechanism.

Dissembly of starter solenoid. Remove screws 4 (see Figure 18-51) mounting
cover 1 of the solenoid and remove the cover together with the terminals and
gasket. To remove the terminals from the cover, remove nut 2 of the terminal
holding the battery wire and the nut of the terminal holding the output wire of
the starter winding and the cross piece, then remove the terminals from the
apertures in the cover. Remove the nut mounting the terminal and nut 3 mount-
ing the wire from the additional resistor of the ignition coil, remove the

V washers and remove the terminal together with the contact plate connecting to
the moving contact (disk) when the starter is turned on, at the same time remove
the insulating plate from the inside of the cover.

To remove moving contact 6 and armature 8 of the solenoid, remove the stop
ring mounting the contact on the armature rod. Then remove the washer, moving
contact, contact spring, armature spring holder from the side of the armature,
after which remove armature 8 together with return spring 9. The windings of
the relays, both pulling and holding, are not removed from the body, since they
are in a special box.

After cleaning the contacts and replacing the insulating disks, assembly
of the solenoid is performed in the reverse sequence.

Testing and repair of starter parts and units following dissembly. After
dissembly, all starter parts and units should be subjected to testing to deter-
mine operability.

?/

* Figure 18-53. Drive of ST130 Starter: 1, drive gear, 2, gear hub, 3, roller,
: 4, clutch cover, 5, free travel clutch, 6, spring, 7, dog clutch, 8, blind

bushing, 9, wedged groove in clmp, 10, pusher spring, 11, pusher.
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*Wear of shaft necks is eliminated by cleaning or grinding, Mutual beating

of shaft necks must not exceed 0.10 mm.

In case of significant wear of the armature collector, it must be turned

down. The diameter of the collector can be decreased by 3 mm in comparison to
the nominal diameter. With slight collector wear, it is cleaned with sandpaper.

The height of the starter brushes is 14 mam, the maximum wear should not
exceed 7 mm.

If the bushings of the armature shaft support are worn, they should be
pressed out and replaced with new ones. The apertures must be turned out to
the diameter of the armature shaft.

Before pressing in new copper-graphite bushings, they should be well dried
at 100-150%C for an hour, then soaked in machine oil heated to 180-200'C for
2 hours.

The free travel clut,:h should provide free rotation toward the right (seen
from gear end) and reliable wedging of the rollers in the opposite direction.

The moving contact disk of the starter solenoid should contact the surface
of the nonmoving contact tightly in any position, which is adjusted by insertion
of additional shims.

Electrical check and testing of the starting ainatures is performed on the
PPYa-S device (see Figure 18-35) or the model 533PPYa device, used to test
generator armatures. When testing a starter armature, the device should be
switched to the high current position. The method of testing of starter arma-
tures is similar to the method of testing a generater ar.ature.

Testing of starter excitor windings is performed as for generator windings
(see Figure 18-37, 18-38).

Testing of brush holder insulation in starter covers is performed as for
generator covers (see Figure 18-39).

Assembly of starter is performed in t'_>ý or.posite order to dissembly.

When assembling the ST130 starter, in! 'allation and connection of the sole-
noid drive must be performed as follows, install the, relay on the body of the
starter and fasten 2 bolts with stop washers, aft. r which counter the bolts, bend-
ing 1 lug on the washer over a face of the bolt head. Connect the output wire
of the starter and the end of the cross piece to the terminal of the solenoid and
fasten them on the terminal with a nut; the other eoi of the cross piece is fas-
tened to the output terminal of the solenoid with i nut, then connect the core
of the solenoid to the starter drive lever, placing the pin in the aperture in
the link and lover. Key the pin and install the cover after adjusting the
starter drive mechanism.
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Figure 18-54. Diagram of Testing of Engagement of STIS-B
Starter:
1, thrust washer, 2, drive gear, 3, adjustable lever support
screw, 4, lever, 5, solenoid me:hanism pusher, 6, contact
disk connecting additional L-.i resistor, 7, contact disk
connecting starter, 8, battery, 9, solenoid shaft, 10, control
lights.

When assembling the ST2 starter, first connect the link of regulating
screw 9 (see Figure 18-52) to lever 10 of the drive, then fasten the solenoid
onto the starter body.

Testing starters. To idle test a starter, fasten it in the test stand
and connect it to a battery as shown on the Figure (Figure 18-47).

During testing, the starter should not be turned on for more than I
minute. During the testing process, check the rotating speed oT the starter
armature with a tachometer and the current const~ption with an ar-eter.
These quantities should correspond to the technical characteristics presented
in Table 18-6. I-or the ST130 and ST2 starters, also check the additional
relay which should switch on with a voltage of '?-S v, then switch off at a
voltage of 3-4 v.

If the current const-n-d by the starte- is higher than the specificatio's
of Table 18-6, and the armatur'e rotates at Iw speed, this idrJicates a skew.
seizing or uneven clearance between armature and pole cores. The reason for
low current consmption and 1cM arm.ature rotating specd ray be. 11or contact
of electrical circuit or Gf 3tarter or poor contact hetween brushe-s and col-
lector (weak brush springs). Extrmel y high current consw)ption and low speod
of rotation indicates a short circuit in the sta:-ter.
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The starter is tested under load using the sar' Test stand with the
armature of the starter fully braked, The current and torque developed by
the starter are determined. The data produced in this test are compared tc
the data of the technical characteristics presented in Table 18-6.

Adjustment of ST1S-B starter. The clearance between the gears and thrust
washer and the moment of switching of the starter solenoid are adjusted.

In order to check the clearance between gears 2 (Figure 18-54) and thrust
washer 1, press drive lever 4 until contacts 6 and 7 of the starter solenoid
close and in -this position measure the clearance between the end of the gear
and the thrust washer. The clearance should be 0.8-I.3 mm. It Is adjusted
with screw 3.

The moment of switching of the starter solenoid can be tested by setting

up an electrical circuit as shoui, on Figure 18-54. When lever 4 is moved to
the point of full meshing of gear 2, pusher S of the solenoid should press
against shaft 9 which, as it moves, first closes the internal terminals to
switch on the idditional coil resistor with contact disk 6, then closes the
terminals to switch on the starter with disk 7. This should cause both control
lights 10 to come on. If this does not occur, the travel of shaft 9 must be
adjusted using pusher S.

X djustment of the ST130 and ST2 starters (Figure 1S-SS). The travel of
the drive gear (gear travel) is limited by thrust ring 10. The gear should
stop short of the thrust ring by l.S-3.S mm. To measure the indicated clearanc.,
set up an electrical circuit, connecting the + terminal of the battery to the
terminal of the power relay, the - terminal ofthe battery to the starter ground;
armature 3 of the relay will be pulled in, and by means of sever 7, will push
out drive gear Il. At this moment, measure the clearance, selecting tht gear

clearance by pressing lightly against the gear in the directio,- of the collector,
If the claarance does not correspond to the proper distance, adjust the solenoid.

* The solenoid is adjusted with screw 4. screwo into armature 3 and connected
by link $ to lever 7. To pvcforn adJustment, remove pin 6 and disconnect link
7. then rotate 4diusting screw 4 by turnvng the link.

To adjust the solenoid of the S'T2 starter, remove the sole.toid fron the
starter drive body.

If the clearance between the driyte Fear and thrust ring is too lzý ge.
tighten the adiust-ng scrtw; if it is too sall. lto<sen the adjusting screw of

*.the relay armature. One rotation of thr adjusting the screw corresipoeds to a
Sve.yent &f the rivye gear along the axi- of the startim- armature by 1.7 •.
After Y 2:td-- nt. ccnnvct the link of the arnature to the drivp lever and key
the pin.

For the S12 starter, isttall the solenoid on the drive b1zh. c oneztinc the
lin. of the adiuýting .z:re to the drive lev-er. ThMen check the re.sult of adiu.t-

k.. t ear. eetadutet



After completion of adjustment of the r-lay armature travel and starter
drive gear travel for the ST13U, install thrust screw 17 (Figure 18-5Sb) so
that lever 7, in the neutral position, contacts the screw 14. This is inone.
by backing off counter nut 13 with a wrench and rotating the screw with-A
screwdriver, as shown oai Figure 18-55a, after which the screw is fastened in
place with the counter nut. After completion of adjustment of the starter
drive, install the solenoid cover and fasten it down with screws.

The clearance and -witching voltage of the additional relay are adjusted.
The clearance between contacts 20 (Figure 18-55c) should be at least 0.4 mm.
The clearance between the armnzure and core of the coil should be at least
0.2mm with the contacts closed. The clearance in the contacts of the supple-
mentary relay is adjusted by bending armature -'-itor 19.

Before adjustment, the contacts should be cleaned.

The voltage on the terminals of the coil of the relay when the contacýts
close is adjusted by changing the tension of spring 17 by bending holder 16.

SThe switching voltage of t additional relay is increased by increasing
the spring tension, decreased creasing the spring tension. Thus, a volt-
age of 7-8 v necessary for switching of the starter circuit is set.

Design changes in ST13O staiter. In order .' increase the service life,
facilitate dissembly and assembly during repair and maintenance, certain changes
have been made in the design of the ST130 starter. In order to increase the
mechanical strength and wear resistance, the material of "he drive clamps and
drive gear of the starter has been changed: they are flow made of high alloy
steel. To eliminate defoiration, the guide springs in'the free travel clutch
are also made of high alloy steel.

In order to prevent movement of the plunger springs of the clutch and
provide for a stable force, steel supports have been placed beneath them. To
decrease radial beating of the clutch clamps, centering inserts have been pressed
into the guide bushing, improving the operation of the drive in the idle mode
and limiting skew of the clutch upon wedging of the rollers.

The connection of the excitor winding coils of the starter has been
Schanged, by soldering tips onto the ends of the coils. The two leads are re!
liably fastened to a boWt installed on the body of the starter, which is con-
nected in turn by a special bus to the starter solenoid. The two other ends
of the coils are connected to the brush holder screws.

The design of the brush holders has been changed; they have been made in
a box section with elongated brush guides, providing better fixation of the
brushes and increasing their service life.

The connection of the brush cords to the ends of the excitor windings has
been changed. Tips have been soldered on the ends of the brush cords, as onto
the ends of the coils, and screw terminals have been made on the brush holders,
to which the brush cords of all 4 brushes are connected. Thus all brushes are
made removable, facilitating servicing and repair of. the starter. The other
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two leads of the excitor windings are also connected to the screw terminals of
the brush holders of the insulated brushes.

-- Before making the design changes, the brush cords of the insulated brushes
I. were soldered to the ends of the excitor windings, and the brush cords connected

to ground were fastened directly to the starter body.
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Chapter 19. Electrical Equipment of the Truck.

Structure

Electrical Equipment Circuits

The electrical equipment of all ZIL trucks uses a single-wire connection
plan. The negative terminals of the batteries are connected to ground. Nomi-
nal voltage 12 v. The electrical equipment (Figures 19-1, 19-2) of the trucks
includes, in addition to the equipment on the motor (see Chapter 18), the
battery, lights, and turn signals, horns, electric motors of the heater and
ventilator, dashboard instruments and connecting wires.

The electrical equipment of the carburetor type engine represents a source
of intensive radio interference, capable of hindering the operation of radio
receivers on the truck or near it, or even of making operation of this equip-
ment impossible. Trucks not designed for installation of radio receivers are
equipped with nonshielded electrical equipment on the motors. The suppressor
devices on these trucks consists of high resistance carbon resistors included
in each of the spark plug wires.

On in-line motors, SE02 damping resistors are installed on the spark plug
wires, while V-type motors carry SE14 resistors. The former are attached to
the spark plugs by a contact nut, the latter are attached to the thread of the
central electrode with a spring holder.

The ohmic resistance of the damping resistances is between 7 and 14,000
ohms.

The central 1iJ" voltage line from the distributor to the coil carries an
SE01 damping resistor of the same resistance on the in-line engines. Engines
with shielded electrical equipment and V-type engines carry no damping resistor
on the cential line; it is mounted in the central lead of the distributor cap.
Therefore, the use of a damping resistor in the central wire is not permitted
on these engines.

The circuits of shielded electrical equipment of trucks have shielded de-
vices, as well as radio interference suppression filters.

Figure 19-3 shows a diagram of the shielded electrical equipment of a
ZIL-131 truck. The circuits of the shielded electrical equipminnt of ZIL-157K
and ZIL-130E trucks are similar.
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The electrical equipment which shielded devices is designed to reduce

radio interference to 2 mv at a distance of 1 m from the engine in the 0.15-
400 mHz range.

The system for suppression of radio interference on the trucks includes
the following shielding instruments, hoses and conductors:

the G112 and G51 generators, with jacks for possible connection of 3hielded
wires;

the RR24-E and RR51 voltage regulators, also having shielded plugs;
the R51 and R102 distributors;
the BS-A and B102-B coils with separatc additional resistor SE40-A and

SEI02.

The wires connecting the voltage regulator to the ammeter (ZIL-I57KOG truck),
as well as the wires between the ignition coil and the additional resistor in-
clude LC filters type FR81-A and FR82-A.

The high voltage wires from the ignition coil to the distributor and from
the distributor to the spark plugs are shielded cables. A common metal shield
is placed over the spark plugs on the cylinder head of the ZIL-157K engine.

Some of t'ie low voltage wires have shielding braid, which is connected to
ground through the plugs in the electrical devices.

The sensor circuits of the water temperature and oil pressure indicators
include condensors.

Figure 19-4 shows the filter of the voltage regulator circuit in cross
section and a diagram of the filter. Choke 6 is mounted in the lower portion
of body 2, and consists of a circular core of pressed ferrite and a coil wound
around the core. The choke is contained in a cover which shields it. The
upper portion of the cover contains 2 condensors 5, connected in series with
the choke. The leads from the condensors are connected to terminals 3, to which
the wires of the common circuit of the electrical equipment are also connected.

T1he ignition coil filter circuit has the same design as the filter of the
voltage regulator. They differ only in the current load and induction of the
choke, indicated below in the technical characteristics (Table 19-1).

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF RADIO INTERFERENCE FILTERS. TABLE 19-1.
Load Induction of Total Capici- Nominal

Filter Current, Choke (core and tance of Con- Voltage,
a coil), pi, at least densor, mf v

FR82-A (ignition from 6
coil filter) 5 420 2 ±20% to 26

PR81-A (voltage
regulator from 6
filter) 30 80 2 ± 20% to 26
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Figure 19-1. Diagram of Electrical Equipment of ZIL-157K:
1, headlights, 2, parking lights, 3 and 4, connecting panels, 5, foot
dimmer switch, 6, generator, 7, oil pressure sender, 8, water tempera-
ture sender, 9, coil, 10, low voltage wire, 11, distributor, 12, 13, 14
and 17, high voltage wires, 15, spark plug, 16 and 18, suppressor resis-
tors, 19, battery, 20, ground wire, 21, wire connecting battery and
starter, 22, battery connecting wire, 23, button switch, 24, starter, 25,
starter solenoid, 26, engine compartment light, 27, stop signal switch,
28 and 42, fuel level senders, 29, horn, 30, voltage regulator, 31, heater
motor switch, 32, turn signal breaker, 33, cabin heater motor, 34, venti-
lator motor, 35, high beam indicator light, 36, wire connector, 37, turn
signal indicator light, 38, central light switch, 39, wire connecting --
lights, 40, turn signal switch, 41, ignition switch, 43, fuel gauge, 44,
water temperature gauge, 45, oil pressure gauge, 46, ammeter, 47, horn
switch, 48, portable light jack, 49, cabin light, 50 and 53, tail lights,
51, stop signal lights, 52, trailer jack.
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S~Ignition:
I 1, parking lights, 2, headlights, 3, wire connecting battery to starter,

4, connecting panels, 5, water overheat signal sender, 6, generator, 7,
,'• spark plugs, 8, distributor, 9, horn, 10, scarter, 11, coil, 12, battery,
: 13, voltage regulator, 14, engine compartment light, 15, dual-jack connec-

tors, 16, oil pressure sender, 17, water temperature sender, 18, additional
starter relay, 19, wire connecting starter heater panel, 20, heater motor,
21, electric motor switch, 22, cabin Light switch, 23, central light switch,
24, button circuit breaker, 25, group of 6 a bimetallic fuses, 26, turn sig-
nal breaker, 27, stop signal switch, 28, water overheat indicator light,
29, oil pressure gauge, 30, cooling fluid temperature gauge, 31, fuel level
gauge, 32, turn signal indicator light, 33, high beam indicator light, 34.
cabin light, 35, dash light, 36, signal current tap, 37, signal switch,
38, battery charge light, 39, turn signal switch, 40, ignition switch, 41,

*. portable lamp jack, 42, foot dimmer switch, 43, fuel level sender, 44 and
• 46, tail lights, 45, trailer jack, 47, wire connecting starter heater units,
•, 48, additional resistor of ignition coil, 49, transistor commutator.
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Figure 19-3. Diagram of Shielded Electrical Equipment of ZIL-131 and ZIL-131V:
1, parking lights, 2, head lights, 3 and 76, connecting panels, 4, wire connect-
ing control panel of heater, 5, wire connecting battery with starters, 6, starter,
7, water temperature sender, 8, horn, 9, water overheat signal light sender, 10,
spark plugs, 11, high voltage wires, 12, generator, 13, rotating spot light, 14
and 19, low pressure wires, 15, additional relay of starter, 16, radio interfer-
ence filter in ignition coil circuit, 17, additional resistor, 18, ignition coil,
20, distributor, 21, two-jack connectors, 22, engine compartment light, 23, oil
pressure sender, 24, FR200 condensor filter, 25, voltage regulator, 26, stop sig-
nal switch, 27, heater electric motor, 28, buzzer signal, 29, radio interference
filter in voltage regulator circuit, 30, radio power jack, 31, battery, 32,
battery ground cable, 33, battery ground switch, 34, wire from switch to ground,
35, combined ignition and starter switch, 36, manometer measuring air pressure in
tires, 37, front suspension switch control lamp, 38, turn signal breaker, 39,
unit of two bimetallic 6 a fuses, 40, turn signal indicator light, 41, speedometer,
42, 20 a vibration fuse, 43, fuel gauge, 44, high beam indicator light, 45, water
temperature gauge, 46, battery charge test light, 47, water overheat light, 48,
electromagnet relay, 49, dash light set, 50, oil pressure indicator, 51, pneumatic
brake system manometer, 52, central light switch, 53, cabin light and search light
switch, 54, fuel level sender switch, 55, cabin fan switch, 56, heater fan switch,
57, heater motor condensor, 58, search light switch, 59, search light switch button,
60, automatic front suspension switch, 61, cabin ventilator motor, 62, cabin light
switch, 63, cabin light, 64, fuel level sender, 65, foot dimmer switch, 66, turn
signal switch, 67, signal button, 68, signal contact device, 69 and 70, ,;witches
of electromagnet and test lamp of front suspension, 71, electric-air valve switch-
ing front suspension, 72, 78 and 79, portable light jacks, 73, cabin interior
lights, 74, signal buzzer button, 75 and 81, tail lights, 77, trailer jack,
80, portable light.
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As the voltage regulator and ignition system operate, current pulses arise
which propagate throughout the entire length of the wires in the single-conduc-
tor system, and cause high frequency electromagnetic oscillations to radiate
into the space surrounding the truck, creating radio reception interference
(noise).

In order to prevent propagation of the current pulses, they are trapped
and suppressed as they develop.

To do this, the electrical lines of wires connecting the voltage regulator
and the ammeter, and also connecting the coil and the additional resistor in-
clude LC filters types FR81-A and FR82-A, which is a chunk (coil with circular
core) and condensors to filter out the interfering current (radio interference)
and direct them to ground.

The filters must operate normally at temperatures between -50°C and +50°C
with relative humidities up to 98% under conditions of vibration and shock as
the truck is driven.

a)

b)

J I

Figure 19-4. LC Filter of Voltage Regulator Circuit:
a, filter in cross section, b, diagram of filter;
1, base of body-, 2, body, 3, output te3rminals, 4, cover, 5, condensors,
6, chunk.

Since 1967, the ZIl-130 and ZIL-131A trucks have carried electric equipment

with transistor ignition.

Batteries

On the ZIL trucks. the batteries (Table 19-2) are installed beneath the
cabins on the left siCe in separate recesses (Figure 19-S, 19-6). The battery
holders of the ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 trucks are removable, equipped with plastic
covers. The dimensions of the batteries are presented in Table 19-3.
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The batteries installed on the ZIL-131 trucks use so-called hydrostatic
plugs (Figure 19-7) which, in contrast to standard caps, are designed to iso-
late the internal cavity ef the battery to prevent entry of water as the truck
crosses a ford.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF BATTERIES TABLE 19-2.

Parameters ZIL-157K ZIL-130*, ZIL-131,
ZIL-131A*, ZIL-131V

Type 3--ST-84-PD; 6-ST-78-ERSZ;
3-ST-84-PDC 6-ST-78-EMSZ

Voltage, v 12 (2 6 v batteries 12
connected in series)

Capacity, a-hr 84 78
Current in 10 hour
discharge, a 8.4 7.80

Current consumed by
starter, a 250 235

First charge current, a 6 8
Normal charge current, a 8 8
Limits of change of
voltage of individual
tellst oV 1.95-2.12

Electrolyte Sulphuric battery acid
(GOST 667-53) mixed with
distilled water

Density of electrolyte
at 1ofC:
regions with sharp con-
tinental climate with
winter temperature below 1.34(winter) 1.29(winter)
-40w C e. 30 (stt lmeer) 1.25 (SUnter)

1.31

1.27
(at end of charge)

northern regions with
winter temperature to-40w C (year round) 1.31 1.27

(at end of charge 1.29)
central regions with
winter temperature to
-30w C (year round) 1.30 1.25

(at end of charge 1.27)
summer regions 1.28 1.23

(at end of charge 1.25)
Maximum electrolyte tem-
perature, 0C 45

Level of electrolyte over
plates, mnm 10-15

Monoblock Asphalt-pitch Ebonite
Separators )od Mipor and

fiberglass or
*The Z1I-130 and ZI7. 130A cani also use the 6-SI'-81-IEMSZ miplast and
battery, 81 a.hr cap'icity. fiberglass
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Figure 19-5. Installation of Figure 19-6. Installation of Battery
Batteries on ZIL-157K: on ZIL-130 and ZIL-131:
1, batteries, 2,, battery well 1, starter wire, 2,and 6, protective
bar, 3, connecting wire, 4, cover retainers, 3, tension bolt, 4,
ground cable, 5, battery con- plug, 5, protective cover, 7, ground
nector bolt, 6, starter wire, wire, 8, frame, 9, battery, 10, battery
7, nut, 8, battery well. well bracket, 11, bracket, 12, battery

well, 13, shield, 14, battery holder,
15, wing nut.

Under normal conditions, the excess gas pressure formed in the process of
operation of the batteries flows freely into the atmosphe~re through two apertures

in reflcctor one (Figure 19-7a) in the cap through channel 5, upper cavity 6, thE
aperture in reflector 4, lower cavity 3 and aperture 2 in the lower portion of
the cap.

II

a) 1 b

Figure 19-. Hydrostatic Cap Under Figure 19-8. VK318 Battery Circuit
Various Conditions a, during driv- Breaker:
ing of truck under ordinary conditions 1, detent, 2, lever, 3, body of breakei

(on dry land' b, during crossing of a 4, terminal, 5, lead from battery, 6,
river ford cabin floor, 7, ecad to ground, 8,
1, lower reflector 2 Outer apertures, bracket mounting bolt, 9, bracket, 1C,
3 lower cavity, 4 uppr reflector, bolt mounting circuit breaker to
5, chrnel, 6, upper cavity, 7, cap. bracket.
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DIMENSIONS OF BATTERIES TABLE 19-3.

A j

Dimens ions
Battery A B C

3ST-84-PDC 272 188 220
3ST-84-PMSZ 272 188 220
6-ST-78-ERSZ 417 182 228
6-ST-78-EMSZ 417 182 228
6-ST-78-EMSZ 417 182 265*
6-ST-81-EMSZ 417 182 228
6-ST-81-EMSZ 417 182 26S*
*For batteries with hydrostatic caps.

When a ford is crossed (Figure 19-7b), water enters the lower cavity 3
through apertures 2 in the plug, rising in this cavity until the gas pressure
inside the battery becomes equal to the pressure of the water entering the
lower cavity of the cap.

The height of the lower cavity of the cap is designed so that when the
truck is submerged in water 1.4 m deep the water will not rise in this cavity
as far as reflector 4, which protccts channel S from random splashes of water
from cavity 3. Reflector 1 in the cap prevents accidental splashing of the
electrolyte into upper cavity 6.

After the vehicle finishes crossing the ford, the water drains freely out
of the lower cavity through apertures 2.

The VK318 battery circuit breaker. T'he ZIL-131 carries a circuit breaker
(Figure 19-8), which disconnects the battery from the chassis (ground). To
disconnect the battery, press detent 1 of the lever, to reconnect the battery
press lever 2 until a c-lick is heard.

When the battery is disconnected, only the cabin light and the jack for
connection of the portable lmnp, located in the cabin, are still connected to
the battery.

Lights and Light Signals

Headlights. The ZIL trucks use headlii hts (Figure 19-9S, 19-10, 19-11,
19-12) with partially dismountable optical elements and aluminum reflectors
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Figure 19-11. FG122-GT Headlight Figure 19-12. FG16-L Headlight (Search
for ZIL-131: Light) for ZIL-131:
Key as on Figure 19-10. 1 and 2, screws, 3, rim, 4, lens, 5,

bulb, 6, reflector, 7, seal.

Parking Lights. Each ZIL truck is equipped with 2 parking lights (Figure
19-14, 19-15) of the following types:

PFIO-T with 21-6 c bulbs ZIL-157K
PFIOl-B with 21+6 c bulbs ZIL-130, plus first models of ZIL-131
PFI06, sealed, with 21+3 c bulbs ZIL-131

a)__b)

/" I

Figure 19-13. Dimensions of lHeadlight Recesse• in Radiator Housing
of ZIL-130 Trucks Made: a. up to 1966; b, since 1Wg0.
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FGI-A2 ZIL-157K, all versions
FG2-A2 ZIL-130 trucks up to 1966
FG122-G ZIL-130 trucks, all versions, 1966 and

later
FG122-I ZIL-131 trucks; sealed headlights; the

light masking device for this headlight
is mounted beneath the rims without
dissembly

FG16-L ZIL-131 trucks (headlight -- controlled
search light -- installed on rotating
bracket).

The recesses for the FG2-A2 and FG122-G headlights in the radiator housing
of the first and recent models of the ZIL-130 have different sizes (Figure 19-3).
In order to install the small type FG122-G headlight in the housing for the
FG2-A2, a conversion piece should be used, which can be made by the repair shop
at any motor pool.

Figurý. 19-9. F:G1-A2 Hteadlight for Figure 19-10. FGI//-4 Hle~adlight of
the 'IL-157K: Z II. - 130:
1, lens (glass), ", inner r:m•, 1, len.S, 2 AMd 1, %Calitng ringS, 4.
3, bulb, 4, body of headlight. outer r*&-, 5, adiu.stin.i.¢e' • ,t

I sc t ,0.r t
S5, cartridge, 6 and 7. low and high 7, bc- f headIi g ht 8, wires, 9. car-
I n wires, , round wire 9 tridge 10 spring 1. bulb, I.. ri
Pinut, 10, bolt, 11, washer, 12, ocrew. 1-!. tips.
1crew, 1 , onter ri=s 1, n4 , sealing

ring, 15, tips.
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Figure 19-14. PF1O-G Parking Lights:
1, bolt, 2, screw, 3, rim, 4, sealing
gasket, 5, lens, 6, pin, 7, body, 8,
bulb, 9, cartridge, 10 and 11, wires,
12, bracket.

Tail lights. The ZIL-157K, ZII.-130 and ZIL-131 trucks carry tail lights:
PPIO1 (left) and FP1O1-B (right) with red plastic lenses (Figure 19-16), also
serving as light reflectors. The tail lights carry 2 bulbs, 21 and 3 c.

Up to the third quarter of 1963, the ZIL-IS7K and ZIL-130 trucks carried
FPP3 (left) and FP13-K (right) tail lights with red glass lenses, using metal
rims.

Th,• central li'ht switch of the trucks is used to turn on the headlights,
parking ligbts, tail lights and dash lights. The ZIL-157K carries a central
switch type P300-B (Figure 19-17), while the ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 use a type
P44 switch (Figure 19-18).

The knob and central switch rod have 3 fixed positions, shown on the opera-
ting diagram (Figure 19-19): position zero -- knob pus:ed all the way in --
lights turned off; position I -- knob pulled out halfway -- parkings lights andtail lights (size marker lights) turned on; pos.ition II -- knob pulled all the
way out -- headlights and tail lights (size marker lights) turned on.

F'.4ure 19-1S. P F B- Parki.ng Lig•.t5-
i. lens, 2 and S•, -.ýcre r.•. .3, rin. 4, sealinj: ga.skrt. I,, ilb, . ' ]
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Figure 19-16. FP-I10 Tail Light:
1, transparent glass, 2 and 4, screws,
3, body, 5, orange plastic lens.

Figure 19-17. Central Light Switch Model P300-B:
1, knob, 2, rod, 3, terminal for connection of wire from foot dimmer
switch, 4, terminal for connection of parking light wire, 5, terminal
for connection of stop signal wire, portable light jack and cabin
light, 6, bimetallic heat fuse, 7, power supply terminal, 8, terminal
for connection of tail light wire, 9, fuse contacts.

On the ZIL-130 and ZIL-131, when the tail lights are turned on (positions
I and II), slight rotation of the light switch knob turns on the dash lights,
while further rotation of the knob adjusts the brightness of the dash lights.

Contacts 10 (see Figure 19-18) of the bimetallic fuse are closed with
normal operation of the device. In case of an overload and an increase in the
current to over 20 a, the contacts of the fuse separate.

The foot'dimmer switch is installed on the floor of the cabin and is used
to switch the lights from low beam to high beam and back (with the central light
switch knob pulled all the way out). Wien the high beam is switched on, the
high beam warning light on the dashboard also comes on.

The ZIL-157K carries a type P34 foot dimmer switch, while the ZIL-130 and
ZIL-131 carry a type P53 switch (Figure 19-20). The design of the switch is
identical, differing only in the method of mounting of the switches to the cabin
floor.
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Figure 19-18. Model P44 Central Light Switch Assembled:
a, switch, b, operating diagram of bimetallic heat fuse;
1, knob, 2, terminal for connection of dash light wire, 3, terminal
for connection of foot dimmer switch wire, 4, terminal for connec-
tion of parking light wire, 5, terminal for connection of wires to
stop signal, portable lamp jack and cabin light, 6, bimetallic heat
fuse, 7, power supply terminal, 8, teininal for connection of tail
light wire, 9, rheostat, 10, fuse ccntacts.

Figure 19-19. Operating Diagram of Central Light Switch (for position
see Figure 19-18).

Turn signals. On the ZIL-IS7K, the turn signals work through the parking
lights, in which the 21 c filament of the bulb is connected to the turn signal
circuit. The rear turn signal indicator is the UPS tail light (Figure 19-21)
installed on the brackets of the right and left frame members. The bulb used
in the turn signal lights is a 21 c bulb. The turn signal switch is located
in the center of the upper portion of the dashboard of the cabin. A turn
signal lamp on the dashboard flashes when the turn signals are turned on.
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The turn signals include switch 3, mounted on the steering column. The
right turn signal is turned on by raising the switch lever upward (clockwise).
This causes the lights in the right parking light, right tail light and on the
dash bulb to light.

Pulling the lever downward (counterclockwise) turns on the left turn signal

The turn signal lever should be moved smoothly, without hitting or jerking
it.

Ee.

7
'22

Figure 19-22. Diagram of Turn Signals Figure 19-23. VK13-B Stop Signal
and Switch (ZIL-130): Switch:
1, battery, 2, stop signal switch, 3, 1, contact bus, 2, diaphragm, 3, upper
turn signal switch, 4 and 9, moving contact, 4, body, 5, line from pneuma-
contacts of switch, 5 and 8, parking tic system to switch, 6, contact well,
lights, 6 and 7, parking light signal 7, contact terminals, 8, contact spring.

bulbs, 10, dash light, 11, turn signal
blinker, 12 and 15, tail lights, 13 and
14, rear turn signal indicator lights.

The turn signals are automatically switched off when the vehicle returns
to a straight line, since the steering wheel hub rotates the switch roller,
returning it to the off position.

Dash light 10 turns on when the turn signals are turned on.

Turn signal switch 3 receives power through the stop signal switch 2 and
through turn signal blinker 11.

As the truck rolls along on a straight line, moving contacts 4 and 9 connect
terminals III, IV and V of the switch. When the contacts of switch 2 are closed
during breaking, the 21 c bulbs in both tail lights come on. If the left turn
signal is turned on, contact 4 connects terminals I, IV and VI. The current from
blinker 11 is sent to the 21 c filament of the left parking light 5 and to the
21 c bulb of the left tail light 15. If the brake pedal is pressed at this time,
the 21 c bull in right tail light 12 will also come on.
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During this time, the light indicating the turn will flash intermittently,
easily distinguishing it from the stop signal.

During a right turn, contacZ 9 connects terminals II, V and VI, thus con-
necting the bulb of the right tail light 12 and right parking light 8 to blinker
11.

The operating diagram of the turn signal with the RS57 blinker and P20 turn
signal switch for the ZIL-157K truck is shown on Figures 19-24 and 19-25.

Turn signal blinkers. In order to interrupt the current sent to the signal
bulbs of the turn signals, all ZIL trucks use the RS57 blinker, fastened to the
bracket beneath the dashboard in the cabin.

The turn signal blinker is an electromagnetic type, controlled by heating
filamenx 3 (see Figure 19-24). It is included in the power supply circuit of
the turn signals, providing for flashing of the signal bulbs. The vibrating
frequency of contacts 5 and frequency of interruption of light is 60-120 cycles
per minute.

Figure 19-24. Diagram of RS57 Turn Signal Blinker:
1, glass insulator, 2 and 10, armatures, 3, glowing filament, 4, re-
sistor, 5 and 7, contact, 6, insulating insert, 8, adjusting plate,
9, bronze plate, 11, core, 12, winding, 13, bracket, 14, panel, 15,
dash light, 16 and 21, tail light signal bulbs, 17 and 20, parking
light signal bulbs, 18, adjusting screw, 19, turn signal switch.
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Figure 19-25. P20 Switch.
1, 2 and 3, terminals,

41 4, handle.

When the turn signal is switched on, if both bulbs are burning (in the
parking light and tail light), dash turn signal indicator bulb 15 on the dash-
board flashes green.

If the dash indicator light burns constantly, or does not come on, or the
light flashes at varying frequency, this indicates a defect in one of the turn
signal bulbs (in the parking light and tail light) or the blinker.

The clearance between the rubber roller of the switch and the hub of the
steering wheel (in the neutral position of the lever) on the ZIL.130 and ZIL-
131 should be 1-2 mm. The clearance is adjusted by moving the switch on its
bracket in the horizontal position, after loosening the two mounting screws.
After adjustment, the screws must be retightened.

Stop signal switch (VK13-B, pneumatic) on the ZIL-130 is located in the
brake valve, and on the ZIL-157K and ZIL-131 -- on the dashboard (see Figure
19-23). When the brake pedal is pressed, switch 2 (see Figure 19-22) closes
the circuit of the 21 c bulbs of the tail lights, In order to be able to dis-
tinguish between the turn signal and stop signal'(when they are turned on
simultaneously), the stop signal burns constantly, while the turn signal flashes.

Figure 19-26. Electric Horn.
1, rod, 2, nut, 3, cover, 4, resonator,
5, membrane, 6, armature, 7, eruptor,

8, coil, 9, body, 10, adjusting screw,
S0 -•11, core, 12, terminals, 13, condensor.

'U
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When driving in a straight line, when the turn signal is turned off, both
S tail lights burn. If the left turn signal is turned on and the brake pedal is

pressed at the same time, the stop signal will be fed to-the right tail light,
and vice versa.

Horns

Electric vibrating horn type S56-G or S44 (Figure 19-26) is installed on
the ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 trucks. The ZIL-130B1 tractor and the ZIL-131 truck
also use a dual tone air horn.

6 Figure 19-27. Horn Switch:
1, steering column, 2, steering shaft,

4" 13, bearing, 4, conductor, 5 and 11, plates,
3• 6, nut, 7, insulator, 8, switch button, 9
2 and 15, springs, 10, contact cap, 12, con-

tact plate, 13, steering sheel, 14, insula-
ting bushing.

The electrical horns are mounted on the front wall of the cabin beneath
the hood or on the hood itself on the inside. The horns operate normally with
voltages of 10.5-14.0, drawing a current of not over 2.5 a.

The horns are turned on by a switch button installed in the center of the
steering wheel (Figure 19-27).

Dual tone air horn. On the ZIL-130V1 and ZIL-131, in addition to the elec-
tric horn, there is a dual tone (dual horn) type S40B air horn (Figure 19-28).
The horn is turned on by the VK40 foot switch installed on the floor of the
cabin.

2
The signal operates from compressed air at 4-10 kg/cm . The air is fed

through valve 8 of switch 9 from the brake valve through a line connected to
body 2 of the horn.

Cabin Ventilator and Heater Motors

The heater motors used are: on the ZIL-157K, the ME7-B motor; on the ZIL-
130 and ZIL-131, the ME211. The motor is switched on by a separate switch on
the dashboard. The power supply circuit of the motor includes a fuse between
the ignition switch and the motor switch. The technical characteristics of the
ME7-B and ME211 motors are presented in Table 19-4.

On order, a cabin ventilator is included, driven by an MEl1 4 watt motor.
This ventilator includes a heater switch.
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f, •Figure 19-28. Pneumatic Air Horn with Switch:
1, bracket, 2, horn body, 3, screw, 4, body cap, 5, gasket, 6, vibra-
tor, 7, signal horn, 8, switch valve, 9, switch, 10, switch button.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ELECTRIC MOTORS TABLE 19-4.

Parameters ME211 ME7-B

Nominal voltage, v 12
Nominal power, w 25 8
Direction of rotation from drive side Right
Rotating speed of shaft at nominal load, rpm 3,000 2,600

instruments

Air pressure gauge in pneumatic brake system. The ZIL-1S7K carries a
single-needle MDI-B manometer, while the ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 carry double needle
MD213 manometers, the upper needle of which indicates the pressure in the air
cylinders, the lower indicates the pressure in the brake cylinders. The MDI-B
and MD213 manometers are designed for pressures of 10 kg/cm2.

Tire pressure gauge. The ZIL-157K carries an MD6 manometer, designed for
a pressure of up to 4 kg/cm2 , while the ZIL-131 carries an MD223 manometer de-
signed for a pressure of up to 6 kg/cm2 .

The ZIL-157K is equipped with a model SP24-A speedometer, the ZIL-130 and
ZIL-131 -- model SP201. Both types of speedometer have needle speed indicators
and odometers. The speedometers are installed on the dashboard and driven by
a flexible shaft.

Oil pressure gauge. The ZIL-157K uses a type UK28 oi! pressure gauge in
the engine lubricating system (Figure 19-29), while the ZIL-130 and ZIL-131
carry type UK201 gauges. Both p:-'ssure gauges are electric, pulse type, using
"a type MM9 sender.
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Water temperature gauge. The ZIL-157K uses a type UK26-Ye water temperature
gauge with a TM3 sender, while the ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 use type UK200 gauges with
TMI01 senders. Both type of gauges (Figure 19-30) are electric, pulse type, with
calibrations up to 1100C.

Fuel level gauge. The ZIL-157K carries a type UB26-A fuel level gauge with
a BM22-A sender, while the ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 carry type UB200 gauges with the
SBMII7-A sender. Both types of fuel gauges are electric, with rheostat type sen-
ders installed in Lie fuel tank (Figure 19-31).

Ammeter. The ZIL-157K carries a type .,P6-Ye dc ammeter. The ZIL-130 and
ZIL-131 trucks do not carry ammeters (a ýttery charge warning light is used
instead).

1 2 J $ 78
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Figure 19-29. Oil Pressure Gauge Sender and Receiver:
1, terminal, 2, protective cap, 3, gasket, 4 and 12, brackets,
5, insulating gasket, 6, diaphragm, 7, body, 8, nipple, 9, oil
pressure indicator, 10, disk, 11, bimetallic plate winding, 13,
bimetallic plate, 14, adjusting support, 15, contact plate.

Electric Wiring

The electrical equipment is connected to the power supply using various
types of wires (Table 19-5).

Maintenance

Battery

Maintenance of batteries is performed in correspondence with the standard-
ized rules for care and maintenance of motor vehicle batteries (GOST 959-51).
These rules are delivered with each vehicle manufactured at the plart.

During 'JO-I, check the level of electrolyte in all cells and Cill with
distilled water if necessary. Wipe off the surface of caps aid walls of the
battery with a clean rag wet in a 100% solution of a=ioydium hydroxide or a
10% solution of calcined soda, then with a dry rag. Wash the gas holes in the
caps or plugs.
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Figure 19-30. Water Temperature Gauge Receiver and Sender inEngine Cooling System:
1 and 13, bimetallic plates, 2, bracket with nonmaoving contact,3 and 15, windings, 4, sender body sleeve, 5, spacing bracket,6, contact plate, 7, sender body, 8, insulating bushing, 9, sen-der terminal, 10, bracket, 11, indicator body, 12, terminal forconductor from ignition switch, 14, adjusting pinion, 16, indi-cator needles, 17, needle bracket, 18, pinion to rotate bracketduring adjustment of indicator, 19, terminal for sender wire,20, insulating plate.

3' - I,
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Figure 19-31. Fuel Gauge Sender An(' Receiver:1, armature, 2, bracket, 3, Ieft coil, 4, needle, 5, well, 6, terminalfor wire from ignition switch, 7, terminal for w:rc from sender switch,8, bracket, 9. right coil, 10, sender termlnal, 11. cover of senderboly, 12, connection of rheostat winding to ground, 13, rheostat, 14,fioat lever, 15. float, 16. sliding contact, 17, sender body.
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TYPES OF WIRE USED IN TRUCK ELECTRICAL SYSTBIS. TABLE 19-5
Overall High
Voltage Wire Low Voltage Battery

Truck Type Shielded [ Unshielded Wire Cable

ZIL-1S7KG PVS-7 - PGVA ASI or PGVA
ZIL-lS7K - PW PGVA ASI or PGVA
ZIL-130 and
ZIL-131A PVV PGVA PGVA

ZIL-13OYe,
ZIL-131 and
ZIL-131V PVS-7 2 PGVA PNVA

Three colored zones are set out on the volt meter scale, representing:
green -- battery in good condition and charged; yellow -- battery needs charging;
red -- battery must be charged or repaired.

To test the battery, the blade edges of the fork are pressed firmly against
the connecting ,oles of the battery being tested for S sec; ai the end of this
time, the voltage recorded by volt meter S is noted.

If the battery is in good condition and fully charged, the voltage of each
cell at the end of S seconds will remain unchanged at 1.7-1.8 v. If a cell shows
a voltage of 1.4-1.7 v, the battery needs charging. If the voltage of one or
more cells differs from the voltages of the other cells by 0.1 v or if the volt-

*: age after S seconds drops to 0.4-1.4 v, the battery is defective and must be
charged or repaired.

If no load fork is available, individual cells can be tested with a volt
meter with a 3-0-3 v scale with the starter operating and the ignition on; the
test voltage should be 1.7-1.8 v. Batteries or individual cells should not be
tested by shorting the terminals with metal objects, since this damages the
plates, and the sparks resulting may ignite the gases liberated by the battery.
It should be recalled that the voltage of a battery undcr load depends not only
on the state of charge of the battery and its capacity, but also on the condition
of the plates. A battery with sulfate-fouled plates loses voltage much taore
rapidly due to it3 high internal resistance and decreased battery capacity.

Testing of electrolyte density should be performed during TO-2. Pie density
of the electrolyte in the batteries is determined by hydromc Yr I (tigdre 19-33),
enclosed in a glass tube with a nrbber bulb 2. The higher the hydrometer floats
in the electrolyte, the greater the density -f the electrolyte. The density of
the electrolyte is deterined using the hvdrometer scale, one scale division of
uhich corresponds to the level of the upper meniscus (see point 3).

It should be kept in mind that the density of the el "trolyte in a battery
increases during charging, decreases during discharging.
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Figure 19-33. Testing Electrolyte Density:
1, hydrometer, 2, bulb, 3, reading point
of upper meniscus.

tt

The electrolyte is prepared in a vessel resistant to the action of sulfuric
acid (ceramic, plastic, ebonite, lead). First pour the water into tank 4 (Figure
19-34), then the sulfuric acid, with continuous agitation. The acid, entering
the large volume of water in small portions, heats the water evenly, thus avoid-
ing splashing and the danger of burns.

During preparation of the electrolyte, burn safety precautions must be
taken. There should always be a reserve of :old water and a 1G% aqueous solu-
tion of ammonium hydroxide or soda as a first aid measure available.

It must be kept in mind that the density of the electrolyte can be used to
determine the level of charge of each battery. It can be accepted with solution
accuracy that a decrease in electrolyte density of 0.01 corresponds to 6% dis-
charge of the battery. The density of the electrolyte with a fully charged
battery and with a battery discharged by 25 and 50% is presented in Table -

It should be recalled that the service life of batteries depends also on
proper operation of the voltage regulator, which must maintain the regulated
voltage within the recomended minutes for the climatic Zone in which the battery
is used.

Figure 19--4. Equipment. Devices and Instrvents
S for Maintenance of tatteries:

thernomvter, 3, hydro=eter, .1, tank for prepara-
tion of electrolyte. S. loading fork, 6. battery
connector rm-over, 7, form for welding on of rods.

-~ 8, gr'Ip for lifting of batteries. 9. 1)ulb, 10.
funnel. 11. beaker, 12. device for lifting batter-y

- ' -plate units.
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Electrolyte density. The density 6f the electrolyte, level of charge in
individual battery, cells and cleanliness of contacts are of primary importance
Sfor correct battery operation.

i ,The electrolyte density is not a constant quantity; it changes depending
on temperature conditions. Since the chemical composition of the electrolyte
necessary for normal battery operation remains identical practically always,
aii electrolyte of higher density should be poured into batteries in cold regions,
an electrolyte of lower density shpuld be used in areas with hot climate (tropics)
(see Table 19-2).

DANSITY OF ELECTROLYTE IN BATTERY, CORRECTED to 150 C. TABLE 19-6.
Fully Charged Battery Battery 25% Discharged Battery 50% Discharged

1,310 1,270 1,230
1,290 1,250 1,210
1,270 1,230 1,190
1,230 1,190 1,150

In the summer, the water contained in the elctrolyte evaporates actively,
and must be relaced with distilled water in orderl to retain the required elec-
trolyte level and density.

FREEZING POINT OF ELECTROLYTE DEPENDING ON DENSITY. TABLE 19-7.

Electrolyte Density, Preezing Point, Electrolyte Density, Freezing Point,
Corrected to 150 C Corrected to 150C OC

1,050 -3.0 ,1,200 -25.0
1,075 -5.0 1,225 -25.0
1,3.00 ' -7.0 1,250 -50.0
1,125 -10.0 1,275 -59.0
1,150 -14.0 1 1,300' -68.0
1,175 -19.0 1,310 -66.0

Maintenance of batteries in winter must include measurement of electrolyte
density, since at low temperatures a low density electrolyte may freeze. Tablel
19-7 siows the freezing points of electrolytes as a function of density.

Bringing dry charge to battery into working condition. When batteries are
recei.ved in the dry .aharged state (so manufactured), they must be prepared for
chay-ing at the charging station in correspondence with the instructions for
maintenance of batteries.

For regi6ns with winter temperatures down to 430'C, electrolyte with a den-
sity of 1.250 should be poured into the battery.
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For regions with winter temperature down to -40°C, the density of the
electrolyte should be 1.270 (year round); for regions with winter temperatures
below -40 0C, dens~ity should be 1.290 (winter) and 1,250 (summer); for southern
regions, the density should be 1.230.

The electrolyte is prepared of sulfuric battery acid (GOST667-53) and
distilled water in glass, ceramiz, ebonite or lead containers (see Figure 19-.
34), into which first the distilled water, then the sulfuric acid is poured in
a fine stream.

Itlis forbidden to pour water into concentrated acid, in order to avoid
accidents resulting from splashing of the acid..

The temperature of the electrolyte poured into the batteries should not
exceed 25'C.

The electrolyte should be poured into the batteries so that its level is
10-15 mm above the safety shield over tVxe plates.

Three to four hour3 after filling of the battery with electrolyte, the
battery should b% cX--ged. The battery can be charged if the temperature of
the electrolyte -, not over +30 0 C.

The first charge is conducted with a current of 5 a and should continue
at feast 5 hours. At the end of this time, charging is continued until abundant
gas liberation occurs in all battery cells, and-the charge and electrolyte den-
sity remain constant for three hours. Be certain that the temperature of the
electrolyte during charging does not rise to over +45°C. If the temperature
reaches +45'C, the charging current must be cut in half or charging must be
interrupted until the battery cools to +300C.

If after charging the density of ithe electrolyte differs from that listed
above, the density must be adjusted. When the dený:ty is higher than normal,
distilled water is added; if the density is lower than normal, electrolyte with
a density of 1.400 is added.

In special cases after the electrolyte is poured into a drr charged battery,
the battery can be installed on a truck without charging. It is recommended
that the starter not be used to start the engine with power from such a battery
until at least 3 hours following filling of the battery with electrolyte. After
starting, the battery should be charged for 30-45 minutes by running the engine.

Lights and Horn

Puring daily inspection, inspect the lenses and check the operation of all
light and signaling devices with various positions of the central and foot light
switches, as well as the turn signals. Be sure that the dash signal lights
operate properly.
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During TO-i, perform the operations of daily inspection and check: mount
ing of headlights, parking lights and tail lights, central light switch, turn
signal switch, mounting and condition of insulation of wires to headlights and
parking lights, reliability of fastening of wire tips to terminals.

Clean the surface and terminals of the foot dimmer switch and stop signal
switch, removing dust and dirt.

During 10-2, perform the operations of TO-j and check the operation of all
signal lights, audible signals, the installation of the headlights and the
alignment of the headlights. Adjust if necessary.

During TO-2, (.heck the mounting of the ventilator and cabin heater motors
and their blades on the shafts, as well as the mounting of wires and switches.

Removal of graphite dust from the collector and cleaning of the motor col-

lector should be performed following 75,000 kilometers of operation of the
S.truck.

During TO-I and TO-2, test the reliability of mounting of the born and
tighten the terminals, and clean dirt and dust from the horn.

After 25,000 operations (approximately), clean the head chamber of the
* air horn and its vibrators. Check the mounting of the compressed air tube

periodically, as well as the mounting of the horn itself onto the truck.

Air horn switch 9 (see Figure 19-28) should operate with air temperatures
between -30*C and +500C without leaking.

The opening of valve 8 of the switch should occur when pedal 10 is pressed
with a force of 12 kG with pressure in the air line 6 kG/cm2 .

Test Instruments

During maintenance of the instruments, avoid connecting the terminals of
the test instrument senders to ground with the ignition on, since this will
cause rapid heating and burn out of the indicator receivers. The terminals of
an indicator receiver also must not be allowed to contact each other, since
this might damage the sender.

During straightening of wires or connecti.on of wires to instruments, a
wire disconnected from the sender of any of the devices should not be connected
to ground with the ignition turned on, since this might burn out the winding
of the gauge.

The senders must be protected from dirt and the receivers must be protected
from dust.

If any of the gauges fails to operate or operates incorrectly, check the
condition *of the wires and their connections; if they are in good condition,
replace the sender or receiver as recuired.
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When the oil pressure sender is replaced, it should be screwed into the
threaded seat so that the mark (arrow marked up) on the cover of the sender
is turned upward. Otherwise, the accuracy of the readings will be significantly
reduced.

Whe:i dashboard parts are bent, they must be straightened. In case of a
bent board lug, new lugs must be welded on.

A bent scale or needle in the fuel gauge can be repaired by straightening.
In ease of a short circuit of the winding, replace the winding or the entire
insi;rument. If the connecting wire of the gauge comes unsoldered or is burned
off, it should be resoldered. In case of overheating of the bimetallic plate
of the indicator, it or the entire gauge should be replaced.

A bent scale or needle in the ammeter may be repaired by straightening.
in the case of unb : ancing of the ammeter needle, demagnetization of the per-
manent magnet or an increase in the clearance of the needle axis at the centers,
the ii.strmiient should be replaced.

The corre-tness of the indications of the cuntrol instruments should be
periodicahly checked during mF-ntenance.

Electric W~ring

Unshielded wires. Testing o. wires for insulator condition is performed
by external inspection. If a bare spot is discovered on low voltage wires, it
should be insulated (wound) with insulating tape. High voltage wires with
damaged insulation must be replaced,

In order to determine a break in a wi e, use a control light probe (Figilre
19-35a), one contact of which is connected with alligator clip 6, the other

with probe 3.

Figure 19-35. Test Lamp to Locate Open
Circ••t Points and Check Contacts:

iI\a, test lamp, b, diagram of connection of
Doi t.'st lamp to locate break in wire;
00 1, protective grid, 2, bulb, 3, probe,

4, cartridge, 5, handle, 6, wire and clip,
"7, location of break in wire.
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To determine the location of a break in a wire, the clip is connected to
ground, and the probe is used to contact the terminals of the circuit in the
direction from the nonoperating device toward the battery (Figure 19-35b). If
there is considerable distance between terminals or if there are no terminals,
the insulation of the wire can be pierced with the sharp end of the probe.

Testing is continued until the lamp lights. The point of the break in the
wire will be located between the point of contact at which the lamp lights and
the nearest point at which the lamp 6oes not light. A broken wire must be re-
placed. As a temporary measure, the ends of a broken wire can be reconnected
and wound with insulating tape.

In case of a shdrt of a wire to ground, the wires should be insulated.
Since the circuits of many current consumers are protected with fuses, usually
a circuit in which a short has occurred will be immediately opened by the cor-
responding fuse.

To eliminate short circuits, inspect carefully all wires and wrap exposed
areas with damaged insulation with insulating tape.

In order to maintain electric wiring in good condition and prevent wear,
wires must be cleaned of dirt and dust, brackets and their mounting must be
checked.

Shielded wire. Complete suppression of radio interference requires good
contact between the metal parts of the motor, chassis and cabin and all elec-
trical equipment, the common shield around the spark plugs braid of shielded
wires.

During maintenance or assembly and dissembly of shielded electrical equip-
ment, particular care must be taken in connecting all shields and devices to
ground, and in preventing dirt and corrosion at mounting points.

During all work on shielded electrical equipment, in order to avoid short
circuits and fires, disconnect 1 cable from the battery terminal.

When the spark plug and distributor shields are removed, after work is
completed they must be replaced and carefully fastened down. Replacement of
high voltage wires with other wires without damping resistors is not permitted.

In order to avoid disconnecting the shielding braid of the wire from the
tips of the plugs of the voltage regulator, generator, radio interference
filters and ignition coil, these wires must not be greatly tightened. If the
shielding braid of the wire is disconnected, it must be carefully reconnected.
This can be done using the available reserve of wire. Reconnectior must be
particularly carefully done in order to avoid seizing of individual shielding
braid filaments against the core of the cable.

colDuring reworking of wire tips for the low voltage wire of the ignition

coil, the core of the conductor must be slipped through the tip until it rests

against the insulator, being sure that all wires of the core are inside the
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collar of the tip. Where the core of the wire extends from the collar, the
wires of the core must be spread evenly around all sides and the contact cap

!snapped in place.

The rubber sealing ring on the low voltage wire of the coil must be placed
above the varnished cotton braid of the wire. The rubber ring must not rest
directly on the rubber insulation of the wire with the varnished cotton braid
shifted, since this will not provide the required seal.

Finishing of wires in the jacks of the generator, voltage regulator, radio
interference filter and distributor is done in the following sequence (Figure
19-36).

0~ ~ # S .-- V I

Figure 19-36. Finishing of Shielded Cables:
a, in tip collar; b, in jack;
1, core, 2, insulating collar, 3, sealing ring, 4, supporting nut, 5,
metal ring, 6, clamp, 7, wire, 8, shielding braid, 9, outer conical.
ring, 10, inner conical ring, 1-1, insulating washer, 12, nut, 13, plug
fork, 14, spring washer, 15, pressure cup.

Strii the end of the wire for a length of 20 mi; place nut 4 and conical
ring 9 on the braid of the wire, tighten the shield braid 8 of the wire on the
second conical ring 10, grounded by outer ring 9, bend the lugs of this ring
and connect it to the inner ring. Be sure to cut off the ends of the shielding
braid to be sure that the braid does not contact current carrying parts. Then,
place washer 11 on the end of the wire. Loosen nut 12 on the contact fork, re-
move washer 14 and cup 1S. Place the stripped end of the wire into the aperturein contact fork 13 on the end with the insulation ring and wrap the end of the
wire once around the uncut portion of the contact fork. Put on cup 15, washer
14 and tighte• down nut 12.

In straightening wires, be sure that the individual parts of the wire do

not extend out from beneath cup 15, since they might cause a short circuit.

Solder the wires and tips without using acid.

In order to avoid burning and breakdown of the high voltage cover of the
ignition coil, before tightening the retaining nut attached to the shield of
the central wi'e, be sure that the tip of the wire is inserted fully into the
terminal of tho high voltage lead of the coil.
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When tightening and loosening the retaining nuts of all plugs, be sure not
to twist the shield together with the nuts, since this will cause damage to the
shield braid and core of the wire, and will also disrupt the electrical contact
between the braid and ground.

Tightening of retaining nuts of all shielded wire plugs, as well as shield-
ing braids, must be performed only by hand. The use of pliers or other tools
is permitted only in an emergency, and care must be taken to avoid damage to the
contacts.

Be sure that water does not contact high voltage wires, since this may
cause intermittent operation of the ignition system.

The condition of the contacts on shielded wires should be checked during
TO-l, or under particularly severe operating conditions -- each 400-500 km.
Tightening of wire tips should be performed to provide permanent and reliable
electrical contact. The operation of the truck with loose screws and nuts is
not permitted.

Dissembly and Assembly

Battery

Removal and replacement of batteries. To remove the 6-ST-78 battery from
the ZIL-130 and ZIL-131, manually unscrew the shield retaining nuts and remove
the shield. On the ZIL-131, disconnect lead 5 (see 19-8) of the battery switch.
Remove the battery mounting by loosening the wing nut 15 (see Figure 19-6).
Using bracket 11, remove the battery from its well together with the base and
bottom support. Remove protective cover 5, releasing from holders 2 and 6. Dis-
connect the ground cable 7 and starter wire 1 from the battery terminals by
loosening the terminal bolts 3. Lift up the handle and manually place the bat-
tery on truck 4 (Figure 19-37) for transport.

Work with batteries requires particular observance of the safety rules,
since the materials used in acid batteries can cause poisoning, burns of the
skin and damage to clothing.

To remove the 3-ST-84 battery (see Figure 19-5) disconnect the ground cable
and starter wire from the terminals. Disconnect the wire connecting the batter-
ies, remove the bolt and withdraw the battery from the well. To remove the
batteries, a special handle 1 (see Figure 19-37) should be used, by placing clamps
2 on the battery terminals. Hand cart 4 should be used to transport batteries.

Requirements for batteries. The filler should have an even surface, without
* )bulging or cracks. Leakage of electrolytes through leaks in the filler and cracks
* .in the walls of the tank are not permitted. Output terminals 6 and 9 (Figure

19-38) and intercell connectors 8 must have the correct geometric shape without
traces of oxidation or dirt.
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Figure 19-37. Transportation of Batteries:a, transportation on hand cart; b, installation of lifting handle
on battery terminals, c, battery with handles extended for lifting;

1, canvas handle, 2, metal clamp, 3, battery, 4, hand truck.

5 127]J I

Figure 19-38. 3-ST-84 Battery, Cross Section:

I, monoblock, 2, acid resistant battery tank, 3, acid resistant filler,
4, battery cover, 5, cap with ventilating aperture, 6, negative battery
terminal, 7, negative plate half block, 8, intercell connector, 9, posi-
tive battery terminal, 10, reflector, 11, safety shield, 12, common con-
nector, 13, positive plate semiblock, 14, negative plate, 15, monoblock
rib, 16, separator, 17, glass wall, 18, slime chamber, 19, positive plate,
20, monoblock barrier, 21, active mass of negative plate, 22, active mass
of positive plate, 23, plate grid.
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If the necessity arises of complete or partial dissembly of a battery, the
individual parts of the dissembled battery are considered useable if:

the internal barriers 20 and walls of monoblock 1 have no dense, warping
or cracks and scratches;

scratches on the outer walls, corners and ribs of the monoblock are not
over 3 mm deep, area not over 2 cm2 ;

the bending of warped plates 14 and 19 does not exceed 3 mm;
the number of empty cells and holes in the plates is not over 2, and they

are not beneath the plate lugs;
the active iass 21 and 22 has fallen out of not over 7 cells without forma-

tion of through holes;
the thickness of the plate filled with active mAss is not over 0.5 mm

greater than the thickness of the grid;
the plate grids have no tracks or brakes;

k the positive plates 19 are black to dark brown in color, soft to the touch
with no white spots.

Lights and Signals

Removal and replacement of headlights. To remove the headlights from the
ZIL-157K, disconnect tips 15 (Figure 19-9) of the wires, remove nut 9 and remove
the headlight from the fender.

To remove the headlights from the ZIL-130 and ZIL-131, disconnect tips 13
(see Figures 19-10 and 19-11), remove screw 12 retaining the decorative outer
rim 4 and remove it with seal 3. After this, while holding the heads of the
bolts retaining the headlights, remove the nuts on the inside of the radiator
fairing and remove the headlight from the seat. After removing the headlight,
replace the decorative rim.

Installation of headlights is performed in the reverse sequence.

Dissembly and assembly of headlights. To dissemble the FGI-A2 headlights,
remove screws 12 (see Figure 19-9), remove rim 13 and remove the optical element
from the body of the headlight as a unit. In order to remove the bulb, remove
carbolite cartridge 5, pressing inward with the hand and rotating it to the left.

To replace a broken lens, spread the reflector by hand, bending out all
teeth of the gripper, then remove the damaged lens and the rubber gasket.
Straighten out the teeth of the reflector with pliers or a hammer and replace
the rubber gasket. Teeth on which the paint is damaged by bending must be re-
painted to prevent corrosion. Install the new lens and rebend the lugs using
the proper tool (Figure 19-39). In exceptional cases, the lugs can be rebent
manually using pliers by careiully bending 2 diametrically opposite teeth at the
same time. The teeth should not be straightened out before manual rebending.

During dissemnbly of the optical element of the headlight, and also during
subsequent assembly, the reflector should not be touched with the hands. If
after the removal of the lens it is d!scovered that the reflector is quite dirty,
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before replacement of the lens it should be washed in clean water with a rag
and dried in the inverted position (reflecting surface downward). To replace
the bundle of wires, disconnect them from the cartridge and rev~ove them from
the headlight.

To dissemble the FG122-G (see Figure 19-10) or FG122-I (see 19-11) he&d-
lights, remove 1 screw 12 mounting outer rim 4 and remove the rim together wi'h
seal 3. Back off the 3 mounting screws retaining the optical alement with a
screwdriver, rotate the optical element rim to the left until the heads (,f the
screws match up with the circular holes in the rim rad remove th.ý rim. Remove
the optical element from the headlight and, holding it in the left hand, dis-
connect the plug with the right hand from the carbolite cartridge (Figure 19-40).
Remove the carbolite cartridge from the optical element by pressing in lightly
with the hand and rotatini it to the left, then remove the bulb. If necessary,
the lens can be moved according to the method described for the FGl-A2 headlight.

$ The reflector is crimped in using the same device (see Figure 19-39). To change
the bundle of wires, disconnect them from the plug,"remove the retaining clamp
and pull the bundle of wires from the headlight. Assembly of the headlight
is performed in the reverse sequence.

k.

1,',~ ' .'•, "*

Figure 19-39. Device for Crimping Figure 19-40. Removal of Optical
Headlight Reflector Lugs: Element.
1, rubber gasket, 2, lens, 3, re-
flector, 4, matrix, S, dye, 6, op-
tical element.

Adjustment of headlights. To adjust the headlights, park the truck (un-
J. loaded) on a horizontal area, so that its longitudinal axis is perpendicular to

a wall or special screen at a distance of 10 m. After this, divide the screen
as follows.

Draw vertical line 4 (Figure 19-41) on the screen, corresponding to the
axis of the truck.

On both sides of this line, draw 2 vertical lines BB at identical distance,
equal to half the distance between the centers of the headlights.

Draw horizontal line 3 at the level of the height of the centers of the
headlights above the ground.

Draw horizontal line AA 100 mm below horizontal line 3, passing through
the centers of the headlights.
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After completion of marking of the screen, turn on the high beam headlights
and, with the right headlight, covered, adjust the light of the left headlight
so tOat the center of the light beam strikes the point of intersection of the
lower horizontal line AA and the left vertical line BB.

To adjust tht. direction of the headlights of the ZIL-157K, loosen nut 9
(Figure 19-9) mounting the headlights and rotate. the body of the headlight
accordingly.

To adjust the right headlight, cover the left headlight and perform Pdjust-
ment similarly, causing the center of the light beam to strike the point of
intersection of the lower horizontal line AA (see Figure 19-41) and the fight
"vertical line BB.

Be sure that the upper edges of the light beam of both hl-adlights on the
screen are at the same level, then tighten the headlights. After tightening
the headlights, test the adjustment of the headlights and the direction of the
light beams once more.

On the ZIL-130 and ZIL-131 vehicles, the headlight bodies are fastened
rigidly in the seats in the radiator fairing with bolts and nuts*. Adjustment
oof the direction of the headlight beam is performed using 2 adjusting screws
S (see Figures 19-10 and 19-l1). The outer rim of the headlight must be re-
moved, and tips 13 of the bundle of wires connected to the electrical equipment
circuit. The method of adjustment of the direction of the light beam of the
headlights is shown on Figure 19-42. Rotating the adjusting screws, che optical
element is rotated around its vertical or horizontal axis. After completion of
adjustment, re-install the outer rim and fasten-it down.

To remove a parking light, disconnect its wires from the current source,
rotate the nuts and withdraw the parking light from its seat.

To dissemble the parking lights, remove screws 2 (see Figure 19-15), re-ote
rim 3 and lens 1, protecting gasket 4 from damage, then remove bulb 6 from the
cartridge.

To repiace the wires or cartridge, remove the cartridge and wires from the
body of the parking light.

The assembly of parking lights and their installation on the truck is per-
* formed in the reverse sequence from dissembly and removal.

To remove the tail lights from the truck, disconnect the blectric wires
= from the power supply and remove them from their mountings.

F To replace the bulbs, rem-wee screw 4 (see Figure 19-16). remove the glass.
protecting the gasket from do-mage, then remove the bulbs from the cartridges.
To replace glass 1 of the licenae plate light, remove its mounting screws anJ
remove the glass from the body of the tail light,
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To dissemble the central light switch, remove the screw from terminal 8
(see Figure 19-18) mounting the connecting arm from the resistor. Bend back
the 4 cover mounting lugs with nonmoving contacts and with the bim~ta1lic
switch.

Remove the cover with nonmoving contacts. Remove the 2 screws mounting
the bimetallic switch 6 and remove it. Removoe the moving contact with 3 pro-
jections and removing contact insulator. Remove the insmlator spring and the
ball retainer spring. Remove the knob and rod (the knob screws onto the rod).
To remove rheostat 9, bend back the 4 'ugs with a pair of pliers and remove it
from the body as a unit.

When the current carrying parts contact grotnd, change the insulating parts.

The thickz.ass of the silver contact layer must not be decreased by more
than 0.15 mm.

The force required to move the shaft should be 1.5-4.5 kG. If the force
less than 1.5 or greater than 4.5 kG, the switch should be dissembled, the

:cri spring replaced and adjusted.

I._

Figure 19-41. Narking of Screen for Headlight Adj-strtnt:
AA, horizontal line 100 cm below center line of .oadlight; U. verti-
cal lines through centers of headlights;
1. grouaid level line. 2, contour line a iI.,ht bes, 3, hori=onai
line of headlight centers. 4. vartical axial line o truck.
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In case the switch rod and plate of lower contact of switch are bent, they
must be straightened or replaced.

If there are cracks or other defects in switch parts, the defective parts
must be repaired or replaced.

To dissemble the foot dimmer switch, disconnect cover 12 (see Figure 19-20)
and press the parts out of body S for inspection and testing.

In case of burning of the surface of contacts 11, they must be cleaned or
replaced.

In case of a broken clamp or wear of the rotating disk 8, it must be re-
placed.

If the disk spring or pushne 's deformed, they must be replaced. If contact
plate 10 is broken, it must be replaced, together with insulating disk 9.

To remove the turn signal from the truck, disconnect the wires from the
power supply, disconnect the indicators and remove them from the brackets in
the beams.

Figure 19-42. M'ethod of Adjustment of
7ZIL-130 Headlights.

The method of dissemb)y and assembly of the front turn indicators is the
same as the method of dissembly and assembly of the parking lights, and the same
is true for the rear turn indicators and tail lights.

Repair and adjustment of turn signzll blinker can be performed only in spe-
cialixed shops. Adjustment of the blinker should be performed by means of screw
18 (see Figure 19-24) and plate S.

Horns

fDissembly of electrical horn. Rm.ove the 6 screws and remove cover 3 (Figure
19-26) with its gasket. •mbrane 5 with rod I and the electromagnet. consisting of

core Ii and coil 8.

When coil 8 is removed, rcmove the terminal well nounting screw for the
current carrying lead; unsolder the ends of the outrut lead of the coil from the
terminals and the contact upright, and unsolder the line to -o.-densor 13; remove
the contact upright notuting screws together with the spring washers; unscrew
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and remove adjusting screw 10, remove the contact upright and adjusting screw
spring; unscrew and remove the 2 coil mounting springs together with the spring
holders; remove the coil with a screwdriver.

Adjustment of horn. Before adjustment, before removing cover 3, clean the
contacts of interruptor 7 with an abrasive plate.

Adjustment of the horn (its loudness and tone) is performed with screw 10.
Rotating the screw in either direction adjusts interruptor 7 and sets the clear-
ance between armature 6 and core 11 and therefore sets the normal tone of the
horn.

If adjustment with screw 10 does not produce satisfactory results, back off
nut 2 with a box end ridge and rotate rod I by one-quarter turn with a screw-
driver. Retighten the nut and, connecting the current, test the tone of the
horn and its loudness, adjusting the horn by air using adjusting screw 10.

The horn is adjusted only in case the sound volume decreases or the tone
varies.

To assure proper horn operation and increase its service life, avoid long
honking.

If there is no sound from the horn, before adjusting the horn, be sure
that the wires, interruptor contacts and condensor are in good condition. If
there is a defect which might cause poor sound or lack of sound, it must be
eliminated, and only then can the horn be adjusted if necessary.

In case of a short circuit in the horn, the bimetallic button circuit
breaker operates (Figure 19-43); it is located in the cabin on the steering
coluan bracket. Therefore, after eliminating a defect, the electrical circuit
must be restored by pressing on button S.

To remove the air horn, disconnect thi compressed air line and remove the
horn mounting bolts.

For dissembly and inspection of the horn, rer-ove screws 3 (see Figure 19-
28), remove 2 gaskets S (one adjustable) and remove 2 vibrators 6.

The horn vibrators should have no cracks or film of oil or dirt. In case
of wear of the pins. or cracks on the vibrators, they should be replaced.

Hiure 19-43. Button Type Circoit breaker:
41 °• 1. ter.inal screw, 2 and 7, terminals, 3.

bimetallic plate, 4, spring, 5, button, 6,
body. S. adjusting screw.
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With an air pressure of 6 kG/sm', the'loudness of the horn should be at
least 112 db at a distance of 1.0 M from the horn.

As the air pressure inc--ases from 7 to 10 kG/cm2 , the horn should con-
tinue to sound, although the loudness may increase and pitch may change.

The horn should sound when cooled to -40'C or heated to +650C.

Electric Motor of Heateý and Ventilator

D.ssembly 4nd assembly of ME211 electric motor. Unscrew the nuts and
-remove2 tension bolts, remove the cover from the motor body together with
the armature, resting the ends of the armature shaft on the edge of the bench.
Press the armature out of the cover, holding the brushes of the collector, re-
move the brushes and brush springsL Disconnect the excitor winding wire from
"the power terminal. If necessary, press out the pole cores with their clamps.

When itfis necessary to replace the electric motoi bearings, remove the
clips and exii-act the bearings.

To dissemble the switch, remove the nut, all out the rod and remove the
button and plate together.

The ME211.motoi is assembled in the reverse sequence.

Dissembly and assembl- of the ME7-B motor are practically similar to ..'is-
sembly and assembly of the ME211 electric motor.

I-- Instrhments \

Speedwneter. Checking of the indications of the speedometer unit should
be performed on a test stand with a rotation codnter and proVision for altera-
tion of the speed of rotation of the flexible speedometer shaft.

The indications of the speedometer are compared with the true number of
Srotations of the flexible shaft of the speedometer being tested. The dependence
between the speed od the truck and the number of rotations of the flexible shaft
of the speedometer is presented in Table 19-8.

TABLE 19-8.
SPEEDOMETER INDICATION AS A FUNCTION OF ROTATING SPEED OF FLEXIBLE SHAFT.

Indication of Rotating Speedof Indication of Rotating Speed of
Speedometer, Flexible Shaft,• rpm Speedometer, Flexible Shaft,
km/hr I km/br rpm

20 208 .80 832
40 416 100 1,040
60 i 642 L0 1,248
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The readings of the speedometer must not be over 1.5% high, or 3% low.

If the indications of a speedometer being tested do not correspond to
these tolerances, the speedometer must be replaced or sent for repair.

Testing of the oil pressure gauge is begun by testing the receiver. This
is done by connecting thp receiver in series to a 300 ma milli-ammeter and a
150-200 ohm rheostat, and connecting this circuit to a 12 v battery. The rheo7
stat is used to change the current in the circuit, and the indications of the
gauge are tested.

Indicatiops should be read 2 minutes following setting of the necessary
current. This holding time is necessary to warm up and stabilize the tempera-
ture of the windings and plate.

The indications of the oil pressure gauge are presented in Table 19-9.
If the indications of the oil pressure gauge are within-the limits shown in
Table 19-9, chuck the sender, testing of which is performed together with a
device tested by the method described above. Checking of the sender is per-
formed at 2 points: 0 and 2'kG/cm2 . The indications of the sender must be
within the limits shown in Table 19-9.

INDICATIONS OF OIL PRESSURE GAUGE AS A FUNCTION OF CURRENT. TABLE 19-9,
L2

Current in Receiver Circuit, ma Indications of Pressure Gauge, kG/cm2

60 0
170 1.8-2.2
240 4.8-5.2

Testing of water temperature gauge isibegun with the instrument itself
using the same method as for the oil pressure gauge, The indications of the
water temperature gauge as-a function of current are presented in Table.19-10.

Testing of the water temperature sender is performed u~ing a standard
mercury thermometer together with a/tested temperature indicator. The indica-
tions of the sender should correspond with the quantities presented in Table
19-10.

INDICATIONS OF WATER TEMPERATURE GAUGE AS A FUNCTION OF CURRENT. TABLE 19-10.

Current in Receiver Circuit, ma Indications of Receiver of Water Tem-
perature Gauge, OC

80 96-104
160 75-85
250 40-50
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If the indications of the sender and receiver of the water temperature
gauge fall out3ide the limits indicated in Table 19-10, the gauge set should
be replaced or sent in for repair.

To check the fuel level gauge, it is fastened to a flange on a support
so that the float lever can rotate freely around its axis. A sector showing
scale divisions corresponding to the scale divisions of the indicator receiver
should be placed in the plane of rotation of the lever; 0. 1/4, 1/2 and F.

. The angle of rotation of the lever on the axis perpendicular to the plane of
the flange for all these positions is shown in Table 19-11.

TABLE 19-11.
ANGLE OF ROTATION OF FUEL LEVEL GAUGE SENDER FLOAT AS A FUNCTION OF POSITION.

Position of Sender Lever Angle of Rotation of Sender Lever
BM22-A BMII7-A

* 0 310 360
1/4 480 500
1/2 63" 66030,

SF 890 90030'

TABLE 19-12.
RESISTANCE OF RHEOSTAT AND DEVIATION OF RECEIVER INDICATIONS AS FUNCTIONS OF
POSITION OF SENDER FLOAT LEVER.

Position of Lever of Resistance of Rheostat, Permissible Deviations
BM22-A and BM117-A ohms of Receiver Indications,
Senders % of Scale Length

0 0-3 Axial line of needle
within limits of outline
of division

1/4 13-15 +5
-7

1/2 30-34 ±7
F 36-58 +10

COMPARATIVE INDICATIONS OF TEST AND STANDARD AMMETERS. TABLE 19-13.

Reading Number Indications of Ammeter Indications of Standard
Being Tested, a Ammeter, a

1 +20 +17-+23
2 +10 +8-+12
3 0 0
4 -10 -8--12
5 -20 -17--23

Rotating the lever to the 0, 1/4, 1/2 and F positions, measure the resis-
tance of the rheostat of the sender using an ohmmeter. The resistances of the
rheostat should be as indicated in Table 19-12.
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The receiver of the fuel gauge is tested by comparing with-an earlier
tested, correctly operating sender.

If the resistance of the rheostat goes beyond the limits indicated in
Table 19-12, the gauge should be replaced or sent in for repair.

Testing of the ammeter is performed by the method of comparison with a
standard ammeter. The ammeter tested is connected in series with a standard
ammeter, rheostat and battery. The standard ammeter used should be an electro-
magnetic ammeter with an accuracy class of no lower than 1.5 with measurement
limits 30-0-30 a. Calibration of the ammeter being tested is performed using
2 scale points: with forward and reverse current direction. The direction of
the current is changed by switching wires. The current itself is changed by
means of the rheostat.

The indications of an ammeter being tested should correspond to the value
shown in Table 19-13.

If the indications of the ajmmeter being tested go beyond the limits indi-
cated in Table 19-13, the ammeter must be replaced or sent in for repair.
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APPENDIX 2. WEIGHT OF MAIN UNITS AND PARTS, kG.

IUnits and Parts ZIL-157K ZIL-130 ZIL-131

Engine with clutch 460 490 485
Engine with clutch and transmission 580 600
Engine block 132 144
Cylinder head 11 15
Crankshaft 36 41
Cam shaft 7 6
Flywheel 22 24
Clutch housing with pressure disk and
levers 17 17

Crankshaft with flywheel and clutch 67 82
Clutch casing 29.5 32
Intake and exhaust manifolds 21.3 -
Intake manifold - 10.8
Exhaust manifold - 7.4
Oil pump complete 4.4 5.5
Oil filters 16.1 6.6
Water radiator 21.7 18.0 21.9
Transmission complete 104 117 104
Transmission casing 27 - 27
Transfer box 138 - 108
Transfer box casing with cover 40.6 - 37.4
Drive shaft with main and intermediate
shafts of 2 axle trucks - 35.7

Rear axle complete 345 498 432
SReducer of 2 axle trucks - 126

Differential 121.0 87.7 120.0
Front axle complete 250 260 305
Middle axle complete 210 - 300
Frame complete 530 370 450
Front Springs 44.0 48.1 68.0
Telescopic shock absorber 4.0 4.0 4.0
Rear spring 48.5 72.7 52.0
Additional spring - 25.3
Balancing suspension with springs 155 - 160
Reaction rod 8.6 - 8.6
Wheel and tire 109 95 127
Steering mechanism complete (without

power) 30 -

Steering mechanism complete (with power
amplifier) - 29 29

Power steering pump - 7.5 7.5
Compressor complete 19.2 19.2 19.2
Cabin complete 213 310 300
Cabin door 18 25 25
Hood 20 26 25
Platform 570 600 662
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APPENDIX 3. Weight of Trucks, kG
Overall Weight Distribution

Without load With-load Total weight
U o (d of truck and: 0

Trucks 4 trailer with
cargo

4- . X 4 J

bO .H 0 Q.4
. J 4.' i 0 0

Two Axle Trucks

ZIL-130 4,300 8.,525 2,250 2,050 2,575 5,950 14,925
( ZIL-13OV1 3,860 - 2,115 1,745 2,425 5,960 14,585

ZIL-130G 4,575 3,800 2,275 2,330 2,800 6,000 15,200
ZIL-MMZ-S55

and ZIL-
MMZ-555A 4,800 9,300 2,190 2,380 2,840 6,455 -

ZIL-130-66 4,300 9,525 2,120 2,180 2,575 6,953 17,525
ZIL-130V1-66 3,860 - 2,115 1,745 2,470 7,000 16,485
ZIL-130G-66 4,575 9,800 2,275 2,300 2,800 6,910 17,800

Three Axle Trucks

ZIL-157K (with
2,500 kG load)
with winch 5,800 8,450 2,680 3,120 2,930 5,520 12,050
without winch 5,540 8,190 2,400 3,140 2,650 5,540 11,790

ZIL-157K (with
4,500 kG load)
with winch 5,80C 10,450 2,680 3,120 3,050 7,400 14,050
without winch 5,540 10,190 2,400 3,140 2,/70 7,420 13,790

ZIL-157V (with-
out semi-
trailer)
with winch 5,700 - 2,780 2,920

*'without winch 5,440 - 2,500 2,940
ZIL-131 and

ZIL-131A (with
3,500 kG load)
with winch 6,700 10,425 3,195 3,505 3,335 7,090 16,929*)
without winch 6,460 10,185 2,900 3,560 3,055 7,130 16,685*)

* ZIL-131 and
ZIL-131A (with
5,000 kG load)
with winch 6,700 11,925 3,195 3,505 3,340 8,585 18,425
without winch 6,460 11,685 2,900 3,560 3,040 8,645 18,185

ZIL-131V (with-
out semi-
trailer)
with winch 6,470 - 3,305 3,165
without winch 6,225 - 3,040 3,185

* Wh4n operating on class IV and V roads, including dirt roads, the total rate of
loaded truck and trailer should be 14,425 kG for trucks with winches and 14,185 kG
for trucks without winches.
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Figure 1. Dimensions of ZIL-130 Truck (Diagram).
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* Figure 2. Dimensions of ZIL-131 Truck (Diagram).
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APPENDIX 6. DISTRIBUTION OF LOAD ON THREE AXLE SADDLE TYPE TRACTOR TRUCKS
ON SADDLE DEVICE AND SEMITRAILER AXLE, kG.

a f)'att,,s"~,I,Si f *t I|I• IM i'yj• Si t tIp, S.. Ih 'IIu~,n i t~lplll

1ý'k I'l '.WA neC .ala -Ir

airms 72c r'f,,M t ,ce1 ',,'..

V6snuMC AOP-s',g 62 70 2650 35s00 36I0D 4000

1 Ho Y.iy sItelitlun z

,,•tss2" s •l,,, ..... u I .• ~ l) 33.30G 4000 50 50000
A0113vion 10000

m IIn .,wPIsra', C Oow'4 * . 4-j5,* w ¢ 7000

i'-I IOli~lt,,qp i•.•

Key: a, roads, b, maximum weight of semitrailer with cargo, c, ZIL-157KV,
d, ZIL-131V, e, load on saddle device, f, ZIL-1S7KV, g, ZIL-131V, h, load
on semitrailer axle, i, ZIL-lS7KV, j, ZIL-131V, k, for all types of roads
including muddy and bumpy roads, 1, improved dirt roads (speed not over
25 km/hr), m, paved roads.

4
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APPENDIX 7. MINIMUM TURNING RADIUS AND DIP ANGLES.

b ii e FL"." '"

MA 130 .~r .. .... . S"2

k 31,.l. .o . . . .. . -~ - 22
31l:1.l.10m tý,,' - -;,i•p+w • .. .- 7.0 33 -. 47

m1

In 11+-1 .t . . .. . . .. . . 0 M 43

0 AM ] i WISKU .. .. . . .. ... .. 5, r.55,•4

P t1:1 I'.l mJl.l.1'sIx iO.9 W 45 0 0

Sq I1+ t 3il . . . . . ... . ,rS ~ soi 5,

i e

Key. a, trucks, b, minimum iLurning radius (at fender), m, c, dip angles,
+• degrees, d, front, e, with winch, f, without winch, g, rear, h, with winch,

i, without winch, j, ZIL-130, k, ZIL-130G, 1, ZIL-130V1 (without semi-
i trailer), m, ZIL-W4MZ-SSS, n, ZIL-157K, o, ZIL-1STKV, PC ZIL-131 and ZIL-

o131A, q, IL-131V.

i432
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APPENDIX 8. BASIC POWER FOR ADJUSMENT AND TESTINC OF UNITS OF TRUCKS

Parameters ZIL-157K ZIL-130 • ZIL-131

Valve clearance (for intake in exhaust
valves with engine cold), mm:
between valve stem and rocker in V-type
engines 0.25-0.3
between valve and pusher in in-line
engines 0.20-0.25

.Clearance between breaker points, mm 0.35-0.45 0.3-0.4
(Clearance between spark plug electrodes,
mm 0.6-0.7 0.5-0.6*

Oil p:-essure in lubr£iation syst m of
warm •r 4.ine at 1,OCO rrm, kG/cm 2.5 2.5

Air prIssure in air brake system,
kG/cm 5.6-7.3 5.6-7.4

Normal temperature of fluid in cooling
system, *C 80-90 80-95

Bend of drive belts with 4 kG forced, mm:
fan, water pump and generator belts 15-20 8-14
compressor belt 15-20 5-8
power steering drive belt -8-14

Travel of brake cylinder shafts, mm:
frout wheels 35(not over) 15-25
rear wheels Same Same

Free travel of clutch pedal, mm 30-45 35-40
Full travel of clutch pedal, mm 130-150 180

*For ZIL-130, clearance is 0.85-1.0 mm.

I
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APPENDIX 9. TYPES OF OILS AND LUBRICANTS USED FOR TRUCKS

Symbol Units of Trucks Typo of Ol and Lubricant According
To COST

Oils

ml V-type engines Phenol selective purification motor vehicle
oil type AS-8 (COST 10541-63) or ASZp-10
(N-RTU 12N No 32-63)

M3 In-line engines on 3-axle Summer: industrial type 50 oil (machine
vehicles SU) (COST 1707-51) or AS-8 and AS-10 motor

vehicle oil (GOST10541-63);
winter: motor vehicle AS-6 (COST 10541-63)
At any time of year: for the middle belt
AKZp-10, for the far north and arctic --

"AKZp-6 (COST 1862-60)
H4 Transmission units All Season: motor vehicle transmission oil

TAp-IS-V (4RTU 38-1-185-65).
Substitute: transmission oil TAp-lS, COST
8412-57. With surrounding year temperature
below -30 0 C for regions of the arctic and
far north -- TAp-10 oil (COST 8412-57)

Note: When substitute oils are used, change oil in transmission units 3
tim s more frequently than when TAp-lS-V oil is used.
NS winch and saddle device T-14B oil (with additive) (NtRTU 12N No 34-

63) or TAp-iS-V oil (MRTU 38-1-185-65)
Substitute: special oil for transmissions
and steering units (GOST 4002-53)

Note: This oil is so-called according to the COST, but is not actually used
for transmissions and steering units of ZIL trucks.
N6 Power steering amplifier Summer: type 22 turbine oil

(COST 32-53), substitute -- type 20 irnus-
trial oil (spindle 3)
(COST !707-51); winter: spindle oil type
AU (GOSr 16"2-50)

R47 Telescopic shock absorbers AU spindle oil (COST 1642-50) or a mixture
of 50% transformer oil (COST 10121-62) and
50% type 22 turbine oil (turbine 1) (CO4ST
32-53)

Lubricants
Cl Bearings of units operating Lubricant 1-13s. 0MU NP 5-58) or lubricant

"where water may- reAch then Ya.N-Z (GOST 9432-60)
Brake valve and gener4tor Lubricant 158 (•RTU 12 No 139-64) or lubri-
-beari'n on collector end cant TSTATIM-201 (COST 6267-59)

-C3 Itinge joinits and r~onts lu- Universal v--.4iw3 ,elting lubricant US-1
bricated through pressu-c (press-solidol) (C1ST 1033-51) and USS-1 or
oiler USs 'Niotor vehicle" (COST 4_366-W6

C4 jointed half axles of front Motor vehicle lubricant type X4 (uniyersal
driving urhee1s and king pins joint) (C(OnsT S730-5!)

CS Sprin. leaves (rarhite lubricant (USsA). COST 3333-55.
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Figure 6. Diagram of Placement of Bearings on ZIL-130.

Figure 7. Diagram of Placement of Bearings on ZIL-157K.

I7 IJ 737f. 7 5 8 9 W 11 12IJ i I 7 I S 7 0 1) ?1 ja 7. 14 157?353

*i M13 31 flisi -' 3J 1 2 ? 3 17 2 1 I 7

Figure 8. Diagram of Placement of Bearings on ZIL-131.
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